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Writing a Foreword for Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India at
a time when the world is abuzz with news of the billionaires who have
signed up for the Giving Pledge is fortuitous! There is seemingly an overwhelming interest in philanthropic giving and attempts to compare and
contrast, to capture trends of giving across regions, and to honour the
diverse ways of giving throughout societies and among all social groups
and classes.
When Sanjay Agarwal first mentioned he was planning to write a
book on Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India, I was very excited for three reasons. As a philanthropy practitioner one of the gaps I
have felt (and continue to feel) is the absence of credible research and
writing on philanthropic giving in India. I felt Sanjay’s research would
contribute richly in bridging the gap. Secondly, having interacted with
Sanjay for long years professionally and personally, I was certain his
research and writing would be of the highest standards. Thirdly, the
readers of the book would be treated to some great anecdotes and
humour that is so uniquely Sanjay. He certainly has not disappointed on
all three counts.
Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India at the onset is a work
that takes the reader “back to the basics” in terms of understanding giving traditions as they were practiced in India by civil society in various
milieus. While various scholars, academicians and philosophers have
touched upon and reflected on giving traditions of majority religious
groups in India - Hinduism, Islam, Christianity in the context of various
social, anthropological, religious and philosophical studies - there has
been little research on “Giving Traditions” per se. This book is therefore
the first of its kind in tracing “traditions” as they have been practiced historically in India.
The importance of the book, in addition to the obvious “filling a gap,”
is that it is thought-provoking for two additional reasons, and therefore
a must-read for fundraisers and practitioners. The book calls out to us
the importance of reflecting and promoting age old traditions and practices. As Walter Rauschenbusch reminded us, “History is never antiquated, because humanity is always fundamentally the same.” And as practitioners it is important to understand past practices of individuals and
societies to develop the “next practice”.
Sanjay also impresses upon the reader to look beyond the lens of
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“institutionalized” giving. The response of the philanthropy sector in
India over the last decade and a half has been to under-estimate the role
of a key group of protagonists - the donors! This has been done by providing “accountable” platforms and mediums that focus on transparency, accountability and more credibility. Having spent the last ten years in
that medium or in an intermediary space, I can say with a degree of conviction that transparency and accountability are essential aspects for
donor retention. However, I have also seen that beyond companies, individuals operate on the basis of compassion, trust and sentiment. There
are always individual motivations to give and we cannot, and should not,
"second guess" that through an over-emphasis on our credibility measures. Rather, our work must give donors more tools to express their passions in giving.
Almost a decade ago, when I did my research on Diaspora giving,
many Silicon Valley Indians indicated they gave to Ramakrishna Mission
or Satya Sai Trust. When I queried them on their “motivations” and the
“accountability” factor they were categorical in their response. They gave
to these institutions not because of their religious bent, but because
many of them had seen these institutions fulfilling social and community obligations. Religion was not a bad word to these educated Indians.
And organizations publicly displaying their financials were not key “drivers” that influenced their giving.
Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India took me back to those
conversations and the importance of remembering the “individual” as
also “giving to individuals” vs. organizations. The more recent phenomena of the “Joy of Giving” week in India brings together common citizens
from all walks of life including corporates, media, academic institutions,
non-profits. Same with the Marathons! The Joy of Giving week and the
Marathons have gone back to mass mobilization of simple, individual
citizens and civil society around a common theme of "giving" and they
have been hugely successful in their efforts.
Organised, westernized, tax effective philanthropy will always have a
place in the developed and indeed some parts of the developing world.
But around the world, and certainly in India and other Asian societies,
the proclivity to practice giving that “alleviates poverty and suffering” at
an individual level will continue to exist. While comments such as “Our
social fabric leaves little for philanthropy outside our extended families”
and “the able anyway are supporting the needy within the extended families, in their own way” often annoy me, the fact remains that a majority
of middle class India does think that way. However that does not mean
we give up on individuals. It means we reflect and develop on common
sentiment and work it for the advantage of the masses. If we fail to do
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that, I am afraid those with mass appeal - be it the political parties or
other civil society groups - are likely to capitalize on this incredible
resource.
When we stop reading or learning, closing our minds to history we in
effect die. Sanjay's scholarly research is sure to ignite a passion in readers to delve deeper into societies and traditions and religious and civil
practices and develop an “inclusive” model of giving for the future.
I look forward to reading more on traditional as well as new practices
of giving from a plethora of scholars and practitioners in the coming
years and to an inspiring time ahead.
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In recent years the scholarly study of philanthropic practices in India has
focused on secular giving and secular institutions, amidst a rapid
increase in the number of philanthropic institutions, the range of their
activities, and the activism of their donors. That is important work, but
the rich history and current practice of philanthropy in India cannot be
fully told by the practice of secular giving. Faith-based giving, a critically important part of Indian charity and philanthropy, needs to be better
understood on its own terms, and in the diverse and changing forms in
which it is practiced today in India, if we are to have even the hope of a
comprehensive understanding of the complex tapestry that is giving and
philanthropy in India.
Sanjay Agarwal states this problem clearly in the introduction to his
exceptional volume, Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India.
“During the research that was required for this [book], I found that traditional giving in India was immensely creative and complex. There were
many forms, rituals, themes, ways, times, and methods through which
people gave. These cultural forms were supported by an extremely rich
literature and lore. The literature also showed systematic thought, as well
as use of psychology and communication techniques. I also found that
most of this never featured in the conversations on fund-raising in
India…..”
Mr. Agarwal set out to fill this crucially important gap in the scholarly and practitioner literature on giving and philanthropy in India, and he
has succeeded admirably. In great detail and through the explication of
doctrine, history and stories, his fine book discusses giving in the Hindu,
Islamic, Christian, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi, and Bahai traditions. Mr.
Agarwal's volume is of exceptional value for its discussion of the doctrine
and history underlying these faith-based motivations for charity and philanthropy, as well as for the detail of the research presented. Daan and
Other Giving Traditions in India will serve as the standard guide to these
giving traditions in India for a long time to come. It belongs on the bookshelves of any person interested in philanthropy and charity in India and
anyone working on charitable and philanthropic giving, and of any
library that is collecting any materials in the area.
Mr. Agarwal’s fine work is not alone in this field. In recent years we
have also seen superb publications on religious giving and the fascinat-
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ing interplay between religious and secular giving in specific communities by others who are listed in the detailed and useful bibliography in
Mr. Agarwal's volume. Many of those works are guides to giving in specific traditions. Mr. Agarwal's work goes further, providing rich detail on
all the major giving traditions in India and a comparative basis for understanding, research, and encouragement of giving.
This highly detailed and informative discussion of giving traditions in
India has a practical purpose as well. Mr. Agarwal puts it clearly toward
the end of Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India: "The corporate
sector spends enormous amounts of money contextualising its products
and marketing strategies, so that these appeal to local needs and sensibilities. Indian NGOs have similarly made enormous efforts to understand the needs of rural or deprived communities that they work with.
Similar effort needs to go into working with Indians who have the capacity to contribute funds and resources, but hold back for one reason or the
other. As India grows economically, financial support from foreign
shores will start shrinking…. It makes sense then to turn to the wealthy
in India, including those who are steeped in tradition. The resulting
engagements will not only help Indian NGOs expand their work, it will
also help change perceptions on both sides."
In telling us about the giving traditions of India, and how those traditions encourage private giving for public purposes - a modern definition
of the philanthropic enterprise - Mr. Agarwal has himself contributed to
the public and to philanthropy in important ways. It is an honor to help
to welcome this exceptional volume to the world, and to recommend it
in the highest terms to readers.

Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India
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In the early 90’s, when I started working closely with NGOs, I noticed
that people found it easier to give money for building temples than
schools. As time went on, I heard this often from my colleagues, many of
whom were fund-raising professionals. I found this curious - how was a
simple person like a priest able to motivate people to give relatively large
amounts of money, without any plan or campaign. Then in 2004, I
realised that most Indians looked at giving in ways which were significantly different from people in other countries. For instance, they were
relatively less concerned with what happened to the money after they
had given it away. This led to a series of AccountAbleTM issues on alternative views of accountability which helped underscore the different
expectations of traditional faith-based donors and modern purposedriven donors, when it came to financial accountability.
During the research that was required for this, I found that traditional giving in India was immensely creative and complex. There were many
forms, rituals, themes, ways, times, and methods through which people
gave. These cultural forms were supported by an extremely rich literature and lore. The literature also showed systematic thought, as well as
use of psychology and communication techniques. I also found that
most of this never featured in the conversations on fund-raising in India.
That's when AccountAid decided to take up this book, with encouragement and support of the Ford Foundation in Delhi.
The power of traditions remains strong in India. As much as 14 tons
of gold1 was purchased in Mumbai alone on Akshay Teej, despite frenzied prices,2 which were partly caused by the festival itself. As we worked
on collecting the material for the book, I also noticed that many successful product campaigns were designed around Indian cultural traditions,
and connected immediately with the viewers. For instance, the use of
sindoor and deepdaan in the insurance campaigns was highly evocative.
On the other hand, some campaigns (‘Dumb, dumb, dumb…’, The Fastest
Indian) failed to engage the viewers, as these were using symbols or cultural practices which most Indians were not familiar with.
Similarly, many high-powered fund-raising campaigns in India were
modified versions of campaigns designed for an Anglo Saxon culture.
On the other hand, there were isolated examples of people using Indian
cultural symbols to raise funds3 or sell products4 with less effort and
greater effect. One of the most spectacular examples of this was the
Bhoodaan Andolan (1951) of Vinoba Bhave, which tapped into an
ancient tradition and mobilized 5 million acres5 of land in donations.
I also found that there was no literature or reference material on this

Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India
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topic which fund-raisers or NGOs could use. Though several books have
been written, for instance, on daan, zakaat or tithe, these are mostly
intended for use by the believers,6 or tend to be scholarly studies.7 The
material on daan, though extensive, is mostly found in Sanskrit handbooks8 or in the Puran where it is highly scattered. This book tries to
bring this material together in one place, so that it can be used for reference.
The primary objective of writing this book is to help Indian NGOs
and fund-raisers understand and appreciate the rich indigenous giving
traditions, as also learn from the literature and thinking that support
these. It is also hoped that this will lead them to think about whether and
how some of these elements can be used in their own search for
resources among Indian communities.
This book comes with an important caveat. I believe that each tradition has its own language and can be interpreted in many different ways,
from the most gross to the most sublime. Further, there are meanings
within each meaning, which are not apparent to most, especially to an
outsider like me. Therefore, only a practitioner of the faith, working with
a spiritual master, can truly understand and interpret these traditions
satisfactorily. This enumeration of different traditions is, therefore,
bound to contain many omissions and errors of fact and interpretation.
I will, therefore, be grateful if learned scholars and practitioners would
be kind enough to bring these to my notice.
To the extent possible, sources for each of the references included in
the book have been provided. This is intended to help practitioners and
scholars look up the relevant material, should they need more details in
designing their fund-raising ideas or in pursuing their study. To keep the
layout simple and uncluttered for the general reader, all the references
have been given as end-notes.
Roman spelling of Sanskrit, Hindi, Pali, Urdu or Persian words poses
a peculiar problem. Orthodox etiquette demands that diacritical marks
be used to ensure correct pronunciation. However, these are difficult to
follow for most people. Similarly, using an extra ‘a’ (as in Yoga) leads to
misreading and mispronunciation of words. The book, therefore, follows
a simple expedient of using two a’s (or o’s) to signify a longer vowel in
many places, and drops the extra ‘a’ at the end altogether, except where
it is distinctly heard. To help Indian readers, Devnagari spelling has also
been given alongside. Terms occurring in languages other than English
have been italicised, unless these happen to be proper names. Titles of
books and Scriptures have been italicised.
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editing the book and compling the index on an almost impossible deadline. Moushumi De delivered the layout and final design, working late
nights. Mridula Sharma came up with elegant illustrations to help convey a sense of the ritual and ceremony that surrounds traditional giving.
Noshir Dadrawala, an expert on philanthropy and a great friend,
shared valuable material on Parsi traditions. Dr. Neena Gupta lent me
her treasured collection of Bauddh texts, which were invaluable in
researching Bauddh traditions. Dr. Alka Agarwal spent many evenings
helping me locate historical references, sprucing up the sources, and
adding valuable material. I would not have been able to write the section
on Bauddh daan without her knowledgeable help. Renu Agarwal was a
pillar of support throughout the writing of this book, helping build the
bibliography, coming up with invaluable nuggets of information, locating
material on Jain, Sikh, Hindu and Parsi traditions, finding a path through
deadlocked research avenues, and keeping an eye on the deadline!
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Aditya, Chetan, and the team at Pyramid Cyber Security were a great
help in recovering parts of the manuscript when it was accidentally
deleted.
Firdaus Gandavia, Noshir Dadrawala, Shantum Seth, Jagwant Gill,
Gurjeet Singh Kohli, Salam Khan, CAs Hafez Dalal, Martin Pinto, and
Kavita Nathan, all read sections of the book and provided valuable feedback and reassurance. Priya Viswanath, who has written extensively on
diaspora giving, helped me overcome the writer’s block, read through
the draft, gave me valuable advice, and wrote a kind Foreword. Nathan
Jackson, research assistant at University of Iowa, proof-read the entire
manuscript and pointed out many intractable errors.
A book on traditional giving cannot, by definition, contain anything
new, and this book is no exception! I am eternally grateful to the Monks,
Rishi, Sages, Gurus, Seers, and Prophets, who devoted their lives to nurturing this wondrous cultural and spiritual heritage for us. Closer in
time, Dr. Pushpa Gupta’s meticulously researched book (Daan Utsarg ki
Dharmshastreeya Avadharana) was a constant beacon to my work, as
was Hemadri's encyclopaedic Chaturvarg Chintamani.
My clients, who graciously put up with my absence while I was working on this book deserve a special word of thanks, as does my family
which saw many weekends and vacations go up in smoke while this book
was being written.
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Legend has it that the Moghul court was considered to be the wealthiest
of its time in the entire world. Whether true or not, India certainly excited the imagination of a large number of European explorers during the
renaissance, in search for a trade route to the source of spices. Columbus
was searching for India, when he ended up in the Americas in 1492 CE.
Eventually Vasco da Gama landed in Calicut in 1498 CE. With this began
the story of India’s colonization, which ended some 450 years later with
a unified, but impoverished India. Most Indians spent their lives on the
edge of poverty through the rest of the century. A very large number still
do (28%),9 though there is some glimmer of hope for them now.
This also means that most would consider the forms of daan
described here as flights of pauranik fancy. Imagine people giving away
mountains of gold, and pots of gems. This appears to come straight from
a fable or an epic, something like Timbuktu, commonly thought to be a
nowhere place.10 Actually Timbuktu is a real11 but forgotten city of West
Africa, which at one time was immensely wealthy, being a centre of the
gold-for-salt trade.
Another forgotten town on the other side of the continent was called
Berenice.12 During the Roman period, for close to 550 years, this was a
busy port, connecting directly to Karachi and Kerala. Kerala was the land
of spices, particularly pepper, much in demand in Rome, and worth its
weight in gold. According to Strabo, an average of 120 ships made the
journey from Kerala to Red Sea each year. Each is likely to have carried
about 75 tonnes of cargo on an average.13 The value of goods (ivory,
spices, cloth) transported from India to Egypt is estimated at 18 billion
drachmas per year, or about 540 billion dollars per year.14 What flowed
back to India was Roman gold, much of it excavated from its colonies
such as those in Egypt. According to Prof. Sidebottom, over 550 years,
about 10.5 trillion dollars worth of gold may have flowed back into India.
Consider also a more contemporary account:15
“India, China and the Arabian peninsula take one hundred million
sesterces from our empire per annum at a conservative estimate: that is
what our luxuries and women cost us. For what percentage of these
imports is intended for sacrifices to the gods or the spirits of the dead?”
If these stories sound like sailors' tales,16 consider the relatively more
sober views of Angus Maddison, who spent an entire lifetime collecting
numbers and conjuring17 economic figures out of them. According to
his estimates, in AD 1, India's share of world GDP was 32%, coming
down gradually to 24% in 1700 AD. After this the share fell rapidly, as the
industrial revolution built up momentum in Europe. In 1950 India's
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share was just 4.2%. It fell further to 3.1% by 1973.18
This enormous wealth appears to have been deployed in a variety of
ways: for constructing splendid buildings, for luxurious living, for public
works, as well as for munificent giving. Giving by Indian Rajahs and
Sultans is the stuff on which legends are built. But as this book shows,
the giving did not end with them. Merchants, courtesans, ordinary
householders as well as the poorest appear to have participated in giving.
This book explores ways in which giving took place in traditional
communities, with the object of assessing whether any of these channels,
forms or symbols can be used to enhance modern giving. The discussion
is peppered with stories from scriptures to help the reader understand
the imagery that motivates traditional giving. All major faiths present in
India have been considered, with the material arranged according to
numbers belonging to different traditions.
Of these, the largest amount of material is available on Hindu daan. It
must be noted that practice of daan amongst Hindus lags far, far behind
the ideals described in the scriptures. Hindu daan is, thus, a little like the
famous Angkor Wat temple, the largest known manmade place of worship in the world, with a cosmic design, precise engineering and exquisite workmanship. At some point of time, it must have been a glorious,
living entity, sustaining the material and spiritual needs of millions of
people. Today it lies in ruins, overtaken by the jungle. And yet it evokes
rapturous admiration of thousands of tourists who flock to Cambodia
each year just to view the temple.
The twin concepts of daan and utsarg have been described, followed
by a discussion of the motives and principles. There has been considerable debate on types of daan, the various methods and attitudes in daan,
and the likely benefits. Thought has also been given to what enhances
the benefit, and what reduces the impact of daan. Of particular interest
are the prescriptions on giving as a percentage of one's income or wealth.
Various categories of persons to whom daan can be made have also been
discussed. Hindus have also devoted considerable time and effort to
designing specific forms of daan, tailored to the needs of the donors, and
the desired benefit. The material on forms of daan, though extremely
rich and interesting, has been moved to Appendices, primarily for ease
of reading and reference.
Utsarg, which refers to giving for public benefit, is directly relevant in
today's context. This includes planting of trees, digging of ponds and
wells, setting up of rest houses, schools, etc. The forms of utsarg and
dedication ceremonies involved in utsarg have been described in some
detail.
This is followed by a discussion of zakaat, khums and sadaqa, which
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are Islamic forms of charity, and practised widely in the Muslim community. The Quranic injunctions and guidance provided by the Sunnah on
the amount and the use of zakaat funds are included, as are some inspiring stories from Islamic traditions.
The next chapter is devoted to tithe and charity, which are Christian
terms for giving. The religious ethic behind Christian charity is
described, as are the Biblical prescriptions for tithing.
The Sikh concept of daswandh (a tenth part), is somewhat similar to
the Christian tithing, and is discussed in the chapter on Sikh giving. This
chapter also describes the Sikh langar (a universal feature of all
Gurudwaras) and Sewa, an essential part of voluntary work in the Sikh
community.
Bauddh daan is significantly different from Hindu daan, and is
discussed in a separate chapter, which describes the Bauddh recommendations on daan. Daan Paramita, which is the first step to becoming a
Buddha, is discussed and then liberally illustrated through various
Jaatak (jatk) stories. The Jaatak stories, first narrated by Lord Buddha
himself to his followers, are rich in symbolism and weave a very special
magic over the listener, transporting him to another world.
Similarly, the Jain concept of daan is distinct from other daan traditions. This forms the subject matter of a separate chapter.
Last, but not the least, is a chapter devoted to two other significant
traditions: among the Parsi and the Baha’i. Parsi giving, though anchored
in traditional ethics, is quite modern in its outlook. It is also legendary
for its munificence. Similarly, giving among the Baha’i (the youngest
tradition in India) has a very modern structure, while deriving its
inspiration from the Baha’i scriptures.
The final chapter is devoted to a consideration of how these traditions
could connect with modern fund-raising. The chapter discusses how
this can happen by stripping down the various forms of traditional giving to their essential concepts, and matching these with modern needs.
Similarly, important psychological concepts associated with
traditional giving can be used to enhance availability of resources, while
at the same time engaging orthodox communities with modern
development work.
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On 27th July 2009,19 the priest at a Ganapati temple in Khajrana (Indore)
called up the police to say that a person had put some gold in the temple's donation box. When the box was opened in the presence of witnesses, it turned out to be about two kilograms of gold biscuits, worth about
`38 lakh. The donor remains unidentified. His or her motives can only
be speculated upon.
Obviously this kind of giving is rare enough to make news in regional
papers. There are many more examples, on a larger scale, where people
have donated gem-encrusted ornaments, gold crowns, silver thrones, at
temples. Some of these are reported because of their size or because a
celebrity is involved. But a larger stream of smaller giving continues to
flow through temples across India and abroad unreported. Consider
some statistics:20
● Shri Tirupathi Temple's annual collection from donations is estimated
at more than `900 crore.21 This includes about `30 crore raised from
sale of donated hair, which is then used to make wigs for the domestic
and foreign market.
● Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine annually receives about `75 crore.
● Shri Vinayak Temple in Mumbai received `25 crore in 2007.
To understand this, assume that
there are 10,000 active shrines in
Hindu daan?
Delhi. Assume further that each
There has been considerable argureceives `500, on an average, each
ment over the term Hindu, and the
day. That comes to `50 lakh per day.
matter has even gone to courts. The
Add it up for a year, and the figure
term Hindu is not found in early
jumps to `182 crore. And this is an
local sources, but was initially more
estimate for just one type of giving a term used by foreigners to
dropping coins in a donation box at
describe people living in the region.
Gradually it has gained wide
the temple, in one city. It does not,
acceptance for people who might
for instance, consider occasional
identify themselves as Arya
bhandara (É{fara), or donations in
Samajis,
Brahmo Samajis, Sanatani,
kind.
Smart,
Shaiv,
Shakt, and Vaishnav
And thereby hangs a story. The
etc. In 2001, about 82.8 crore
giving tradition among practising
(80.5%) people identified themHindus is actually immensely diverse
selves as Hindus.22
and rich. It has also made very effecThis chapter draws material pritive use of donor psychology and has
marily from Pauranik sources and
built up a logical structure. There is
Smriti, which may not be treated as
an enormous amount of literature,
authoritative by some of the Sects.
tales, folklore, which informs and

sustains this tradition. In this chapter, we look at this in some detail.

Daan
Traditionally,23 Indian political wisdom24 lists four methods of dealing
with conflict: saam (sam, conciliation, true or false praise), daan25 (dan,
placating with gifts), dand (d{f, use of force) and bhaid (Éed, sowing dissension). These recur again and again in various ancient political lectures.
However, daan is not limited to statecraft. It appears to have been
widely practised on a regular basis among ordinary people, at some point
of time. As a result, an enormous amount of literature has come down to
us. To begin with, classification of daan in Hindu traditions is complex
and variegated, as discussed below.

Classification
Daan has been classified in several overlapping ways, depending on
one’s perspective:

Orientation
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Isht
Poort

Usage/
Beneficiary

Daan
Utsarg

Shraddha
Sattvik

Material/
Value

Objective

Nitya
Jyeshth

Rajasik

Naimittik
Madhyam

Tamasik

Kamya
Kanishth
Vimal

Orientation
Depending on the orientation (internal or external), acts of charity can
be divided into two broad categories:26
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1. Isht (#ò)

Acts which are primarily religious in nature (yagn - y}, hom - haem, tap tp, hospitality etc.), and are turned inwards, are called Isht. The rewards
of such acts are invisible in this life and will be enjoyed in paradise.
2. Poort (pUt)R

Acts which are primarily charitable in nature (construction of public
utilities, ponds, schools, rest houses, gardens, ann-kshetra, etc.) are
called poort. The benefits of poort are visible in this life, and include
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attainment of moksh. Charitable trusts are called poort works in Hindu
scriptures.27
Usage and ownership
From the perspective of ownership and usage, giving is broadly classified
into two categories: daan and utsarg.
1. Daan (dan)

When the giving results in transfer of property from one person to
another, it is treated as daan. In some cases, the transfer might benefit
more than one person. However, so long as the number of beneficiaries
is fixed, the giving will be considered daan. Additionally, the donor
should no longer derive any benefit from the item donated.
Some types of giving are not considered daan. These include gifts to
people whom one is otherwise required to support.28 Similarly, mutual
exchange of gifts is treated as a cultural practice, but does not qualify as
daan.29
2. Utsarg (%TsgR)

If the item or property is dedicated or released for general public use, the
giving is treated as utsarg. The property is then owned commonly, and is
similar to the concept of common grazing land. In this case, there is no
bar on the donor also using the property as a member of the public, without any special privileges.
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Shraddha (ï˜a)
According to Bhagwad Gita, all daan can be classified into three categories: sattvik,30 rajasik31 and tamasik.32

Sattvik daan33 is one that is made as a duty. It should be made after
considering the time, place and the suitability of the receiver. The receiver should not perform any service or provide any benefit in return
(AnupkarI). Swami Ramsukhdas explains34 that this kind of daan is really
tyag, relinquishment, in which nothing is desired in return. This type of
daan is not the kind that gives punya (pu{y), merit in return. Seeking such
punya will transform the daan into rajasik.
2. Rajasik (rajisk)

Rajasik daan35 is made for getting some direct or indirect benefit
(whether material or spiritual) in return. The parting (of property) causes pain or regret to the donor. Or the daan is given after some persua-
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1. Sattvik (saiÅvk)

sion (as in a collection or chanda - c<da). Rajasik daan gives whatever
benefits are sought by the donor.
3. Tamasik (tamisk)

When daan is made to an unsuitable person or without considering time
or place, then it is called tamasik daan.36 If the daan is made without
showing proper respect or in an insulting manner, then also it becomes
tamasik.
Another example of a tamasik daan would be where it is intended to
cause bodily harm to another. In such a case, both the donor and the
recipient are to be punished as for theft.37
It appears, therefore, that Bhagwad Gita encourages Sattvik daan.
However, this conclusion would probably vary from one person to
another, depending on which gun (gu[)38 is dominating the person at that
time (sattvik, rajasik, tamasik).
Value
There are multiple ways of making this classification. One depends on
the item, and another on the size of the donation. However, a third
depends on the purpose of daan, and has been mentioned in several
puran:39
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1. Jyeshth (Jyeó)

Daan given in order to achieve moksh (nishreyas) is considered the most
valuable form.
2. Madhyam (mXym)

Daan given out of pity40 or kindness for others or for one's own kith and
kin is considered to be of medium value.
3. Kanishth (kinó)
THE FORGOTTEN POT OF GOLD

Daan given to achieve one’s own selfish ends is known as the least valued of all.
Objective
From the perspective of the objective of making a daan, it is classified
into four categories: Nitya, Naimittik, Kamya and Vimal.
1. Nitya (inTy)

When daan is made daily to Brahmins without any expectation of
services or return, it is known as nitya daan.41 The benefits of such daan
are eternal.
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2. Naimittik (nEimiÄk)

When daan is made to learned people at a particular time42 to counter
the effects of sins, it is known as naimittik.43
3. Kamya (kaMy)

When a person desirous of children, victory, wealth, heaven etc, makes a
daan, it is known as kamya.44
4. Vimal (ivml)

When daan is made out of a sense of duty, to Brahmins learned in the
Ved, in order to please the divine, it is known as vimal or nirmal daan.45

Defining Daan
In keeping with Indian tradition, there has been considerable discussion
and debate on what constitutes daan. Reviewing this debate, one finds that
daan is a sub-set of giving, but several steps removed, as shown below:

Giving up
ownership
Creating
another’s
ownership

Abandonment

Without price/
consideration

Expectation of
return/benefit

Robbery

Sale/Exchange

Gifts
Due to
affection

Due to
pity/mercy

As per
scriptural directions

It is only the last item, ‘giving - as per scriptural directions’ that
qualifies as daan proper.
The most comprehensive definition of daan so far appears to have
seven essential elements:
1. Donor
2. Receiver46
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Alms
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3. Respectful transaction
4. Appropriate object for donation
5. Right place
6. Right time
7. Right procedure
A still more useful way to understand the concept of daan is through
the story of Dharmvarma, an ancient King of Saurashtra.

The Essence of Daan
The story of King Dharmvarma is narrated in the Skand Puran.47 The
King was curious about the essential elements of daan. He therefore did
tap (tp) for a long time. At the end, he was rewarded with a puzzling
shlok (ðaek):
‘Daan has two hetu, six adhishthan, six ang, two paak, four
prakar, three vidh and three ways of naash.’48
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Unable to understand this, the King made an announcement that
anyone who would explain this shlok to him would be rewarded with
700,000 cows, an equal number of gold coins, and seven villages. Many
came to try their luck, but none could give a satisfactory answer. Finally,
Devarshi Narad, who was looking for some suitable land in the area,
arrived at the King’s court. He explained the meaning of the shlok as
follows:
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Two Enhancers (hetu)
The two hetu49 (drivers, push factors) of daan, which help increase or
decrease it, are shraddha (ï˜a) and shakti (zi´).
1. If you give away your entire property without shraddha, you will not
get any benefit. However, if you give even a little of your justly
earned money, you will be able to please Shri Shiv, provided you
give with shraddha.50
2. The second hetu is shakti (capacity). You should only give out of
what is left after meeting needs of the family.51 If money is given to
a rich and capable person, while the family is living in penury, then
all benefit is lost. This causes dharm to transform into adharm.
Similarly, if someone performs shraaddh (ïaÏ) for a dead person,
while the living dependents suffer, then this will result in misery for
the donor in this life and thereafter.52 Further, nine types of property should not be given in daan:53
i. Saamaanya (samaNy) - that which is ordinary or owned by
everyone.
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ii. Yaachit (yaict) - that which has been borrowed from someone.
iii. Nyaas (Nyas) - that which has been deposited with you in trust.
iv. Aadhi (Aaix)- that which has been pawned with you.
v. Daan (dan) - that which has already been given once.
vi. Daan dhan (dan xn) - that which has been received in daan.
vii. Anvaahit (ANvaiht) - that which has been kept in trust with X,
who has placed it in safe-keeping with Y.
viii. Nikshipt (ini]Ý) - that which has been entrusted to
someone.
ix. Sanvaya Sarvasv Daan (sNvy svRSv dan) - giving away everything
despite availability of descendants.

Six Parts (A<g)
The six components57 of daan are donor (data), accepter (àit¢hIta), purification (zui˜), legitimate/appropriate object for donating (xmRy´
u dey vStu),
place (dez), and time (kal):
1. Donor should be healthy, virtuous, desirous of giving, devoid of any
addiction, holy, and earning a legitimate living.
2. Accepter58 should have good lineage, learning, character, kindness
and control of senses. He should make his living in approved ways.
3. Daan is purified if the donor welcomes the seekers, has genuine
affection for them, honours them, and does not find fault in them.
4. Only that money which has been earned with ones’s own effort (but
without excessive hardship), and has not been obtained by harassing others is eligible for daan.59 It does not matter whether such
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Six Motives (Aixóan)
The six adhisthan54 (base, pedestal, foundation) of daan are dharm,
arth, kaam, lajja, harsh and bhaya.
1. When daan is made to a suitable person, without any objective, and
only out of a sense of duty, it is known as dharm daan (xmR dan).
2. When daan is made with an objective in mind, it is known as arth
daan (AwR dan).
3. When daan is given during drinking, gambling, womanizing,55
hunting etc., it is known as kaam daan (kam dan).
4. When daan is given out of embarrassment on being accosted by
seekers in public, it is known as lajja daan (l¾a dan).
5. When daan is made out of joy on hearing good news or on successful completion of a desired project, it is known as harsh daan (h;R
dan).
6. When daan is given out of fear to avoid infamy, damage (AnwR),
violence, etc., it is known as bhaya daan (Éy dan).56

money is less or more.
5. That which is difficult to obtain in a place (e.g. water in a desert), is
the right item for donating in that place.
6. That which is difficult to obtain at a particular time (e.g. food during famine, or lamp-light at night), is the right item for donating at
that time.
Two Results ()l)
Daan has two kinds of rewards: those which are enjoyed in heaven, and
others which are enjoyed in this world itself.60 Rewards of daan made to
a true or noble person are enjoyed in heaven. Rewards of daan made to
others are enjoyed on Earth itself.
Four Kinds (àkar)
The four kinds of daan are dhruv (Øuv), trik (iÇk), kaamya (kaMy) and
naimittik (nEimiÄk).61
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1. Works of public welfare, such as digging of wells and ponds, planting orchards and gardens, etc. are known as dhruv or eternal.
2. Whatever is given on a daily basis is known as nitya or trik.
3. That which is given with a desire for offspring, victory, splendour
(@eñyR), woman, power, or for fulfilling one’s wishes, is known as
kamya.
4. Naimittik (motivated) daan is of three types:
a. Kaalapeksh (kalape]) - that which is motivated by auspicious
times or other planetary conjunctions.
b. Kriyapeksh (i³yape]) - that which is motivated by an
occasion or activity such as shraddh (ïa˜) etc.
c. Gunapeksh (gunape]) - that which is motivated by the
recipient's character, knowledge, learning or other virtues.
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Three Categories (Éed)
Daan can be categorised into three as best, medium and least,
depending on what is given:62
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Best
House
● Temple
● Learning or
knowledge
● Land
● Cow
● Well
● Saving the life
● Gold
●

Medium
Grain
● Garden
● Clothes
● Horse etc.
●

Least
Shoes
● Umbrella
● Utensils
● Curd
● Honey
● Seat (aasan)
● Lamp (deepak)
● Wood
● Stone
●

Three Nullifiers (naz hetu)
Daan is nullified by three factors: regret, unsuitability of recipient, and
ashraddha (Aï˜a).
Further, if the donor regrets making the daan, then it is known as Asur
daan (Asur dan). If the daan is given without shraddha, it is known as
Raakshas daan (ra]s dan). When the receiver is scolded or told unpleasant things or is cursed afterwards, then the daan is known as Pishaach
daan (ipzac dan).63
Hearing this crystal clear explanation of the cryptic shlok, the King
was overjoyed. Devarshi Narad then left the money in the King's care,
and proceeded on his business.
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People often confuse daan with dakshina (di][a). However, the two are
completely different. Dakshina64 is a type of honorarium for services.
The amount is not agreed in advance and cannot be negotiated.
Dakshina does not qualify as daan. There is no punya associated with
dakshina. However, dakshina is also required as covering fees65 for the
daan, and is always added on as a sweetener after any act of daan to a
Brahmin.
Sixteen types of payments66 do not qualify as daan. Some of these are:
● To an immoral Brahmin
● To a fallen Brahmin
● To a thief
● To a liar
● To an ingrate
● To a sinner
● To a person who sells the Ved (ved)
● Of money earned through injustice
● To the village / town priest
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Dakshina and Other Impostors

To one’s father and other such gurujan (guéjn)
To snake-charmers
● To one’s servants
● To one’s family
● To a person who abandons his vaanprasth ashram (vanàSw Aaïm)67
or sanyaas ashram (s<Nyas Aaïm) and becomes a householder again
●
●

Basic Principles
Hindu literature on daan is very large and varied, with many nuances,
and shades of opinion. What follows is, therefore, only a very simple
presentation meant to help a basic understanding.

For Your Own Sake
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Daan is not given for the benefit of
the donee. Any benefit which the
donee may derive is secondary. It is
given for one's own benefit. This is
derived from the basic Hindu concept that the world is an illusion, and
our wealth is one of the anchors that
binds us to this illusion. Therefore,
giving one's wealth away helps corrode this anchor.

A Suitable Recipient
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For a Hindu, his/her connection with
a daan must end when they part with
the property. They are mostly not
concerned with how the item is
eventually utilised. However, at the
time of identifying the recipient, they
must find a suitable candidate, patra
(paÇ).68
It is generally recognised that
most daan is directed towards
Brahmins. This is broadly in line with
the pauranik (paErai[k) directives.
However, there are three important
caveats:
1. Only daan is generally directed
towards Brahmins. Utsarg is for
the benefit of the community as
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To Give or Not to Give
Who is eligible to receive?
Yudhishthir asks Bheeshm Pitamah
on the latter's deathbed.71 One who
has the following attributes,
Bheeshm answers: Lack of anger,
Truthfulness, Simplicity, Lack of
treachery, Lack of pride,
Bashfulness (l¾a), Tolerance, Selfcontrol (dm), Calmness of the mind
(mnaein¢h). The person should also
not take up undesirable activities
(AkayR). It does not matter whether
the donee is well-known to you or
is a new acquaintance, who has just
arrived.
Bheeshm also goes on to explain
that a Brahmin with certain characteristics should not be given daan:
one who criticises the Ved, relies
unduly on logic, does not propagate
approved doctrines, is loud and
noisy, abuses Brahmins, is suspicious of everyone, behaves like
children or fools, and is bitter in
dialogue. Such a person is considered a dog by the learned - he runs
around seeking arguments, and
denying the scriptures, just as a
dog runs around barking and biting!

a whole. This is discussed in more detail later.
2. There is a clear preference for learned Brahmins. There are also
strong prohibitions against giving to a Brahmin who is Brahmin
only by birth, and is neither learned nor cultured. Giving to an incapable Brahmin will result in both the donor and the donee sinking.69 Other attributes of an ineligible recipient are listed in Padm
Puran (pÒpura[).70
3. At several places, the Puran advise Kshatriya (]iÇy) and Vaishya
(vEZy) not to accept daan. However, Agni Puran (AiGn pura[) clearly
says that you get punya by giving to non-Brahmins, including
Shudra (zUÔ) and Varn-sankar (v[R s<kr).72 It also specifies the proportion of benefit depending on the recipient:
Benefit

Varn-sankar
Shudra
Vaishya or Kshatriya
Nominal Brahmin73
Brahmin who studies the Ved
Purohit or yaajak74 Brahmin
Acharya who can explain the meaning of Ved
Poor Brahmin
Yagnakarta Brahmin

Two times
Four times
Eight times
Sixteen times
100 times
Inexhaustible
Infinite
Infinite
Infinite

Daksh emphasizes75 that one who desires fortune should give daan to
the poor, the orphans, and the good. Such daan is considered effective
daan.
Mahabharat recommends76 ann-daan (giving of food) to Chandal
(ca{fal)77 and Shudra.
Thus while daan to non-Brahmins is not prohibited, it would not
seem to be as good an investment as one made to a learned Brahmin,
who knows the Ved.
In keeping with this general trend,78 Agni Puran is very critical of the
Brahmin who is devoid of tap (tp, effort) and study of Ved, but is always
interested in getting daan. Such a Brahmin sinks with the daan like a
person in a boat made of stone!79 Various Smriti also emphasise this
point again and again.80 Atri Smriti goes even further: if such Brahmins
are getting bhiksha81 from a particular village, then the king should punish the villagers as if they were feeding thieves!82
Ramcharitmanas also links daan constantly with Brahmins while
describing the events in Ayodhya etc. However, when it comes to Kali
yug, Tulsidas ji emphasizes that pauranik guidance regarding daan is not
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Receiver

sacrosanct, and one should make daan in whichever way possible.83
According to one Manas commentator,84 as it is impossible to get a
recipient who is worthy in the pauranik sense, therefore one should try
to give to whoever appears to be most suitable.

Giving Respectfully
Puran emphasise that the punya of a daan is lost if the donation is made
with disrespect or made regretfully. Such a daan may be classified as
tamasik. Therefore, the donor should welcome the recipient, and offer
the daan with respect. The donee should also be given dakshina,
possibly to defray the expenses / time spent in participating in the daan
ritual. This protects the value of the main daan, so far as the donor is
concerned.

The Manner of Giving85
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Four kings, all brothers, once gave Devarshi Narad a lift on the way to paradise. Then
they asked him, as to which of the four brothers’ term in paradise would end first.
Narad picked King Ashtak from among them. Narad explained that Ashtak gives daan,
and then tells others about how much he has given. He is thus guilty of blowing his
own trumpet.
Who would be next, the brothers asked again? Narad picked Pratardan. He
explained how King Pratardan reluctantly gave away all the four horses yoked to his
carriage to different seekers one by one and then started pulling it himself. However
he then criticised the seekers for having asked for the horses.
The brothers then asked - who would be next to come back? Narad picked
Vasumana. The reason was Vasumana’s wily words for seekers. Apparently, Narad
once visited King Vasumana, and blessed him. He was then showed Pushparath
(pu:prw), a special carriage, which could go anywhere. When Narad praised
Pushparath, Vasumana gave it to him happily. A few days later, Narad arrived again,
blessed the King, and praised another Pushparath. Vasumana gave this carriage also
to him. However, when Narad repeated his performance a third time, Vasumana did
not give the carriage to him. Instead he told the other Brahmins that Narad had
blessed the King only to get Pushparath.
The brothers then asked - what if only Shibi was to go with you to Paradise?
Narad then replied - I will return first, King Shibi will stay on. The brothers asked the
reason for this. Narad then narrated a hair-raising story.
Apparently, a Brahmin once asked Shibi for food. On being asked his choice of a
meal, he asked Shibi to kill his son Brihadgarbh first, and then prepare food for the
Brahmin. Shibi dutifully killed his son, and had him cremated. He then cooked food
for the Brahmin, and wandered around looking for him. He found the Brahmin setting
fire to his palace, stables, treasury, armoury, etc.
However, Shibi remained calm, and offered the food to the Brahmin. The Brahmin
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refused the food, and directed the King to eat it himself. As the King prepared to do
so, the Brahmin stopped him. He praised Shibi for having conquered anger, and disappeared after restoring everything. The King then saw that his son was standing in
front of him.
On being asked by his advisers about this horrific deed, the King explained that
he does not give daan for prestige or gain. He gives daan only because it is the
righteous path of dharm, on which the best have always walked.

Irreversible

If a sankalp (s<kLp) has been made, and the intended donee does not
show up to accept the donation, the donor is required to release the item
in a pond or a river. The donated item cannot revert to the donor or be
reallocated to another person.

The King and the Chameleon86

King Nrig (n&g) had illustrious ancestors, and was a generous donor. He once gave
away thousands of cows at Pushkar. One of these was donated to a Brahmin named
Parvata. The Brahmin then went into the forest, leaving the cow behind. This cow was
then donated again to another Brahmin, named Anarata. When the first Brahmin
found this out, a quarrel ensued.
They went to Nrig to resolve the matter, but were unable to get an audience.
Enraged, they cursed King Nrig so that he was reborn as a chameleon in a neglected
well at Dwarka. He was eventually released from this state by Shri Krishn's touch.
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The importance of daan has been repeatedly emphasised in Ved,
Upanishad,87 Puran, Smriti, as also poetry. Rig Ved prays for adaan
(Adan) to sleep, and daan (dan) to wake up.88 Atharv Ved calls for collecting with a hundred hands, and giving away with a thousand hands.89
Matsya Puran devotes a chapter90 in praise of daan as one part of
state policy.91 According to this, daan is the best approach amongst all.
Generous daan can help a person win both the worlds - there is no one
who is beyond the influence of daan. A generous donor is praised by all.
Even persons who do not accept daan themselves, start acting
favourably towards a generous donor. Daan made in one place has the
capacity to influence people in other places as well. A generous donor is
loved like one’s own son.
According to Atri Smriti, daan is the best friend of donor.92
Ramcharitmanas compares daan with an axe in the battle of life. As you
slay enemies with a battle axe, so you slay sins and hardships with daan.93
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Importance of Daan

According to one commentator,94 daan helps avoid durgati (ÊgRit,
pitiable condition).
According to Bhartrihari, the hands of the worthy look better when
adorned by daan, and not just by gold bracelets.95 Similarly,
Thiruvalluvar says that the wealth of a wise philanthropist is the village
pool, full of water, and the village tree laden with fruits, or a reliable
medicine plant.96

The Rewards of Daan97
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Once upon a time, Katyayan Muni stood on his big toe for one hundred years, in order
to find out the essence of Dharm. He was then directed to Saraswat Muni, living on
the banks of river Saraswati. During the discussion that followed, Katyayan asked
Saraswat Muni, as to which was more challenging (and rewarding in afterlife): Daan or
Tap (tp)?
The Muni picked Daan as the clear winner. He said that people enter the most
fierce forests, deepest oceans and darkest caves to get wealth. For money, they take
up humiliating service under others, and also agriculture, which results in killing of
untold beings. This wealth, which has been acquired after great effort, is dearer to
people than their own life and is the most difficult to give up.
In reality only that wealth which is given to others or is enjoyed in consumption
belongs to you. The rest of the money is enjoyed by people who survive you. One
should treat a seeker as a Guru, as he gives you an opportunity to cleanse your soul.
Wealth is not reduced by giving, rather it keeps increasing, in the same manner as
water in a well is cleansed and increased by being drawn out.
The fool conserves money for this lifetime, whereas the wise give it away to earn
merit for afterlife. What is the point in conserving wealth for a destructible body?
People who have become used to saying naasti-naasti (naiSt - naiSt)98 become
annoyed when a seeker approaches saying dehi-dehi (deih- deih).99 The seeker is
actually a living example of what happens to those who do not give! The seeker is
helping the donor in achieving higher worlds, whereas he himself remains in the
lower world.
Those who do not give, end up being poor, ill, foolish and dependent on others.
The wealthy person who does not give daan, and the poor person who tries to escape
tap (tp) in the form of hardship - both deserve to be drowned in water with a millstone around the neck!
You can find a brave man among hundreds, a learned one among thousands, and
a good speaker among lakhs, but it would be difficult to find even a single donor100
among these!101 The Earth is held up by seven beings: cows, Brahmins, Ved, virtuous
women, truthful men, contented102 and philanthropic103 persons.
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The Fourth Pillar
The Hindu system of timekeeping divides each Maha Yug into four
parts: Satya Yug, Treta Yug, Dwapar Yug and Kali Yug. During Satya Yug,
Dharm is held up by four feet or pillars:104 Truth (sTy), Kindness (dya)? ,
Austerity (tp) and Daan.105 One of these is lost during each succeeding
Yug. During Kali Yug, only Daan remains as the sole foot upholding
Dharm. Therefore, people are advised to focus on daan during the present age, Kali Yug.
This is repeatedly emphasised in several scriptures in slightly different
ways. For example, Manusmriti106 and Mahabharat107 explain that the
dharm of people varies from one age to another: tapasya is best in Satya
Yug, gnan (}an) in Treta Yug, and yagn in Dwapar Yug. In Kali Yug, daan
alone is best for people.108

Awareness of Daan Traditions
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The enormous amount of literature on daan and the accompanying science, wisdom, forms, and stories come with an important caveat: most
of this is not known even among practicing Hindus. Most are not able to
distinguish between daan, dakshina, bhiksha, and bheekh.109 Offering
money in a temple is viewed as daan, whereas strictly speaking it is only
nirmalya (inmaRLy). Few, if any are aware of the different forms of daan,
and their purpose. As a result, the
practice of daan has all but disapThe Bhakti Movement
peared. This is partly due to a disconThe Bhakti movement swept India
nect with literary heritage.
from the 14th to 17th centuries. It
On the other hand, simplified
emphasized devotion to the divine,
forms of daan have continued
instead of performing rituals coramong the Orthodox Hindus, who
rectly. A direct connection between
often refer to a Panchang or Panjika
the devotee and the divine was thus
before beginning their day. This
offered by the Bhakti movement.
This also made it unnecessary to
Panchang contains an enormous
have
priests preside over rituals.
amount of astrological information,
The
weakened
relationship between
including what daan is prescribed
the
priests
and
devotees may have
110
for a particular tithi (itiw).
thus
led
to
the
erosion
of institution
The continuing popularity and
of daan to Brahmins. However,
wide usage of the Panchang implies
offering to the deities (nirmalya)
that daan remains in practice,
continued. This imbalance may have
though it may have become highly
contributed to the present situasimplified in form and value.
tion, where daan to individuals is
Scriptures such as Skand Puran
insignificant as compared to offerand Padm Puran are not generally
ings made in temples.
read by common people. However,

Sample page from a Panchang

Ramcharitmanas have considerable influence. It is recited or read in
many Hindu households regularly. Mahabharat is also widely read regularly, particularly in Bengal.
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Ramcharitmanas (ramcirtmans)
References to daan occur several times in Ramcharitmanas. Poets normally base their description of past cultural practices on what they see
in their own lifetime.111 It is therefore worth considering these references in some detail, especially as these narratives influence a large
number of people in India today:112
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1. Harsh Daan (h;R dan)
When Shri Ram was born, King Dashrath was overjoyed, and gave
various types of things in daan to Brahmins. These included gold,
cows, clothes, and jewels.113 The citizens were also delighted and gave
away large amounts in daan to Brahmins. The receivers, already delirious with joy, did not keep this daan, and gave it away to others.114
There are also several instances of Harsh Daan by women in
Ramcharitmanas, reinforcing the view that daan can be made by men,
by women or by both together.
2. Daan by Women
When news of Shri Ram's imminent wedding reaches Ayodhya, the
Queens are overjoyed, and give munificent daan to Brahmins.115
Afterwards, yaachak (yack, seekers) were called, and given nyochaavar
(NyaeDavr).116
Similarly, when news of Shri Ram’s impending return (after the wedding) reaches Ayodhya, the Queens give generous daan to
Brahmins.117
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Once again, when Shri Ram’s coronation is announced, Queen
Kaushalya gives various kinds of daan to Brahmins.118
Finally, during Shri Ram’s coronation (after his return from exile) the
Queens once again give daan to Brahmins. They also give so much to
other seekers that they lose their habit of begging.119
3. Sankalp Daan (s<kLp dan)
When Shri Ram was travelling to Mithila to participate in Sita ji's
swayamvar (Sv<yvr), he had a bath in Ganga ji. After this, he gave daan
to Brahmins. But as he had no property with him at the time, he only
made a resolution.120 The actual property was given later at Ayodhya.
Reportedly, this is still a practice amongst the wealthy.
Later Shri Bharat took a bath at the Triveni Sangam in Prayag, while
going to the forest in search of Shri Ram and Sita ji. At this time, he also
made daan,121 but handed over the donated material to the Brahmins
immediately as he was travelling instate.
4. Daan and Ordinary Giving
A distinction is made between ritual giving to Brahmins, and ordinary giving to others. After Shri Ram’s wedding is over, the wedding
procession starts off for Ayodhya. At this time, Brahmins are invited by
King Dashrath and given various kinds of daan. After this, the seekers
(bards, beggars, acrobats, jesters) were called respectfully, and given
gifts of ornaments, clothes, horses, and elephants.122
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Bhagwad Gita (Égvdœ gIta)
During the last century, Bhagwad Gita has become a well-known
scriptural text in India. There are several commentaries126 on
Bhagwad Gita, ranging from Adi Shankaracharya (8th Century) to Bal
Gangadhar Tilak (20th Century). A large body of secondary texts127
has developed around this, and it is often quoted in conversation or
spiritual discussions. Three shlok in the 17th chapter are devoted to
giving, where the classification of daan as Sattvik, Rajasik, and
Tamasik is explained.
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5. Quantum of Daan
After Shri Ram’s coronation, various types of daan were given to
Brahmins.123 According to one version,124 these included 100,000
horses, 100,000 milk cows, hundreds of bulls, and 30 crore125 gold
coins. In addition, different types of clothes, ornaments, and gems etc.
were also given.

Other Stories
Another popular medium of transmission is Gita Press, Gorakhpur. Gita
Press (established in 1923) brings out periodicals, story compilations,
translations of epics, and makes these available all over India at low
prices. So far, Gita Press has printed and sold about 41 crore books. In
addition, it has 2.5 lakh subscribers to Kalyan (kLya[), a monthly spiritual magazine. The concepts and stories contained in these publications
are picked up by preachers, priests, and ordinary people; and retold
to others. Gita Press has discussed daan in several earlier issues of
Kalyan.128 It is now bringing out a special issue of Kalyan on Daan in
2011.
These narratives, when heard again and again, help keep the practice
of daan alive.
However, discussions on philanthropy and daan in mainstream newspapers and magazines remain rare (or are relegated to the ‘Religion’
column)129 reflecting a general lack of interest in philanthropy and
contributing further to general ignorance about daan traditions.130

Daan in Folk Tales
Mahabharat contains a beautiful story called Nakulaakhyan, where
Yudhishthir learns how all his daan of gold and lands, may not be worth
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Ann Daan: One Kilo of Barley
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During King Yudhishthir's coronation, huge amounts of gold and land etc. were given
away.131 After the ceremonies were over, a strange mongoose, with half a body of
gold, appeared and started rolling in the rice and flowers left over from the daan. He
then looked over his body, and muttered: All this daan is not equal to a fistful of
grains given by a Brahmin family. On being asked how, he explained that a Brahmin
family used to live on left-over grains collected from the fields.132 This was also
eaten only one time in three days.
Once they had gone without food for six days, after which they managed to get
one kilo of barley. They ground it into sattu (sÄU) and divided it into four parts, one
for each member. As they sat down to eat, a hungry guest appeared. Pleased at this,
they welcomed him. The Brahmin then offered him his portion of the sattu. After this,
one by one, all gave away their portions to feed the guest. Pleased at their generosity, the guest assumed his real divine form (Dharm), and took the family to heaven on
a golden chariot.
The mongoose, which lived in a hole nearby, came out after this, and rolled
around in the water etc. left over from this Ann Daan. Immediately, parts of his body
turned golden. Desirous of making the rest of his body golden, the mongoose then
went to hundreds of places, where praiseworthy daan had been made. None could
however surpass the golden standard set by the Brahmin’s Ann Daan!
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that of a fistful of sattu (sÄU), given by a starving Brahmin family to an
unexpected guest.
References to daan exist not only in Sanskrit literature but also form
a cultural backdrop to popular folk tales, such as Katha Saritsagar,
Panchatantra, Betal Pachisi, Hitopdesh, etc. Katha Saritsagar tells the
story of a warrior named Sattvasheel who was employed by King
Brahmanvar of Chitrakoot at a salary of 100 gold coins per month. As he
had no children, he used to give it all away in daan. One day he found
some buried treasure in the garden, and enlarged his daan and sharing,
instead of surrendering it to the King. When he was summoned by the
King, he found another treasure trove in the King’s garden. He then
escaped punishment by offering the new-found treasure to the King,
through some wordplay.133
According to Panchatantra:134
● If water is left in the pond, it starts stinking. However, if it is let out
into the fields, it becomes fruitful. Similarly wealth can be safeguarded only by giving it away in daan.135
● Wealth should be given in charity and also used for own consumption. It should not simply be stored. Bees store honey carefully for
future use, only to lose it to others, who then enjoy it.136
● Wealth can be disposed only in three ways: Daan, Consumption or
Loss. The person who neither gives his/her money away, nor enjoys
it, ends up losing it. Therefore money should be given in daan and
should also be enjoyed.137
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Daan Veer: The Extremist in Daan

King Karn (k[R)
During the battle of Mahabharat, Karn donated his life-saving armour to
Shri Krishn, disguised as a Brahmin, knowing fully well that it may lead
to his death.
Another popular story139 relates to the time when Karn lay dying on
the battlefield. According to this version, Shri Krishn expressed remorse
at Karn's imminent death, as he was a great donor. Arjun was not convinced. To prove his point, Shri Krishn went to Karn, dressed as a
Brahmin, and asked for some help. Karn advised the Brahmin to visit his
house, as he had no money. When the Brahmin hesitated, Karn request-
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Another interesting concept is that of a daan veer (dan vIr). This is used
to denote a person who is very courageous and true to his/her words in
matters related to daan. The concept of daan veer is used as a role model
to encourage giving among the people.138 There are several examples of
such persons.

ed him to extract his gold tooth instead. The Brahmin again resisted this
offer, which involved violence. Karn then dragged himself to a stone
nearby, and removed his tooth himself. He then washed it with water
extracted from Earth, and offered the gold as daan to the Brahmin. At
this Shri Krishn showed his real self, and blessed Karn.
This story also refers to another popular tale140 of Karn’s generosity.
A Brahmin approached King Yudhishthir for some dry sandalwood to
cook his food. As it was raining, all the sandalwood was wet, and none
could be obtained from the city’s merchants either. King Yudhishthir
then apologized to the Brahmin for not being able to arrange the sandalwood. The Brahmin then went to Karn's house. Karn also had no dry
sandalwood. However, he immediately pulled off the sandalwood doors
to his mansions, and gave the wood to the seeker. This story is meant to
illustrate the depth of Karn's generosity, about how he was innovative in
ways to help any seeker who approached him.
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King Bali (bil)
Asur King Bali141 promised to donate three paces of land,142 but ended
up143 losing his entire kingdom to Shri Vishnu, in the avatar (A
? vtar) of
Vaaman.
Another story,144 dovetailed with King Bali’s generosity is that of his
previous birth. This is designed to illustrate the multiplier effect of daan
made in times of stress.
In his previous life-time, Bali was a womaniser and a gambler. Having
won at gambling, he was chasing a sex-worker, with betel-leaf, flowers,
perfume etc., when he slipped and fell. He then offered this material to
Shri Shiv instead.
As a result of this, he was given Indra’s throne for 72 minutes after his
death. Instead of enjoying the pleasures of paradise, he used this time to
give away the best of Indra’s possessions (divine horse, elephant, cow,
tree, gems, etc.) to various holy persons.
He was then rewarded with rebirth as Bali, son of King Virochan and
Queen Suruchi. He used this life to give away his entire kingdom, and
became immortal.
King Virochan (ivraecn)
Asur King Virochan is reputed145 to have suddenly become very generous when Suruchi, his queen was carrying the unborn Bali. Indra
became aware of this, and decided to kill King Virochan by deceit. Indra
approached Virochan, dressed as a Brahmin, and asked him for an
unspecified gift. King Virochan expressed his willingness to donate his
kingdom or even his head, if the Brahmin so desired. The Brahmin opted
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for the head. At this, King Virochan gladly drew his sword, and having
cut off his own head, gave it to Indra.
King Raghu (r"u)
King Raghu was the progenitor of Raghuvamsa, and has been highly
praised for his generosity. It is said146 that he once conducted the
Vishwajit Yagn, in which he was required to give away all his property.
After the Yagn had concluded, a student named Kautsa arrived, seeking
gold for Guru Dakshina. He was welcomed, with food etc. being offered
to him in clay pots. Realizing that the King had no money left, Kautsa
decided to move on, without stating his need. The King asked him to stay
on for a day, and prepared to attack Kuber, Lord of wealth. Kuber sued
for peace, and rained gold in the South of Ayodhya, creating a large gold
mine. Some gold from this mine was taken by Kautsa, and the rest
returned to King Raghu.

Daan: Ceremonies
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A distinguishing feature of Hindu daan is the elaborate rituals and ceremonies that go with making a daan, making it more of an event rather
than a simple transfer of resources. The motives of making daan are
complex and varied and so are the forms that have evolved to take care
of these. In this book alone, more than 130 specific forms have been enumerated - in all probability, there are other forms as well. Each of these
forms comes with a different set of rituals and ceremonies. As many
observers have marvelled at the prolific creativity of ancient temple
sculptors, so may a modern fund-raiser marvel at this burst of creativity
in the arena of giving!
The pauranik method of daan enhances the effect of the donation,
and leaves a lasting impression on the donor’s mind, as well as the community. This automatically serves to record the donation, as also encourage others to follow suit.
However, Goswami Tulsidas offers a different view in
Ramcharitmanas (ramcirtmans).147 He also adds that in Kali Yug, the
method of making daan is not so important. Rather, tyag or relinquishment is more important. According to one commentator,148 focusing on
proper method of daan is impossible in Kali Yug. If a person wants to
make daan correctly (place, time and suitable recipient), he or she may
not be able to make it at all. Therefore, one should make daan in whatever way possible. Daan, given in any manner, is beneficial to the giver,
as it helps one practice detachment.149
Neverthless, the formal act of daan starts with a sankalp.150 A
sankalp is like making a resolution. Daan made without a sankalp does

not give any benefit to the donor. This makes sense, if daan is about tyag,
and its benefits for the donor are partly psychological.
The sankalp is recited by the donor in favour of the donee, who is
mostly a Brahmin. The property to be donated is either at hand physically or is specified as part of the sankalp. Agni Puran provides151 a rendering of the general sankalp152 for daan. This sankalp also gives us an idea
of what the donor expects out of a daan:
● Pleasure of Shri Vishnu (or another deity)
● Urge to sin may die down
● Increase in life, health, luck, gotra (gaeÇ),153 and children
● Getting victory, dharm,154 aishwarya (@eñyR),155 and desires
● Withering of sins
● Release from the material world, and,
● Getting knowledge and prestige

Cheating in Daan
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What happens if you make a sankalp and then back out of it? Such a person can end up in a special type of hell, which is reserved for people who
lie or cheat in matters related to daan.156 This hell is popularly known as
vaitarani (vEtr[I), though it has several other technical names157 as well.
In order to escape this hell, you should have donated at least a cow,158
who will help you cross this hell.
This perspective is also reflected in Chanakya’s Arth Shastra (AwR zaô).
If the donated money is not handed over to the recipient, it will be treated as defaulting on a debt repayment.159 The donor was required to pay
the amount in whatsoever manner feasible, even if he/she had to mortgage their entire property, family, and even their own selves.160
Sometimes, this could lead to difficulties of epic proportions:

Sankalp and Dakshina - King Harishchandra’s Torment
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During a hunt in the forest,161 King Harishchandra once promised to help a Brahmin
with money for his son’s wedding. The Brahmin, who was Vishwamitra162 in disguise,
eventually came to Ayodhya and asked for the King's entire kingdom, horses, elephants, treasury, everything. The King was helpless and had to give up everything.
Not satisfied with this, Vishwamitra then asked for 21/2 measures (Éar) of gold as
dakshina. Harishchandra sought some time and left for Kashi with his wife and son.
Vishwamitra hounded him there, and demanded the dakshina again. Harishchandra’s
wife offered to sell herself as a servant to get the money for the dakshina. The son
was also sold along with her.
However, the proceeds were still not sufficient for the dakshina. Therefore,
Harishchandra sold himself to a Chandal, to tend to the funeral pyres. He then finally
concluded the daan transaction with the proceeds!
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Manu Smriti (mnu Sm&it) offers an exception163 to this general rule of
daan being unrecoverable from the donee. If a seeker was given money
for some legitimate purpose, and failed to carry it out, then the donor
was entitled to recover the unspent funds.164 This also applies if the
funds were just promised, but not given. And in such a case, if the seeker tries to recover the promised daan by hounding or forcing the donor,
the seeker could be fined a gold coin.

How much?
Daan should only be made from money left over after fulfilling the
requirements of the family.165 Daan should not result in hardship to the
donor’s dependents166 or loss of livelihood.167 That would take away all
the punya (pu{y).
However, there is an alternative view,168 which suggests that giving
away all (without holding back anything for one’s family) is an attribute
of being Daan Sheel. There are also several stories where a person gives
away all,169 or causes grief to family by giving a dear one’s life.170
In general, only those who have surplus wealth are required to give.171
Further, if a person has the capacity to give a thousand, and gives a hundred out of that; another who can give 100, but gives 10; and a third who
has nothing, but gives just water, then each of these three will get the
same punya.172
Scriptures lay down varying proportions of one's income (ranging
from 10-40%) to be given away in daan. By and large, these proportions
are no longer followed in practice. Nevertheless, they offer an interesting
perspective on Hindu giving.
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Bhagwat Puran (Éagvt pura[)
At one stage, when Shukracharya advises King Bali against giving all of
his wealth away, he quotes174 learned people to recommend dividing
one’s funds175 into five equal176 parts. One part should be used for
dharm (daan etc.), second for yash (public works, which bring fame to
oneself ), third should be reinvested to generate more wealth, fourth for
kaam (enjoyment of material things), and fifth for one’s family and
friends.
If you follow the above prescription, then you would end up spending
about 40% of your funds on others: 20% as daan and another 20% on
works for public-benefit, such as step-wells, temples, water-tanks, gar-
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Skand Puran (SkNd pura[)
According to Skand Puran,173 one should use 10% of one’s justly earned
income on good deeds or works of public benefit.

dens, etc.

Income Allocation
(Shukracharya)

Betal Pacheesi
Shukracharya’s interpretation is
Family and
also supported by the fourth
177
Friends
story
in
20%
178
Vetalpanchvinshati,
in which
a warrior named Veervar (in
Kam
service of the King Shudrak of
20%
Shobhavati city) used to spend
his salary of 500 gold coins per
Arth
day as follows:
20%
● 100 for household expenditure;
● 100 for clothes, perfumes,
betel etc.
● 100 on worship of Shri Shiv and Vishnu;
● 200 as daan to Brahmin and the poor.
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Dharm
20%

Yash
20%

Thirukural
Thiruvalluvar composed the famous Thirukural, which contains many
couplets on daan and charity.179 He has recommended180 that each unit
of income be divided into four parts. Two can be used for consumption,
one for savings, whereas the fourth must be given in charity to others.
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Al Beruni
Al Beruni was in India around 1030 AD, and has left behind detailed
observations about Hindu cultural practices of the time. One short chapter181 is devoted to giving practices among the citizens. According to
this, it was obligatory on Hindus to give Bhiksha every day. Saving
money for an uncertain future was frowned upon.182
Further, among some people 1/9th of the income after taxes was
donated. Apparently, the income was first divided into three parts: one
was kept in reserve, and another was invested in trade. Of the third, three
portions were made again. One out of these three was given as daan thus, a ninth part of the total.
Other people would divide their income into four parts. The first part
was used for general expenses. The second part was used for liberal
works of a noble kind.183 The third part was used for daan. The fourth
part was kept as a reserve.
However, total reserve was limited to requirement for general expenses of three years. If the accumulated reserves exceeded this, the surplus
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Model 1: Income after Tax (Al Beruni)

Invested in
Business
33%

Not
specified
11%

Other
33%

Kept as
Reserve
34%

Daan
11%

Not
specified
11%

was added to the daan fund.

The Crackle of Thunder
Brahad Aranyak Upnishad187 has
an interesting tale about the
importance of daan. Once the Dev,
men, and Asur went to Shri Brahma
for instruction, and lived there as
students for a long time. At the end
of this period, Brahma instructed
them with the syllable da (d). He
then asked each of them - have
you understood my message?
The Dev replied: Yes, we have.
We are hedonistic by nature. By da,
you refer to daman (dmn, suppression). You want us to control our
senses.
The men replied: Yes, we have.
We are greedy by nature. By da, you
mean daan (dan, donation). You
want us to redistribute our wealth.
The Asur too replied: Yes, we
have. We are cruel and violent by
nature. By da, you ask us to show
daya (dya, kindness).
Since that day, whenever lightening crackles, it makes the sound
of da, da, da..., thus reminding all
three of Brahma's advice.188
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Others
Hemadri184 has quoted Shiv
Dharm185 to recommend that one
should divide one's income into five
parts. Three of these should be used
for sustaining one's life. The remaining two parts should be invested in
Dharm, as life itself is transitory. This
is similar to the proportion (40%)
specified in Bhagwat Puran.
Hemadri
has
also
quoted
Mahabharat186 to recommend that if
one has 10 cows, then one should be
donated, and if one has 100 cows,
then 10 of these should be donated.
And if one has a thousand cows, then
100 of these should be donated.
According to Hemadri, the term cow
here should be taken to signify
money. Thus, one should donate 10%
of one's wealth.
Ultimately, how much is given is
left to the donor's situation, discretion and capacity. What is important
is that one learns to give, and gradually detach oneself from one’s

possessions. This is the message contained in Shri Brahma’s advice and
the crackle of lightening!

Daan: Forms
The wide variety of pauranik daan forms can be usefully classified into
broad themes, based on the form or item being given, as shown in the chart.
We consider these one by one.
Maha Daan

Motif Based

Other Daan

16 Maha
Daan

Dhenu
Daan

Various
Items

10 Maha
Daan

Parvat
Daan

Special
Forms

Meru Daan

Religious
Icons

Til Daan

An Indian Wedding
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A. Maha Daan
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Sixteen Maha Daan
These have been described in great
detail in Matsya Puran.189 Each of these
sixteen daan is considered sacred, and
is expected to enhance the donor’s age
and virtue, to absolve one of all guilt,
and save him/her from nightmares.
These appear designed primarily for
royal donors, though in their simplified
form, they could also be made by the
rich.
Each daan is named after the key
object which is donated. There are
many rituals and ceremonies which
precede the donation. The preparations
start two days before the main day. The
daan itself is made on the third day. The
donor is often bathed with sacred water,
as part of the ceremony. A separate con-
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A Maha Daan ceremony is a little
bit like an Indian wedding, and
revolves around the donor. The
chanting, sounds, bathing,
smells, visuals, are all designed
to make a lasting impact on the
sub- conscious of the donor,
leaving him / her refreshed,
rejuvenated and feeling very
special. It appears that this feeling of cleansing / elation could
also a key motivating factor for
the donor. This kind of engagement is completely missing in
the modern donation - which is
highly impersonal, and calls just
for writing of a cheque, as in a
business transaction. While
many would welcome the relief
of a quick donation in this
rushed age, other donors might
be left feeling quite cold!

tribution is made as dakshina, which can be viewed as fees to the person
who performed the ceremonies. If this is not done, the fees would presumably get set off from the daan, thus reducing the value and benefit of
the daan itself. This is followed by distribution of clothes and feeding of
the poor. All the guests at the ceremony are also offered a feast.
The sixteen Maha Daan are:
1. Tula Purush Daan (tula pué; dan)
2. Hiranyagarbh Daan (ihr{ygÉR dan)
3. Brahmand Daan (äüa{f dan)
4. Kalp-Padap Daan (kLp - padp dan)
5. Gau Sahasra Daan (gaE shö dan)
6. Hiranya Kaam Dhenu Daan (ihr{y kam xenu dan)
7. Hiranya Ashv Daan (ihr{y Añ dan)
8. Hiranya Ashv Rath Daan (ihr{y Añ rw dan)
9. Hem Hasti Rath Daan (hem hiSt rw dan)
10. Panch langalak Daan (pÂ la<glkdan)
11. Dhara Daan (xra dan)
12. Vishvachakra Daan (ivñc³ dan)
13. Kalp Lata Daan (kLp lta dan)
14. Sapt Sagar Daan (sÝ sagr dan)
15. Ratn Dhenu Daan (rÆ xenu dan)
16. Mahabhut Ghat Daan (mha ÉUt "qdan)
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Ten Maha Daan
The sixteen Maha Daan are clearly royal gifts, or one that are feasible
only for the very rich. For people with more limited means, ten items are
identified - donation of these items brings special merit. The rituals and
ceremonies surrounding these are simpler as compared to Sixteen Maha
Daan.
The ten Maha Daan are:
1. Suvarn Maha Daan (suv[R mha dan)
2. Ashw Maha Daan (Añ mha dan)
3. Til Maha Daan (itl mha dan)
4. Gaj Daan (gj dan)
5. Daasi Daan (dasI dan)
6. Rath Maha Daan (rw mha dan)
7. Mahee Daan (mhI dan)
8. Grih Daan (g&h dan)
9. Kanya Daan (kNya dan)
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Brief details of each of the above are given in Appendix 1: Sixteen
Maha Daan on page 112.

10. Kapila Daan (kipla dan)
Each of these is described briefly in Appendix 2: Ten Maha Daan on
page 118.

B. Motif based
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Dhenu Daan (xenu dan)
It is well known that cows are highly revered among Hindus. What is the
pauranik reason for this? According to Padm Puran,190 once Narad
Muni asked Shri Brahma (äüa) as to how cows could be compared with
Brahmins. He replied that at the time of creation, a divine light appeared
first from the mouth of Brahm (äü). This light had four parts. Of these,
the first two to form were Ved and Agni. After this, Gau and Brahmin
appeared, in that order. This perhaps is the key to the importance
accorded to cows in Hindu scriptures.
The Sanskrit word dhenu stands for a
cow with a calf, and is especially signifiThe Dhenu Motif
cant because it is ready for milking.
Is there a reason for specifying
Daan of cows has been highly praised in
different items to be used in
constructing the motif? This is
Smriti191 also. Apart from the two
possibly because the cow is not
Dhenu Daan listed under Maha Daan,
just sacred as a being, each of
several other forms of Dhenu Daan
its body parts is believed to rep192
have also been developed.
These
resent a divine being. This view
mostly follow the same template: a
is found in the Ved,193 and is
motif of a cow and calf made on a dark
emphasised repeatedly in the
coloured skin laid on the floor, which
Smriti194 and the Puran.195
has been covered with kusha grass. The
For instance, Shri Vishnu,
body is made with main item of the
Shiv and Indra are present in the
daan. If this is in liquid form, then pots
horns of a cow, Kartikeya in the
are used to keep the material. If the
stomach, Shri Brahma on the
head, Sun and the Moon in eyes,
material is dry, then it is kept in a
Garud in the teeth, Saraswati in
mound. Other body-parts are made
the tongue, rishi in the follicles,
with different materials (see Appendix
Yam
in the mouth, Varun, Kuber,
4: Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130).
and
Yaksh
on the sides, Apsara
The calf is made in the same way, on a
in the hooves, Dharm in the legs,
separate skin, but with ¼ the material.
and so on. This visualization also
While measures are specified for the
varies from one Puran to anothDhenu Daan (which are also classified
er. This is the reason why cows
as best, medium and ordinary), it is also
are often represented with
recommended that the Dhenu should
different divine beings painted
be constructed according to one’s
across their body.
capacity. The daan should not be made
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The above forms are briefly
described in Appendix 3: Forms of
Dhenu Daan on page 125.
Other forms of Dhenu Daan include
Vandhyatva Har Suvarn Dhenu (v<XyTv
hr suv[R xenu), Panch Dhenu (pÂ xenu),
Rinaapnod Dhenu (\[aßaeed
xenu),
Paapapnod Dhenu (papaßaed xen)u , Utkranti
Dhenu (%T³a<it xen)u , and Moksh Dhenu
(mae] xen)u .
Parvat Daan (pvRt dan)
Parvat daan is similar to Meru Daan in
the sense that both involve giving away
material placed as a pile. However, there
are significant differences in form and
rituals.

Mountains occupy a special
place in Hindu tradition.
According to Agni Puran, mountains had wings at one point of
time, and could fly around.197
They could also assume
whichever form they wished
to.198 Once the mountains went
over to the ocean, where the
Asur lived, and started making
trouble. This led to war between
the Asur and the Dev. After the
war was over, the Dev cut off the
wings of mountains, so that they
had to settle down. Mountains
are also known to be abode of
Gods, and home to minerals, and
medicines. Hindu temples are
often designed as mountains.
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by putting oneself in financial difficulty.196 This caution is sometimes
ignored under social pressure or misguidance of a greedy priest, as
evocatively narrated by Munshi Premchand in his book, Godaan (gae dan).
The different ways in which a Dhenu Daan can be made are:
1. Gud Dhenu (guf̂ xen)u
2. Til Dhenu (itl xen)u
3. Ghrit Dhenu ("&t xen)u
4. Jal Dhenu (jl xen)u
5. Ksheer Dhenu (]Ir xen)u
6. Dadhi Dhenu (dix xen)u
7. Madhu Dhenu (mxu xen)u
8. Ras Dhenu (rs xen)u
9. Sharkara Dhenu (zkRra xen)u
10. Karpas Dhenu (kapaRs xen)u
11. Lavan Dhenu (lv[ xen)u
12. Dhanya Dhenu (xaNy xen)u
13. Kapila Dhenu (kipla xen)u
14. Suvarn Dhenu (suv[R xen)u
15. Swarooptah Dhenu Daan
(Svêpt> xenu dan)
!
a. Ubhayato Mukhi Gau Daan (%Éytaemo
u I gadan)
b. Vaitarnee Gau Daan
(vEtr[I gaE dan)
The Roving Mountains
c. Vrishabh Daan (v&;É dan)

Matsya Puran describes ten types of Parvat Daan:
1. Dhanya Shail (xaNy zEl)
2. Lavananchal (lv[acl)
3. Gud Parvat (guf̂ pvRt)
4. Suvarnachal (suv[aRcl)
5. Til Shail (itl zEl)
6. Karpas Parvat (kapaRs pvRt)
7. Ghritachal ("&tacl)
8. Ratn Shail (rÆ zEl)
9. Rajat Shail (rjt zEl)
10. Sharkarachal (zkRracl)
The first one (Dhanya Shail), which is described in detail, serves as a
template for the rest. More information about the above forms is
given in Appendix 5: Parvat Daan on page 132. Cost of a Parvat Daan
can range from `30 lakh to one crore.
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Meru Daan (meé dan)
This daan is performed after observing Meru Vrat200 on Kartik
Poornima. It can also be made on Sankranti. Meru refers to a legendary
mountain, considered to be the centre of Universe.201 Meru daan refers
to a pile (symbolizing Meru mountain) made with a particular item,
surrounded by twelve smaller piles
(symbolizing
Malyavaan,
The Mountain of Salt
Bhadrashv,
Riksh,
Nishadh,
Matsya Puran199 narrates the story
Hemkoot, Himvaan/ Himalaya,
of Leelawati, a sex-worker in ancient
Neel,
Shwet,
Shringvan,
times. She donated a mountain of
Gandhmaadan,
Vaikang
and
salt, with the accompanying gold
Ketumaal mountains).202
trees etc. to her Guru. The trees and
Meru Daan are advised at the
divine images were made by her sertime of Sankranti, when the Sun
vant named Shaund, who was a goldsmith. Shaund did not accept any
transits from one segment of the
wages for his labour. His wife polzodiac to another. Different forms of
ished the trees and the images careMeru Daan are:
fully. She helped a lot during the
1. Ratn Meru (rÆ meé)
Lavanachal
daan rituals.
2. Suvarn Meru (suv[R meé)
As a result of this, the sex-worker
3. Rajat Meru (rjt meé)
attained Shiv Lok after her death.
4. Bhoomi Meru (ÉUim meé)
Shaund, the goldsmith, was reborn in
5. Hasti Meru (hiSt meé)
Brihat Kalp as a great King, named
6. Ashv Meru (Añ meé)
Dharm Moorti. His wife was reborn as
7. Gau Meru (gaE meé)
Bhanu Mati, and became his Queen.
8. Vastra Meru (vô meé)
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Perplexing Pauranik Topography203
One of the qualifying conditions of a Maha Puran is that it should include a discussion on geography. As a result there is a wealth of material describing India and its
surrounding places. Yet the description appears to be so deeply mired in symbology
and riddles, as to be almost impossible to understand in this age.
Broadly speaking, the Earth appears to be divided into seven islands, each separated by an ocean. The innermost of these is Ilavarat. Mount Meru is wedged right in
the centre of this island, like an inverted cone. It is huge, and made of gold. It is
flanked by three smaller mountain ranges each on two sides:
● Neel, Shwet and Shringwan on the North
● Nishadh, Hemkoot and Himalaya on the South
Gandhamadan range is located in the East of Meru, and Malyawan range in the
West. Meru, being a tower, is anchored by four smaller mountains called Mandar,
Mermandar, Suparshv and Kumud.
Similar references are also found among other people, such as Mongols
(Mt. Sumber / Sumer), Buryats (Mt. Sumur) and Kalmucks of Siberia (Mt. Sumer). The
present Mount Belukha in Altai Republic in Siberia was earlier called Utsch Sumer and
is considered holy by the people.204 However, Belukha does not look like the Meru
described in the Puran.
So, is Mount Meru real and does it exist? No one knows for sure.205 However, the
concept of Meru remains spiritually significant for a large number of Hindus, Jains
and Bauddhs.

Special forms of Til Daan
Donation of sesame is very important and many special forms of this
have evolved, each with a specific purpose.
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9. Ajya Meru (AaJy meé)
10. Khaand Meru (oa<f meé)
11. Dhanya Meru (xaNy meé)
12. Til Meru (itl meé)
To get an idea of the richness of such donations, let us consider the
Suvarn Meru in some detail. The Suvarn Meru should be made with
1000 pal (pl) of gold, which comes206 to about 62.20 kilos of gold. It
should have three peaks. Along with the Suvarn Meru, 12 smaller
mounds should be made. Each should be made with 100 pal gold. These
will add up to another 74.65 kilos of gold. Altogether, about 136.85 kilos
of gold will be required. At current prices, this gold will cost about `25
crore. In return, the donor would live in Vishnulok (iv:[ulaek)207 for
eternity.208
However, not all Meru Daan are as expensive as this. A Khaand Meru
Daan might cost as little as `7,000. This and other Meru Daan are
described in more detail in Appendix 6: Meru Daan on page 137.

The Divinity of Til
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Why is til so important in Hindu rituals? Apart from the nutritional value and
ayurvedic properties, til has been invested with divine qualities. According to Matsya
Puran, black sesame has emerged from the body of Shri Vishnu, and is therefore
divine.209 This probably is the reason for its importance in rituals.
According to the Bhagwat Puran,210 at one point of time, the Earth sank into
water. Shri Vishnu appeared in the form of a baby boar from Shri Brahma's nostrils.
He then immediately began growing, and became larger than the mountains. The Dev
saw that Shri Maha Vishnu himself had appeared in the form of a boar. Later this
came to be called the Varah Avataar. The Boar then jumped into the ocean, and
located the Earth at the bottom of the ocean. He brought the Earth up to sea level,
holding it in his tusks. On the way up, he gave battle to Hiranyaksha, and killed him
with Nandak211 mace.
Coming up to the surface, Shri Vishnu released Earth. He then shook his tusks,
dislodging three balls of mud. These became pind, and were placed on kusha grass.
At the same time, sweat which had formed during the battle also dropped to the
Earth.212 These drops took the form of til (sesame). He then performed Pitra
Tarpan,213 thus starting a tradition followed to this day.
Black Til is mainly used for various types of daan, including those which are
designed to ward off ills. White til is used for pooja etc.
Other restrictions have also been placed on use of til. Til should be used only for
food, ubtan,214 and daan.215 Farmers have been advised216 to cultivate til carefully
with another grain, and sell it at the earliest217 for specified uses.
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Specific forms of Til Daan are:
1. Til Rashi Daan (itl raiz dan)
2. Til Patra Daan (itl paÇ dan)
3. Maha Til Patra Daan (mha itl paÇ dan)
4. Til Padm Daan (itl pÒ dan)
5. Til Poorn Kamsya Patra Daan (itl pU[R ka<Sy paÇ dan)
6. Til Kumbh Daan (itl k…MÉ dan)
7. Til Karak Daan (itl krk dan)
8. Tilaranjak Daan (itlar<jk dan)
9. Til Peeth Daan (itl pIQ dan)
10. Til Adarsh Daan (itl AadzR dan)
11. Ahamkar Daan (Ah<kar dan)
12. Rudra Ekadash Til Daan (éÔ @kadz itl dan)
13. Til Garbh Daan (itl gÉR dan)
More details about these are given in Appendix 7: Special forms of Til
Daan on page 139.
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C. Other Daan
Daan under other categories is discussed below.
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Assorted Items
Apart from the specific forms of daan, the pauranik literature also
includes instructions on daan of other items. These are listed below:
1. Shool Daan (zUl dan)
2. Atma Pratikriti Daan (AaTm àitk«i« t dan)
3. Kaal Chakra Daan (kal c³dan)
4. Ayushkar Daan (Aayu:kr dan)
5. Krishnajin Daan (k«:« [aijn dan)
6. Shayya Daan (zYya dan)
7. Vastra Daan (vô dan) or Pat Daan (pq dan)
8. Aasan Daan (Aasn dan)
9. Patra Daan (paÇ dan)
10. Sthali Daan (SwalI dan)
11. Vidya Daan (iv*a dan)
12. Pustak Daan (puStk dan)
13. Chatra Upaanah Daan (DÇ %panh dan)
14. Ann Daan (AÚ dan)
15. Varshasan Daan (v;aRzn dan)
16. Tambool Daan (taMbUl dan)
17. Gandh Dravya Daan (g<x ÔVy dan)
18. Ratn Daan (rÆ dan)
19. Udak Daan (%dk dan)
a. Prapa Daan (àpa dan)
b. Dharm Ghat Daan (xmR "q dan)
c. Ashwatth Seenchan (AñTw sI<cn)
d. Galantika Daan (gl<itka dan)
20. Yashti Daan (yiò dan) or Dand Daan (d<f dan)
21. Agneeshtika Daan (AGNaIiòka dan)
22. Deep Daan (dIp dan)
23. Abhay Daan (AÉy dan)
24. Panth Upchar (p<w %pcar)
25. Gau Paricharya (gaE pircyaR)
26. Sahasra Vipra Bhoj (shö ivà Éaej)
27. Rog Har Daan (raeg hr dan)
28. Mesh Daan (me; dan)
29. Meshi Daan (me;I dan)
30. Mahishi Daan (mih;I dan)
31. Aj Daan (Aj dan)
These are described in more detail in Appendix 8: Daan of Assorted

Items on page 144
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Special forms
Apart from the conventional forms described above, there are some
other forms as well. These include Shram Daan (ïm dan), which refers to
voluntary contribution of effort or labour. Similarly, Gupt Daan (guÝ dan)
refers to a daan being made in secret, so that the recipient does not know
who the benefactor is. Gupt Daan also refers to daan made at Gupt
Kaashi, a place some 21 miles from Rudraprayag in Uttarakhand.218
Another interesting form is Punya Daan (pu{y dan). This refers to a person donating merit already earned by him or her to another person who
might be suffering or in dire straits. Though there are several references
to this form of daan in the Puran,
no specific procedure or method
has been prescribed.
The Ox and the Punya Daan
Padm Puran offers an interesting
Religious Icons
instance219 of Punya Daan. A fallen
The Daan literature also recomBrahmin named Susharma, died, and
was reborn as an ox. One day he colmends giving away of various divine
lapsed in the market due to overimages or associated items, which
work. A crowd collected, of whom
are essentially ritualistic or are used
several made punya daan towards
mainly for worship.
the ox, out of kindness.
While these are not directly releOne of these donors was a sexvant to our purpose, these have
worker, whose donation led to his
been described briefly in Appendix
being reborn in a high family of
9: Daan of Ritual Items or Divine
Brahmins. He then went to the sexImages on page 157.
worker, and enquired about the
nature of the punya donated by her.

Utsarg: Forms and
Ceremonies
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She explained that her parrot recited
something (first chapter of Bhagwad
Gita) everyday, which had helped
cleanse her soul. She had donated
this punya to the ox.

Utsarg literally means ‘letting go’.
This happens when a property or
item is dedicated or released for general public use. This subject has been
discussed extensively220 in ancient
literature, with formal rules and procedures set out for each activity.

1. Jalaashay (jlazy)
Providing water for travellers or general public through dedication of
Jalaashay (wells, ponds and reservoirs) has been praised in several
Puran. Detailed guidance for construction of water bodies is given in traditional texts. It is also preserved among local communities and arti-
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Availabilty of water

Reward

During rains (Varsha Kaal)
During Autumn ( Sharat Kaal)
During Winters ( Hemant Kaal)
During Winters ( Shishir Kaal)
During Spring (Vasant Kaal)
During Summers ( Greeshm)

Equivalent to Agnihotra Yagn
Equivalent to 1000 Gau Daan
Equivalent to large Yagn, with gold dakshina
Equivalent to Agnishtom Yagn
Equivalent to Atiratra Yagn
Equivalent to Ashwamedh Yagn

Usage pattern

Reward

Water used by people and cows
Water available to people, cows,
animals and birds
If people bathe, rest and drink water
from the pond

Release (mukti) of entire lineage
Equivalent to Ashwamedh Yagn
Inexhaustible comfort after death
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sans.221 The Puran deal mainly with the ritualistic aspects.
An elaborate dedication ceremony222 for the ponds etc. has been
described in Matsya Puran. This calls for creation of vedi, havan (hvn),
Vastu pooja, etc. The following are required to be placed in a jewelled
pot made of gold:
● A tortoise and a crocodile, made of gold
● A fish and snake/chameleon, made of silver
● A crab, frog, crow and shishumar (izzumar),223 made of copper
Dust from elephant stables, horse stables, valmeek (ant-hill), river
confluence, cow-hoof dust, cow-shed and cross-roads is also used in the
ceremonies. After the rituals, 25-100 cows are given as dakshina to
Brahmins. Finally, one of the cows is made to enter the pond briefly, and
the donor is required to wade after her, holding on to her tail. The metal
tortoise, etc. from the jewelled pot are then placed in the pond at various
places. The pot itself, containing curd, rice and water from a great river,
is emptied in to the pond. The pond is then dedicated for public use.
The havan ritual continues for another four days, when finally the
mandap is broken up. The items used in the havan are distributed to the
Brahmins who performed the ceremonies. The ceremony ends with a
feast for 20-1000 Brahmins.
If funds are a constraint, a simpler dedication ceremony can be
performed.
Digging of ponds, wells etc. for public use has been highly
recommended in Mahabharat.224 The rewards are also linked225 to the
availability of water in the pond through the year:

The rewards are also linked to the usage pattern:226
Apart from generally endorsing the above, Vishnudharmottar Puran
also adds227 some other benefits, depending on location etc.:
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Location

Reward

Anywhere
Public pasture
Along a road
In a desert
Cleaning a temple pond
Lining existing pond with stonework
Construction of canal
Digging a pond with own hands

Attainment of Varun Lok
Attainment of Gau Lok
Attainment of Indra Lok
Attainment of Brahm Lok
Equivalent to ten Gau daan
Attainment of Heaven
Attainment of Heaven
Equivalent to Rajsooya and Ashwamedh Yagn

Dvari Bandh (ÖarI b<x)
This refers to a dam, created by collecting flow of water from a waterfall
or mountain stream. A detailed description of the dvari bandh has been
given by Hemadri,228 along with the dedication ceremony and benefits.
According to this, several channels are provided to carry the water to
fields or to the village. Gates may be added to regulate the flow of water.
Dvari Bandh are categorised as uttam, madhyam and adham, depending on the amount of water collected. A dam which collects water in an
area of 100,000 dand,229 is considered best. The dam may be constructed with stones and rocks, over which vajralape230 (v¿ lep) is applied.
Parks and orchards may be provided around the dvari bandh for public
use, along with ponds and wells.
The dvari bandh is dedicated for public use (utsarg) in an elaborate
ceremony. The donor is rewarded with benefits far exceeding those of
Ashwamedh Yagn, and attains divine worlds.

2. Vrikshaaropan and Aaram (v&]araep[ , Aaram)
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Planting of trees and orchards, gardens etc. for public use has been
praised in almost all the Puran and Smriti. After the battle of
Mahabharat, Bheeshm talks231 to Yudhishthir about the importance of
planting trees. Accordingly, greenery is classified into six types: Trees,
Shrubs, Climbers, Creepers, Twaksar (TvKsar, bamboo etc.), and Trin (t&[,
grasses etc.). Planting of trees is useful for the society at large, providing
flowers for worship, fruits for ancestors and people, and shade for travellers. All kinds of beings232 take shelter under trees. Trees are like
sons233 for the person who plants these, and ensure prestige for him / her
in this world as also after death.
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Types of trees
The trees listed234 as beneficial in Vishnu Dharmottar Puran include
Paakad/ Peepal,235 Bargad,236 Goolar,237 Neem,238 Ashok,239 Naagkesar
/ Champa,240 Siras,241 Mango, Mehendi242 Katahal,243 Banana,244
Jamun,245 Badahar,246 and Anaar.247 Trees recommended for sacred
groves include Semal,248 Kachnaar,249 Baheda,250 Vijaysaar,251
devdaar, dhak,252 and lotus.253 The chapter also describes in detail when
and how the trees should be planted, nurtured254 and cured of diseases.

Particular dates or methods
Bhavishya Puran describes specific dedication ceremonies for different
types of trees and orchards. While these broadly run along lines discussed above, there is some additional information about the form and
purpose of these ceremonies.
For example, while dedicating a garden for public use, the donor also
makes a specific prayer that if anyone is hurt or dies due to a fall from the
trees, (or from the walk-way) then the donor should not be held spiritually liable.258
Similarly, in the case of a Goprachar (gae àcar),259 a shelter and grazing
land dedicated for all living beings, trees should be planted in the East, a
walk-way or bridge constructed in the South, fire-place built in the West,
and a pond or well dug in the North. Anyone who digs up or misuses
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Dedication Ceremony
Planting of trees has also been described in Matsya Puran.255 In most
cases, a well or pond is also provided in an orchard to ensure water supply for the trees. The procedure for dedicating trees is similar to that of
dedication of a pond. The plants should first be watered,256 and then rice
and curd is to be sprinkled over them. These should be decorated with
garlands, and clothes. Two leaves of each plant should be pierced with a
gold needle to symbolise Karn Vedh (k[R vex).257 Kohl should also be
applied with a gold needle. Seven or eight fruits made of gold are also
used in the rituals.
A pot should be placed near each tree (or near at least eight out of the
lot), filled with water and a gold piece dropped in each pot. Havan
should be performed in the evening. Next day, a cow covered in white,
and embellished with gold plated horns should be released among the
trees. The water in the pots is then used to bathe the donor, after which
the Brahmins are given dakshina, including the cow, gold chain, rings
etc. Havan is continued over the next four days, when once again a feast
is organised, and daan of various items made. The entire ceremony then
concludes with giving of dakshina.

such a place suffers from loss of family and lineage.
The donor invokes Indra, Agni, Yam, Varun, Vayu etc. to protect the
shelter.260 He/she also prays for welfare of all who use the shelter, and
that the donor should not be held liable for any accidental loss of life
among those who take shelter. Pardon is also sought for any trees that
may be lost due to lightening.
Additional guidance on specific ceremonies and rituals for different
categories of trees is given in Madhyam Parv of Bhavishya Puran:
● Laghu Upvan - Ch. 3, 4, 6
● Specific Trees - Ch.7, 11
● Peepal - Ch. 8
● Banyan - Ch. 9
● Bel - Ch. 10
● Flower Garden - Ch. 14
● Tulsi shrub - Ch.15
Bhavishya Puran also lays down261 that certain trees need to be
invoked ritually after plantation. These include Jayanti, Som Vat,
Jackfruit, Kadamb, Neem, Patal, Kanak, Semal, Pomegranate, and
Ashok.
Similarly, Bhadrak, Shami, Kon, Chandatak, Bakvriksh, and Khair
need to be invoked. However, Karn Vedh is not done for these trees.
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Reward
Person dedicating an orchard or garden in the above manner is rewarded with fulfilment of all wishes, and receives endless benefit. A person
planting even one tree in the above manner is granted residency in the
heaven for the tenure of 30 Indra. One generation of the donor is liberated for each tree that is planted. The donor also obtains release from
rebirth.
Vishnudharmottar Puran262 also links the rewards to the type of trees
planted.
Tree

Reward
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Taru Putra (té puÇ)
Banyan, Peepal
Fame
The intriguing concept of plant263
ing trees as sons is implied by the
Orange
Good looks
264
term Taru Putra, literally ‘the
Good luck
Lemon
tree who266 is a son’. According
P
a
l
e
w
a
t
,
M
a
n
g
o
Satisfaction
to Vishnudharmottar Puran,267
265
Mango, Walnut
Fulfilment of wishes
planting a tree is like raising a
268
son. This tradition
was established by Devi Parvati in ancient times.
Hemadri quotes270 several Puran to explain the procedure and bene-
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Devi Parvati’s Taruputra

Devi Parvati once created a son using ubtan (%bqn)269 and played with him for some
time. After this he was put in River Ganga, when he became very large, and was
called Gajanan Gangeya (Lord Ganesh).
A little later, she desired another son. She then adapted an Ashok sprout as a son,
and after completing his sanskar, nurtured him for some time. At this, the Dev
enquired of her the significance of adapting a tree as a son. She then explained that
if a well is dug in a dry region by a person, he lives in paradise for as many years as
the drops of water in that well. Planting a tree has been considered even more valuable, equal to digging 10,000 wells in a dry region, or having 10 sons.

1 Tree
10 Sons
100 Reservoirs
1,000 Ponds
10, 000 Wells

fits of planting and adapting a tree as a son. Such a tree fulfils all wishes
in this world and afterworld. According to Brahmvaivart Puran,271 one
can never be sure whether a real son will turn out to be a good person however, a tree can never become a bad son!
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These terms refer to the building of rest houses272 and shelters for travellers and orphans or other destitute persons. Hemadri273 has quoted
Agni Puran to say that these should have strong pillars, and large areas.
The rooms should be comfortable and painted in a pleasant manner.
There should be provision for food and water. These should be dedicated to the homeless, orphans, and travellers.
Similarly, Devi Puran has been quoted to describe the placement of
various divine images in and around the Pratishraya. Quoting Yam,274
Hemadri says that the visitors should be provided with places to sit, place
to wash their feet, lighting, food, and shelter. This is equivalent to doing
five yagn with dakshina, and gives benefit equivalent to 1000
Ashwamedh Yagn or 100 Rajsooya Yagn. Similar commendations are
found in Vishnu, Brahaspati, and other Smriti.

4. Arogya Daan (AaraeGy dan)

This refers to taking care of the sick and the unwell. This may consist275
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3. Ashraya and Pratishraya (Aaïy, àitïy)

of providing medicines, food, oil massage, and emotional support.
Donation of ointment for eyes to another leads to a stay in Surya
Lok276 and good eyesight for the donor himself/herself.
Construction and dedication of Arogya Shala (hospital) is recommended by Hemadri quoting various Puran277as good health is essential for achieving the four purusharth (Dharm, Arth, Kaam and
Moksh). The Arogya Shala should be stocked with all important medicines, and staffed with knowledgeable Vaidya, as well as support staff.
The staff should know how to prepare various herbal medicines and
ointments. Treatment should be provided considering time, place and
rules of medication (as explained in Ashtang Ayurved (Aòa<g AayuveRd)278 as
also Vaat, Pitt and Kaf (vat, ipÄ, k)). The medication should be provided with kindness and affection, especially to the poor. The donor of
such an Arogya Shala is rewarded with stay in blessed lok.
Hemadri also quotes279 Skand Puran to enumerate the rewards of
dedicating an Arogya Shala for public use. This daan alone is equivalent to all other daan. The donor attains wisdom, health, freedom from
sorrow in this life and company of divine beings in Shiv Lok in the
afterlife.

5. Devalaya (devaly)
60

The Puran also recommend construction and dedication of various
temples for public use.

Special Occasions
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When should one donate? Any time you find the right combination of
a donee and place, is a good time. If you can't find the donee physically, you can make a decision (sankalp) to donate, by thinking of the
donee, and pouring a little water on the earth. Later the item can be
delivered to the donee. If for some reason the donee you thought of is
not available, then the property can be delivered to a representative of
the donee. As mentioned earlier, if even this is not possible, then the
item earmarked for donation should be dropped in a water body, such
as a river or a reservoir.
Most daan should not be made280 at night. Some occasions are particularly auspicious and marked as such in the traditional Hindu
Panchang.281 These include the twelve sankranti,282 solar or lunar
eclipses, akshaya triteeya,283 and some specific festivals, to name just
a few.284 Of the sankrantis, the Makar Sankranti285 is considered most
auspicious and is widely observed as a festival of daan.
No restrictions of time apply when a daan is made to help a person,
such as a Daya Daan or Abhay Daan.286
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Parv Daan (pvR dan)
For a listing of daan associated with particular festivals and planetary
conjunctions,287 please see Appendix 10: Calendar of Daan on page 161.
This listing is based on daan recommended in the Hindu Calendar
(Panchang, Panjika)288 for various tithi.

Vaar Daan (var dan)
This calls289 for daan of the image of a planet associated with a particular day of the week. Thus, Monday calls for donation of Moon, Tuesday
for Mars, Wednesday for Mercury, and so on. Saturday covers three
planets: Saturn, Rahu (raø) and Ketu (ket)u . These daan are designed to
placate the planets, and are normally advised to people worried about
planetary afflictions in their horoscopes.

Nakshatra Daan (n]Ç dan)
Under Indian system of astrology, the sky is divided into 27 Nakshatra
(lunar mansions), apart from the usual 12 zodiac signs. The Moon
spends about one day in each Nakshatra. When a person is born, apart
from his/her zodiac sign, the Nakshatra under which he/she was born is
also considered significant. Nakshatra Daan calls for donation of various
items depending on the constellation through which the Moon is transiting.290 Traditional Panchang include detailed information on the
movement of the Moon through various Nakshatra throughout the
month. The items recommended291 for each Nakshatra are tabulated in
Appendix 11: Nakshatra Daan on page 164.
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The Hindu calendar is a complex reconciliation of Lunar, Solar, and
Astral cycles. The result is presented292 with five specifications as Vaar
(var, weekdays), Tithi (dates), Nakshatra, Yog, and Karan (kr[). Of these,
the Lunar tithi drives most of the Hindu festivals and rituals. This word
is also related to athithya (AaitWy).
Different tithi call293 for donation of different items, depending on
various astrological factors. The items recommended for each tithi are
tabulated in Appendix 12: Tithi Daan on page 166.

Aaturkalik (Aatur kailk)
This refers to daan made when one’s end is near or on the death-bed.

Special Places

Various tirth (tIwR, holy places or spots) are recommended for making
daan.294 These include places such as Gaya, Prayag and banks of the
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Tithi Daan (itiw dan)

The Indian Atithya
Hospitality in India is of two kinds: 1. when a guest is invited respectfully for a meal
or feast on a particular tithi, 2. when a guest arrives unexpectedly.
The latter is known as Atithi, one who arrives without an occassion. Hospitality to
such a guest is repeatedly emphasized in all scriptures. A householder was traditionally required to wait for 15-20 minutes after the food was ready, in case a guest
(atithi, Aitiw) turns up. In such a case, the guest had first rights over the food. If
such a guest left the house without eating, it would be a grave misdemeanour. An
atithi was equivalent to a Dev and had to be honoured at all costs. This is also possibly the reason why there were few inns or sarai in ancient India.
In modern India, the traditional image of atithya is vigorously exploited by Hotels
and the Tourism industry. A small difference is that the atithi must make reservations
in advance. Or be turned away without food and bed!

seven holy rivers (Ganga, Yamuna, Narmada, Kaveri, Godavari, Sarasvati
and Sindhu). Other holy places such as Pushkar, Rameshwaram, etc.
where people go for a ritual bath are also recommended for making
daan.
No restrictions of time or place apply when a daan is made to help a
person, such as a Daya Daan or Abhay Daan.295
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III. Sadaqa and Zakaat (Islam)
In 2001, about 13.8 crore (13.4%) people identified themselves as
Muslims.296 The community is dispersed throughout India, with significant proportions in Jammu & Kashmir, Assam, West Bengal,
Kerala, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Muslims are broadly composed of
people following different variations of Islam, such as Sunni, Shia,
Ahmadiya and Bohra.
Islamic charity can be divided into two categories: Sadaqa (sdˆk>)
and Zakaat (ˆjkat). In addition to this, there is another category called
Khums (ˆouMs).

Sadaqa

Sadaqa Jariyah
Zaaqat al-Maal

Charity

Zakaat

Zaaqat al-Fitr

Khums

Ushr
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Sadaqa is voluntary charity. There are no formal rules regarding
sadaqa. It can range from a welcoming smile for your fellow-brethren
to giving of alms. Even half a date (ojUr) given in charity is enough to
protect the donor from hell-fire on the day of judgment.297 Sadaqa
must be given from money earned honestly.298 It can be given to one’s
relatives,299 including one’s own husband or son.300
All sadaqa is pleasing to Allah and, therefore, highly commended.
Sadaqa is enjoined on all Muslims - those who cannot find anything to
give, should help the needy and perform all that is good.301 Even
saying Subhan Allah,302 Allahu Akbar303 or La ilaha illallah304 is a
form of sadaqa.305
Hazrat Mohammad (S.AW)306 has praised sadaqa in many ways.
On one occasion, he stated that he would be very happy, if he had a
mountain307 of gold, and by the third night was left with nothing,
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Sadaqa (sdˆk>)

64

except one dinar for repayment of
Charitable to the End
his debts.
One of the last acts of Hazrat
Another time309 he said that a
Mohammad (S.A.W) as he lay seriously
donor and a miser are like two perill, was to give away all his gold in
sons wearing iron chainmail. When
charity. According to tradition, he
the donor wants to give in charity,
called Ayesha, his wife, and asked her
about the gold he had given for keephis coat of arms gets extended over
ing. He then told her to give it away in
his entire body, as a protection from
charity, and dozed off. After a little
his sins. On the other hand, whenwhile, he woke up and asked her again
ever the miser wants to give in charwhether she had done as asked. When
ity, the same chainmail becomes
she replied in the negative, he called
constrictive, so that his hands get
for the money, which came to six gold
squeezed to his collar bone. He tries
dinars. He then directed her to divide
hard to give, but in vain!
the money among some poor families,
Hazrat Mohammad (S.A.W)
and lying back said, 'Now I am at
also emphasized310 that a person
peace. Verily it would not have
should give according to his
become me to meet my Lord, and this
gold in my possession.’308
means, and not withhold in charity. Otherwise Allah will also withhold the flow of wealth to the
ungenerous.
Sadaqa should not be postponed, as a time will come when no one
may be willing to accept one’s charity, and it will be too late for a person to accrue merit.311 Also, sadaqa given while the donor is healthy
and afraid of poverty, is more fruitful than one that is made in the face
of approaching death.312
While the donor can disclose his sadaqa to others, it is better if it is
given in concealment to the poor.313 One should not also constantly
remind the receivers of the sadaqa or cause pain by behaving badly
towards them,314 as this will make one’s sadaqa ineffectual. When giving sadaqa, one should also avoid giving too much to the foolish,
instead giving them only enough for food and clothes.315
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Benefits of Sadaqa
What are the benefits of sadaqa? From a social perspective, sadaqa
protects the poor from impoverishment, and ensures that they do not

Unintended Impact
A person wanting to give sadaqa went out and gave unknowingly to a thief. When he
later found this out, he decided to give again. This time, he unknowingly gave the
sadaqa to an adulteress. On being informed of this, he decided to give again. This
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time he ended up giving to a rich person, without realizing that the person was
wealthy.
Despairing of ever being able to give to the right person, he was consoled by
another: The sadaqa you gave to the thief might help him stay away from stealing.
The adulteress might also be reformed because of your sadaqa. And the rich man
might take a lesson, and start giving in Allah’s cause.317

Food for the Future
Dawud Al Tai322 was an Imam who lived in Baghdad. Once a servant asked him,
whether he would like to eat something. She then prepared a gracious meal for him
and brought it to him. Instead of partaking of the meal, he asked her about some
orphans. On hearing that their condition remained unchanged, he asked her to take
the food to them instead. When she pressed him to eat, as he had not eaten for a
long time, he responded: If the orphans eat this meal, then Allah will save it for us to
eat with Him. If I eat it now, it will only disappear in my stomach.323
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turn to unlawful means to feed themselves.316
Maulana Abdul Malik Al-Qasim318 also lists ten benefits for the
donor. Of these, five will be received in this life:
1. Cleanses the money
2. Cleanses the body from sins
3. Repels disasters and illnesses
4. Brings happiness to the poor and righteous believers
5. Brings blessings to the wealth and increase in provisions
The other five benefits will be received in the hereafter are:
1. Shades the giver from intense heat
2. Makes one’s reckoning lighter
3. Makes one’s scale of good deeds heavier
4. Helps cross the bridge over Hell
5. Elevates one’s grade in paradise
Further, if a housewife was to give foodstuff from her store, then she
will receive benefit because she gave in charity, her spouse will receive
benefit because he earned the wealth, and the storekeeper will also get
a reward. Reward for one will not decrease the rewards of the other
two.319
The Ahadith320 (pronounced as AhadIs)321 offer some beautiful
examples of how sadaqa is practiced, and the benefits that flow
from it.

The Doves of Mecca
Long ago, there was a palm tree in the house of a man. A dove lived in a hole in the
trunk. Whenever the dove would have nestlings, the man would climb up the tree,
and slaughter them. Eventually, the dove complained to Allah. The dove was assured
that if the man tried to take the nestlings again, he would fall off the tree and die.
When the nestlings grew up in the next season, the man climbed up the tree
again. Halfway up the tree, a beggar came to his house asking for alms. The man
climbed down, and gave the beggar some food. He then climbed the tree again, took
the nestlings, and slaughtered them, without suffering himself.
When the dove asked Allah about this, it was told that the man had been saved
because he was armed with the sadaqa of giving food to a beggar. As for the dove,
its nestlings were increased, and it was taken to the sanctuary at Mecca, where it
would not be disturbed till the Day of Judgment.324

Khums (oˆ Mu s)
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Khums is a fifth portion325 of certain gains. This is meant to be spent
for the benefit of orphans, the poor, travellers and the imams. Khums
falls into the category of mandated charity.
The tradition of khums326 derives its authority from verse 8.41 of
Holy Quran:
“And know that whatever of war-booty that you may gain, verily, one-fifth (1/5th) of it is assigned to Allah, and to the
Messenger, and the near relatives, the orphans, Al-Masaakin and
the wayfarer…”327
Accordingly, one-fifth of the ghanimat (ˆgnImt) was set aside as
khums, and the rest was distributed among the soldiers.328 The fifth

Division of Khums
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Mounted
Soldiers
60%

Khums
20%

Orphans
4%

Foot Soldiers
20%
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Prophet’s
next of kin
4%

Poor
4%
Way-farers
4%

Allah and
Prophet
4%

part set aside as khums was again divided in five equal parts.329 It was
then distributed as on page 66.
Hazrat Mohammad (S.A.W) and his family were not entitled to
accept zakaat.330 Thus, a part of khums was set aside for their use.331
The word ghanimat used in this Ayat (Aayt), is interpreted among
Sunnis as referring specifically to war booty. According to one Hadith
(hdIs),332 khums is also mandatory on rikaz (irkaˆj, buried treasure or
wealth). Thus, khums would appear to be payable mainly on windfall
gains.
This tradition has lapsed among Sunnis, but has continued among
the Shia, as discussed below.

Khums among Shia
Some Shia, particularly Ithna Ashariya,333 (the largest subdivision of
Shia) view khums as applying to all income and gains, as also the surplus wealth at the end of each year. Twenty percent of this is paid out
as khums. This is divided into six parts, of which three go to a religious

Division of Khums
Zaqaat
2.5%

Khums
20%
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Religious
Scholar
10%

scholar, and the other three to needy descendants of Hazrat
Mohammad (S.A.W).334
The money provided to the religious scholar as khums is to be spent
on behalf of Allah, His messenger, and his Ahlul Bayt335 in the path of
Allah. This essentially means spending it on theological schools and
other religious matters.336 If the scholar is engaged full-time in this,
then a reasonable sum can be used for his own sustenance.
The second portion of the khums fund is to be spent on needy people, who should be descendants of the Prophet. Many Sufi orders
include members of the Prophet's family in their spiritual lineage (silsila, islisla). In many societies, Sharifs and Sayyids are also accorded
honoured status due to direct descent from Hazrat Mohammad’s
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For own
use
77.5%

Needy
Descendants
of Prophet
10%

(S.A.W) family.337
The payment of khums is made in addition to the 2.5% zakaat.

Zakaat (jˆ kat)
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Zakaat, also known as poor tax,338 is obligatory339 for those Muslims,
whose wealth is above a certain minimum. It is paid or collected annually. Zakaat is considered to be the third pillar of Islam.340 Giving of
zakaat is important for Muslims, as this leads to purification of their
wealth from all sin. According to both the Holy Quraan341 and the
Ahadith,342 a person who refuses to pay zakaat or denies that it is
compulsory, can attract severe condemnation and retribution.343
According to one hadith,344 if a person who is required to pay
zakaat avoids payment, he/she would suffer grievously in hell on the
Day of Resurrection (qayamat, ˆkyamt). The nature of the suffering
would depend on the items on which the zakaat was payable. For
instance, a person who evades zakaat on gold or silver, will be tormented with heated plates. If zakaat was evaded on camels, the person
would be trampled and bitten by fat camels. Similarly, people who
evade zakaat on cattle and sheep, will be gored and trampled by them.
In practice, zakaat works like an annual tax of about 2.5% on the
believer’s wealth.345 There are detailed rules regarding the items on
which zakaat is leviable, and how it should be calculated. Zakaat can
be given in cash or in kind346 - however, old or defective items should
not be given as zakaat.347
Another form of zakaat is Ushr (%ï), which is 1/10th of the yield of
irrigated land.348 This is also known as Kharaj (ˆoraj).349
Though zakaat is mandatory on Muslims, it is not without benefits.
Its benefits are classified350 as religious, moral and social:
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Religious Benefits
● Implementation of third pillar of Islam
● Brings believer close to Allah and increases his faith
● Results in destruction of usury and increase of charity
● Erasing of sins
Moral Benefits
● Company of generous folk
● Compassion and kindness towards needy brothers
● Opens the heart and expands the soul
● Purification from miserliness and greed
Social Benefits
● Meets the needs of the poor
● Strengthens the Muslims and raises their status
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●

Removes jealousies and resentment
Causes wealth to grow and circulate more widely
Some of these benefits are better realized when collection and distribution of zakaat is centralized or otherwise institutionalized.351
●

Use of Zakaat Funds
The purposes for which zakaat can be used are enumerated in the
Holy Quran:
“As-Sadaqaat (here it means Zakaat) are only for the Fuqara’
(poor), and Al-Masakin (the poor) and those employed to collect
(the funds); and to attract the hearts of those who have been
inclined (towards Islam); and to free the captives; and for those in
debt; and for Allah's Cause (i.e. for Mujahidun - those fighting in
a holy battle), and for the wayfarer (a traveller who is cut off from
everything); a duty imposed by Allah...”352
The above verse lists out all the various purposes353 for which the
zakaat can be used:
1. Fuqara (ˆ)ˆkIr) - the poor who do not beg.
2. Al-Masakin (Al-imskIn) - the poor who beg.
3. Amil (AaimlIn AlEha) - those employed to collect the funds.
4. Muallaf (maeA‘ˆ)tul ˆ k…lUb) - those persons whose hearts have been
inclined towards Islam.
5. Ar-Riqab (iˆ)irRˆkab) - to free the captives.
6. Al-Gharimoon (AlˆgairmIn) - those in debt.
7. Fisabillillah (ˆ)I-sbIil‘ah) - for Mujahidun, those fighting in the
holy war354 and for defending the teachings of Islam.355
8. Ibnus Sabil (#ãuSsbIl) - for the way-farer stranded in journey.
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Zakaat-ul-Fitr (also sadaqa-ul-Fitr) is obligatory on every Muslim,
who has surplus food left after providing for self and family for a full
day. An alternative view356 is that it is payable only by those Muslims
who have wealth amounting to one nisab (about 85 grams of gold, or
`1.50 lakh).
This becomes due at the time of Eid-ul-Fitr, which comes at the end
of Ramzaan month. It can be given as soon as Ramzaan begins.357 In
any case it should be given before going out for Eid prayers on the last
day of Ramzaan.358
The amount to be given consists of one saa (about 2 kilogram) of
dates, barley, wheat, rice, raisins, cottage cheese etc. Alternatively,
money equivalent can be given.359 Zakaat-ul-Fitr is payable at the rate
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Zakaat-ul-Fitr

of one saa for each member of the family, including children and
infants.360 According to the Shafi school of thought, a non-Muslim
also needs to pay this for any Muslims living under his or her care.361
Zakaat-ul-Fitr should be given to the same persons who are entitled
to receive zakaat.362
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IV. Charity and Tithe (Christian)
In 2001, about 2.4 crore (2.3%) people identified themselves as
Christians,363 mainly in Kerala, Tamilnadu, Goa, Nagaland, Mizoram,
Arunachal, Tripura and Meghalaya. The community is disciplined and
relatively better educated than others. It is also widely known for charity and social work.
Christian charity is comprised of two main practices: voluntary giving
and tithe (qa#d).

Voluntary Charity
The Christian view of charity proper, is contained in St. Paul’s first letter
to the Corinthians.364 This letter emphasizes the importance of charity
of spirit, rather than charity of giving:
“…And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though
I give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me
nothing. Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not;
charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave itself
unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no
evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; beareth all
things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things.
…And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but the
greatest of these is charity.”
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In newer editions of Holy Bible, the word 'charity' has been translated
as ‘love’.365

“Then the King will say to the people on his right, ‘Come, you that
are blessed by my Father! Come and possess the kingdom which
has been prepared for you ever since the creation of the world. I
was hungry and you fed me, thirsty and you gave me a drink; I was
a stranger and you received me in your homes, naked and you
clothed me; I was sick and you took care of me, in prison and you
visited me.’
The righteous will then answer him, 'When, Lord, did we ever
see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you a drink? When
did we ever see you a stranger and welcome you in our homes, or
naked and clothe you? When did we ever see you sick or in prison,
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The Holy Bible emphasizes caring and sharing with the poor and the
needy:

and visit you?' The King will reply, 'I tell you whenever you did this
for one of the least important of these brothers of mine, you did it
for me!’”366
Sharing with others is emphasized in the book of Luke, while the book
of James emphasizes deeds to match one’s faith:
He answered, “Whoever has two shirts must give one to the man
who has none, and whoever has food must share it.’367
Suppose there are brothers or sisters who need clothes and don't
have enough to eat. What good is there in your saying to them,
'God bless you! Keep warm and eat well!’ - if you don't give them the
necessities of life? So it is with faith: if it is alone and includes no
actions, then it is dead.”368
It also emphasizes that no worldly return should be expected for
charity:
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“Then Jesus said to his host, ‘When you give a lunch or a dinner, do
not invite your friends or your brothers or your relatives or your rich
neighbours - for they will invite you back, and in this way you will be paid
for what you did. When you give a feast, invite the poor, the crippled, the
lame, and the blind; and you will be blessed, because they are not able to
pay you back. God will repay you on the day the good people rise from
death.”369
Thus, a distinction is drawn between hospitality for your social equals
and that for the poor. The first will be repaid on this earth, when the
guests in turn invite you to a meal. Therefore, there is no heavenly
reward for this. On the other hand, if you invite the poor to a feast, your
reward will be in heaven.
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The book of Proverbs emphasizes the paradox of giving. You become
rich by being generous, and are impoverished by hoarding:370
“Some people spend their money freely and still grow richer.
Others are cautious, and yet grow poorer. Be generous, and you will
be prosperous. Help others, and you will be helped.”371
In the second letter to Corinthians, St. Paul sets out the example of the
generous church members in Macedonia, when it comes to giving to
others in need:
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“They have been severely tested by the troubles they went through;
but their joy was so great that they were extremely generous in their
giving, even though they are very poor. I can assure you that they
gave as much as they could, and even more than they could. Of
their own free will they begged us and pleaded for the privilege of
having a part in helping God’s people in Judea.”372
In this letter, St. Paul also talks about the good rewards of generous
giving:

The book of Acts quotes Lord Jesus Christ374 to emphasize the advantages of giving:
“I have shown you in all things that by working hard in this way we
must help the weak, remembering the words that the Lord Jesus
himself said, ‘There is more happiness in giving than in receiving.”375
Lord Jesus Christ has also said how the generous will be rewarded:
“Give to others, and God will give to you. Indeed, you will receive a
full measure, a generous helping, poured into your hands - all that
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“Remember that the person who sows few seeds will have a small
crop; the one who sows many seeds will have a large crop. You
should each give, then, as you have decided, not with regret or out
of a sense of duty; for God loves the one who gives gladly. And God
is able to give you more than you need, so that you will always have
all you need for yourselves and more than enough for every good
cause. As the scripture says:
‘He gives generously to the needy; his kindness lasts forever.'
And God, who supplies seed to sow and bread to eat, will also supply you with all the seed you need and will make it grow and produce a rich harvest from your generosity. He will always make you
rich enough to be generous at all times, so that many will thank
God for your gifts which they receive from us. For this service you
perform not only meets the needs of God’s people, but also produces an outpouring of gratitude to God. And because of the proof
which this service of yours brings, many will give glory to God for
your loyalty to the gospel of Christ, which you profess, and for your
generosity in sharing with them and everyone else. And so with
deep affection they will pray for you because of the extraordinary
grace God has shown you.”373

you can hold. The measure you use for others is the one that God
will use for you.”376
Then, again, the spirit of generosity is more commendable than the
amount that is given:
“…then a poor widow came along and dropped in two little copper
coins, worth about a penny. He called his disciples together and
said to them, I tell you that this poor widow put more in the offering box than all the others. For the others put in what they had to
spare of their riches; but she, poor as she is, put in all she had - she
gave all she had to live on.”377
Thus, Lord Jesus Christ appears to have emphasized direct, personal
charity. Further, the reward for such charity will be given when the
Kingdom378 comes.
The Holy Bible also talks about the need to be discreet about one's
generosity:
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“Make certain you do not perform your religious duties in public so
that people will see what you do. If you do these things publicly, you
will not have any reward from your Father in heaven.
So when you give something to a needy person, do not make a big
show of it, as the hypocrites do in the houses of worship and on the
streets. They do it so that people will praise them. I assure you, they
have already been paid in full. But when you help a needy person,
do it in such a way that even your closest friend will not know about
it. Then it will be a private matter. And your Father, who sees what
you do in private, will reward you.”379

Tithe (qa#d)
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Tithing is a form of mandated giving unique to Christian charity. It refers
to the practice of giving a tenth share of the produce to God or to the
Church.380 The Holy Bible contains several references to tithing. Most of
these are in the Old Testament. The earliest references occur in the book
of Genesis, as voluntary commitments made by Abraham and Jacob:
“And blessed be the Most High God, which hath delivered thine
enemies into thy hand. And he gave him [the Priest] tithes of all.”381
“Then Jacob made a vow to the Lord: “If you will be with me and
protect me on the journey I am making and give me food and cloth-
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ing, and if I return safely to my father's home, then you will be my
God. This memorial stone which I have set up will be the place
where you are worshipped, and I will give you a tenth of everything
you give me.”382
The book of Leviticus sets this out in more detail:
“One-tenth [tithe] of all the produce of the land, whether grain or
fruit belongs to the Lord. If a man wishes to buy any of it back, he
must pay the standard price plus an additional twenty percent. One
out of ten domestic animals belongs to the Lord. The owner may
not arrange the animals so that the poor animals are chosen, and he
may not make any substitutions.”383
In the book of Nehemiah, regular payment of tithes and their utility is
emphasized:
“I also learnt that the temple musicians and other Levites had left
Jerusalem and gone back to their farms, because the people had not
been giving them enough to live on. I reprimanded the officials for
letting the Temple be neglected. And I brought the Levites and
musicians back to the Temple and put them to work again. Then all
the people of Israel again started bringing to the temple storerooms
their tithes of corn, wine, and olive oil.”384
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The book of Proverbs also offers encouragement by emphasizing the
rewards of giving to the Lord:

The book of Malachi talks about the anger of God for those who evade
paying their just dues:
“I ask you, is it right for a person to cheat God? Of course not, yet
you are cheating me. ‘How?’ you ask. In the matter of tithes and
offerings..... Bring the full amount of your tithes to the Temple, so
that there will be plenty of food there. Put me to the test and you
will see that I will open the windows of heaven and pour out on you
in abundance all kinds of good things.”386
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“Honour the Lord by making him an offering from the best of all
that your land produces. If you do, your barns will be filled with
grain, and you will have too much wine to be able to store it all.”385

Books of the New Testament, which contain the teachings of Lord
Jesus Christ, also emphasize tithing.387 For instance, in the Book of
Matthew, Lord Jesus Christ asks people to practise human values, while
also paying the tithe:
“…You give to God a tenth even of the seasoning herbs, such as mint,
dill, and cumin, but you neglect to obey the really important teachings of
the Law, such as justice and mercy and honesty. These you should practise, without neglecting the others.”388
Then again, in the Book of Hebrews, there is reference389 to Priest
Melchisedec, who received a tithe from Abraham. This occurred390
when Abraham was returning from a war, and the Priest blessed him:
“As [Melchisedec] blessed Abraham, so Christ blesses us. A right
response to that blessing is the giving of at least the tithe of all we
possess to the Lord and the establishment of the kingdom of Truth in
the earth…”391

History of Tithing
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According to the Merriam-Webster Encyclopaedia of Religions,392 tithing was originally a Jewish custom, which was adopted by the Christian church. Tithing became
obligatory as Christianity spread across Europe. It was imposed by ecclesiastical393
law from the sixth century, and enforced by secular394 law from the eighth century.
However, the Eastern Orthodox Church never accepted tithes.
Tithes were abolished in France during the Revolution (1789 CE). Other countries,
such as Italy, Ireland, Scotland and England, ended these during the 19th-20th centuries. However, other provisions were made for maintenance of the clergy from
government revenues.
In several European countries,395 the governments collect tithe in the form of a
compulsory tax, called church tax. It is then allocated to the various recognized
churches. Church tax collections can be sizable. In Germany alone, these came to
about €8500 million (`4.85 kharab) in 2002.396
Over the recent decades, this institution has come under pressure and some
countries397 have now made it optional. Often, this requires the concerned person
to formally surrender his or her church membership.
In the United States, tithing was never a legal requirement, though members of
some churches, including the Latter-Day Saints and Seventh-Day Adventists are
required to tithe.
In parts of India, particularly in the South, some church members pay tithes
regularly.
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Use of Tithe
Tithe is primarily meant for maintenance of the church and payment of
salaries to the clergy.398 This is also implied in St. Paul’s letter to the
Corinthians:
“What soldier ever has to pay his own expenses in the army? What
farmer does not eat the grapes from his own vineyard? What shepherd does not use the milk from his own sheep?
I don’t have to limit myself to these everyday examples, because
the Law says the same thing. We read in the Law of Moses, “Do not
muzzle an ox when you are using it to thresh corn.” Now, is God
concerned about oxen? Didn’t he really mean us when he said that?
Of course that was written for us. The one who ploughs and the one
who reaps should do their work in the hope of getting a share of the
crop. We have sown spiritual seed among you. Is it too much if we
reap material benefits from you? If others have the right to expect
this from you, haven’t we an even greater right?
But we haven’t made use of this right. Instead, we have endured
everything in order not to put any obstacle in the way of the Good
News about Christ. Surely you know that the men who work in the
Temple get their food from the Temple and that those who offer the
sacrifices on the altar get a share of the sacrifices. In the same way,
the Lord has ordered that those who preach the gospel should get
their living from it.”399
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If you are eager to give, God will accept your gift on the basis of
what you have to give, not on what you haven’t.
I am not trying to relieve others by putting a burden on you; but
since you have plenty at this time, it is only fair that you should help
those who are in need. Then, when you are in need and they have
plenty, they will help you. In this way both are treated equally. As
the scripture says, the one who gathered much did not have too
much, and the one who gathered little did not have too little.402
According to William Macdonald,403 this also sets out the three good
principles of generous giving: 1. Give willingly, 2. Give according to
capacity, 3. Give to promote equality.
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In addition, tithe is used to assist the poor,400 and for mission-related
work across the world.401 This view also draws its inspiration from St.
Paul’s second letter to the Corinthians, where he exhorts them to give for
relieving the need of the Jerusalem church:

V. Sewa and Daswandh (Sikh)
In 2001, about 1.92 crore (1.9%) people identified themselves as Sikh,404
mainly in Punjab. There is also a large diaspora, particularly in Canada
and the UK.405 The community is prosperous and is recognised for its
hard work, thrift, and approach to sharing.

Sikh Tradition of Charity
Sikh traditions of charity are derived from Guru Granth Sahib,406 which
emphasises the three attributes of piety: naamu, daanu and isnaanu.407
At another place,408 Guru Nanak has stated that the true way of life is
earning livelihood and giving charity with one’s own hands. Guru Nanak
often encouraged his followers to recite the divine name, work honestly,
and to share their resources.409 He also advocated mercy to all living
beings.410 In his view, those who lacked the Lord’s Glance of Grace, cherish neither charity nor the Lord’s name.411 At another place, truth and
charity are compared with white clothes.412

Sewa (seva)
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The Sikh tradition of direct service is reflected in the phrase Kar Sewa
(kar seva), literally meaning service by hands. This is often seen in construction, cleaning and maintenance of Gurudwaras. This tradition
draws its inspiration from Guru Granth Sahib itself, which contains as
many shlok in praise of sewa as for daan:
‘Applying oneself to the service of the Guru, the mind is purified,
and peace is obtained.’413
‘Center your awareness on selfless service, and focus your consciousness on the Word of the Shabad.’414
‘Serving Your slaves is the ultimate good deed.’415
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It must be noted that in Guru Granth Sahib, sewa is generally recommended in the context of serving the Guru, the Divine Lord or the Holy
men. This possibly explains why voluntary service (sewa) is mainly seen
in the Gurudwara premises. This perception is also reflected in the
Rehat Maryada,416 a uniform Code of Conduct for Sikhs. Article 21 of
this Code says:
“...Illustrative models of voluntary service are organised for
imparting training, in the Gurdwaras. Its simple forms are: sweeping and plastering417 the floors of the Gurdwara, serving water to
or fanning the congregation, offering provisions to and rendering
any kind of service in the common kitchen-cum-eating house,
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dusting the shoes of the people visiting the Gurdwara, etc.”

Daswandh (dSv<x)
Daswandh refers to a tenth part of one's earning, which belongs to the
Guru. Every Sikh is advised to contribute this tenth to the Gurudwara (or
at another institution) at the time of Amrit Chakhna ceremony (Am&t
cona).418
While there is no specific injunction in Guru Granth Sahib in this
regard, this practice had been well-established by the time of the Tenth
Guru. Thus, Guru Gobind Singh had this to say about those who cheated in this matter:
“Hear ye, Nand Lal, says Gobind Singh, one who does not give
daswandh and, telling lies, misappropriates it, is not at all to be
trusted.”419

Langar (l<gr)
In a famous saying found in Bhai Chaupa Singh’s Rahit-nama, Sikhs are
advised to treat the poor man’s mouth as Guru di golak (gué dI gaelk)420 any food or relief provided to the poor will be seen as contribution to the
Guru’s donation box. This perhaps is the sentiment behind running of
langar, kitchens for all humans. Every Gurudwara has one, where wholesome vegetarian food is served free to all, without distinction of caste,
creed, colour or religion.
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“...The philosophy behind the Langar (Guru’s kitchen-cum-eating-house) is two-fold: to provide training to the Sikhs in voluntary
service and to help banish all distinction of high and low, touchable
and untouchable from the Sikhs’ minds. All human beings, high or
low, and of any caste or colour may sit and eat in the Langar. No
discrimination on grounds of the country of origin, colour, caste or
religion must be made while making people sit in rows for eating....”422
The langar are maintained with support from generous members of
the congregation, who often vie with another to sponsor a day's costs.
The food itself is prepared and served by devotees, and others who wish
to participate.
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According to Article 21 of Sikh Rehat Maryada:421

VI. Daan (Bauddh)
In 2001, about 79.55 lakh (0.8%) people identified themselves as
Bauddh,423 mainly in Maharashtra, Ladakh, Himachal, Sikkim,
Arunachal and Tripura. The main form of Buddhism424 practised in
the plains of India is Theravad (wervad),425 whereas Vajrayan (v¿yan) and
Mahayan (mhayan) are practised in the Hill states and some parts of
Northeast.

Theravad, Mahayan and Vajrayan
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There are three main schools of Bauddh teachings: Theravad, Mahayan and Vajrayan.
Theravad arose in India and is considered closest to original teachings of Lord
Buddha. Mahayan emerged as the Theravad canon was being written down in Pali,
the language of the common man. Mahayan traditions were, in contrast, composed in
Sanskrit, and were thus able to engage in extensive debate with Hindu and other
scholars.426 Vajrayan arose in Bengal, Assam and Uddiyan around 300 CE, and later
came to be called Tantric. Vajrayan became the main form of Buddhism in Tibet, and
had a role in the evolution of Buddhism in China and Japan.427
Theravad is relatively conservative. It is widely practised in Sri Lanka, Cambodia,
Laos, Burma and Thailand. For a time, Theravad followers became sparse in India. Its
revival started in the 1890's. It has gathered pace over the last fifty years, following
the example set by Babasaheb Ambedkar in 1956.428 Theravad followers around the
world are estimated at 10 crores.429

In this book, we have mainly focused on Theravad traditions, and
the powerful Jaatak stories that help people understand Bauddh
practice.

Importance of Daan
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Daan has been frequently mentioned in Bauddh texts. The practice of
daan is considered essential for the donor to start on the path to nirvan. On the other hand, it also sets the Bhikshus free from material
pursuits, and allows them to focus on their meditation and spiritual
practices. A key concept in this regard is perfection of daan, or daan
paramita.
Daan Paramita (dan parimta)
Daan Paramita is the first of ten paramita (perfections) that are to be
practised on the path to becoming Buddha. It is cultivated on the first
Bodhisattva level. This is achieved when a person is able to give away
anything in daan, including his wealth, prestige, family, and body,
without regret or second thoughts. He then becomes like an inverted
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The Rabbit on the Moon
At one time,431 Bodhisattva was born
as a rabbit in the forest near
Varanasi, and lived with a monkey, a
jackal and an otter. The rabbit used to
constantly lecture the others about
the value of daan, virtue and fasting.
When the day of fasting approached,
all four decided to observe a fast. The
monkey, the jackal and the otter, each
found some food during the day, but
kept it aside planning to eat it after
the fast was over. The rabbit lay back,
thinking that he will eat fresh grass
when the fast ends. He also resolved
that since he had nothing to offer if a
guest was to come, he will offer his
body instead.
When Shakra (Indra) came to
know about this, he decided to test
the Daan Paramita of each. Disguised
as a Brahmin, he went to the monkey,
the jackal and the otter, each of
whom offered the food he had set
aside. He then approached the rabbit,
asking for food. The rabbit welcomed
him, and asked him to prepare a fire.
When the fire was lit, the rabbit
shook his coat well, so that any
insects in the coat may fall off and
die with him. After this, the rabbit
jumped into the fire himself, as the
Brahmin would not have agreed to
kill him otherwise.
However, the fire failed to burn
him. The rabbit turned to the
Brahmin, saying the fire was cold.
Shakra then revealed himself, telling
him how his Daan Paramita was
being tested. Shakra then took the
essence of Himalaya and painted the
rabbit’s image on the moon, to forever remind the world of the generosity of the rabbit.
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pitcher, which has been emptied of
all water. The path of daan is the
great path, which has been followed
by all sages.430 This point is illustrated by the Jaatak story of the
rabbit who gave up his own body as
food to a guest.
Daan is advised not just for the
householders who have means, but
also for those who have taken sannyas (s<Nyas). To illustrate this point,
Lord Buddha has narrated the
story432 of an earlier birth when he
was born as Akeerti in a wealthy
Brahmin family of Varanasi. At one
point in time, he realised the futility of accumulation, and gave away
all his possessions in Maha Daan.
He then retired to an isolated place
to meditate. However, many followed him and started living nearby. Upset with this, he moved on to
Kaveer Pattan in Tamil region.
When the crowds started gathering
again, he moved on to Kaar Dweep
near Nag Dweep. Here he started
living on the fruits and leaves of
Kaar tree.
Lord Shakra (Indra) became worried at this austerity and decided to
test him. Approaching him as a
Brahmin, he asked for food. Akeerti
happily gave him the leaves he had
boiled for himself, and remained
without food. This was repeated on
three consecutive days. At the end
of this, Shakra offered him a boon.
Another instance of daan
paramita is that of Prince
Vessantar, who gladly gave his children and wife away when
approached by seekers.

The White Elephant
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This Jaatak tale433 was narrated by Lord Buddha himself,434 about an earlier birth,
when he was known as Prince Vessantar of Sivi and lived in Jaituttar Nagar. During
this lifetime, he was born as the son of King Sanjay and Queen Phusati. When he was
conceived, the Queen became generous, and started giving away six lakh coins every
day. The Prince was extremely generous, and started making daan right from the
moment of his birth. An auspicious white elephant (Pratyaya) was also born at the
same moment.
When the Prince was young, he gave away his gold ornaments nine times. At the
age of eight, he made a resolution to give whatever was requested of him. This led to
trembling of the Earth, and other such signs. When he was sixteen he was married to
the Princess Madri. The daan of six lakh gold coins continued. Two children, Jaali
Kumar and Krishnarjin were born to the couple.
Around the same time, Kaling faced a severe drought. The King of Kaling was
advised to obtain the white elephant Pratyaya - his arrival in the Kingdom would
ensure regular rains. The King sent eight Brahmins to Prince Vessantar. The Prince
happily gave away the elephant. The Earth trembled again at this great daan.
However, the citizens of Sivi were upset, and forced King Sanjay to banish the Prince
due to this Atidaan (Aitdan). Before leaving, the Prince made a Sapt Shatak daan
(sÝ ztk dan). This involved donating seven hundred each of various items, such as
horses, elephants, chariots, cows, along with food and drinks.
When the Prince left the Kingdom with his wife and children, four Brahmins came
after him, and asked for the horses, which he gave away happily. Shortly thereafter,
another Brahmin asked him for the chariot - this was also given away. Eventually, the
family reached the Kingdom of Ceta, where the Prince was offered the entire
Kingdom of Ceta. He declined, and continued onwards to Vanka Mountain, where he
started living as a hermit.
After a few months, another Brahmin from Kaling arrived and asked the Prince to
give his son and daughter in daan for housework. Prince Vessantar did so happily.
The Earth trembled again at the enormity of this daan. Subsequently, on their way to
Kaling, the two children were ransomed by their grandfather, King Sanjay.
In order to test the generosity of Prince Vessantar, Shakra (Lord Indra) arrived in
disguise as a Brahmin. He asked the Prince for his wife. The Prince gave away his wife
as well. The Earth trembled again at this daan. Shakra then assumed his real form,
and gave Princess Madri back to the Prince. He also gave eight boons to the Prince,
as a result of which the Prince was reconciled with his father, and ruled the Kingdom
of Sivi for a long time.

To further illustrate the concept of Daan Paramita, Lord Buddha
has also narrated the story435 of an earlier lifetime, when he was born
as the King Sivi of Sivi nation. The capital of Sivi was Aritthapur Nagar.
In this lifetime, he was very generous and gave away worldly things
every day. Not satisfied with this, he resolved and gave away both his
eyes to a blind Brahmin. The blind Brahmin was, of course, Shakra who
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had come to test his resolve. After becoming blind, the King left the
Kingdom, and started living near a pond. Later Shakra approached
him, and granted him a boon through which the King received divine
vision as a reward for the donation of physical eyes. King Sivi then
organised a massive public function where he showed his regained
vision. He then exhorted the public to follow his example and hold
nothing back in giving to others.

Forms of Daan

1. Vihar Daan (ivhar dan)
This refers to construction and dedication of a monastery for the
Bauddh monks. There are many examples of such Vihar Daan by
Kings and rich merchants. First of these was the monastery at Veluvan
(near Rajgrih or Rajgir),436 bestowed by King Bimbisar. The second
was the Jetavan Vihar, bestowed by Seth Anathapindiak (Sudatta).
Vihar Daan is considered one of the best forms of daan. At the time
of accepting the daan of Jetavan Vihar on behalf of the Bhikshu Sangh,
Lord Buddha has stated:437
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‘The vihar offers protection from heat and cold, wild animals, reptiles, mosquitoes, rains, and storms. It is useful for shelter, comfort,
meditation and Yog. This is the reason for Vihar Daan being called
Shreshth Daan (Agra Daan, A¢dan). A person desirous of betterment of
self should have such vihar constructed for the residence of learned
monks. He should also gladly arrange for their food, clothes, and lodging. When this is done, the monks preach Dharm which ends suffering, and results in undefiled parinirvan (pirinvaR[) for the listener.’
In early stages, vihars consisted of individual huts clustered together, designed primarily for shelter during the rains. However, later on
these became more elaborate with administrative structures. The vihar
at Jetavan, for instance, had ‘dwelling rooms, retiring rooms, store
rooms and service halls, halls with fire places, closets, cloisters, halls
for exercise, wells, bathrooms, ponds, open and roofed sheds etc.’438
Another famous vihar was Migara Mata Prasad, near Shravasti. This
was constructed and dedicated by Vishakha at a cost of 27 crore. The
building had two floors with five hundred rooms on each floor. The
structure was topped by a pinnacle of solid gold, capable of holding
sixty water pots. The building was so elaborately furnished that one of
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Three main forms of daan are mentioned in Pali texts: Vihar Daan,
Bhiksha, and Maha Daan. Apart from these, daan shala are also mentioned frequently.
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Vishakha’s friends could not find a vacant spot to spread even a small
carpet, worth 100,000.439
Vihar also became renowned centres of learning, such as Nalanda
(5th to 12th centuries) and Nagarjunkonda (3rd-4th century).440

Jetavan Vihar Daan
Anathapindik was a rich merchant of Shravasti,441 who met Lord Buddha in Rajgriha.
He then invited Lord Buddha to Shravasti. In preparation for the arrival, he had 45
rest-houses made along the route at the cost of 100,000 gold coins each. Then he
approached Prince Jetakumar intending to purchase the Jetavan for Lord Buddha's
stay.442
The Prince was offended at this, and told Anathapindik that he could buy it for the
amount of gold coins needed to cover the entire area. Anathapindika did so with 18
crore gold coins. The Prince was so impressed with this, that he used those very 18
crore gold coins to construct a welcome arch.
The monastery443 was constructed at the cost of another 18 crore gold coins. It
was then donated to the Sangh for all times as directed by Lord Buddha. The dedication ceremony lasted for nine months and cost another 18 crore gold coins.
In earlier ages, also Jetavan had been purchased in a similar manner several
times:
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Age of

Donor

Size of Vihar

Price

Lord Vipashyi
(19th Buddha)
Lord Shikhi
(20th Buddha)
Lord Vishvabhoo
(21st Buddha)
Lord Kakkusandh
(22nd Buddha)
Lord Konagaman
(23rd Buddha)
Lord Kaashyap
(24th Buddha)

Seth
Punnavasumitra
Seth Shreevardh

One yojan
Six miles

Seth Svati

1/2 yojan

Seth Achyut

Two miles

Seth Ugra

1 mile

Seth Sumangal

16 kareesh

Gold bricks
placed end to end
Land covered by
gold palak (leaf?)
Land covered
with gold hasti-pad
Land covered
with gold bricks
Land covered with
gold tortoises
Land covered with
gold bricks

2. Bhiksha (iÉ]a)
Bhiksha is often translated into alms. However, alms is a form of charity,
given to the poor. Bhiksha may be charity, given to beggars, or it may be
formal bhiksha, given to bhikshu, brahmchari or sannyasi. A person who
seeks help because of poverty or lack of means is called a yachak, not a
bhikshu.444 Formal bhiksha is significantly different from alms, as it is
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not given out of pity, but out of piety. Alms is, therefore, a misleading
translation when used in place of formal bhiksha.
People who become monks take up asceticism voluntarily, not out of
necessity. They also serve the society by their search for truth, and provide guidance about the right path and dharm. In recognition of their
evolved status, householders in the society provide them with their basic
necessities, so that the monks can be free from the distraction of worldly pursuits and can focus on their meditation and search for truth.
While this arrangement has existed in Indian society for a very long
time, it also became linked to religious teaching when Buddhism
emerged.445 Thus, the householder observed daan dharm (duty of
donation) on a daily basis, by providing the necessities446 of the monks.
When the householder visited the Sangh (monastery), they in turn,
received dharm daan (religious teaching) from the monks.447
Detailed rules about bhiksha are contained in Vinaya Pitak. Bhiksha
is also referred as Pind Paat (ip{f pat).
3. Maha Daan (mha dan)
Maha Daan consists of offering food formally to monks for seven consecutive days, and concludes with providing them with necessities of
monkhood (clothes, cots, medicines, etc.). There is a simple but powerful Jaatak story about Pratyek Buddhas based on this form of daan.
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King Bharat of Sauveer,448 with his capital in Roruv, was very generous, and gave
daan regularly to the poor, the deprived and the yachak. However, he was worried,
thinking that his daan was being consumed by the greedy. He consulted his learned
queen, Samudravijaya about this. The King then invited Pratyek Buddhas,449 by
throwing seven handfuls of flowers in the East. This had no result. He then followed
up by repeating his invitation to South, and West. Finally he sent his invitation to the
North. The flowers landed on five hundred Pratyek Buddhas living on the Nandmoolak
Mountain. Seven Pratyek Buddhas then arrived at the Palace next day in response to
the invitation.
The King honoured them and offered them food for seven days. On the last day,
he provided them with required necessities, and formally requested the Sangh to
accept the daan. The Sangh elder then said: Only the utensils that are removed from
a burning house are of future use. Similarly, the world is burning due to old age and
death - save whatever you can, by giving in daan. Only your daan will be safeguarded
for the future. He then returned to the Himalayas to meditate.
The next Pratyek Buddha also followed him, saying that the person who gives
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Seven Flowers for Seven Buddhas

beneficial and uplifting daan is able to cross Vaitarani (the river of death) and attain
divine lok.
The third Pratyek Buddha followed suit, after teaching that daan and war are similar in nature. As few dedicated soldiers can win over many, so can a little daan made
with shraddha result in a pleasant sojourn in the afterworld.
The fourth Pratyek Buddha added: Thoughtful daan is praised by Sugat (Lord
Buddha). If daan is given in the world to the rightful recipients, then it bears rich
fruit as do seeds sown in a good field.
The fifth and sixth Pratek Buddha also added their views on sin and Brahmcharya
respectively.
Finally the seventh Pratyek Buddha opined: Undoubtedly daan has been praised in
most fulsome manner. However, following the path of Dharm is more commendable
than daan.

4. Daan Shala (dan zala)
This refers to dedicated buildings where food is offered to the monks,
ascetics and others on a daily basis. There are many instances of daan
shala in Bauddh literature. Kings, rich merchants and wealthy Brahmins
often set up several such daan shala at the entry gates, and the centre of
the town.
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Donors
There are no restrictions on who can be a donor. Anyone can make a
daan, no matter what his/her birth, station or wealth may be. Anguttar
Nikaya450 states that a disadvantaged person,451 who makes daan wishing to be born in a wealthy family, will get his or her desire. This shows
that people of disadvantaged communities could also make daan.
There have been many illustrious donors who have set precedents for
others to follow.
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King Bimbisaar (ibiMbsar)
A historical King of Magadh, he invited Lord Buddha to his palace for a
meal, and then donated the Veluvan Vihar to the Bhikshu Sangh. He also
lent his personal physician, Jivaka, to attend on Lord Buddha and the
bhikshus. Later, he also remitted the ferry charges for all ascetics in
regard for Lord Buddha and the bhikshus.452 He continued to support
Lord Buddha's work till the very end of his life.
King Prasenjit (àsenijt)
Another historical King of Koshal, he was related to King Bimbisar. He
once invited Lord Buddha and 1000 monks for a Maha Daan (meals and
necessities for seven days). On the seventh day, he requested Lord
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Buddha and 500 monks to take meals regularly at the Palace. Later he
constructed a monastery, called Rajak Aram in front of Jetavana. He also
spent 14 crore on an Asadisa Daan, and fired a minister who was critical of such lavish spending.453

Seth Anathapindik (Anawipi{fk)
One of the most famous donors during Lord Buddha's time was
Anathapindik, a merchant of Shravasti. He constructed and dedicated
the famous Jetavan Vihar455 for the Bhikshu Sangh at a cost of 54 crore
gold coins. Lord Buddha spent his last 25 Varshavas (v;aRvas)456 in Jetavan
Vihar only. Anathapindik used to visit the Vihar three times daily, and
never went there without gifts in hand (barley-soup, ghee, butter, honey,
jaggery, perfume, garlands, clothes, etc.). There was no measuring his
generosity and wealth. Other merchants owed him 18 crore gold coins
against promissory notes. He had also buried 18 crore gold coins in
sealed iron pitchers, which were lost to the ocean when the river was in
spate. Every day five hundred monks used to take their meals there. He
was like the mother and the father for all the monks.
His house had seven floors and seven sections. A minor Devi used to
reside in a room in the fourth section. She used to feel disturbed by the
constant coming and going of the monks. Having decided to put an end
to this, she went to Anathapindik’s Manager and pointed to the
Merchant's interaction with the monks to the detriment of his business
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Seth Visahya (ivsý)
Bodhisattva was earlier born454 as Seth Visahya, a rich merchant of
Varanasi during the reign of King Brahmdutt. His wealth was estimated
at 80 crore. He had six daan shala set up in the city, and used to donate
6 lakh every day. To test his generosity, Lord Shakra quietly removed all
his wealth and servants overnight. The family was left with nothing but
the clothes on their bodies. Firm in his resolve to continue the daan, the
Seth went out with a sickle, harvested some grass and sold it in the city.
He wanted to donate only half of the sale proceeds, keeping the other
half for self and wife. However, there were too many needy persons, so
the Seth and his wife ended up sleeping without any food.
This pattern continued for six days. On the seventh day, on his way
back with the grass, the Seth lost consciousness and fell down. Lord
Shakra then appeared to him, and tried to persuade him to stop his daan
practices, at which his wealth will be restored. However, Seth Visahya
refused to give up, saying that he did not want to enjoy wealth which
caused his faith in daan to dry up. Pleased at the firmness of his resolve,
Lord Shakra restored his wealth.

interests. The Manager refused to intervene. Then she approached the
Merchant’s son, who also sent her packing.
With the constant daan and neglect of business, the Merchant gradually became very poor, and was unable to give anything more than broken rice and haywater to the Sangh. Lord Buddha consoled him, saying
that attitude in daan was more important than the actual material or its
quantity.
Sensing an opportunity, the minor Devi now decided to approach
Anathapindik again, and advised him to break off with Lord Buddha and
focus on his business instead. Anathapindik was outraged and asked her
to leave the house. The Devi then went from one person to another, seeking a place to stay. No one entertained her, as she had criticised Buddha
Shasan (buÏ zasn). Finally she went to Lord Shakra, who suggested that
she make up with Anathapindik by recovering his dues and lost gold
coins. As suggested, she recovered 54 crore coins for Anathapindik and
sought his pardon for having criticised Lord Buddha.
Lord Buddha praised Anathapindik for his steadfastness in giving. He
also narrated how as a Bodhisattva in an earlier lifetime, he had faced
similar obstacles but had overcome them. This is given in the Khadir
Angar Jaatak.457
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The Fire Pit
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Bodhisattva was born in Varanasi in a rich Merchant family during the reign of King
Brahmdutt. Eventually he became the Nagar Seth.458 He was very generous and had
six daan-shala constructed in the town, where monks could find food anytime.
One morning, as the Seth sat down for a delicious breakfast, Pratyek Buddha
arrived at his doorstep. The Seth immediately got up, and asked his servant to fetch
the monk’s Bhiksha Patra (iÉ]apaÇ). At this, a demonic being called Maar,459 sensed
an opportunity, hoping to deprive Pratyek Buddha of the food. As the servant went
towards the door, Maar blocked his path by creating an eighty feet deep pit, filled
with glowing embers. Frightened, the servant returned to the Seth. Other servants
sent subsequently returned in a similar way.
The Seth then got up, placed his breakfast on his head, and walked toward the
door. At the fire pit, he had a dialogue with Maar, and challenged him to prevent the
daan from taking place. He then called out to Pratyek Buddha, beseeching him to
accept the offering even if the Seth fell into the pit on his way to the door. As he
stepped into the pit, a lotus flower appeared under his feet to protect him from the
fire. The Seth also received a sparkling shower of gold-dust, recognizing his steadfastness in giving. The Seth then made the daan successfully, and lived for many years.

Vishakha (ivzaoa)
Vishakha was the daughter of Seth Dhanajaya of Bhaddiya city in Ang
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Kingdom. She first met Lord Buddha when she was seven years old. She
was married to Pan Vardhan, son of a rich merchant of Shravasti, with a
huge dowry. At the time of her marriage, five hundred goldsmiths
laboured for four months to make a Mahalat Prasadhan (ornament) for
her. She caused her father in law, Migara to become a follower of Lord
Buddha. Seth Migara was very grateful for this and caused her to be
called Migara Mata from then onwards.460
Once when on a visit to the monastery, she left her Mahalat
Prasadhan (mhalaq àsaxn) behind. It was kept carefully by Bhikshu
Anand, and returned to her. However, she made up her mind to donate
it to the Sangh. Goldmiths valued it at 9 crore 1 lakh coins. When no one
could produce this huge sum, she bought it herself, and used the proceeds to buy land for a monastery at Purvarama, near Shravasti. She used
another nine crore to build the monastery, and dedicated it at a cost of
another nine crore.
Lord Buddha was very pleased with Vishakha's dedication and named
her Dayikanam Agra (daiykana< A¢, foremost donor). Vishakha died at the
age of 120, and had 84,020 direct lineal descendants at the time, all living.461
Amrapali (AaèpalI)
Amrapali was a famous courtesan462 of Vaishali and was very prosperous. During the last visit of Buddha to Vaishali, she heard his sermon.
She then invited Lord Buddha and his followers to a meal. After the meal,
she donated a mango grove, called Amrapali Van (AaèpalI vn) to Lord
Buddha and the Sangh. A vihar was also constructed in the grove by her.
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Who is worthy of receiving daan? Powers463 and Findly464 suggest that
giving to Sangh is encouraged rather than giving to non-Bhikshus, as this
would be more rewarding to the donor. This view is reflected in Aditta
Jaatak,465 where the King who is running several daan shala is worried
that his daan is consumed by the unworthy.
Similarly, according to Das Bramhan Jaatak,466 the King of
Indraprasth was very generous. However, he was worried that the recipients of his daan were not worthy. He asked his Minister, Vidur to locate
virtuous and worthy recipients for daan. Vidur then listed ten types of
Brahmins who were unworthy because they engaged in trade or other
despicable acts. He then recommends that the King give his daan to
agra-dakshineya Brahmins who lived in Nandmoolak Mountain in
North Himalayas. These were none other than Pratyek Buddhas, and
were thus worthy of daan.
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Recipients
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The point is again reinforced in another Jaatak story.467 King
Brahmdutt of Varanasi once went forth in disguise with his Purohit, and
reached Pratyant region, where he sat down in a daan shala. Noticing
him, a rich merchant brought delicious food for him. In turn, the King
offered the food to his superior, the Brahmin Purohit. The Purohit
passed the food on to his superior, an ascetic. The ascetic took the food,
and offered it to his superior, a Pratyek Buddha, who was also waiting for
a meal. Pratyek Buddha, finding no one superior to him in the gathering,
consumed the food.
This has also been stated by Lord Buddha himself, in response to a
question from Anathapindik. Lord Buddha stated that the learner and
the adept are worthy of receiving daan. These persons are upright in
body, speech and mind, and are like a punnya kshetra (pu{y ]eÇ)468 for the
donor. Any offerings made to them bear rich fruit.469
However, before accepting daan, the receivers should also make sure
that they have become free of lust or are trying to become so. Similarly,
they should be free of hate or should be striving to free themselves of
hate. Also, they should have freed themselves of delusion or should be
trying to be free of delusion.470
In Dakshinavibhang Sutra,471 Lord Buddha has provided a gradation
of worthiness of recipients. In the case of individuals, the fourteen levels
(from the highest to the lowest) are listed below:
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Grade

Individual

Reward

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tathagat (Lord Buddha)
Pratyek Buddha (non-preaching Buddha)
Shravak (Tathagat’s disciple)
Arhant in making
Anagami (will not be reborn)
Anagami in making
Sakdagami (will be reborn once)
Sakdagami in making
Srotapann (one who has entered the stream)
Srotapann in making
Veetraag (without attachment)
Ordinary person with moral habits

13
14

Ordinary person with poor moral habits
Animal

Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Ten kharab times472
One hundred thousand
times
Thousand times
Hundred times

Gifts to the Sangh are always more efficacious and rewarding,
when compared with those made to individuals.473 The ranking of
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daan to sangh would be as follows, beginning with the most
efficacious:

Grade

Type of Sangh

Reward

1

Sangh of Bhikshus and Bhikshunis,
with Lord Buddha at the head
Sangh of Bhikshus and Bhikshunis,
after Lord Buddha has attained parinirvan
Bhikshu Sangh
Bhikshuni Sangh
Gift designated to limited number of
Bhikshus and Bhikshunis in the Sangh
Gift designated to limited number
of Bhikshus in the Sangh
Gift designated to limited number
of Bhikshunis in the Sangh

Incalculable

2
3
4
5
6
7

Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable
Incalculable

Rules of Daan
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There are few rituals or rules related to daan. Mostly, daan is made with
a simple transfer of the gift, accompanied perhaps by pouring of water in
the hands of the recipient. However, respect towards the receiver is very
important. The donor should also feel glad before making the daan, satisfied during the making of daan, and uplifted after giving the daan.474
This point has been illustrated very nicely in Mayhak Jaatak.475 This
Jaatak refers to the Mayhak (mYhk) bird. This bird, on finding a Pippali
tree laden with fruit, starts calling out mayha (mYh - mYh, mine - mine)
repeatedly. This attracts other birds, which eat up all the fruit, while the
bird merely keeps crying! This behaviour is compared to that of a
wealthy person, who neither enjoys his wealth nor shares it with others.
His wealth ends up being stolen by thieves, confiscated by the King or
inherited by others.
There is no specified or preferred place for making a daan. Daan to a
Bhikshu ‘can take place on a jungle road, in a downtown market, or in a
palace chamber’.476 Similarly, there are no rules for an auspicious time
for making a daan, though Bhikshus are restricted from eating after
noon.
Should a Bhikshu ask actively for bhiksha? No. That would degrade
bhiksha to the level of begging and would be unpleasant both for the
seeker and the donor. It is for the donor to sense the monk's need and act

accordingly.
This is also emphasised in Atthisen Jaatak.477 Bodhisattva was once
born as Atthisenkumar in a Brahmin family in Varanasi. He took sannyas
and lived in the Himalayas for a long time. Eventually he returned to
Varanasi and reached the palace during his bhikshatan (iÉ]aqn). The King
welcomed him, offered him food. He then requested Bodhisattva to live
in the palace garden. After a few days, the King Brahmdutt was so
pleased with the Bodhisattva’s dharmopdesh (xmaepR dez), that he offered to
provide for anything that Bodhisattva needed. However, Bodhisattva
kept quiet. This cycle was repeated several times over the next few days.
Frustrated with being unable to offer Bodhisattva anything in return for
his dharmopdesh, King Brahmdutt pleaded that he should be given an
opportunity to earn merit by fulfilling Bodhisattava’s needs. Bodhisattva
responded that he needed nothing. Further, when Arya (AayR, noble persons) approached someone for bhiksha (iÉ]a), they did not ask - they
merely stood in front of the householder. The intelligent householder
should figure out for himself what the noble monk needed.

Encouraging Daan
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A key approach for encouraging daan is to teach the people about value
of detachment, as the first step towards nirvan (invaR[). This is done
through
preaching
the
truth,
as
illustrated
through
powerful imagery in Jaatak stories.
Buddhism also recognises that people make daan for various reasons,
from the grossest to the most sublime.
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Motives of Daan
Why do people give daan? Anguttar Nikaya lists eight motives:478
1. Impulse
2. Exasperation
3. Misapprehension
4. Fear
5. Tradition
6. Hoping for divine rebirth
7. For peace, joy and gladness
8. Enrich and mellow own heart
Merits of Daan
Anguttar Nikaya notes479 that people giving daan out of a desire to be
reborn among wealthy families or in divine stations will be granted their
wish. However, this is a relatively gross reason or reward for giving daan.
As has been mentioned under Daan Paramita, giving daan is the first
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step towards enlightenment. The following Jaatak story emphasises this
point:

Transporting Wealth to the Next World
During the time of Dipankar Buddha,480 there was a Brahmin named Sumedh who
lived in Amaravati.481 He had lost his parents when he was very young. When he
attained majority, his accountant came to him with the account books, and showed
him the wealth which his parents and grandparents482 had left for him. This set
Sumedh thinking: ‘My parents and grandparents accumulated so much wealth, but
they could not carry even one copper coin with them to the other world. I must make
sure that I carry this wealth with me.’
Having determined thus, he had an announcement made in the town. He gave
away all the wealth (Maha Daan) to the people, and took sannyas. He went to the
Himalaya and engaged in meditation. This was the beginning of Sumedh's journey
towards enlightenment. Eventually, Sumedh was reborn as Prince Siddharth and
became known as Gautam Buddha.

The Jaatak Katha483 of Queen Mallika illustrates how rewards may
sometimes come immediately, and how small deeds can lead to big
returns.

Mallika was the daughter of the Chief Gardener of Shravasti. Once, on her way to a
picnic, she saw Gautam Buddha entering the city with his followers. She went forward
to him, and offered him three urad484 laddoo (lfœf)ª which she was carrying for the
picnic. Lord Buddha smiled, knowing that the girl would shortly become the Queen of
Koshal as a result of this generosity. This is indeed what happened beore the day
ended. King Prasenjit of Koshal, returning from a battle which had gone wrong, heard
her song and was smitten with love. Returning to the Capital, he married her the
same day. The entire city was abuzz with this astounding turn of events, how a poor
flower girl had become the queen in return for three urad laddoo!
Lord Buddha then explained to his followers, that this was not the first time a small
deed had been rewarded with great returns. In a previous birth, Bodhisattva was born in
a poor family, and lived by manual labour. Once he purchased four urad laddoo for himself. On the way home, he met four Pratyek Buddhas. Overcome with piety, he seated the
Buddhas respectfully, and placed the laddoo in front of them in leaf plates. He then
requested them to accept the simple gruel,485 and reward him with birth in a household
that was not poor, and that he should receive true knowledge.
In his next life, he was born as a Prince of Varanasi, and eventually became the
King. Later, he was married to a Princess from Koshal. One day, while standing on the
parapet, he saw the royal paraphernalia around him and smiled to himself at how the
daan of four simple laddoo had been rewarded in such a splendid manner. He then
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Three Laddoo for a Kingdom

composed a poem about this. The poem became enormously popular and everyone
started singing it without realizing its meaning. His queen was curious and wanted to
know the story behind the poem. Instead of telling her the reason in private, the King
convened a meeting of all citizens, and narrated the story of his previous life.
The King then turned to his Queen and asked her how she had been rewarded
with such great beauty. The Queen revealed that in her previous life, she was a
housemaid in a Kshatriya family. She once happily gave her portion of rice to a
Bhikshu. As a result, she was born again as a Queen.
Having thus realised the rewards of daan, the King and the Queen then set up six
rajshala for giving bhiksha.

The Jaatak Katha486 of King Nimi of Videha kingdom also illustrates
several key points in the Bauddh practice of daan. Daan should be practised constantly, without sloth. The combined practice of daan and a
virtuous life-style is sure to lead to a divine rebirth, with all attendant
pleasures. Further, though giving should be practised generally, it is especially rewarding when daan is made to monks or Arhat, who are considered punnya-kshetra (fields where virtue is sown and reaped).
Construction of vihar for monks will be rewarded with divine mansions
in afterlife.
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The Rewards of Daan and Virtue
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King Nimi had set up four daanshala at the four gates of Mithila city, and another in the
centre of the city. Each daanshala cost 100,000 coins per day to run. Thus, annual
expenditure on these came to 18.25 crore coins. He also motivated his citizens to perform daan regularly and to lead a virtuous life. As a result, all ended up in Dev Lok after
their death, and hell became nearly empty. The King’s fame reached Dev Lok also.
One day, the king pondered whether daan was greater or brahmcharya. Lord
Shakra then descended to respond to the query. After explaining merits of both, Lord
Shakra said that he (Shakra) had attained his position due to daan. Still, in his view,
brahmcharya was superior. However, one should not get into this debate, and practice both, daan and virtue, simultaneously. Subsequently, Lord Shakra’s charioteer
Matali was sent to invite King Nimi so that other Dev could also meet him. On the way
to Dev Lok, Matali showed the King how people were being tortured in different types
of hell, according to their sins. After this, the King was taken through Swarg, and saw
several people relaxing in divine palaces (Viman, ivman).
Of these, Veerani was a housemaid in a Brahmin's house and used to show great
respect and hospitality for guests. This had resulted in her attaining such a divine
palace. The king then saw seven palaces belonging to Son Dinn (sae[ idÚ), who was a
generous householder in a Kashi village.487 He had seven vihar constructed for the
monks. He served them with great devotion and gave them clothes, food, cots, as
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well as cotton and oil for lamps. He also followed the rules of fasting. This resulted in
his attaining such wonders after death.
After this the King saw another divine palace, where many Apsara were playing
music. Matali informed the King that these Apsara were virtuous laity in their previous life, who were truthful and constantly engaged in daan and fasting. Next came
another divine palace, full of Dev Putra enjoying music. These were virtuous laity in
their previous lives, who served serene Arhat, constructed rest-houses, water tanks,
etc. and gave them robes, food, medicine, and cots. They also observed the required
fasts.
Next the King saw four divine palaces inhabited by householders belonging to different cities.488 These householders had earned punya in their previous lifetimes by
serving and giving daan to Arhats.
After having met Lord Shakra and his courtiers, the King returned to Mithila. The
citizens of Mithila surrounded him and asked him about the Dev Lok. The King
advised them to perform daan and virtuous deeds regularly, in order to be reborn in
Dev Lok.

Though Buddha has constantly performed daan and exhorted others
to do so, people sometimes get confused by false preachers
(mithyavaadi), and become engaged in gross enjoyments.

The True Path of Dharm and Daan
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such mithyavaadi. He had a virtuous daughter who donated a thousand coins every
fortnight. Following the advice of his General Alaat, the King went to see an
Ajivika,490 named Guna of Kashyap gotra.
Among other things, Guna taught the King that a person received whatever was
due to him according to his destiny. There was no reward for daan. People gave daan
under compulsion. Only the foolish give daan and the Pandits accept it.
Falling under the spell of Guna’s lecture, the King abandoned all virtue, and
became engaged in pleasures and enjoyment. As the citizens despaired of the King's
conduct, his daughter, Ruja resolved to bring her father back on to the path. She lectured him on the importance of keeping right company, as even the purest Kusha can
become ill-smelly if kept with rotting fish. On the other hand, if tagar491 essence
was kept with Palash leaves, the leaves would become perfumed. However, the King
was not fully convinced. Ruja then invoked Bodhisattva Narad.
When Bodhisattva emphasised that one’s rebirth depended on previous karm, the
King rejected the theory of rebirth. He joked with Bodhisattva: why don't you give me
five hundred coins now, and I will give you a thousand in the next world. The
Bodhisattva then forcefully told the king that he was untrustworthy in this life and
would be reborn in hell. Who would follow him to hell in order to recover the money?
The King realized his error. Bodhisattva then exhorted him to motivate his citizens
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The Jaatak story489 of King Ang of Mithila illustrates the perils of the company of

to follow the path of Dharm, and encourage daan. The citizens should wander around
with grain, enquiring whether any person was hungry, thirsty, naked, or wanted
necessities such as garlands, clothes, shoes, perfume, umbrella, etc. The King should
ensure that old persons and old oxen should not be put to work, but taken full care
of, as they had earned their right to support in old age by working in their youth.
Bodhisattva concluded by saying that if the King’s body is like a chariot, then daan is
like a drape around the chariot chamber.
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The reason for disproportionate rewards for daan may also be due to
the fact that it is not always easy to give daan, as emphasised in Duddad
Jaatak.492 This Jaatak is related to an occasion where a group of friends
in Shravasti contributed varying amounts of money to invite Lord
Buddha and the monks for Maha Daan (food) for seven consecutive
days. On the last day, they also gave other necessities to the monks. Then
a doubt arose as to whether each of the contributors (with different
amount of contribution) would receive the same benefit.
Lord Buddha explained that even if a small amount of Bhiksha is given
with shraddha, then the resulting daan can never be considered insignificant. He narrated that in a previous life he was born as a Brahmin in
Varanasi. After having lived in the Himalaya for some time, he returned
to Varanasi at the head of a group of ascetics. At that time also, the residents of Varanasi raised funds to feed the group, and give them other
necessities. He added that giving daan is difficult, and only the virtuous
can find the necessary resolve to give daan, and reap the resulting
rewards.
Bhadant Anand Kausalyayan493 has explained that un-intelligent and
greedy people are not able to make daan. Therefore, everyone cannot
give daan. It is also not easy to say that a particular daan will lead to a
specific benefit, as the results of same daan vary from one person to
another.
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VII. Daan (Jain)
In 2001, about 42.55 lakh (0.4%) people identified themselves as Jains,494
mainly in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and Karnataka, with
some concentration in and around Mumbai. Though small in numbers,
the community is highly educated and economically prosperous.

Jain Concept of Daan
Jain thinking495 around wealth is designed to remove excessive disparity
between the rich and the poor. Householders have been graded into
eleven categories. Of these, householders belonging to categories 9-11
are not expected to accumulate any money. Householders belonging to
the first eight categories are expected to follow two rules:
1. Parigrah Pariman Vrat (pir¢h pirma[ ìt)
The householder is expected to set a limit to the amount of necessities,
property, and wealth that he/she will store. On reaching this limit, the
householder is to stop further accumulation.
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2. Daan
The Lazy Coins
The householder is expected to give
Coins feel happy at reaching a
daan to spiritual guides and to the
miser’s cash-box, thinking that if we
unfortunate or helpless people
had ended up in a donor's hands, we
according to their need. Giving of
would have to keep running around
daan helps cleanse one’s wealth, in
endlessly. Now we can sleep happily,
the same way as drawing water out
without any disturbance.501
of a well refreshes the water. A
householder engages in hundreds of
undesirable acts and thus generates sin for himself. This can be cleansed
only by giving daan.496 A person should give daan every day, no matter
how little.497 For the virtuous person, a day without daan is worse than
a day when he/she lost a dear one.498 A person who neither enjoys his
wealth, nor gives it away in daan, is like a slave employed to protect a
rich person’s wealth.499 Making of daan leads to merit (punya) and
increases one’s wealth.500
A householder who does not make Patra Daan for Digambar Muni
(idg<br muin) is like a slave in his own house - he works hard, and accumulates sin, but is not able to release himself from the prison by making
daan.502 Living in grihasth ashram (g&hSw Aaïm)503 without making daan
is like paddling in a boat of stone - the person will simply sink in the
worldly ocean.504

Donor
The donor should be kind, satisfied, composed, and forgiving while making the daan. Daan should be made happily, without bitterness or anger.
The donor should have seven qualities:
1. Lack of desire (in>Sàha)
2. Lack of anger (A³aex)
3. Lack of deceit (in:kpqta)
4. Lack of jealousy (AnI:yaR)
5. Lack of remorse (Aiv;ad)
6. Gladness (àmaed)
7. Lack of conceit (inrh<kar)
These seven qualities lead to praise for the donor, and make the daan
fruitful.
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Recipient
In case of Patra Daan, the worthiness of the recipient is important.505
Recipient may be Uttam (%Äm; Mahavrati Muni, mhaìtI muin),506
Madhyam (mXym; Shraavak, ïavk)507 or Jaghanya (j"Ny; vrat-rahit
samyagdrishti, ìt riht sMyG†iò).508
In case of Daya Daan (dya dan), the above conditions of suitability do
not apply. In this case, the receiver’s moral behaviour or religious observance is not important. However, Daya Daan should not normally be
made to persons who are violent, sinful, cruel, adulterers, drinkers or
those who consume meat. If such a person is in a desperate situation,
then items which can not be misused should only be given to him/her.

Charity and Fishing Nets
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This concept is illustrated with the anecdote of a poor fisherwoman who pleaded
with a Seth for help. Out of pity for her condition, the Seth gave her some money.
She in turn gave the money to her spouse. The fisherman bought a net with the
money and started catching fish for food and sale.
The same day onwards, however, the Seth started losing money in business. He
was confused as to why he was losing money when he was regularly making daan,
and observing all necessary virtues. He went to a Seer, and discussed the problem.
The Seer explained how he was losing money as his donation was causing fish to be
caught and killed.

Material for Daan
Only money earned honestly should be given in daan. The material to be
given should also suit the time, the place and the receiver. Poor should be
given food and clothes. The food should also be appropriate for the sea-
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son. Munis and other ascetics should be given only those items which
will further their tap (tp) and study, rather than those that might destabilise them. According to Padmnandi Panchvinshati, things like cows,
gold, land, chariot etc. should not be given in daan to individual ascetics,
as these lead the receivers into all kinds of sin and immoral acts.509
However, land etc. if given for construction of a Jinalaya (ijnaly) helps
maintain religious culture for a long time, and is to be commended.510
Method of Daan
The method of making daan varies according to the receiver. In case of
Patra Daan, Munis and other ascetics should be given daan while
observing following aspects:511
1. Pratigrah (àit¢h)
2. High seat
3. Washing of feet
4. Veneration
5. Welcome
6. Three forms of cleansing (iÇyaeg zuiÏ)
7. Clean and wholesome food
Kshullak Brahmchari (]u‘k äücarI) should also be offered food with
respect.
In case of Daya Daan, the daan should be made with kindness.
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Forms of Daan
Daan is categorised as shown below:
Daan

Sam daan

Patra daan

Daya daan

Uttam

Ahaar daan

Madhyam

Aushadhi daan

Jaghanya

Vidya daan
Abhay daan
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Anvaya daan

Anvaya Daan (ANvy dan)
This refers to giving of property, wealth etc. to one's family or descendants. This is not considered charitable in nature.
Sam Daan (sm dan)
This refers to community feasts, giving of gifts etc. to one's social peers.
This also is not considered charitable in nature.
Patra Daan (paÇ dan)
This refers to providing food, equipment, scriptures, Shastra (zaô), other
necessities to ascetics and aspirants such as Munis (muin),512 Ailak
(@elk),513 Kshullak (]uLlk),514 Aryika (AaiyRka),515 Kshullika (]uiLlka) etc. As
Jains are strict vegetarians, there are rules regarding the kind of food that
can be offered. Further, the items must be offered respectfully, following
navdha bhakti (nvxa Éi´).

Three Palmfuls of Juice
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After fasting for six months, Lord Rishabhnath516 visited the town regularly for
many days and was offered many valuable gifts by the residents. However, these
were not appropriate to his vows. Lord Rishabhnath therefore remained without food
for another six months. One day, he came across King Shreyans of Hastinapur, who
offered him just three palmfuls (cuLlU) of sugarcane juice, but in the correct manner.
Lord Rishabhnath accepted the offering, and broke his fast. Thus, with a small but
suitable gift, King Shreyans was forever elevated to the ranks of illustrious donors.

Daya Daan (dya dan)
This refers to daan made out of kindness, and in consideration for the
difficulties of a poor or disadvantaged person, including birds and animals. Daya Daan can be of four types:
THE FORGOTTEN POT OF GOLD

1. Ahaar Daan (Aahar dan)

Offering vegetarian, sattvik (saiÅvk) food to the hungry is considered a
highly charitable act, as hunger can be devastating for all human values.
If a hungry person comes to the house, he/ she must be offered food.
Some food should also be kept aside for hungry living beings, out of food
cooked for oneself.
2. Aushadh Daan (AaE;x dan)

This involves providing free medicine, taking care of the sick, running
free hospitals for humans as also other living beings.517
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3. Vidya Daan (iv*a dan)

This refers to education for the illiterate, running of schools and colleges,
printing and distribution of books, scholarships, prizes for meritorious
students etc.
4. Abhay Daan (AÉy dan)

Helping a person overcome fear, or protecting the helpless men, women,
children or other living beings is abhay daan. Lighting dark pathways at
night, appointing guards, constructing dharmshala (xmRzala) for travellers, and math (mQ) for muni or sadhu (saxu) living in forests or mountains, are all examples of abhay daan. Abhay daan is chief amongst the
four daan listed here, as the other three are meaningless if people are not
free from fear.518
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VIII. Other Traditions
Apart from the major faiths in India, already discussed in earlier chapters, there are two more communities, which are visible or have a significant presence. These consist of the Parsis and the Baha'i, both having
their origins in Persia or Iran. Parsis arrived in India about 1200 years
ago, and settled down mostly in and around Gujarat. The arrival of Baha'i
faith in India is more recent (1923) and less known, but has a highly visible symbol in the Lotus Temple in Delhi.

Philanthropy (Parsi)
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According to the 2001 census, there were 69,901 Parsis in India, mostly
in and around Mumbai. Though small in numbers, the community is
highly educated and has made valuable contributions in all fields of
national life, particularly in the professions and industry.
Parsi philanthropy is legendary in India, though some members of the
community see a relative decline in setting up of new institutions over
the last fifty years. Outside the community it is still highly regarded for
its modern approach and munificence. Yet, it draws its inspiration from
the ancient Zoroastrian faith. The Gatha of Zarathushtra, which are
hymns composed in praise of wisdom include the following:
‘Happiness to him who brings utmost happiness to others’519
Another statement of Parsi charity is found in the Sixteen Sanskrit
Shlok,520 which ‘contain the most important tenets of the religion, manners and customs’ of Parsis:521
‘5 - In whose house there is the giving away [in charity] of food,
which is sweet and full of pleasant taste, who do such charitable
acts as the building of lakes, wells, reservoirs and [religious]
houses, who give presents of money and clothes, .... who always
believe in the doctrine of the two principles - those are we Parsis....’
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Parsis have been commended to generosity in the following passage
by Prophet Zarathushtra:
‘Whatever has been given by [Ohrmazd] to us, that is not for storing, but rather for giving to the right persons. We should be like
flowing rivers, rather than stagnant ponds. Our capacity, knowledge, strength, and religion, do not decrease by giving - rather these
are enhanced. Such a person constantly receives increasing
amounts from [Ohrmazd]. As our capacity increases, so should our
service to others.’522
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Meena Iyer, while giving an overview of Charity in Zoroastrianism523
quotes the Zoroastrian scriptures:
Ohrmazd524 said to Zartosht:525
● ‘He who does charity wittingly and discriminately is like me, I who
am Ohrmazd. And he who performs charity obliviously and without
understanding and indiscriminately is like Ahriman’. 526
● ‘Whatever benevolent men give, I give them double in return, and I
store it up’.
● ‘Charity is something so worthy, there are 33 ways from Garothman
[Heaven] to the Chinwad Bridge,527 and everyone who is blessed on
account of meritable action is then able to go on one way, and he who
is blessed on account of oblations is able to go on all those ways’.

Huququ’llah (Baha’i)
Baha'i faith originated in Iran, about 150 years ago. There are about 22
lakh followers528 of Baha’i faith in India. The Baha'i views on charity are
contained in Kitab-i-Aqdas (iktab-@-Aˆkds), and the various teachings
and writing of Baha’u’llah and his successors. There are three key concepts of Baha’i charity: 1. Ayyam-i-Ha, 2. Huququ'llah, and 3.
Administration of Baha'i Funds. In addition to this, Baha'i have also set
up a Socio-Economic Development Fund.

Baha’i calendar consists of 19 months of 19 days each, adding up to 361
solar days. The four days that follow this period are called Ayyam-i-Ha, or
a festival to celebrate the existence of the Divine Ha. This period usually
runs from 17th to 20th March each year.529 During this period, the Baha’i
are enjoined to help the needy and the poor with gifts and solace.530
According to Kitab-i-Aqdas:531
“...It behooveth the people of Baha, throughout these days, to provide good cheer for themselves, their kindred and beyond them the
poor and the needy and with joy and exultation to hail and glorify
their Lord, to sing His praise and magnify His Name and when they
end - these days of giving that precede the season of restraint - let
them enter upon the Fast....”

Huququ’llah (÷ˆkkˆª L… lah)
This is a contribution made by all Baha’i once a year. It is fixed as 19% of
the wealth532 when it reaches533 19 mithquals534 of gold, or about `12
lakh at current prices. The residence and household furnishings, as also
places of business535 are exempt.536 Further, in subsequent years, the
contribution is required only on incremental wealth. Thus, Huququ’llah
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Ayyam-i-Ha (AYyam-@@-hha)

is effectively paid only once on the wealth exceeding the basic exemption
limit.537
Detailed rules for calculation of Huququ'llah in case of death are also
provided.538
This payment is made to the Centre of the Faith. Normally, the funds
are allocated to one or more of the various Baha'i Funds.

Baha’i (bha$) Funds
Funds raised from Huququ’llah are used to promote the Baha’i faith, for
upkeep of Baha'i properties and for general charity.539 This is done

International
Continental
National
Permanent
Baha’i Funds
Regional
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Local

Temporary
Funds

World Centre
Endowment
Kingdom
Project
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through Earmarked Funds. There are five permanent funds, and two
temporary funds.
Only followers of the Baha'i faith are allowed to contribute to these
funds. Others are advised to route their giving to one of the various
Socio-economic Development Funds which the Baha’i have set up.540

Socio-economic Development Funds
An Office of Social and Economic Development was set up in 1993 in
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Haifa to take up various charitable and development activities of the
Baha’i. According to the information available at the US Baha’i website,541 this office ‘monitors the progress of development programs
worldwide, provides advice and support, and facilitates collaborative
undertakings with like-minded organizations.’ Most of the projects are
small-scale educational, health, economic and environmental projects.
Over the last decade, about 1500 such projects have been commissioned.
‘Baha’i projects are non-sectarian in their focus and not confined to the
Baha’is’.542
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IX. Leveraging Traditional Giving
Can traditional giving practices be made to work for modern societies?
If you consider the ongoing debate about tradition and modernity, one
would think these are two diametrically opposed sets of practices, which
have no common meeting ground. The Traditionalists despair at the radicalism of the Modernists, and the latter roll up their eyes at the orthodoxy of the former.
Actually, if you look closely, the only thing that separates the two is
time: today’s Tradition is what was very modern yesterday. And today's
Modernity will be tomorrow’s tradition. As one wag has put it, many
families have a long tradition of being modern, while others keep modernising their traditions!
Therefore, a more useful way to look at Modernity and Tradition is
the Chinese concept of Yin and Yang, where each is constantly changing
into the other. This is also what we find when we look at some of the traditional ways of giving. They can easily be adapted to modern concerns.

Resilience of Traditions
106

In general, traditional giving practices among the majority of Indians
have all but disappeared. For instance, among Hindus, the distinction
between daan, dakshina, bhiksha, and alms is no longer clearly recognized.
Similarly, while giving in temples has continued, daan to Brahmins
has become rare. Where daan does take place, the Pauranik recommendations or ceremonies are not observed. However, over the ages, customs among traditional communities (irrespective of denomination)
have shown a remarkable resilience and adaptability.

Evolution of Raksha Bandhan
THE FORGOTTEN POT OF GOLD

According to Bhavishya Puran,543 Queen Shachi (Indra’s wife) started the tradition of
Raksha Bandhan (r]a b<xn). She tied a sacred string on Indra’s wrist. This made Indra
invincible for a full year, and he was able to defeat Asur easily.
In recorded times, this practice was picked up by Brahmins, who would celebrate
Shravani Poornima with fervour, tying Raksha Bandhan to all their jajman (jjman,
y}man), and pray for their health and well-being. The jajman would then offer some
dakshina. This practice waned over the last fifty years, and has recently surged
again. However, now the Raksha Bandhan is tied by Brahmins during pooja ceremonies.
In the meanwhile, the practice was adapted by sisters who started tying rakhi to
their brothers, as a protective charm. This practice has now become so widespread
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that tying a rakhi is considered an essential symbol of sisterly affection.
With liberalization, and resurgence in disposable incomes, jewellery stores and
candy makers have now started marking this event for promoting sale of gold chains,
and expensive gifts.

It is feasible to argue that while the cultural memories and desire for
giving remain, the traditional communities no longer have an outlet to
give. There is general distrust and reluctance about giving to priests.
At the same time, no alternatives have opened up. As a result, this potential is somewhat like loose cannon, rolling around on a heaving ship's
deck. If the cannon are not tied down, they might sink the ship. Similarly,
if the urge to give is not chanelized, this money may find its way to
fundamentalist groups, political parties and fringe or extremist elements.

Motivating the Orthodox

1. Partnering with religious or traditional institutions
This model has been very successful in some European countries and
to some extent in UK and USA as well. The traditional communities are
approached by the religious institution, using traditionally recognized
methods of fund-raising. Bulk of the funds thus raised is passed on to the
implementation partner, which may be an implementing NGO or a
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Though the giving traditions vary remarkably from one another, there is
one common strand. Each is built around the problems or concerns that
bothered the community or individuals within the community. This is
particularly true among non-mandated forms of giving. Thus, if you
were bothered by nightmares, you could donate gold or make a Tripadm
Til Daan to make you feel better. If you were concerned about your egoism, you could donate your ego itself (Ahamkar Daan). If you were
thinking about hungry people, you could contribute to Guru’s Golak. If
the condition of the poor bothered you, you could give to charity or
sadaqa.
Can this approach be used for modern giving? For instance, can we
build forms of giving around environmental issues, human bondage,
economic deprivation? One modern illustration is that of donating 20
pence to a water charity each time you wash your car.544
There can be at least three models for this kind of fund-raising:
1. Partnering with a religious or traditional institution
2. Adapting traditional symbols
3. Leveraging traditional giving communities directly
We discuss each of these briefly.

grant-making agency. Some funds may be spent directly by the religious
institution for programs close to its own heart, or for administrative and
fund-raising costs.

2. Adapting traditional symbols and ideas
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This involves careful study of traditional approaches and methods. The
insights gained from this study are used to design fund-raising
campaigns addressed to the general society. These campaigns use
traditional symbols and language which would strike a chord with the
giving population of the region, considering their religious or cultural
heritage. The funds thus raised are used for modern charitable or
developmental purposes.
Examples include the Jeevan Kalash Campaign (2006) by Rajasthan
Patrika, which raised `92,06,487 in just two months in response to the
floods in Barmer District. Another campaign called Amritam Jalam
(2005-06) had about 2.55 lakh volunteers offer shram daan of 3 hours
each to clean the water tanks at 859 places.545 The Pauranik image of
Akshay Patra (A]y paÇ)546 is being successfully used547 to run mid-day
meal programs and nutrition programs for children and destitute.
Similarly, the ‘Count Your Blessings Calendar: Lent 2010’ of Christian
Aid548 is designed to inspire fund-raising around the theme of Christian
fasting during the season of Lent, which lasts about 40 days. Another
instance is OM International, which builds its fund-raising around
Biblical quotes, while working on relief and development.549

3. Leveraging traditional giving communities
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This model looks at creating institutions and receptacles focused on traditional giving communities. Such institutions would typically be situated at the intersection between religious charity and modern charitable
work. They could thus focus on raising funds from traditional communities using religious or cultural themes and symbols. The funds would
be used for work in program areas such as relief of the poor, relief of suffering, promotion of traditional culture and heritage, education, etc.
Zakat Foundation of India,550 based in Delhi is a case in point. The
Foundation encourages believers to direct their zakaat contributions to
one of the several funds managed by the Zakat Foundation. These funds
are then used to provide scholarship, education, disaster relief, and to
run an orphanage.

New Tricks with Old Money
How can traditional forms and concepts of giving be used for modern
charitable and socially useful work? This calls for identifying the essen-
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tial concept behind a form, and then linking it with a need in the contemporary society.
Let us look at Abhay Daan among Hindus and Jains, for instance. The
essential concept here is freeing a person from fear. This fear may be due
to a variety of causes: social persecution, economic deprivation, caste,
state machinery, living conditions in the family, and a number of others.
These issues are often addressed using a Human Rights based approach.
When addressing an Indian audience, this concept is simply translated
into Manav Adhikar. This may or may not strike a chord with the traditional communities in India. As an alternative, the philosophy and
imagery of Abhay Daan can be used to engage such communities more
effectively, both for funds, as also for support to various kinds of
work.551
Similarly, the terms Deep Daan, Arogya Daan, Aushadhi Daan, Vidya
Daan, Pustak Daan can be linked easily with work related to solar lighting, health programs, sanitation, mass-education, provision of scholarships, book banks, research activities, and even employability skills programs.
Working for the poor is relatively a simple matter, if this is linked to
sadaqa or sadaqa jariyah.552 Concepts of Ann Kshetra, Ann Daan,
Aahar Daan, Daan Shala, Langar, Varshashan Daan are clearly the
same as modern nutrition programs, including grain banks. Selected
forms of Dhenu Daan, Meru Daan, and Parvat Daan are easily usable
for raising contribution in kind of various types, including clothes
(Vastra Daan, Vastra Meru). Concerns related to drinking water are easily linked through traditional forms such as Udak Daan, Prapa Daan,
Dharm Ghat Daan. A major tradition of digging ponds and wells for
public use, is called Jalaashay Utsarg, and can be used directly for constructing and maintaining water infrastructure, including modern water
treatment plants. Irrigation programs and watershed management can
also be connected with Ashwatth Seenchan and Jalaashay Utsarg, with a
little imagination. Mahee Daan and Grih Daan lend themselves to be
used for land and housing for the poor.
Traditional concepts such as Taru Putra and Dhara Daan are associated with tree plantation, ecology and environment. Panch Laanglak
Daan is also associated with organic farming. There are significant
possibilities of engaging traditional donors for work on dairy and goat
raising programs through forms such as Gau Sahasra Daan, Mahishi
Daan, Aj Daan, and Meshi Daan.
Concepts of Sewa and Shram Daan are already being used to promote
voluntary work. Work with disabled can be partly supported by applying
the concept of Yashti Daan.

The Bauddh approach to daan, though simple, is deeply evocative
with its emphasis on values, inner reflection, and desire for perfection
(Daan Paramita). It is also a treasure trove of rich symbolism which can
touch the heart of a donor, with its simplicity and magical tapestry.
While this book provides only a sample of such stories in a highly condensed form, a fund-raiser working with Bauddh donors would do well
to search the entire collection of 547 Jaatak stories, for more gems.
It is also worthwhile to explore parallels between modern concepts
and traditional ones. For instance, Dharmada (xmaRda)553 is a practice
where many traditional businesses set aside a small amount on each sale
or a percentage of the profits for charitable work.554 This is very close to
the modern concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Fundraisers working with family-owned businesses may therefore find that in
some situations, Dharmada may resonate more easily with potential
donors than CSR.
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Will this work? Obviously there is no telling at this stage. Yet there is a
strong argument in the favour of trying. The corporate sector spends
enormous amounts of money contextualising its products and marketing strategies, so that these appeal to local needs and sensibilities. Indian
NGOs have similarly made enormous efforts to understand the needs of
rural or deprived communities that they work with. Similar effort needs
to go into working with Indians who have the capacity to contribute
funds and resources, but hold back for one reason or the other.
As India grows economically, financial support from foreign shores
will start shrinking in significance at a faster pace. The Government also
seems keen to limit the influence of foreign funds on social and political
discourse in India.555 It makes sense then to turn to the wealthy in India,
including those who are steeped in tradition. The resulting engagement
will not only help Indian NGOs expand their work, it will also help
change perceptions on both sides.
And who knows, you might just find a pot of gold at the end of the
Indian rainbow!
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Appendix 1: Sixteen Maha Daan
Following is a brief description of each of the sixteen Maha Daan given
in various Hindu Puran.

1. Tula Purush Daan (tula pué; dan)
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This involves556 weighing oneself in pure gold (or other specified material) on a tula (pair of scales). The gold or other material is then given
away to the Brahmins present. As the donor should be weighed with full
body armour and weapons, each weighing would range from 125-200
Kilograms of pure gold, in case gold is the material used for weighing. At
current prices, the value of gold itself would come to about `25 crore.
Additionally, villages or more gold would be given as dakshina (honorarium). Gifts of ornaments, clothes and cots are also given at various stages
during the ceremony. Then there is the cost of decorations, and other
items which are also given away. The weighing scale, decorated with gold
leaf, gems and ornaments is also given away. A thousand Brahmins and
other guests are also offered a feast. By a conservative estimate, a Tula
Purush Daan of gold would cost the donor about `35 crore today. This
is understandable, considering how opulent some Indian weddings are.
Tula Purush Daan finds mention in Gahadwal inscriptions,557 when
it was also called Tula Bhaar Daan (tula Éar dan) and possibly Suvarn
Daan.558 One writer has mentioned as many as 100 instances of suvarn
daan by the Gahadwal King Jaychandra.559 Emperor Aurangzeb560 has
also mentioned561 the weighing of entire body of a person against gold,
silver, copper, corn, oil and other commodities, characterizing this as a
Hindu practice. According to him, the material was then distributed to
the needy and poor.
It appears that Tula Purush daan of gold would be made only by royalty or the super rich. The specific rewards are also described in similar
terms: becoming a lord of all worlds in each Manvantar (mNvNtr),562
being taken to Shri Vishnu’s world on a glorious vehicle, being worshipped there for a hundred crore kalp (kLp).563 After this, when the
donor comes back on Earth, he becomes a king of kings. And the person
who witnesses the Tula Purush daan, mentions it to others or publicises it in other ways, also reaps the reward of heaven in the company of
divine beings.
Apart from gold, Tula Purush Daan can also be made with gems, silver, camphor, bronze, copper, brass, lead, jasta, rock salt, jaggery,
clothes, fruits, wood, supari, flowers, honey, ghee, milk, curd, grain, oil,
sugar, sandalwood, kumkum, betel leaves, and sesame. Many of these are
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more affordable for other classes of donors. Some of the materials are
directly connected with relief from particular illnesses.
The Tula Purush daan can be made whenever the donor has the
means and opportunity. There are also particular cosmic events (eclipse,
solar transit etc.) or celebrations such as weddings, when it is particularly recommended.

2. Hiranyagarbh Daan (ihr{y gÉR dan)
This involves564 donation of a golden pot, representing the divine womb,
which is filled with milk and ghee.565 The pot is about 54 inches tall, and
36 inches wide.566 A lid made of gold is also required. Along with this,
various golden implements involved in the birth of a baby are required.
During the ceremonies, the donor enters the pot, sits on a gold lotus and
is bathed with holy water. He then sits in a foetal position in the womb,
with his head between his knees, for about 30 seconds. After the ceremonies are over, the pot, etc. are donated. With this daan the donor
acquires a divine body. The amount of gold required for making the
daan is estimated at about 40-60 kg, valued at about `7.5 crore today.
Other ceremonies are similar to the Tulapurush Daan. The cost of this
daan would therefore come to about `9-11 crore.

3. Brahmand Daan (äüa{f dan)
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4. Kalp-Padap Daan (kLp-ppadp dan)

This involves569 the donation of a model of the Kalpvriksh (kLpv&])570
made of gold. About 180 grams to about 62.2 kg571 of gold is needed for
this. Half of this gold is used for the main tree. The Kalpvriksh should be
decorated with fruits, birds, ornaments, and garments. Four smaller
trees, made with the other half of gold, are placed in four directions. A
mandap is made, and eighteen types of grains placed alongside. Some of
the ceremonies are similar to Tula Purush Daan. After the ceremonies,
the Kalpvriksh is donated to the Guru, and the four smaller trees to the
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Brahmand Daan involves567 donation of a model of the universe, made
out of gold. The gold required for this can range from about 1.25 kg to
62.2 kg,568 depending on donor’s capacity. The size can be from about
eight inches to 6 feet. The model is decorated with elephants, Ved, gods
and goddesses. It is studded with gems and precious stones. After the
ceremonies are over, the Brahmand is divided into 10 parts, of which 2
are given to the Guru, and the rest to other Brahmins. Ten cows, with
gold plated horns, are also donated. The ceremonies are similar to Tula
Purush Daan. The total cost is estimated at `40 lakh to about `20 crore,
depending on the scale.

four ritvij (\iTvj) who assist the Guru. The cost of this daan would range
from about `8 lakh to `20 crore, depending on the scale.

5. Gau Sahasra Daan (gaE shö dan)
As the name indicates, this calls572 for donating a hundred or thousand
cows, all with gold plated horns, and silver plated hooves. Ten more cows
and a bull are required for the ceremonies. All should be similarly decorated, with additional golden bells around their neck. A gold representation of Shri Shiv (as Nandikeshwar) is also required. Depending on the
donor’s capacity, gold ranging from 6.2 kg to about 186.6 kg573 is
required for the Nandikeshwar and the ornamentation of cows, in addition to the silver for hooves. After the ceremonies, all the cows, the bull
and the gold Nandikeshwar are donated, along with dakshina.
Cost of the donations and the ceremonies is estimated at about `2.5
crore to `50 crore, depending on the scale and the number of cows
donated. A smaller version of this daan involves donation of 100 cows,
with a smaller Nandikeshwar. For this, total gold required ranges from
620 grams to about 2 kg.

6. Hiranya Kaamdhenu Daan (ihr{y kamxenu dan)
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Kaamdhenu is a divine cow, which emerged from the churning of the
ocean. She is seen as provider of all material wealth and desires. This
daan involves574 donating a representation of Kaamdhenu, with a suckling calf. Both are to be made of gold, and studded with gems. They are
decorated with gold and crystal ornaments, silver hooves, and silk covering. Along with this are various assorted items, such as a bronze milking
bucket, stool, honey, sugarcane, etc. This daan takes place in a mandap.
The gold required for the cow/calf and ornamentation would range
from about 15.5 kg (250 pal) to about 62.2 kg (1000 pal, pl).575 The cost
of the entire ceremony, including dakshina, feeding the guests and the
poor, etc. could range from `4 crore to about `15 crore.
In case the donor is not able to spend this kind of money, the requirement for gold can be further scaled down to about 186 grams576, which
is considered the bare minimum for the cow and the calf. At this level,
the total cost of the daan could be as low as `5 lakh.

7. Hiranya Ashv Daan (ihr{y Añ dan)
In this case,577 the central item is a horse made with gold, along with various related implements for horse riding. The amount of gold required
for the horse is similar to the cow and calf (186 grams to 62.2 kg).578
Recommended dakshina, in addition to donation of the horse, is fertile
land and gems. Brahmins, guests and the poor are also to be offered a
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feast. The poor should also be given clothes. The cost of this donation
could range from `5 lakh to about `15 crore.

8. Hiranya Ashv Rath Daan (ihr{y Añ rw dan)
The central item579 is a set of horses and a chariot, made with gold, studded with gems, and decorated with various images, flags, silks, etc.
Various associated implements and items are also donated. Some
authorities also recommend donating two to eight good horses, in addition to this. After being bathed with sacred water, the donor perambulates (àdi][a) around the chariot three times, while praying for withering
of fear and negative feelings caused by sinful acts. Dakshina, feast, distribution of clothes and food for the poor are required as in other Maha
Daan.
Gold required for the horses, chariots and ornamentation can range
from 186 grams to about 124.4 kg.580 The total cost of the donation,
including the ceremonies, dakshina and feast etc. is estimated at `5 lakh
to about `30 crore.

9. Hem Hasti Rath Daan (hem hiSt rw dan)
This is similar581 to donation of gold horses with a chariot. In this case,
the gold chariot is drawn by four gold elephants. These can be made
using gold ranging from about 310 grams to about 124.4 kg.582 In addition, two natural elephants and eight cows are also donated, apart from
the usual accompaniments. Ceremonies, feast for Brahmins, guests, and
the poor are also similarly required. Recommended dakshina is land and
jewels.
The total cost of the donation, including the ceremonies, dakshina
and feast etc. is estimated at `20 lakh to about `30 crore.
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This involves583 the donation of land, ranging from about one mile of
fertile land584 to a large village,585 along with five ploughs of wood, five
ploughs of gold, ten oxen ornamented with gold, pearls, silver and silk.
Additionally a cow, and other accompanying items are also donated. The
Guru and his wife are to be offered gold ornaments, strings of pearls and
silk clothes. Ceremonies are similar to other Maha Daan. Dakshina consists of additional land and gems.
Gold required for the ploughs and the ornaments can range from
about 310 grams to about 62.2 kg.586 Total cost of the donation, including land, and the ceremonies could range from about `20 lakh to about
`25 crore.
A somewhat similar daan, involving ten ploughs,587 along with orna-
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10. Panch Laangalak Daan (pÂ la<glk dan)

mented oxen, is mentioned in Bhavishya Puran588 as Halpankti Daan
(hlp<iKt dan).

11. Dhara Daan (xra dan)
This calls for donation of a model of the Earth,589 showing sacred mountains, rivers and oceans. The model should be made with gold ranging
from about 310 grams to about 62.2 kg590 of gold, and studded with
gems. Ceremonies and accompanying items are similar to other Maha
Daan.
The total cost of the donation, including the ceremonies, dakshina
and feast etc. is estimated at `10 lakh to about `15 crore.

12. Vishvachakra Daan (ivñ c³ dan)
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The Vishvachakra is a divine representation of Shri Vishnu’s world, consisting of eight concentric rotating wheels, joined by sixteen spokes. Shri
Vishnu is placed in the centre, with divine beings placed on each of the
wheels, in a hierarchical manner. This can be made591 with gold ranging
from about 1.24 kg to about 62.2 kg.592 The model is to be donated after
the ceremonies to the Brahmins, along with specified accompanying
items.
The total cost of the donation, including the ceremonies, dakshina
and feast etc. is estimated at `40 lakh to about `20 crore.

13. Kalp Lata Daan (kLp lta dan)
This involves593 the donation of ten divine creepers made of gold, and
decorated with divine beings. The flowers and fruits are also made of
gold. Along with this, ten cows are to be donated. Gold required for this
ranges from about 310 grams to about 62.2 kg.594 The total cost of the
donation, including the ceremonies, dakshina and feast etc. is estimated
at `12 lakh to about `20 crore.

14. Sapt Sagar Daan (sÝ sagr dan)
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This calls595 for donation of seven small pots made of gold, studded with
gems, and filled with salt, milk, ghee, jaggery, curd, sugar, and sacred
water, respectively. These pots represent the seven symbolic oceans that
surround the Earth. Gold needed for these ranges from 430 grams to
about 62.2 kg.596 After the ceremonies, all the accompanying items and
the gold pots are donated. Total cost of the donation, ceremonies, feast,
dakshina etc. is estimated at `12 lakh to `15 crore, depending on the
scale of the ceremony.
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15. Ratn Dhenu Daan (rÆ xenu dan)
This involves597 donation of the collage of a cow made with gold, silver
and gems such as: padmrag, pushprag, pearls, vidrum, shells, diamonds,
netraputak, gomed, indraneelmani, vaiduryamani, sphatik, saugandhik,
suryakant mani, kumkum, markat, etc. The cow is made on a deer’s skin
laid in the mandap, much like a rangoli (r<gaelI).598 The calf is made with
one-fourth of the gold, silver and gems. After the ceremonies, all the
gold, silver and gems are donated. Cost of this donation has not been
estimated.

16. Mahabhut Ghat Daan (mha ÉUt "q dan)
Mahabhut refers to the five basic elements (earth, water, fire, air, and
space) which form the universe. This involves599 donation of a gemstudded gold pot, filled with milk and ghee, along with a Kalpvriksh, and
images of various divine beings and Ved and Puran, engraved on a gold
plate. The pot can measure from about six inches to a little more than six
feet.600 The amount of gold required for this could range from about 500
grams to about 30-40 kg, depending on the size and thickness of the pot.
The cost of making this, and of the gems, could range from about `10
lakh to about `8 crore. The cost of ceremonies, dakshina, feast, etc.
would be extra.
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Appendix 2: Ten Maha Daan
Another set of ten daan are enumerated as Dash Maha Daan in Hindu
Puran:

1. Suvarn Maha Daan (suv[R mha dan)
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In Hindu tradition, gold is considered extremely pure, and to some
extent divine. It is also a coveted object, in India as also across the world.
The motif of gold, therefore, recurs in various traditions, folk tales and
literature.601 It has been emphasised repeatedly that a person who has
attained knowledge (jan) does not differentiate among gold, a stone and
a lump of mud. Attachment to gold is a form of attachment to the world
- its giving away would help prise the donor away from worldly affairs. In
other cultures as well, the story of King Midas is a warning to those who
lust for gold. On the other hand, gold is very useful for the receiver, as it
can be easily exchanged for any other useful object.
How much gold should be given? Apart from specific forms, which we
discuss in detail, one view602 is that one masha (maza)603 of gold gets the
donor five years in heaven! Hemadri604 suggests that 100 pieces of gold
are required for the donor to achieve the company of Brahmins in Brahm
Lok. Hemadri605 also quotes Koorm Puran which says that the amount
of gold to be donated depends on the donor’s capacity. Nandipuran606
also supports this view. A third607 quotes Skandpuran which suggests
that giving a hundred pieces of gold is equivalent to doing ten Ashv Medh
Yagn.
Giving of gold at different times of the day is believed608 to yield different kinds of benefits. Donation in early morning helps destroy nightmares; before noon cleanses one of all sins; after noon destroys future
sins; and if given in the evening, helps one attain divine worlds. This view
is also supported by Vishnu Dharmottar Puran.609
Apart from general giving of gold, specific forms have been recommended for purposive (naimittik) giving.
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a. Hem Daan (hem dan)
This calls610 for placing a pot filled with one measure of rice in a clean
place. A second pot with half a measure of sesame is kept over this. Yet
a third pot containing 1/4th measure of ghee ("I)611 is kept over the second pot. Some gold (one, half or a quarter nishk, in:k) is dropped in the
pot of ghee. After the ceremonies, the donor should look for his/her
image in the pot of ghee, and then give away all the three pots, with the
gold etc. to a Brahmin.
This daan should be made regularly for enhancement of life-span,
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health and endearment to Shri Shiv.
b. Shat Maan Daan (zt man dan)
This involves612 making a collage of an eight-leaved lotus flower with
rice grains. A hundred measures of gold are kept in the centre, and
deemed to represent Shri Brahma. After ceremonies, the gold is given to
a Brahmin.
An alternative method613 involves placing a hundred measures of
gold in a bronze pot filled with sesame. The sesame is then covered with
rice and other auspicious grains. After invoking Shri Surya, the Brahmin
is venerated. The pot containing gold etc. is then given to the Brahmin.
This daan is believed to enhance life-span, health, enjoyment, offspring, joy, and welfare. It can be made at all auspicious times and places,
and particularly during eclipses, and other planetary configurations.

d. Anand Nidhi Daan (Aan<d inix dan)
This calls616 for a pot made of copper. The cover of this pot must be
made of silver, with gold in the centre. The pot should be filled with gold,
silver and copper coins according to donor’s capacity. The pot is covered
with cloth, and placed on assorted grains. After ceremonies, the coins
and the pot should be divided equitably among the Brahmins present.
This daan is designed for maintaining joy, health, wealth and lifespan.
e. Rajat Daan (rjt dan)
Donation of silver has also been recommended, especially if you wish to
please the ancestors.617 As silver is associated618 with beauty and goodlooks, donation of silver is believed to enhance these qualities in the
donor. This view is also reinforced in Brahat Parashar Smriti, which
recommends donating silver for enhancing wealth and good looks.619
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c. Bhadra Nidhi Daan (ÉÔ inix dan)
This calls614 for a copper pot edged with gold. Gold ranging from about
186 grams to about 6.2 kg615 is kept inside this pot. The amount of gold
kept in the pot should not be disclosed. A silver pot, embellished with
gems is kept upside down on this pot. The assembly is placed on a
pedestal. Additional items, such as silk clothes, mirror, slippers, etc. are
also placed alongside. Ceremonies invoking Shri Vishnu and Shiv are
performed. A Brahmin is then dressed up as Shri Vishnu and honoured
as such. The entire material is then given away to him.
This daan is designed for welfare of ancestors, for enhancement of
happiness and for destruction of sins.

2. Ashv Maha Daan (Añ mha dan)
Donation of horses is recommended in several places, and is believed to
reward the donor with stay in divine worlds.620 There is also a view that
the donor may give the price of a horse instead of the horse itself.621
a. Shwet Ashv Daan (ñet Añ dan)
Donation of a white horse is commended even more, yielding ten times
the benefit.622 It was also recommended for kings who could not undertake an Ashv Medh Yagn in Kaliyug (kilyug).623 The white horse is to be
decorated and ornamented with jewels, silks, and silver. After the ceremonies, the donor is to walk 77 steps in front of the horse, while meditating on Shri Surya. This daan helps relieve up to 90 generations of
ancestors and descendants from hell.

3. Til Maha Daan (itl mha dan)
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Donation of sesame appears to occupy an important position in giving.
Sesame donation is generally commended for its nutritional value, for
enhancing looks and for destroying sins.624 Sesame can be donated regularly, and especially on auspicious dates. Makar Sankranti, when the
Sun moves from Southern hemisphere to Northern hemisphere, is an
occasion for giving sesame. Magh month (January-February) is especially commended for sesame donation. Sesame can be given in a pot, covered with white cloth, or it can be given with gold, honey and ghee.625
Though Til Daan is listed as one of the ten great daan, in terms of
variety of forms, it is really in a class by itself, similar to Meru Daan and
Dhenu Daan. Several special forms of giving sesame have been developed. These are described in Appendix 7: Special forms of Til Daan on
page 139.

4. Gaj Daan (gj dan)
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This involves donation of an elephant, along with ornaments, and implements, such as a chain and saddle (howdah, haEda).
The best form626 of this daan involves donating a real elephant, along
with dakshina. Alternatively, the price of an elephant (500 masha of
gold) can be given. This is known as the medium form. A still lower form
sets the price of an elephant as 200 gold masha. A silver chain or stake to
tie the elephant, and a net made of pearls is also recommended, along
with these. If a real elephant is given, then it should be held by the trunk
while the transfer takes place!
Yet another alternative is to donate an elephant made with 250, 500 or
1000 nishk of gold or silver.627
Surya Gaj Daan (sUyR gj dan) calls628 for donation of an elephant orna-
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mented with gold etc. on auspicious days. The donor’s reward consists of
many powerful elephants, carriages, and the kingdom of seven oceans
and lands. Eventually, the donor achieves Surya Lok.
Vrinaghn Gaj Daan (v&[¹ gj dan)629 calls for an elephant made with
31-62 grams of gold,630 in the form of a carrier. Its four tusks should be
made with gold, and embellished with gems. The elephant should also be
adorned with ornaments. After rituals, the elephant is donated to please
Shri Surya. A feast for the Brahmins and guests follows this.
Donation of an elephant is also recommended631 to overcome disease. For instance, a person may get an oral disease, (caused by arguing
with one's Guru). In such a case, the Mukh Rog Nashak Gaj Daan (muoraeg
nazk gj dan) is recommended. This calls for an elephant made with about
31-62 grams of gold,632 or with silver or copper. Its tusks should be made
with silver, tail with pearls, and eyes with gems. The elephant should be
placed over eight measures of grain, and covered with a yellow cloth.
After rituals, the elephant is donated. A feast for Brahmins, and guests is
also organised.

5. Daasi Daan (dasI dan)
This daan, now obsolete, involved633 the donation of a servant, male or
female, with clothes and ornaments. Along with this, wealth, village and
house were also to be given.
An alternative form634 (possibly related to the concept of Dev Daasi,
dev dasI) called for donation of a good woman to Shri Shiv, along with
ornaments. This was considered to yield the benefit of a hundred Ashv
Medh Yagn.
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This could take the form of a bullock cart or a chariot. One version635
calls for a cart with four oxen, eighteen types of grains, and required
implements. One to three gold coins are also to be given.
Another type636 involves donation of a special type of cart, called
gantry (gÙI), drawn by horses or bullocks.637
A third type calls638 for donation of a covered palanquin (palkI). Along
with this, ornaments and various additional items, such as a
chatra,639 mirror, betel box, bronze pot, water pot, and a set of four bulls
and cows are also given. Wages and grains for the chatra (DÇ) bearer, and
the palanquin carriers for a full year are also added. This is recommended as atonement for heinous sins such as drinking, theft, killing of a
Brahmin, philandering, consorting with Guru’s wife etc. Additionally, this
is helpful in releasing one’s ancestors and relatives from hell, and attaining Vishnu Lok.
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6. Rath Maha Daan (rw mha dan)

7. Mahee (Bhoomi) Daan (mhI dan)
Mahee refers to land. Land to be given should be fertile, and earned with
one’s own efforts. Mahabharat dedicates a chapter640 to recommending
and describing the donation of land, empathizing that this donation is
best among all donations. Bhoomi Daan is powerful enough to absolve
one from all kinds of sins.641 Donating land for building a house is sufficient for enabling one to live for sixty thousand years in divine worlds.642
Donation of land is also enough to release eleven generations (five
ascending, and six descending) from hell.643 Donation of land with sugarcane, wheat or barley crops, or land with all kinds of oxen and horses,
or one that contains buried treasure or gems etc. is especially recommended for kings.644

Only Three Paces of Land
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The most famous donation of land in Hindu tradition is that by the Danav King Bali,
who was the master of the entire Earth. He was asked645 for three paces of land by
Shri Vishnu, disguised as a Brahmin. The King agreed to this, despite advice to the
contrary by his Guru, Shukracharya.
Shri Vishnu then measured the entire Earth in one step, and the heavens in the
second step. This left King Bali with no land to offer for the third step. The King then
invited Shri Vishnu to place the third step on his head. Pleased with this, Shri Vishnu
gave him the kingdom of the netherworld (Pataal). He also added that the benefits of
any daan made without proper rituals will accrue to King Bali instead.
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Donation of any amount of land, no matter how small, is commendable.648 Each leads to a different kind of benefits, as set out in Vishnu
Dharmottar Puran.649
Donation of just one hast (hSt)650 of land is enough to give rewards of
bhoomidaan. That of one gaucharm (gaEcmR)651 leads to attainment of
divine Vasulok. Donation of a vegetable patch helps attain the world of
Angiras, and that of an orchard is recommended for attaining the worlds
of Marut. Similarly land containing a pond or water reservoir is helpful
in attaining the world of Shri Varun. Donation of a garden,652 gold
mine,653 gems mine, one containing iron ore, salt mine, firewood, etc. is
similarly advised for attaining different kinds of divine worlds. Land fit
for sugarcane cultivation, or for other grains, and crops is similarly
advised for attaining other divine worlds.

8. Grih Daan (g&h dan)

This refers654 to donation of a house, dharmshala,655 gaushala (gaEzala)
etc.656 Mahabharat states that people who construct an ashram, house,
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dharmshala or boundary for others attain heaven. Same is the reward for
those who donate a house on request.657 The house can be of three
types, depending on the donor’s economic capacity. Ideally, the house
should be filled with servants, cows, bronze and copper pots, beds,
grains, ghee, jaggery, sugar etc.658 If the donor has limited means, the
house can be a simple mud house also.659
Hemadri has narrated660 the importance of a house for maintaining
the Grihasth Ashram, and how all joys and stability flows from a house.
The house should ideally be filled with all equipment, cattle, elephants,
horses, etc. The house should have doors, windows, latches, and should
be decorated with pictures etc.661 The house should be based on Vastu
Shastra (vaStu zaô). Before construction, forty-five Vastu gods should be
installed and propitiated. Finally, Vastu poojan (vaStu pUjn) should be performed before the house is opened for use.662
Specific rituals to be performed while donating the house are also
narrated by Neelkanth.663 This calls for a measure of sesame to be
placed over a lotus motif, made with five types of dust. A cot is placed
over this, and gold images of Shri Vishnu and his consort Shri Lakshmi
are installed in the house.664 The donee should then be requested to
enter the house together with his wife. The couple then sits on the bed,
and accepts the donation of the house, along with implements.
Dakshina for this can range from one gold coin to a thousand gold
coins.
If a rest house is to be dedicated for travellers and sadhu, then it
should be constructed separately from one's house. This will also result
in attainment of divine worlds.665
Narrating the importance of dedicating a math,666 Hemadri667 mentions that the donor will live in Shiv Lok for a long time, after which he
will be reborn on Earth as a powerful king.
Based on Skandpuran, Hemadri describes668 the attributes of a good
math, which could have three or five squares, and have a protective wall
all around. It should have various kinds of rooms for flowers, vessels,
guests, as also a pond. There should be a yagn mandap, a room for private rituals, and another for lectures. There should be a temple and a cow
shed also.
According to Varah Puran,669 the math can have 1-3 squares. It
should also have a library, meditation room, a place for havan, garden
etc.
Donation of a gaushala670 is recommended for health, fortune, and
for attaining Surabhi lok.671 The gaushala should be large, strong and on
even land, with soft soil. It should provide shelter from heat, cold and
wind. It should have many spaces for keeping fodder, as also wells and

water bodies. It should be properly ventilated, and equipped to protect
the cows from mosquitoes etc. Workers should be appointed to take care
of the cows, providing them fodder and water.

9. Kanya Daan (kNya dan)
This is the traditional concept of a wedding,672 where the bride is given
away by the parents to a suitable groom. This is highly recommended for
each couple in the Dharm Shastra (xmR zaô), to the extent that a person
who does not have a daughter, is advised to adopt a daughter or perform
this daan on behalf of a relative or friend.
The specific form of this daan is counter-intuitive to the modern concept of women’s emancipation. However, the ceremonies surrounding a
wedding give us a glimpse of those required for a typical673 daan ceremony involving other gifts, such as various Hindu Maha Daan.

10. Kapila Daan (kipla dan)
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Kapila is a special type of cow, which has a yellow, white or reddish
coat.674 Donation of such a cow is highly recommended,675 being considered equal to a donation of ten cows.676 The donor of such a cow lives
in divine worlds for thousands of years. The cow's horns should be covered with gold, and hooves with silver. Its tail should be adorned with
pearls. A bronze pot for milking should be given along with the cow.677
Donating a thousand such cows is considered equivalent to a Rajsuya
Yagn (rajsUy y}),678 and ensures the donor a place in Shri Krishn’s abode.
One form679 of this daan involves adorning the Kapila cow’s horns
with ten measures of gold, hooves with 80 grams of silver, as well as
clothes and a bell. Copper and bronze pots are to be added, along with
dakshina. This leads to heaven and release from rebirth. Sins of seven
lifetimes are also destroyed.
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Appendix 3: Forms of Dhenu Daan
Specific forms of Dhenu Daan described in Hindu Puran are discussed
below.

1. Gud Dhenu (guf̂ xenu)
This has been described in several Puran,680 and serves as the template
for the other Dhenu Daan as well. The cow motif should face East, and
the legs should point to the North. Four bhaar, or 372 kg of jaggery
(traditional unrefined sugar) is used for the cow. The calf is made with 93
kg of jaggery. The jaggery is covered with a fine, white cloth. Both the
cow and the calf are then embellished as described in Appendix 4:
Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130. If finances do not permit, a smaller
cow and a calf can be made. After ceremonies, both are donated to a
Brahmin. Gold should be given as Dakshina.

2. Til Dhenu (itl xenu)
This is similar681 to the Gud Dhenu. It should be made with one aadhak
(Aa–Fk) sesame, and embellished as described in Appendix 4: Making a
Dhenu Motif on page 130. The calf is made with ¼ amount of sesame.
If a poor person wishes to make a Til Dhenu Daan, the outline of a
cow is to be drawn on clean floor. This outline is then filled with a thin
layer of sesame. The horns and hooves may be made with wheat.682 The
rewards of this daan also are similar to those of the more elaborate Til
Dhenu.
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While the broad format is similar to the Gud Dhenu, the main body683 is
symbolized by ghee in a pot weighing about 15 kg. The pot should have
a bronze cover, and also contain gold, gems, red coral and pearls. It is
then covered with a white cloth, and decorated with garlands. Other
body parts are made as described in Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif
on page 130. The calf is made with same materials.

4. Jal Dhenu (jl xenu)
This also is similar to the Gud Dhenu, except that the main body684 is
symbolized by water in a pot. The pot should contain all kinds of gems
and grains. It is covered with a white cloth, and decorated with grass and
leaves. It is covered with a bronze bowl containing curd mixed with
honey and ghee. Four copper pots containing sesame are kept in four
directions. Other body parts are made as described in Appendix 4:
Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130. The calf is made with ¼ the
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3. Ghrit Dhenu ("&t xenu)

material.

5. Ksheer Dhenu (]Ir xenu)
This also is similar to the Gud Dhenu, except that the main body685 is
symbolized by milk in a pot. The pot is kept over sesame and a ring made
of gobar (gaebr, cow dung). It is covered with a white cloth, and decorated
with garlands. Other body parts are made as described in Appendix 4:
Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130. The calf is made with ¼ the
material.

6. Dadhi Dhenu (dix xenu)
This also is similar to the Gud Dhenu, except that the main body686 is
symbolized by curd in a pot. The pot is kept over seven types of grain. It
is covered with a white cloth, and decorated with garlands. Other body
parts are made as described in Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif on
page 130. The calf is made with ¼ the material.

7. Madhu Dhenu (mxu xenu)
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This also is similar to the Gud Dhenu, except that the main body687 is
symbolized by honey in a pot. It is covered with a white cloth, and decorated with ornaments and a bell. Four pots containing sesame are
placed in four directions. Seven types of grains are also kept. Other body
parts are made as described in Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif on
page 130. The calf is made with ¼ the material.

8. Ras Dhenu (rs xenu)
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The main body688 is symbolized by a pitcher of sugarcane juice. Four
pots containing sesame, and four lighted lamps are placed in four directions. Seven types of grains are also kept. Other body parts are made as
described in Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130. The calf is
made with ¼ the material. This daan is as beneficial as som paan (saem
pan), and ensures the release of ten generations of ancestors and another
ten of descendants.

9. Sharkara Dhenu (zkRra xenu)

This is created689 with four bhaar (Éar), or 372 kg of sugar. It should be
surrounded with all kinds of grains. Body parts should be made as
described in Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130.
Ornaments around the neck and white chanvar (c<vr)690 should be
added. Finally, it should be covered with cloth, and decorated with flowers. The calf is made with ¼ the material.
Dakshina should also include a ring and ear-rings for the Brahmin,
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apart from sandalwood and gold. After the donation, the donor should
subsist on sugar for one day. The Brahmin should similarly subsist on
sugar for three days.

10. Karpas Dhenu (kapaRs xenu)
The main Dhenu calls691 for 93 kg of cotton,692 and is decorated
similarly as the Til Dhenu. The calf is made with ¼ the material. The
result of this daan is attaining Chandra Lok.

11. Lavan Dhenu (lv[ xenu)
The main Dhenu is made693 with 16 prasth salt, and is decorated as
described in Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif on page 130. Fruits are
then kept all around the dhenu. The calf is made with ¼ the material. The
result of this daan is luck, growth and health for the donor and family.

12. Dhanya Dhenu (xaNy xenu)
This is described694 in Varah Puran, and calls for the cow motif to be
created with rice. This is to be embellished with silver, gold, gems and
pearls as prescribed for other Dhenu Daan. Other equipment such as a
bronze milking pail is also added. The calf is to be created with ¼ the
rice.
The donor is rewarded with health, prosperity and longevity. After
death, he/she rides an attractive vehicle to heaven. After the stay in heaven is completed, the person is born again as a king on Earth.695
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13. Suvarn Dhenu (suv[R xenu)

14. Swarooptah Dhenu Daan (Svêpt> xenu dan)

Also called Pratyaksh Dhenu Daan (àTy] xenu dan),699 this refers700 to
daan of a real cow, along with the calf. During the daan, the Brahmin is
first honoured, and then the cow and the calf are given to him. The cow’s
tail should have been dipped in a pot of ghee. Some gold is also to be
given as dakshina.
Yagnavalkya recommends that the cow’s horns should be plated with
gold, and hooves with silver. It should be covered with cloth, and a
bronze milking pot should be added. All Smriti and Pauranik literature
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This calls696 for the cow motif to be made with one (or fourteen)697
measures of gold, and the calf to be made with one measure of silver.
The body parts are to be made with various items, and decorated with
flowers. An umbrella and foot-wear for the Brahmin should be added.
The result of this daan is similar to that of thousands of Ashwamedh
Yagn.698

specify that the cow should be young, well-behaved, with high yield of
milk.701 The human impulse to give away old and dried up cows in daan
also forms the backdrop of the famous story of Nachiketa and Yam.702

Nachiketa’s Encounter with Death703
Nachiketa’s father, Rishi Vajrashrava once conducted a yagn, after which he gave away
old704 cows as dakshina. Nachiketa questioned this act, asking his father repeatedly to whom shall you give me? Irritated at this, the father said that Nachiketa will be
given away to Yam, the Lord of Death.
Nachiketa then insisted that his father carry out this sankalp. Arriving at Yam's
house, he stayed there for three days without food and water. When Yam returned
from his tour, he felt guilty of having ignored his duty of hospitality to a Brahmin
guest. Yam then offered him three boons as a penance.
This led to the famous Nachiketa-Yam Dialogue. Nachiketa repeatedly refused all
suggestions of wealth, women, grandeur and power. He instead simply wanted to
understand the secret of death. Finally, Yam gave up and instructed him in the mysteries of death.

The rewards of this daan include release of the entire lineage, withering of all sins, and enhanced faith in the divine. This daan is still widely
practiced in traditional communities.
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a. Ubhayato Mukhi Gau Daan (%Éytae muoI gaE dan)
A special variation705 of the Gau Daan is when a real cow is given just
at the point of delivering a calf. This is considered especially beneficial,
as the cow starts giving milk immediately. The cow should be decorated
with gold, silver, and pearls, as described earlier.

b. Vaitarnee Gau Daan (vEtr[I gaE dan)
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This calls706 for a reddish or black cow, whose horns have been
embellished with gold and hooves with silver. The cow is covered with a
pair of black clothes; a bronze milking pail, and seven types of grains are
added. A boat made of sugar cane, and tied with silk cloth is also needed. An image of Yam seated on a buffalo, with an iron baton and rope in
hand, is kept in a copper vessel, placed on a pile of cotton. The cow is to
be followed by the donor, by holding on to its tail.
This daan is designed707 to aid the donor’s crossing of river Vaitarnee,
on the journey after death.

c. Vrishabh Daan (v&;É dan)
This calls708 for donation of a young, strong and well-behaved bull,
with large horns, along with a hundred cows to a Brahmin. The tail of the
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bull should be embellished with silver. The donor attains divine Gau
Lok,709 and is rewarded with great splendour and grace in subsequent
rebirths.
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Appendix 4: Making a Dhenu Motif
Different items of daily use have been specified for making the body
parts of Dhenu for donation.
Part

Gud
Dhenu

Til
Dhenu

Ghrit/
Jal
Dhenu

Ksheer
Dhenu

Dadhi/
Madhu
Dhenu

Ras
Dhenu

Sarkara
Dhenu

Lavan
Dhenu

Body
hair

White
chanvar

White
mustard

White
mustard

Darbh
grass

Kusha

Flowers

Kusha

Kusha
grass

Leaves

Leaves

Leaves

Sea shells

Ears

Sea shells Leaves

Eye brows

Red Coral

Eye pupils

Blue
Sapphire

Eyes

Pearls

Face/
Mouth
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Jaggery

Gold

Pearls

Pearls

Pearls

Pearls

Pearls

Gold/
Jaggery

Gold

Sugar

Jaggery

Barley
and gram
flour 710

Mother of
Pearl and
Conch
Shell

White
string

Flowers

White
blanket

Silk
cloth

Silk

Silver

Silver

White
blanket

Hair on
forehead

White
string

Hooves

Silver

Horns

Gold

Aguru
wood

Kukkud/
Hump

Copper
pot

Copper

Legs

Coconut

Jaggery
and milk

Gal
Kambal/
Dewlap

White silk White
cloth
blanket

Prishth
Bhaag
(Rear)

Suvarn
Dhenu

Silver

Silver

Sandal/
Aguru
wood.
Tipped
with gold

Sandal/
Aguru
wood.
Tipped
with gold

Tipped
Sandalwood, Coral.
with gold covered
Decorated
with gold
with
pearls
and rubies
Copper

Seven
types of
grains
Sugar
cane

Gold

Sugar
cane

Copper

Copper

Sugar
cane

Sugar
cane

Bronze
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Sugar
cane

Sugar
cane

Bronze

Bronze

Knees

Sugar
cane
Jaggery

Milking
Pail

Bronze

Nostrils

Fragrances

Bronze

Turushk &
Camphor

Ornaments Gold
Tail

Silk cloth

Teats

Fresh
Butter

Fragrances

Camphor
and
Aguru

Blanket

Silk
cloth

Fruits

Ghee

Gold
Flower
garland

Silk cloth Silk

String

Cloth

Fruits

Fresh
Butter

Ghee

Fresh
Butter
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Fresh
Butter

Gud
Dhenu

Teeth

Fruits

Tongue

Til
Dhenu

Sugar

Ghrit/
Jal
Dhenu

Sugar

Ksheer
Dhenu

Dadhi/
Madhu
Dhenu

Ras
Dhenu

Mool (root Fruits &
vegetables) Roots

Fruits

Sugar

Sugar

Sugar

Sarkara
Dhenu

Lavan
Dhenu

Suvarn
Dhenu

Fruits

Pisht
(dough)

Sugar

Sugar
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Appendix 5: Parvat Daan
Various forms of Parvat Daan described in Hindu Puran are discussed
below:

1. Dhanya Shail or Parvat (xaNy zEl ya pvRt)
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This calls711 for a large mandap. Under this about 30 tons712 of good
quality rice is used to create the Meru mountain. This is decorated and
embellished in an elaborate manner as follows:
● Three golden trees are planted in the centre.
● The four sides of the Meru Mountain are decorated with differently
coloured gems:
● Eastern slope with pearls and diamonds,
● Southern side with Hessonite (cinnamon) and Yellow Sapphires,
● Western side with emeralds and Blue Sapphires,
● Northern slope with Cat's Eye and Rubies
● All the sides are studded with pieces of sandalwood and Red Coral.
● The sides are also embellished with creepers and shells.
● Gold images of Shri Brahma, Vishnu, Shiv and Surya are installed on
the peak.
● Four peaks are created with tops and sides of silver.
● Pieces of sugar cane and bamboos are used to create the effect of
trees and caves on the slopes.
● Waterfalls are created using ghee and water.
● Clouds are created on the four sides, using white, yellow, red and
spotted cloth.
● Silver images of Lords of the eight directions are added.
● The entire mountain is then decorated with flowers, garlands, and
then covered with a colourful awning.
Four smaller mountains are then created on the four sides, with ¼ the
grain (7.5 tons each). Different types of grains are used for these.
The mountain on the East side, called Mandarachal, is made with barley, and embellished with different types of fruits, kadamb713 trees, and
devdar714 trees. A gold image of Kamdev is installed on top. A forest715
made with silver, and a lake named Arunod, made with milk in a silver
bowl, are added. The mountain is then decorated with cloth, flowers and
sandalwood.
Mount Gandhmaadan is created in the South using wheat. This is
embellished with gold leaf, Yajnapati’s image, and cloth. Silver forests
and ghee lakes are added.
Mount Vipul is made in the West with sesame. Flowers, a gold peepal
tree, and gold swans are added to this. This should also be embellished
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with cloth and silver forest.716 Sitod lake, made with curd in a silver
bowl, should be added.
Mount Suparshv is added in the North, using black lentil (urad).717
This also is decorated with cloth and flowers. A golden banyan and cow
are placed on the top. Bhadrasar lake, made with honey and a forest718
made with silver are also added.
After a havan etc., each of the mountains is worshipped. The donor
asks the five mountains for moksh, satisfaction, fame, strength and
wealth, respectively. Next day, Mount Meru is donated to the leading
priest, and the other four are given to the ritvij, who assisted in the rituals. Five to twenty four cows719 are also donated. The donor should
arrange to have the material transported to the houses of the recipient
priests.
The grain required for this daan would cost about `30 lakh at current
prices. If the decorations are considered, the total value of the material
would easily come to `1 crore.
Dhanya Parvat Daan is recommended as grain is essential for all life
and is divine. The donor is rewarded with a stay in divine worlds for 100
Manvantar.720 After this, he is born on Earth as a King of kings.

2. Lavananchal (lv[acl)

3. Gud Parvat (guf̂ pvRt)
This calls723 for the mountains to be made with jaggery (traditional
unrefined sugar). Mount Meru is made with 930 kg724 of jaggery. The
other four are created with 230 kg each. Decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat. Jaggery needed for this would
cost about `75,000. Cost of decorations etc. would be extra.
If finances are a constraint, smaller quantities725 can be used for the
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This calls721 for the mountains to be made with salt. Mount Meru is
made with 480 kg of salt. The other four are created with 120 kg of salt
each. Decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat.
Salt needed for the Lavanachal would cost about `10,000 at current
prices. Cost of decorations etc. would be extra.
If the donor is financially constrained, the central mountain can be
made with 30 kg instead. The other four mountains will be made with
¼ amount of salt each.
Salt is believed to have come from Saubhagya Lake, and is otherwise
divine, having originated from Shri Vishnu’s body. Salt is commended for
its importance in cooking, and for health.722
Lavanachal Daan is recommended for attaining Devi Parvati’s divine
world.

central mountain. The other four mountains will accordingly be made
with ¼ amount of jaggery each.
Jaggery is made from sugarcane juice, which is considered best among
all types of juices. Gud Parvat is considered to be the brother and residence of Devi Parvati (who is the daughter of Mount Himvan).726
Gud Parvat Daan is recommended for attaining Devi Gauri's divine
world. After one hundred kalp,727 the person is born again on Earth with
good health and long life. He then also becomes the emperor of seven
continents.728

4. Suvarnachal (suv[aRcl)
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This is constructed729 in a similar manner as the Dhanya Shail, except
that this is made with gold dust. The main Mount Meru is made with
62.2 kg of gold.730 The other four mountains are made with ¼ the
amount of gold each. At current prices, the gold needed for this would
cost about `25 crore. Decorations and embellishments are similar to the
Dhanya Parvat.
The central mountain can alternatively be made with lesser gold,
ranging from 15.5 kg to 31 kg.731 If the donor is financially constrained,
the central mountain can be made with just 62 grams of gold. The other
four mountains will accordingly be made with ¼ amount of gold each. At
this level, the gold needed for this would cost about `250,000.
Decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat.
Gold is considered to be the source732 of Shri Brahma, the offspring
of Shri Agni, and the luminous form of Shri Shiv. The donor of Hem
Parvat (another name for Suvarnachal) attains Brahm Lok, and is granted release after staying there for a hundred kalp, about 432 billion years
of Earth time.

5. Til Shail (itl zEl)
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This is created733 with sesame. Mount Meru is made with 298 kg734 of
sesame. This can also be made with lesser quantity, 149 or 90 kg, though
these are considered average or inferior respectively. The four smaller
mountains are made with ¼ the amount of sesame each. The sesame
required for this would cost about `70,000 at current prices. Decorations
and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat.
Sesame is reputed to have a divine origin, and grew from the sweat
drops of Shri Vishnu during the battle with Madhu Daitya. It is also
believed to offer protection from supernatural beings. The donor of Til
Shail enjoys long life, and has many progeny. After death, he is honoured
and attains heaven.
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6. Karpas Parvat (kapaRs pvRt)
This is created735 with cotton wool. Mount Meru is made with 1,860 Kg
of cotton. The other four are created with 465 kg each. The scale can be
reduced according to one’s capacity. Decorations and embellishments
are similar to the Dhanya Parvat. Cotton needed for this would cost
about `3.25 lakh. Cost of decorations etc. would be extra.
Cotton is considered important as it provides cloth for all people. The
donor of Karpasachal attains Shri Shiv’s company for 4.32 billion years.
After this, he is born again on Earth as a King.

7. Ghritachal ("&tacl)
This is created736 with pots of ghee. Mount Meru is made with 20 pots.
The other four are created with five pots each. The scale can be reduced
according to one's capacity. A bowl of rice is kept on each pot. All the
pots are arranged systematically on top of one another, in the form of a
mountain, and then covered with white cloth. Sugarcane and fruits
should be placed nearby. Rest of the decorations and embellishments are
similar to the Dhanya Parvat. Assuming that each pot contains 2 kg of
ghee, total ghee needed for this would cost about `20,000. Cost of decorations etc. would be extra.
Ghee is considered to have emerged from amrit737 and fire. Further,
Shri Brahma is believed to be present in ghee. The donor of Ghritachal
attains Shri Shiv's world till the end of the creation, and enjoys the company of his ancestors, Vidhyadhar,738 Siddh739 and Apsara.740
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This is created741 with assorted pearls and gems. Mount Meru is made
with 1000 pearls.742 The scale can be reduced according to one's capacity. The other four are created as follows, each with 250 pieces of the
specified gems:
● Mandarachal in the East with diamonds and Hessonite Garnet
● Mount Gandhmaadan in the South with Rubies and Blue Sapphire
● Mount Vipul in the West with Cat’s Eye and Red Coral
● Mount Suparshv in the North with yellow Sapphire and emeralds743
Decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat.
Gems are considered important as various divine beings are believed
to reside in them. The donor of Ratnachal attains Shri Vishnu's divine
world and stays there for 432 billion years. After this, he is born again on
Earth as a King of all seven continents, in addition to receiving good
health, virtues and grace.
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8. Ratn Shail (rÆ zEl)

9. Rajat Shail (rjt zEl)
This is constructed744 in a similar manner as the Suvarnachal, except
that this is made with silver. The main Mount Meru is made with 155 kg
of silver. The other four mountains are made with ¼ the amount of silver
each. At current prices, the silver needed for this would cost about `84
lakh. Decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat.
The central mountain can alternatively be made with lesser silver,
ranging from 39 kg to 78 kg. If the donor is financially constrained, the
central mountain can be made with just 300 grams of silver. The other
four mountains will accordingly be made with ¼ amount of silver each.
At this level, the silver needed for this would cost about `16,000.
Decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya Parvat,
except that silver decorations are replaced with gold, and vice versa.
Images of divine beings, however, are made with gold only.
Silver is believed to a favourite of ancestors, as well as Shri Hari, Shiv,
Surya, and Indra. The donor of Rajatachal is rewarded with the same
virtue as is derived from ten thousand Gau Daan. He also attains
Chandralok till the end of the creation, and enjoys the company of
Gandharv,745 Kimnar,746 and Apsara.747

10. Sharkarachal (zkRracl)
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This is created748 with sugar. Mount Meru is made with 744 kg749 of
sugar. The other four are created with 186 kg each. The scale can be
reduced according to one’s capacity. Golden images of the three divine
trees750 are added on all the five mountains. Golden images of
Harichandan and Kalpvriksh trees are also to be added on the East and
the West of each Mountain. Golden images of Kamdev, facing West,
should be installed on Mandarachal and that of Kuber, facing North, on
Gandhamaadan’s peak. Golden image of Shri Brahma and a swan, facing
East should be installed on Vipulachal. A golden cow, facing South, is
placed on Mount Suparshv.
Other decorations and embellishments are similar to the Dhanya
Parvat. Sugar needed for this would cost about `60,000. Cost of decorations, images etc. would be extra.
Sugar is believed to have originated from the drops of Amrit751 that
fell when the Dev were drinking it, after the Samudra Manthan.
Further, sugar is believed to be associated with the central part of
Kamdev’s bow. The donor of Sharkarachal is cleansed of all sin, and
attains parampad,752 living in divine worlds for 432 billion years. After
this, he is born again and again as King of all seven continents, for the
next three billion life-times.
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Appendix 6: Meru Daan
Meru Daan is similar to Parvat Daan, but is considered especially
significant in the Hindu Puran.

1. Ratn Meru (rÆ meé)
This involves753 donation of gems (diamonds, rubies, blue sapphire,
Cat's eye, quartz crystal, yellow sapphire, emeralds, and pearls). The central Meru is a pile made with one prasth754 of gems, and placed in the
centre of a twelve-petal lotus motif. The twelve smaller mountains are
placed, one on each of the twelve petals. These are also made with piles
of gems.
This is recommended for achieving all pleasures of life, and moksh
thereafter. The donor is able to release his/her entire lineage from the
cycle of rebirth, and attains divine worlds.

2. Suvarn Meru (suv[R meé)
This is made with gold dust.755 The central Meru requires 62.2 kg of
gold, and should have three peaks, one each for Shri Brahma, Vishnu and
Shiv. Twelve smaller surrounding mountains are made with 6.2 kg of
gold each. At current prices, gold required for this would cost about `25
crore. The reward for the donor is Vishnu Lok for a long time, and a kingdom on Earth after that.
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3. Rajat Meru (rjt meé)
This is similar756 to Suvarn Meru, except that it is made with silver
instead of gold. A donor of Rajat Meru enjoys his kingdom for as many
years as the number of atoms in the Earth. The silver needed for this
(~136 kg.) would cost about `41 lakh at current prices.

This calls757 for donation of a city, town or village. One-eighth of the
land is visualized as the central Meru. The rest of the land is treated as
the twelve surrounding mountains.

5. Hasti Meru (hiSt meé)
This calls758 for donation of an elephant as the central Meru, surrounded by twelve elephants as the lesser mountains. Three workers (to take
care of the elephants) are also added to the donation. This helps release
of three generations of the donor.
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4. Bhoomi Meru (ÉUim meé)

6. Ashv Meru (Añ meé)
This requires759 donation of fifteen horses, which form the central
Meru, and the twelve surrounding smaller mountains. The donor is
rewarded with all pleasures in this life-time and is reborn as a king in the
next. Assuming the price of one horse to be `1.5 lakh, this donation is
valued at `22.5 lakh.

7. Gau Meru (gaE meé)
This is similar760 to the Ashv Meru, except that fifteen cows are needed
instead of horses. These should cost about `1.80-4.50 lakh at current
prices, depending on the breed donated.

8. Vastra Meru (vô meé)
One load761 of silk cloth, placed in the centre represents the Meru.
Twelve piles of cloth are placed around this to represent the twelve
smaller mountains.

9. Aajya Meru (AaJy meé)
For this daan,762 the central Meru is made with 75 kg of ghee. The twelve
surrounding mountains are made with 7.5 kg ghee each. In all about 165
kg of ghee is required, which would cost about `45,000 at current prices.
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10. Khaand Meru (oa<f meé)
This is made763 with khaand, a kind of powdered form of sugar. This is
similar to the Ajya Meru, and requires 165 kg of sugar. The value of this
donation would be about `7,000.

11. Dhanya Meru (xaNy meé)
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The central Meru is764 made with 187 kg765 of grain, usually rice. The
twelve surrounding mountains are made with 37 kg of grain each.
Each766 should have three gold peaks. Totally about 680 kg rice is
required. Rice required for this is valued at `27,000. The value of gold has
not been estimated.

12. Til Meru (itl meé)
This is similar767 to the Dhanya Meru, except that sesame is used instead
of rice. Secondly, the Til Meru are 1/10th the size of Dhanya Meru. The
sesame mountains are also to be topped with gold peaks. Sesame
required for this is valued at `8,000 at current prices.
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Appendix 7: Special forms of Til Daan
1. Til Rashi Daan (itl raiz dan)
This involves donating a mound of black and white sesame, about two
feet high, topped by a 6-inch gold or silver representation of the
donor,768 or Shri Madhav.769 Along with this four pots of honey, milk,
ghee and curd are given.
This is designed to help the donor attain divine worlds, and desired
offspring.

2. Til Patra Daan (itl paÇ dan)
This calls for donating a pot, usually copper, full of sesame. Along with
this some gold should also be given, if the donor is financially able to do
so.770 This is recommended for releasing ancestors from hell, and for
attaining their company after death.771 This is also helpful in destruction
of sins.772

3. Maha Til Patra Daan (mha itl paÇ dan)
One form of this daan is similar to Til Patra Daan and calls for donating sesame in a copper pot made with 250 grams of copper.773 Another
version calls for sesame to be placed in a copper pot made with 150-450
grams of copper. Along with this, 1-3 gold coins should be given as dakshina. At current prices, this donation would be valued at about `20,000.
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4. Til Padm Daan (itl pÒ dan)

a) The first form calls for one measure of sesame placed on a clean
cloth, on which a lotus motif is created. Three gold nishk are placed
on the karnika (ki[Rka, pod) of the lotus. Alongside are placed one
measure each of oil, ghee, curd, and sixteen types of grains. Shri
Hari is invoked and worshipped with gems, flowers, fruits, lamp,
milk, dance, song etc. The donor then fasts (or subsists on sesame)
for 1-3 nights, after which all the material is donated to a Brahmin.
This is designed775 to help attain Dharm, wealth and moksh.
Various sins, including patricide, are also expiated.
b) A second form776 calls for three measures of sesame placed on a
cloth. A lotus, made with 2.5-10 nishk777 gold, is placed the centre.
Shri Maheswar778 is installed on the lotus. Eight representations of
his powers, named Vama, Jyeshtha, Raudri, Kala, Vikarani, Bala,
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This daan is designed around a lotus motif, and takes several forms, as
described by Hemadri.774

Pramathani, and Damani, are also to be made, each with three nishk
of gold. In front of these powers are placed eight Vidhyesh (ivXyez),
named Anant, Sookshm, Shiv, Eknetra, Ekrudra, Trimurti,
Shreekanth, and Shikhandik. These forms have been described in
detail for proper representation.
c) A third form779 calls for a lotus motif to be created with one measure of sesame on a cloth (laid on ground). A lotus made with 62
grams of gold is placed on this. An image of Shri Shiv, made with
15-30 grams of gold, is then installed and worshipped, before being
given away to a Brahmin. This is designed to expiate sins of word,
thought and deed.
d) A person suffering from strangury is advised Mootrakricchra Rog
Har Til Padm Daan (mUÇi³CÀ raeghr itl pÒ dan).780 This involves donation of a gold lotus, adorned with kumkum, and placed on a measure of sesame, in a copper pot with water.
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e) Another form, called Kshay Rog Har Til Padm Daan (]y raeghr itl
pÒ dan)781 is intended to help the donor recover from a wasting disease such as tuberculosis. This calls for donation of a silver lotus,
placed over a measure of sesame, in a copper pot with water.
f ) Yet another form782 is called Raktshoolaghna Til Padm Daan
(r´zUl¹ itl pÒdan), and is designed to relieve the patient from a disease called raktshool (r´zUl).783 This calls for an eight-petal gold
lotus, with a silver stem, which is kept on a measure of sesame. This
is covered with a white cloth. After rituals, the prasad, consisting of
ghee payas (pays),784 is to be taken by the patient.
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g) A person suffering from skin-eczema or leprosy is advised Dadru
Rog nash Til Padm Daan (dÔ‚ raegnaz itl pÒ dan).785 This requires a
gold lotus with a silver stem and embellished with a gem or pearl.
Kumkum is applied to the lotus, which is then placed in two or
three measures of rice or sesame. Shri Surya is then invoked in the
lotus, followed by a havan. The water786 left from the havan is later
applied to the affected parts of the patient.
h) A patient with speech impediment is advised Mookatv Har Til
Padm Daan (mUkTv hr itl pÒ dan).787 This involves donation of a gold
lotus, wrapped in red cloth, and kept in a copper pot. This is kept
over a measure of sesame, and covered with a yellow cloth. After
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elaborate rituals, the lotus etc. are donated.
i) Tripadm Daan (iÇpÒ dan)788 calls for donation of three gold lotus
flowers placed over lotus motifs made with a measure of sesame,
rice and salt, to please Shri Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh. Gold
images of the three are also required. All three should be donated
separately. This donation is advised in case of illness, nightmare or
hallucinations.

The Lotus Symbol
The symbol of lotus is a recurring theme in Hindu traditions, and this perhaps explains
why so many daan have been designed around the lotus. Almost all divinities can be
represented seated on a lotus. Shri Lakshmi is seated on a red lotus, while Shri
Saraswati is seated on a white lotus. Shri Brahma is seated on a lotus789 emerging
from Shri Vishnu’s navel (who is therefore called Padmnabh). Often different bodyparts of the divinities are visualized or praised as being similar to lotus. Lotus flowers
and garlands are offered to deities, while some rosaries are made of lotus seeds.
Amar Kosh lists790 as many as 36 different names for the lotus - Sanskrit
literature contains many more. It is mentioned in Rig Ved and Atharv Ved, as also in
Aitareya Brahmin. The symbolism of lotus has been extensively used in Sanskrit
poetry, devotional literature, as also in Yog symbolism.
For the donor, the symbol of lotus is particularly important. It inspires him/her to
rise above the mud of the mundane world as a lotus. It also reminds him/her to
remain detached from material world in the same way as lotus petals remain
unaffected by dew drops.791
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Hindu tradition imposes three inherited debts on a person:
rishi (\i;) debt, paternal debt, and maternal debt. Of these, the maternal
debt is the most difficult to repay. This particular form of daan,
designed792 to repay this debt, calls for donation of a pot made with
about 400 grams of bronze. Seven measures793 of sesame are placed
inside this, along with four masha gold. Dakshina is given in addition to
the daan. The mother, if living, is honoured with clothes, garlands and
ornaments.

6. Til Kumbh Daan (itl k…MÉ dan)
This involves worship of Shri Varun, placed on a pot of sesame. Six types
of juices are placed all around. This is designed794 to atone for the unintentional violence towards insects and other creatures during bathing,
moving around etc.
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5. Til Poorn Kamsya Patra Daan (itl pU[R ka<Sy paÇ dan)

7. Til Karak Daan (itl krk dan)

This calls for a small pot (karwa, krva) filled with sesame, and placed on
a triangular motif representing fire. Shri Shiv is then invoked and
worshipped. A mirror and four lamps (deepak) are also given with this
daan.795
This daan is designed to atone for the death of insects and living
beings in cooking fire, during burning of forests, and for other assorted
sins such as eyeing your neighbor’s spouse, children or wealth enviously.
Negative feelings generated due to sight of a corpse are also healed.

8. Tilaranjak Daan (itlar<jk dan)
This daan also is designed796 to atone for violence to insects etc. caused
during eating, scratching, and to expiate the accidental smelling of a
corpse or liquor, among others. This calls for a lotus motif made with
dust of five varieties, within which Shri Shiv’s moon-shaped icon, made
with gold, is installed. After due ceremonies, the entire assembly is
donated to a Shiv yogi (yaegI).

9. Til Peeth Daan (itl pIQ dan)
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This calls for a wooden pedestal covered with sesame seeds. Shri Ganesh
is installed on this, along with a book. After ceremonies, all the things are
donated. This daan is meant797 to expiate the sins caused by telling
inappropriate stories, criticizing others, bearing false witness, listening
to criticism of the Ved or of one’s Guru.

10. Til Adarsh Daan (itl AadzR dan)
This daan is similar to the Til Peeth Daan, except that the pedestal is surrounded by four pitchers. A mirror is kept on the pedestal, and Shri Shiv
is invoked in the image of Shri Vishnu.798 This daan is designed to expiate all sins of mind and action, treachery, desire, greed, inappropriate
conversation, participating in Madanotsav (mdnaeTsv, carnival), meditating on adhyeya (AXyey),799 etc.
THE FORGOTTEN POT OF GOLD

11. Ahamkar Daan (Ah<kar dan)
This interesting form of Til-Daan is designed800 to expiate the corruption caused by pride or egoism, as also those caused by attachment to
one's house, wealth, property etc. This calls for placing of a six-inch silver wheel on the pedestal described in Til-Peeth Daan. A two-armed
masculine image of the ego, bearing weapons is installed on this wheel.
This is surrounded by four silver images of Shri Naigam, Vishakh, Kumar
and Guh. After ceremonies, the whole assembly is donated, along with
ochre robes.
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12. Rudra Ekadash Til Daan (éÔ @kadz itl dan)
This calls for inviting eleven Brahmins, who are installed and venerated
as eleven forms of Shri Rudra. A pot containing two prasth (àSw) sesame
and a gold wheel, is placed in front of each. After the ceremonies, the
pot, sesame and the wheels are given to the invitees. This daan is
designed801 to expiate all sins, enhance life-span, health, virtue, and offspring.

13. Til Garbh Daan (itl gÉR dan)
This is a more elaborate form of Til-Daan designed802 to enhance
longevity, and is particularly recommended when a person is seriously ill
or adversely affected by planetary conjunctions. This calls for one measure of wild rice to be placed on a cloth laid on clean floor. Within this,
half measure of cultivated rice is placed. A lotus motif is placed on this,
followed by placing of a gold lotus, topped by nine types of gems. The
entire assembly is surrounded by sesame, and covered gently with a
cloth. The patient is then seated on this. Each portion of the patient's
body is then mentioned during the Mrityuanjaya803 Nyas, chanted by
five brahmins, who also perform the other ceremonies. Afterwards, the
sesame and other items are donated to a learned Brahmin.
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Appendix 8: Daan of Assorted Items
A number of different items, suggested for daan in Hindu Puran are
listed here.

1. Shool Daan (zUl dan)

This calls804 for a trident (trishul, iÇzUl) made of gold, or other material
such as silver, copper, iron, or even khadir (oidr)805 wood. This is kept in
the centre of a chakra (wheel) with sixteen divisions, placed over a
copper pot containing sesame. An image of Viroopaksh is placed on a
lotus nearby. After the rituals, the trident is given to a Brahmin.
Shool Daan is designed to absolve one of sins committed
unknowingly.

2. Atma Pratikriti Daan (AaTm àitk«i« t dan)
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This calls806 for an iron image of self, with ornaments, clothes and
required implements, as also with the desired conveyance,807 to be
donated to a Brahmin after rituals. If the daan is made by a woman, then
a bed is suggested instead of a horse. The image can also be made with
gold instead of iron.
This is rewarded by a stay in heaven for 100 divine years. If the image
is made with gold, the person is rewarded with a royal tenure on Earth.

3. Kaal Chakra Daan (kal c³ dan)
This calls808 for a silver wheel with radiating spokes embellished with
pearls. An image of full moon is placed in the centre of the wheel. This
is given to a Brahmin after ceremonies.
This daan is designed809 to overcome untimely death, illnesses and
grave difficulties.

4. Ayushkar Daan (Aayu:kr dan)
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This requires810 four gold vessels or gold rings, filled with rice. Gold
images of Brahma, Vishnu, Shiv and Indra are placed on these. After ceremonies, each image is given a different Brahmin.
This daan is designed to enhance longevity of the donor.

5. Krishnajin Daan (k«:« [aijn dan)
This involves811 spreading a sheep-wool blanket on the ground. A black
antelope812 skin is laid over this. Sesame weighing as much as the donor
is then placed over this, creating an animal motif, with golden horns and
navel, silver teeth, and a tail of pearls. The sesame is then covered with a
cloth, and four bronze vessels containing incense and gems and another
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four clay vessels containing ghee, milk, curd and honey, are placed in the
four cardinal directions. A separate pitcher, with a champa twig is kept
outside the daan area. This is used to bathe the donor after the daan is
completed.
Some additional vessels with sesame, and various fruits are needed
during rituals that follow. Finally, the krishnajin is donated to a Brahmin,
along with dakshina ranging from 25-100 nishk of gold.
The donor is rewarded with a long stay in the heaven.813 All his sins
are destroyed by this donation.

6. Shayya Daan (zYya dan)
This calls814 for a cot, around which various items such as shoes, mirror,
ornaments, ghee, wheat, water pot, etc. are kept. This is given to a poor,
studious, learned Brahmin.
An alternative method calls for sesame placed over an eight-leaf lotus
motif. The cot is placed over this. Various implements and grains etc. are
placed all around. A vitan (tent) is tied over this. The Brahmin couple are
then requested to sit on the cot, and images of Shri Lakshmi and Shri
Nararyan are also installed on the cot. After rituals, the cot and accompanying items are given to the couple.
The donor is rewarded with a spouse born in a high family, one with
all desirable qualities.815
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This refers to giving away of clothes.816 These may be woollen or cotton
etc. These can be given to any person, irrespective of their caste, community or age, as clothes are a fundamental necessity. One should not
therefore consider eligibility of the receiver, time or place. Only the need
of the receiver should be considered.
Apart from this general giving, there are specific forms of Vastra
Daan. One calls for honouring eleven Brahmins as Rudra’s images, and
giving clothes and dakshina to each.
Giving of blankets is also praised.817 Giving of a woollen cover results
in end of difficulties and achievement of comfort for the donor. Giving of
woollen clothes to the poor is highly recommended - there is no good
deed like this. The donor is freed from all illnesses and is rewarded with
unending comfort.

8. Aasan Daan (Aasn dan)
This refers818 to offering a seat of honour to a Brahmin or a guest. The
seat to be offered should be graceful, clean, well-decorated and sprinkled
with perfume.
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7. Vastra Daan (vô dan)

The person who offers a proper seat is rewarded with chieftainship of
the village, and his family attains a position of importance.

9. Patra Daan (paÇ dan)
This refers819 to giving of vessels made of gold, silver, copper etc. This
donation is rewarded with company of divine beings in the afterlife.

10. Mrittika Bhaand Daan (m&iÄka Éa<f dan)

This daan is also known as Aapaak Daan (Aapak dan).820 It calls for honouring a potter821 with clothes, ornaments, flowers, essences, sandalwood paste, and requesting him to make various types of 1000 pots with
clay. Another 16 pots made of gold, silver, copper, iron etc. are required.
Brahmins, the potter, and married women are then honoured during the
ceremonies. Afterwards, the women present are invited to take away
pots of their choice.
This daan is advised for people who are bereft of friends, relatives,
advisers, servants, even though they are otherwise wealthy. The donor,
usually a woman, is rewarded with luck, house, servants, friends, spouse,
wealth etc. and enjoys a long married life.

11. Sthali Daan (SwalI dan)
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This calls822 for a copper batloi (bqlae$, frying pan) weighing about 2-7.5
kg, to be filled with pulses, rice, ghee, radish etc.823 This is placed in a
mandal, and venerated with incense, sandalwood paste etc. Then it is
given to a Brahmin on a Sunday, Sankranti or other specified lunar day.
This daan is commonly known as Khichdi (iocf̂I), and is widely observed
at the time of Makar Sankranti on 13/14 January, each year. If the donor
has limited means, the vessel can be made of clay.
According to Bhavishya Puran, this daan was once made by an unfortunate Brahmin lady, who was then reborn as the beautiful Draupadi.
This story is also connected with another Draupadi story about Akshaya
Patra (A]y paÇ), which was gifted to her by Shri Surya, and never ran
empty.824
The donor is rewarded with an endless supply of food and grains for
all his/her guests and family.

12. Vidya Daan (iv*a dan)
Vidya Daan is generally taken to mean teaching. However, the pauranik
conception goes beyond this - Neelkanth has listed825 three kinds of
Vidya daan:
● Adhyapan (AXyapn)
● Pustak Daan826
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13. Pustak Daan (puStk dan)
This calls841 for transcribing a book (Shastra)842 by hand.843 For this, a
square tent is set up, where the writing paper, gold pen, and silver inkpot
are placed, and ritually worshipped. After this, the scribe transcribes the
appropriate book by hand. When the transcription is completed, the
scribe is honoured, and the book is given to a worthy and learned per-
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Ved Pratima Daan
Hemadri has also quoted827 Nandi Puran to list fourteen types of
Vidya:
● Six Vedang (veda<g)828
● Four Ved (ved)829
● Puran (pura[)
● Meemansa (mIma<sa)
● Tark Shastra (tkR zaô)
Other branches of knowledge, such as Ayurved, Dhanurved,
Gandharv Ved, Shilp Ved, Sasya Ved,830 Atma Vidya etc. have emerged
from the above. Person who teaches these goes to different lok, according to the knowledge imparted.831
Teaching (adhyapan) calls for providing education to students. This
can be made directly by the teacher, or by a donor setting up a school
etc., where students learn about Shastra (zaô), weapons, arts, vocational
skills etc. Paying the salary of a teacher, providing food, books, study
material, clothes, bhiksha etc. to students is also considered Vidya
Daan.832 Presumably, this would also include scholarship given to students.
Adhyapan is considered to be an Ati Daan, and is equivalent to
Prithvi Daan.833 It is also believed to be the best of all daan as it ensures
fulfilment of all the purusharth (dharm, arth, kaam, and moksh).834 It is
also the best of all tapasya, and results in attainment of Brahmlok.835
The person who supports teaching activity financially is praiseworthy,
and attains all his desires.836 Such a donor is considered to have made
daan of judgment, longevity, dharm, arth, kaam etc. A person who
establishes a college or school receives special attention and care from
Shri Krishn.837 People who have not received education are not clear
about right and wrong. Therefore, every righteous person should constantly engage in Vidya Daan. The three lok, the four varn, the four
ashram, and all divine beings are always present (àitiót) in Vidya
Daan.838 The maker of Vidya Daan stays for 71 Kalp839 in Vishnu Lok,
and is honoured by divine beings. Eventually, he is born again on Earth
as a righteous and generous king. He is blessed with grace, fortune, good
health, progeny and lives for a hundred years.840

son, who is engaged in public lecturing. Alternatively, the book can be
given to a hermitage (mQ), along with two pieces of cloth, for use by the
public.
The punya of this daan is one crore times that of pilgrimage or yagn
(y}), or that obtained by donating a thousand Kapila cows.844

14. Chatra Upaanah Daan (DÇ %panh dan)
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This refers to daan of an umbrella or parasol, and a pair of shoes or wood
slippers to a learned Brahmin or a Brahmin scholar.845
The donor of an umbrella is honoured by divine beings and Brahmins
in Indra Lok.846 The donor of a pair of shoes is able to crush all obstacles
(thorns, k<qk) and enemies847 and attains divine Gau Lok.848
The story of Prince Hemkant of Bangdesh illustrates849 the value of
donating an umbrella during Vaishakh month. The Prince had killed 300
students once for not offering him hospitality while he was out hunting.
As a result, his father, King Kushketu, sent him into exile. After 28 years
of wandering, he once saw a learned Brahmin who had fainted due to the
heat of Vaishakh month. The Prince, feeling pity, fashioned an umbrella
with twigs and palash leaves, and held it over the Brahmin. He then also
gave him some water. The Brahmin recovered due to this. This act of pity
helped expiate the sin of murder of 300 students. The Prince was then
reconciled with his father, and eventually crowned as King.

15. Ann Daan (AÚ dan)850
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This calls851 for providing grains or food to tired and hungry persons, or to
a person who asks for it. According to Shankhlikhit Smriti,852 each morsel
fed to a hungry person gives benefit equivalent to an Ashwamedh Yagn!
This daan is highly commended853 as food is the foremost resource,
and is considered one of the forms of Shri Lakshmi. It forms the basis of
life, radiance, courage and strength. It is also considered equivalent to
Pran Daan (saving someone’s life). Ann Daan is also recommended for
other living beings, such as ants and other insects. In Ramcharit Manas,
Ann Daan has been extolled as an extraordinary daan.854 It is to daan
what ambrosia (amrit) is to plain juice, Kaam Dhenu855 is to cattle, Kam
Dev856 is to an ordinary archer, Kalp Vriksh857 is to a tree and Ganga ji
is to a river.
Similarly, Ann Daan is more valuable than daan of one lakh (each)
horses, cows, elephants, gold and silver, entire earth etc.858
The Dhan Ann Daan Sookt (xn AÚ dan sU´)859 in Rigved emphasises
the importance of donating food and money, as the following simple
translation shows:
1. The Gods have created hunger, which is a taker of life. Death is not
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16. Varshashan Daan (v;aRzn dan)
This involves giving enough funds or material (food, clothing) to last for
one year.862 Brahmins are restricted from storing grains and clothes for
more than one year.863 Ramcharit Manas refers864 to Varshashan Daan
being made by Shri Ram to Brahmins at the time of his exile to the forests.
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eliminated even by eating. The donor’s wealth is not reduced [by
giving]. No one can make the non-donor (adata, Adata) happy.
2. When a hungry person appears and asks for food, then the person
who refuses him, while eating himself, and having enough to spare,
[such a person] cannot be made happy by anyone.
3. Only the person who gives food when a weak person asks for it, can
be called a donor. He gets the benefit of complete yagn, and finds
friends even amongst enemies.
4. If a friend comes to visit, and the host does not offer him food, then
the host cannot be called a friend. One should go away from there.
Such a house is not a house. It is better to visit a wealthy donor at
such a time.
5. The seeker must be given money. The donor gets a long virtuous
path. Wealth keeps rotating like the wheel of a chariot, never
remaining in one place.
6. If a person is not generous, then his eating is pointless. His eating is
like his death. The person who offers food neither to the Gods, nor
to friends, and only eats by himself - he eats only sin.
7. The plough produces food by its actions, while following its own
path. As the learned Purohit is better than the fool, so the donor is
always better than the non-donor.
8. The person who has one part wealth, seeks from the person who
has two parts. The person who has two parts wealth, seeks wealth
from the one who has three parts. And the person who has four
parts seeks from one who has more. This way a chain has been
formed. The one who has less seeks from the one who has more.
9. We all have two hands - but we do not all have the same capacity to
hold. Two cows, though born from the same mother, do not yield
the same amount of milk. Two brothers may not show the same
bravery. Two different persons are not equal in donating, even
though they have the same lineage.
Ann daan may consist of grains etc. or of cooked food.860 Further,
when people have sat down to eat, no favouritism should be shown to
some over others.861
The donor attains Brahmlok. Ann Daan in Kartik Shukla Paksh helps
the donor overcome grave difficulties and receive endless joy after death.

17. Tambool Daan (taMbUl dan)
This refers865 to offering of betel leaf and nuts to divine beings and honoured guests. The rewards include good fortune and attainment of
divine worlds.

18. Gandh Dravya Daan (g<x ÔVy dan)
This refers866 to daan of perfume, kumkum, yakshkardam,867 camphor,
paste of sandalwood, aguru etc., and other similar items of personal use.
The donor is rewarded with good fortune, kingdom, grace, and fulfilment of wishes.

19. Ratn Daan (rÆ dan)
Daan of different kinds of gems leads to different benefits,868 as shown
in the following table:
Other daan designed869 to cure various diseases include:
● Bhagander Rog Naashak Ratn daan (Ég<dr raegnazk rÆ dan)
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Hindi

English

Benefit

Gomed
Heera
Hemvaiduriya
Indraneelmani
Kanak Ka Lehsunia
Keturatn
Kumkum
Manikya
Marakat
Moonga
Moti
Neel Mani/Neelam
Netraputak
Padmarag
Panna
Pushparag/Pukhraj
Safed Pukhraaj
Saugandhik
Shankh
Seep
Sphatik
Suryakant Mani
Vaiduryamani
Vairam
Vajramani

Hessonite Garnet
Diamonds
Cat’s Eye
Blue Sapphire
Chrysoberyl Cat's Eye
Cat's Eye
Vermillion
Ruby
Emerald
Red Coral
Pearl
Blue Sapphire
Not known
Ruby
Emerald
Yellow Sapphire
White Sapphire
Pink Sapphire /Spineal Ruby
Conch/shell
Mother of pearl
Quartz Crystal
Ruby
Cat’s Eye
Diamonds
Diamonds

Attain Nandan Van
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Different roles

Release from sins

Health
Garud’s splendour
Placate planets

Bliss
Power

Attain Surya Lok
Attain Indra Lok

Hindi

English

Vidalaksha
Vidooraja
Vidrum
Vycranth/Muthu

Cat's Eye
Cat's Eye
Coral
Pearls

●
●

Benefit

Attain Rudra Lok

Branaghn Ratn Daan (ä[¹ rÆ dan)
Galgandaghn Ratn Daan (glg<f¹ rÆ dan)

20. Udak Daan (%dk dan)
This refers870 to provision of water. By one standard,871 water can be
more important than food, as one can subdue hunger by drinking water,
but thirst cannot be subdued by eating food! Giving a pitcher or vessels
to hold or carry water is also considered to be Jal or Udak Daan.
Udak Daan can take several forms:

a. Prapa Daan (àpa dan)

b. Dharm Ghat Daan (xmR "q dan)
A person unable to make a prapa daan can876 offer one pitcher of
clean water every day to a Brahmin household in summer months. Some
suggest that this pitcher should contain cold and scented water and be
decorated with sandal paste and flowers.
This will have the same reward as setting up a proper water stall.
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Also called pausara daan (paEsra dan), this refers872 to a water stall set
up for people, particularly during summer. The stall should be set up in
the beginning of summer873 each year, and should be maintained for
four months. Location can be centre of the village, along a road, temple or under a large tree. A well-shaded mandap should be set up, with
sitting space. Several water pitchers, covered with cloth should be
placed. A salaried person874 is to be appointed to tend to these. He
should offer water as a duty, without paying attention to the appearance of a person.
The rewards875 are equivalent to those of all pilgrimages and all other
daan taken together. The donor attains heaven, and enjoys company of
Yaksh and Gandharv for 20 crore years. After that she/he is reborn as a
learned Brahmin.
One form of prapa daan calls for providing a watering trough for
cattle and other animals.

c. Ashwatth Seenchan (AñTw sI<< c< n)
A person who is not even capable of giving away a pitcher of water
even, is advised877 to water the Ashwatth (pIpl) tree during the four summer months.
This will have the same reward as setting up a proper water stall.

d. Galantika Daan (gl<itka dan)
This refers878 to a small pot with a hole in the base, through which
water drips over a divine image, usually Shri Shiv. This is given to temples.

21. Yashti Daan (yiò dan)
This refers879 to daan of a walking stick to an old person, or a person
who is blind, infirm, or lame. It can also be given to a yati,880 Brahmin or
a Brahmchaari. The stick is useful for walking, as also for protecting oneself from snakes, thieves etc. This daan is also known as dand daan
(d<f dan).
The donor is rewarded with stay in paradise and freedom from Yam
Dand.881

22. Agneeshtika Daan (A¶Iiòka dan)
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This calls882 for a fire-place or stove to be set up in a temple, road, house
or crossing for public use during winter months, along with ample supply of dry fire-wood. This should be started in Aghan month, and should
be kept lighted through the winters, to provide warmth to the destitute
and general public.883 If a hungry person turns up, then he/she should
be given food as well.
After death, the donor is taken to divine Brahm Lok on a vehicle as
resplendent as the Sun. There the person is honoured for 60,060 years.
He is then reborn as a learned Brahmin, and enjoys a long, healthy life.
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a. Eeendhan Daan ($Nxn dan)
This refers884 to giving of firewood to Brahmins and others during
winter months. The donor is rewarded with victory and glowing aura.

24. Deep Daan (dIp dan)
This involves885 placing oil or ghee lamps in various public places.
Following kinds of places are recommended for this:
● Temples and Ashrams
● Rest houses
● Lanes and crossings
● Houses of Brahmins
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● Base

and rows of Trees
and Hill tops
● River banks
Ghee lamps are considered best for Deep Daan, while those with vegetable oil (sesame, mustard oil etc.) come next. Lamps made with body
fat are discouraged. Alternatively a torch (mzal) can also be donated.
Deep Daan helps improve the donor’s eyesight and splendour (tej). It
also brings benefits to the donor’s family, wealth and mind.
● Forests

25. Abhay Daan (AÉy dan)

Threat

Reward for the Saviour

Execution
Fear of the dark
Loss of Limb
Bondage / tied-up
Beating
Exile, Robbery
Life of an animal, bird, etc.
Thieves, King, enemy, crook
Poison, drowning, fire
Illness, disease

Indra Lok
Brahm Lok
Rudra Lok
Vayu Lok
Bhrigu Lok
Swarg Lok
Swarg Lok
Equal to Ashwamedh
Equal to Ashwamedh
Swarg Lok

The concept of Abhay Daan is illustrated by the story of King Shibi.
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This refers to provision of protection886 to an asylum-seeker or someone
who is otherwise in difficulty. Abhay Daan has been highly praised in
pauranik literature, and considered to be more fruitful than feeding a
thousand Brahmins, or donating a thousand cows with gold ornaments.
According to Mahabharat, the donation of the Earth flanked by four
oceans is also not as valuable as Abhay Daan. Ramayan advises that an
asylum seeker should be protected, even at the cost of one's own life.
Agni Puran states that it is easier to find donors of gold, cows, land - but
people who offer protection from fear (Abhay Daan) are rare.
Vishnudharmottar Puran implies that saving a person’s life is more a
duty than a matter of choice.887 A person who fails to protect an asylum
seeker is the worst human being, and will end up in all kinds of hell.
Afterwards, he or she will be born as an insect or bird. It also lists the
rewards888 that are available to the saviour, who provides Abhay Daan
from different kinds of threats:

A Pound of Flesh
King Shibi was once sitting with his councillors, when a dove fell into his lap.889 It was
being chased by a falcon. The dove prayed to the King for protection. When the falcon
arrived the King refused to hand the dove over, saying that the dove had sought asylum, and he (King) was duty-bound to protect it. However, the falcon insisted that he
was merely following his Dharm, as the dove was designated food for him.
The King then offered the falcon rice and vegetables instead. When the falcon
refused the offer, the King asked him as to how his hunger would be satisfied. The
falcon asked for the King’s flesh, weighing as much as the dove. The King cut off a
piece from his thigh and put in on a scale. However, this was not sufficient. The King
kept adding more flesh from other parts of his body, but to no avail. He finally climbed
into the scale himself, at which the falcon (Lord Indra in disguise) disappeared.
The dove (Lord Agni in disguise) also disappeared after making the King whole again.

26. Panth Upchar (p<w %pcar)
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This refers890 to providing assistance and protection to travellers. This
may include891 offering them food, milk, a place to rest, fire for warming
up, firewood, utensils, shoes, umbrella etc. It also includes providing
them guidance, keeping pathways free from thorny bushes, building
bridges, setting up watering stations, providing ferry services, or a place
to keep their bags.
The donors will be rewarded with stay in divine worlds, or rewards
equivalent to various yagn.

27. Gau Paricharya (gaE pircyaR)
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Expectedly, this topic has been covered extensively in the pauranik literature.892 It refers to taking care of cows. According to Vishnudharmottar
Puran,893 this may include daily offering of Gau Gras (gaE ¢as), where food
is offered to a cow before being eaten by the family. This also includes
provision of free pastures for cow, arranging drinking water for them,
protecting them from wild animals, and from slaughter, taking care of
cows who are ill, providing them dry feed including, jaggery, salt etc.
The donor is rewarded with attainment of divine worlds, such as Gau
Lok, and also with material prosperity.

28. Rog Har Daan (raeghr dan)
To cure various illnesses, daan of divine images has also been advised894
by Hemadri895 based on various Puran and Smriti. Some of these are
listed in the table below.
As Indian Ayurved is a well-developed health care system, the above
are probably placebos, meant mainly to relieve a person's suffering psychologically. In some cases, the accompanying rituals may provide some
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Name

Disease

Image

Apasmar Unmad Rog Har
Udar Rog Har
Vagdosh Har
Pragnya Heenata Har
Lootadi Vrina Naashak

Epilepsy
Illnesses of stomach
Speech impediment
Low intelligence
Boils caused by insects
such as spiders
Gastroenteritis
Nightblindness
Jaundice
Eczema
Emaciation
Disorientation896
Leprosy
Dysentery
Skin disease
General illness
Asthma/Cough
Untimely death
Effects of various sins

Vighnesh
Vighnesh
Saraswati
Bronze bell
Lakshmi

Antrashodh Rog Har
Rataundhi Har
Kaamla Rog Har
Dadru Rog Har
Krishatva Rog Har
Bhraman Rog Har
Kushth Rog Har
Atisaar Rog Har
Visarpdosh Har
Rog Peeda Har
Shwas Kaas Rog Har
Apmrityu Har
Sarv Paap Har

Narayan
Gopal
Garud
Uma Mahesh
Rudra
Surya
Surya
Agni
Naag
Ashwini
Dhwaj Pash
Purush Traya
Dakshinamoorthi
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symptomatic relief through inhalation or application of medicinal herbs
which form part of the rituals.897

This daan is designed898 as a cure for agnimandhya rog,899 as ram is the
vehicle of Agni (fire). The ram is to be made with 1/8 to ½ pal of silver,
with hooves made of gold. The ram is clothed in white, with a white garland being added. White incense is also used. The ram is placed on a pile
of rice. After ceremonies, the ram is given to the Acharya, along with
dakshina.

30. Meshi Daan (me;I dan)
Also called Avidaan,900 this can901 be real sheep or one made with a
hundred measures of gold. If real, the sheep should ideally have a golden
coat of hair. It should be decorated with gold and sandalwood tika, ornaments, garlands and covered with silk. Seven types of grains and juices
should be added. After ceremonies, the sheep is to be given to a householder Brahmin.902
The donor is rewarded with destruction of all his/her sins.
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29. Mesh Daan (me; dan)

31. Mahishi Daan (mih;I dan)
This requires903 a young, well-behaved buffalo, with good udders and
high yield, horns and hooves, which has borne only one calf. Ornaments
and a bell are added, along with a red garment. Horns are embellished
with gold. A bronze milking pail, some feed, and seven types of grains are
also required. The daan is made to a Brahmin with uttering of mantra.
The donee accepts the daan by placing his hand on the back of the
buffalo.
This daan is recommended on particular dates. The donor is rewarded with learning, victory, wealth and fulfilment of desires. Daan of one
mahishi is considered equivalent to donating 10-20 cows.

32. Aj Daan (Aj dan)
This calls904 for donation of image of a goat. Its sides should be made
with copper, horns with gold, eyes with diamonds, and hooves with silver. A kid and a milking pail are also added.
The donor is rewarded with decimation of all sins, and stay in divine
world called Alkapuri.905 This also applies to daan of camel, horse, donkey etc.
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Appendix 9: Daan of Ritual Items
or Divine Images
These daan are suggested in Hindu Puran for specific purposes or are
associated with pooja (pUja) rituals.

1. Navgrah Daan (nv¢h dan)
This calls906 for creating a matrix containing nine squares on the floor.
A lotus is created in each cell with rice. Gold images907 of each of the
nine planets908 are placed in one cell each. The location of each has been
specified, with Sun being placed in the centre. The planets are then worshipped with different types of flowers, incense, and mantras. After the
rituals, the gold images are donated to different Brahmins. The image of
Sun is donated to the main priest. Alternatively, gold dakshina and
clothes may be given to the main priest.
This daan is designed to ensure accomplishment, please the planetary
Lords and destroy all sins. It is regularly performed among practising
Hindus, though the scale of giving varies.

2. Dhanad Moorti Daan (xnd mUitR dan)

This calls909 for an image of Kuber (k…bre ), made with ¼ - 1 pal of gold, riding a man.910 Motifs of a conch-shell and lotus are added. The image is
wrapped in white cloth, and placed over 1-4 dron rice. After rituals, the
image is given away to the Acharya.
This daan is designed to atone for having obstructed a daan activity,
which also leads to one's impoverishment. The donor is also rewarded
with wealth, in addition to the atonement.
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3. Shalagram Daan (zal¢am dan)
This calls911 for daan of a Shalagram Shila912 for use in regular worship.

This calls913 for daan of an image of Shri Adi Varah,914 made of gold and
silver, carrying the Earth in his tusks.
This daan is intended to enhance longevity, and extinguish sins, apart
from salvation (%Ïar) of one’s ancestors.

5. Kaal Purush Daan (kal pué; dan)

This calls915 for a human image of time (kal), which is seen as the
destroyer of all beings. The image is made with black sesame, with silver
teeth and golden eyes. It is embellished with a sword in one hand and a
piece of flesh916 in the other. It is equipped with shoes, bow and arrow,
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4. Varah Daan (vrah dan)

and is dressed in red. After rituals, the image is donated to a Brahmin.
This daan is designed to prevent untimely death and disease. The
donor attains Surya Lok after death, and is eventually reborn as a king.

6. Yam Daan (ym dan)
This requires917 a silver lotus placed inside a bronze pot, which in turn
has been kept in an iron vessel. A gold image of Yam, holding a club (d{f)
and a noose (paz), seated on a buffalo is placed on the lotus. His agents,
holding weapons are also added. After rituals, this is given to a Brahmin,
preferably on the eighth or fourteenth lunar day. Gold should be added
as dakshina.
This daan is designed to prevent untimely death.

7. Sampatkar Daan (sMpTkr dan)
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This requires918 a matrix with nine large squares, drawn on the floor.
Rice is placed in each square. Nine pots, with cloth, are kept on these.
Gold images919 of various deities920 are placed in each. After rituals,
nine Brahmins are honoured. Each is then given one of the images. The
Acharya is given equivalent in gold, and clothes.
This daan is designed enhance longevity, and release from various illnesses, sins, and faults. It also helps the donor attain wealth, sons, family, etc.

8. Ved Daan (ved dan)
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This calls921 for gold engravings of the four Ved to be embellished with
jewels. These are worshipped with appropriately coloured922 cloth and
flowers, incense, rice etc. After invoking the Ved with proper mantras,
these are given one each to different Brahmins, along with 62-186 grams
of gold923 each.
This daan is recommended for the person who does not study the
Ved. Persons who study the Ved are expected to perform Ved Daan by
teaching it to others.
Rewards of making the Ved Daan are as below:
● Ved - receiving punya of all yagn
● Upved - company of Gandharv
● Vedang - attainment of Indra Lok

9. Puran Daan (pura[ dan)
The original Puran is stated to contain one billion verses, but is available
only to divine beings. This was summarised into 4 lakh verses by Shri Ved
Vyas for circulation among mortals, and then further sub-divided into
eighteen Puran.924 Daan of these Puran is recommended925 as follows:
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1) Brahm Puran (äü pura[) on Vaishakh full moon day, along with Jal
Dhenu.926 The donor is honoured in Brahm Lok.
2) Padm Puran (pÒ pura[) in Jyeshth month, along with gold lotus and
sesame. The reward is similar to performing Ashv Medh Yagn.
3) Vishnu Puran (iv:[u pura[) on Ashadh full moon day, along with Ghrit
Dhenu.927 The donor attains Varun Lok.
4) Vayu Puran (vayu pura[) on Shravan full moon day, along with Gud
Dhenu and an ox. The donor attains Shiv Lok for one Kalp.
5) Bhagwat Puran (Éagvt pura[) on Bhadrapad full moon day, with a
gold lion. The donor achieves moksh.
6) Narad Puran (nard pura[) on Ashwin full moon day, with a cow. The
donor is liberated from re-birth.
7) Markandeya Puran (makR{fey pura[) on Kartik full moon day, with a
gold elephant. The donor receives benefit of Pundarik Yagn.
8) Agni Puran (Ai¶ pura[) on Margsheersh full moon day, with a gold
lotus and Til Dhenu.928 The donor receives benefit of all the Yagn.
9) Bhavishya Puran (Éiv:y pura[) on Paush full moon day, with a pot of
jaggery. The donor receives benefit of Agnishtom Yagn.
10) Brahm Vaivart Puran (äü vEvtR pura[) on Magh full moon day. The
donor is honoured in Brahm Lok.
11) Ling Puran (il<g pura[) on Phalgun full moon day, with Til Dhenu.929
The donor achieves closeness to Shri Shiv.
12) Varah Puran (vrah pura[) on Chaitra full moon day, with a gold
image of Garud. The donor achieves Vishnupad (iv:[upd).
13) Skand Puran (SkNd pura[) , when Sun is in Pisces, with a gold trident
(trishul, iÇzUl). The donor achieves Shivpad (izvpd).
14) Vaman Puran (vamn pura[) on the day of September equinox. The
donor achieves Vishnupad (iv:[upd).
15) Koorm Puran (kªmR pura[) around the time when the Sun moves to
the Northern or Southern Hemisphere, with a gold Tortoise. The
donor receives benefit equivalent to donating a thousand cows.
16) Matsya Puran (mTSy pura[) on the day of September or March
equinox, with a golden fish and a cow. The donor receives benefit
equivalent to Prithvi Daan.
17) Garud Puran (gé–f pura[) with a gold Swan. The donor receives
siddhi and attains Shiv Lok.
18) Brahmand Puran (äüa{f pura[) during a particular planetary
conjunction known as Vyatipat Yog (VytIpat yaeg), with two yellow
woollen clothes. The donor receives benefit of a thousand
Rajsooya Yagn. If a gold cow is added to the daan, the donor will
also attain Brahmlok.

The procedure for donating each of these is described in detail in
Narad Puran.930
Apart from the above, daan of Mahabharat and Ramayan is also recommended. Along with this, a reading stand made of gold, silver,
wood931 etc. is also to be given. The donor will be rewarded with stay in
heaven.932
Apart from the daan listed above, daan of following ritual items is
also mentioned in the Puran:
Yagnopaveet Daan (y}aepvIt dan)
Vinayak Daan (ivnayk dan)
● Trimoorti Daan (iÇmUitR dan)
● Dwadashaditya Daan (ÖadzaidTy dan)
● Dashavatar Daan (dzavtar dan)
● Chandraaditya Daan (c<ÔaidTy dan)
● Lokpal Ashtak Daan (laekpal Aòk dan)
●
●
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Appendix 10: Calendar of Daan
Following is a list of Hindu daan associated with particular festivals or
dates:933

15, Chaitra
Shukla Paksh
1, Vaishakh
Krishn Paksh

Indicative Date
(Gregorian)
March-April

14th April
March-April
April

Occasion

Form of Daan

Beginning of Lunar
Samvat and Vasant
Navratra
Baisakhi
Poornima, Hanuman
Jayanti
Beginning of Vaisakh
month

Pausara (prapa, water
stall) Daan;
Dharmghat Daan
Sattu, Pankha Daan
Simple daan
Pausara (Prapa,
water stall) Daan;
Dharmghat Daan;
Watering of Peepal
tree
Simple daan

30, Vaishakh
Krishn Paksh
3, Vaishakh
Shukla Paksh

April-May

Amavasya

April-May

Akshay Triteeya

3, Vaishakh
Shukla Paksh
15, Vaishakh
Shukla Paksh
30, Jyeshth
Krishn Paksh
11, Jyeshth
Shukla Paksh
15, Jyeshth
Shukla Paksh
30, Ashadh
Krishn Paksh
10, Ashadh
Shukla Paksh
15, Ashadh
Shukla Paksh

April-May

Beginning of Summer

May

Buddh Poornima

May-June
May-June

Amavasya, Vat
Savitri vrat
Bhimsen Ekadashi

May-June

Jyeshth Poornima

Simple daan

June

Amavasya

Simple daan

July

Beginning of
Rainy Season
Guru Poornima

Ghee and cow

July

Sattu, sugar, water
and Ratnagarbh,
Kushmand
Gautra, water and Til
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Krishnajin, Kumbhtil,
gold, ghee, honey
Simple Daan
Sugar, gold, water, pot

Simple daan
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Lunar Tithi
(Samvat)
1, Chaitra
Shukla Paksh
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Lunar Tithi
(Samvat)
30, Shravan
Krishn Paksh
12, Shravan
Shukla Paksh
14, Shravan
Shukla Paksh
12, Bhadrapad
Shukla Paksh
14, Bhadrapad
Shukla Paksh
15, Bhadrapad
Shukla Paksh
30, Aashvin
Krishn Paksh
12, Aashvin
Shukla Paksh
15, Aashvin
Shukla Paksh
14, Kartik
Krishn Paksh
30, Kartik
Krishn Paksh
30, Kartik
Krishn Paksh
6, Kartik
Shukla Paksh
12, Kartik
Shukla Paksh
14, Kartik
Shukla Paksh
1, Margsheersh
Krishn Paksh
30, Margsheersh
Krishn Paksh
15, Margsheersh
Shukla Paksh

Indicative Date
(Gregorian)
July-August

Occasion

Form of Daan

Amavasya

Simple daan

August

Ekadashi vrat

August

Poornima

Umbrella, Gold and
vegetables
Simple daan

September

Vaman Dwadashi

Curd daan

September

Viswakarma Pooja

Clothes daan

September

Poornima; Beginning
of Mahalaya
Amavasya

Simple daan

SeptemberOctober
October

Simple daan
Milk daan

October

Poornima

Simple daan

OctoberNovember
OctoberNovember
OctoberNovember
OctoberNovember
November

Narak
Chaturdashi
Deepavali

Deep (lamp) Daan

Amavasya

Simple daan

Sri Surya
Shashthi vrat (Dq)
Ekadashi vrat

Arghya Daan

November

Kartik Poornima

Kshirsagar Daan

November

Beginning of
Hemant season
Amavasya

Deep (lamp) and
clothes daan
Simple daan

Poornima

Simple daan

NovemberDecember
December
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Deep (lamp) Daan

Daal, lentils

30, Magh
Krishn Paksh
14, Magh
Shukla Paksh
15, Magh
Shukla Paksh
30, Phalgun
Krishn Paksh
15, Phalgun
Shukla Paksh

Indicative Date
(Gregorian)
December
DecemberJanuary
14th January
JanuaryFebruary
JanuaryFebruary
JanuaryFebruary
FebruaryMarch
March

Occasion

Form of Daan

Beginning of Khar
Maas (or mas)
Amavasya

Clothes, gold
Simple daan

Poornima, Makar
Sankrati
Amavasya

Rice, sesame laddu
daan
Simple daan

Poornima

Cow, grains, sesame
daan
Simple daan

Magh Poornima
Bhaumvati
Amavasya
Poornima

Simple daan
Cow, grains, sesame
daan
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Lunar Tithi
(Samvat)
1, Paush
Krishn Paksh
30, Paush
Krishna Paksh
—
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Appendix 11: Nakshatra Daan
Nakshatra/
Constellation
Krittika
Rohini
Mrigashira
Ardra
Punarvasu
Pushya
Aashleshaa
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Maghaa
Poorv Phalgunee
Uttar Phalgunee
Hasta
Chitra
Svaatee
Vishakha
Anuradha
Jyeshth
Poorv Ashadha
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Uttar Ashadha
Abhijit
Shravan
Dhanishta
Shatbhisha
Poorv
Bhaadrapadaa
Revati

Item

Reward

Kheer
Grains and ghee
Lactating cow and calf
Khichdi with sesame
Pua (puAa)934 fried
in ghee
Gold
Silver

Divine worlds
Divine worlds
Divine vimaan to paradise
Overcome difficulties
Fame, looks and character

Clay pot full of sesame
Mare
Gold lotus
Gold elephant
Bull
Wealth
Bullock cart with grain
and garments
Blankets
Seasonal root
vegetables
Curd in a pot

Ghee and grains
Milk, ghee and honey
Sacred books
Bullocks and cow
Aguru (Agué) and
sandalwood
Urad
Cow with a bronze
milk pail

Graceful like moon
Good looks; freedom from fear;
knowledge of scriptures
Son and cattle
Divine worlds
Surya Lok, removal of obstacles
Indra Lok
Company of Apsara
Prestige and divine worlds
Ancestral world; escapes
visit to hell
Stay in paradise with
divine beings
Stay in paradise
Rebirth in high family; Blessed
with children and wealth
Satisfaction of all wishes
Paradise
Respect and divine worlds
Respect
World of Apsara
Paradise with all edible items
Satisfaction of all wishes
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Uttar
Bhaadrapadaa

Item

Reward

Horse carriage
Til Dhenu935
Root vegetables
and fruits
Gem-studded garment

Rebirth in wealthy family
Large number of cows and prestige
Satisfaction of ancestors
Satisfaction of ancestors
and paradise
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Nakshatra/
Constellation
Ashvini
Bharani
Mool
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Appendix 12: Tithi Daan
Tithi
1st (Pratipada)
2nd (Dvitiya)

3rd (Tritiya)

4th (Chaturthi)

5th (Panchami)
6th (Shasthi)

7th (Saptami)
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8th (Ashtami)
9th (Navami)

10th (Dashami)

11th (Ekadashi)
THE FORGOTTEN POT OF GOLD

12th (Dvadashi)

13th (Trayodashi)

Item
Gold Lotus
Gold image of Agni,
along with jaggery and
ghee in a copper pot
Gold image of Radha
with salt etc. in a
copper pot
Gold elephant with
sesame

Reward
Fulfilment of wishes, and moksh
Agni Lok; Atonement for all sins

Stay in paradise; All worldly
wealth on rebirth
Removal of obstacles; Reborn as
victorious King with large number of
elephants
Happiness in this world and hereafter

Gold snake with pot
full of kheer and ghee
Gold image of Kartikeya Fortune on this earth, paradise after
on a peacock, placed on death
a pile of rice
Gold horse, decorated
Surya Lok
with ornaments
White bull decorated
Shiv Lok; benefits of Vidya Daan
with ornaments and cloth
Gold Lion
Fulfilment of wishes; protection from
wild animals and brigands;
Attainment of Devi Lok; Reborn as a
virtuous King
Golden images of Lords Attainment of Kingdom on Earth, and
paradise afterwards. Control over all
of ten directions,936
with salt, jaggery, milk,
directions
rice-husk,937 curd, ghee,
sesame, rice and urad
Gold image of Garud with Vishnu Lok
ghee in copper pot
Twelve items: Cow, ox,
Fame, Vishnu Lok; rebirth as virtuous
buffalo, gold, saptKing
dhanya,938 sheep, goat,
mare, jaggery, fruit plants,
flowers, and incense
Sweets and gold, with
Freedom from illness, and relief from
recitation of 13 names
suffering in death
of Yam
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Tithi
Item
14th (Chaturdashi) A bull decorated with bell
and ornaments
15th (Poornima)
Release of bull for public
benefit (v&;aeTsgR); Silver
image of Moon

Reward
Shiv Lok; rebirth in high family, free
from illness
Graced as Moon surrounded by
nymphs; moksh
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Notes
1 Valued

at about `2500 crore. Buying gold on Akshaya Teej is considered auspicious, and harbinger of prosperity.

2 Bombay

Bullion Association (ENS Economic Bureau, 2010, p. 15).

3 See,

for instance, Narayan Sewa Sansthan, Udaipur’s highly successful
TV campaign. http://www.narayanseva.org/Content.aspx?Page=
Sewa_Ethos; Last accessed: 17th August 2010.

4 In

a recent interview Ms. Ashni Biyani, scion of Biyani family (which
owns the Future Group, India’s largest retailer and the Pantaloon
brand), emphasized how Future Group taps into the power and wisdom of Indian mythology to figure out how things work in India. The
Group, for instance, learned from ‘people who publish Kalnirnay
almanac, that captures every single religious or communal festival or
dates of every large community’. This information is being used by the
group to ‘understand the significance and meaning of every festival or
religious event for different communities and align [its] promotional
campaign with them’. (Phadnis, 2010, p. 24).

5 ~20,000

square kilometres.

6 See,

for instance, Charity in Islam (Senturk, 2007), Zakah (Ansari),
Charity - Even with a Trifle (Al-Qasim, 1999), The Zakat Handbook
(Zakat Foundation of America, 2007), Beyond Tithes & Offerings
(Webb & Webb, 1998), Bring the Full Tithe (Watley, 1995), As You
Tithe, So You Prosper (Meyer, 1948).
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7 See,

for instance, Dr. Vijay Nath’s socio-economic study of Daan
(Nath, 1987), and Dr. Kala Acharya’s exploration of pauranik concept
of daan (Acharya, 1993). Dr. Pushpa Gupta’s exhaustive and meticulous research on daan and utsarg is a departure from this trend
(Gupta, 2004).
for instance, Daan Mayukh, of Neelkanth Bhatt (Bhatt N. K.,
2007), Daan Khand of Hemadri (Hemadri, 1985) and Daanchandrika
of Pt. Diwakar (Diwakar, 1998).

9 Planning

Commission's estimate for 2004-05. A World Bank report
for 2005 pegs this figure at 42%.

10 In

a survey of 150 young Britons, 34% said the place did not exist.
The other 66% said it was a mythical place. “Search on for Timbuktu’s
Twin” BBC News, 18 October 2006. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/
6062360.stm. Accessed 29-Jun-10.

11 16°

46’ 33’’ N, 3° 0’ 34’’ W.
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8 See,

12 In

Egypt.

13 When

Rome Ruled Egypt (Sidebottom, 2008).

14 Estimate

by Prof. Steven Sidebottom, University of Delaware, based
on a 2nd Century AD document, indicating the value of 3.5 ton
cargo as 7 million drachmas, or 210 million dollars.

15 Pliny,

Historia Naturae 12.41.84.

16 The

extrapolation made by Prof. Sidebottom may be problematic,
being based on a single cargo document (3.5 tons, valued at 7 million
drachmas), and several diverse estimates. At current prices, the flow
of Roman gold to India would come to about 14,000 metric tonnes
per year. This should be compared with present world gold stock of
~165,000 metric tonnes (World Gold Council).

17 Estimates

made by Mr. Maddison are controversial, being, at best,
complex guesses. These should not be viewed as validated history.

18 Table

A.6. Share of world GDP: 20 countries and Regional Totals, 12003 AD (Maddison, Contours of the World Economy, 1-2030 AD,
2007, p. 381); See also Table B-20. Shares of World GDP, 20
Countries and Regional Totals, 0-1998 AD (Maddison, A Millenial
Perspective, 2006, p. 263).
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19 ‘Khajrana

Mandir mein Do Kilo Sone ka Guptdaan’(Bureau, 2009).

20 These

are mostly based on media stories, and may not be reliable or
accurate.

21 ‘Ahead

of wedding, big B does charity’, Times of India, 16-Apr-2007.

22 Census

of India (Office of the Registrar General and Census
Commissioner).

23 Mahabharat:

Shanti Parv, Chapter 103, verse 36. (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

V:4690).
24 The
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Kautiliya Arthashastra, 9.6.21-73. (Kangle, 2000, pp. I:227-29).
The verses on daan (23-25) list five methods of making the daan to a
financially weak king. Also see Ramcharit Manas, Lanka Kaand,
6.37.9 (Sharan, 2001, p. 223).

25 Commonly

mis-called daam (price). Daam actually means a rope in

Sanskrit.
26 Entry

under Ishtapoort (Pandeya, 1988, pp. 103-04); also see
Varadachari’s comments on the recognition of these terms under
local laws (Varadachari, 2005, pp. 159-60).

27 Varadachari,
28 Family

2005, p. 330.

members, dependents, servants, etc.
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29 Vyas

Smriti, Ch. 4, v.27 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. III:1650).

30 Sattvik

is associated with purity and spirituality.

31 Rajasik

is associated with materialism. It is focused on worldly

affairs.
32 Tamasik

is associated with lack of intellect. It leads to darkness.

33 Shreemadbhagwad

Geeta, Chapter 17, verse 20 (Agrawal, 2005, p.
II:775); (Baba, 2008, p. II:766).

34 Geeta

Prabodhini (Swami Ramsukhdas, 2004, p. 480).

35 Shreemadbhagwad

Geeta, Chapter 17, verse 21 (Agrawal, 2005, p.
II:775); (Baba, 2008, p. II:766).

36 Shreemadbhagwad

Geeta, Chapter 17, verse 22 (Agrawal, 2005, p.
II:776); (Baba, 2008, p. II:766); Also see Manas Peeyush, Uttar Kaand,
7.101.0 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 552-53).

37 Kautiliya

Arthashastra (3.16.6) (Kangle, 2000, p. II:244), (Gairola,
1996, p. 323).

38 Attribute.
39 Brahmand

Puran. 1.32.55-56 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 74); Vayu
Puran.1.59.50-51 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 93); Ling Puran.1.10.21-22 (Ved
Vyas, 2007, p. 47).

40 Such

daan has also been called Daya Daan. According to Brihat
Parashar Dharmshastra (ch.10, v. 247), daan given to people with
physical disabilities (differently abled) or the ill, falls in this category
(Shastri B. D., 1988, p. II:890).

41 Koorm
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Puran. 26.5 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 307).

42 Could

43 Koorm

Puran. 26.6 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 307).

44 Koorm

Puran. 26.7 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 307).

45 Koorm

Puran. 26.8 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 307).

46 Pratigraheeta.

Strictly speaking, this would translate as ‘one who
accepts’. This is different from the passivity of simply being a receiver.

47 Skand

Puran. Maheswar Khand - Kaumarika Khand. Ch.3-5 (Ved
Vyas, 2003, pp. 79-84). For a Hindi translation, see Gita Press edition
(Ved Vyas, 2006, pp. 91-99).

48 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.17-18 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 81).

49 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.40-53 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82).

50 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.42-48 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82).
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be planetary conjunctions, particular days, months, time of
day etc.

51 See

also Yagnavalkya Smriti, Vyavahar Adhyaya, Datta Pradanikam
Prakaran. Ch. 2.12, verse 175 (Yagnavalkya, 2001, pp. 261-2); verse
178 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. III:1288). According to Yagnavalkya, if
one has children and grandchildren, then one should not donate so
much as to create difficulties for them. Also, one’s wife and sons can
not be donated. According to Manu Smriti (Ch.11, verse 9), a person
should not donate while his family and dependents suffer from want.
Such a donation tastes like honey initially but is poisonous in final
result.(Kaundinnyayan, 2007, p. II:774).

52 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.49-51 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82).

53 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.52-53 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82).

54 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.54-61 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82). Five of these (leaving out harsh) are also discussed in Mahabharat. 13.1.138.5-11 (Ved
Vyas, 2001, p. 5906).

55 Chankaya

(3.16.3) has prescribed that in such cases, the property
should be held in trust [by the state], keeping in mind the interests of
both the donor and the recipient (Kangle, 2000, p. II:244), (Gairola,
1996, p. 323).

56 According
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to Chanakya’s Arthashstra (3.16.6), in such cases, both the
donor and the recipient, were punishable for theft (Gairola, 1996, p.
322), (Kangle, 2000, p. II:244).

57 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.62-69 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82). See also additional
verses (taken from Dakshinatya version) in Daan-Dharm Parv.
13.1.145-11 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 5993-95).

58 Normally

a Brahmin.

59 Money
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earned by Brahmins is accordingly classified into three categories: shukla (pure, sattvik), shabal (spotted, rajasik) and krishn
(dark, tamasik). Money received as dakshina from students is shukla
(white). Money received on request, or earned through trade, interest, agriculture, etc. is shabal (spotted, grey). That obtained through
gambling, theft, robbery, deceit is known as krishn (dark). Skand
Puran.1.2.4.3-8 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 81). Also see Sankshipt (Ved
Vyas, 2006, p. 92), and Prof. Rangachari’s comments (Rangachari,
2002, p. 213).

60 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.70-71 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82).

61 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.72-76 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 82).

62 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.77-81 (Ved Vyas, 2003, pp. 82-83).

63 Skand

Puran.1.2.4.81-83 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 83).

64 The

word dakshina is derived from the fact that the person receiving
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it should always be kept to your right (di][, dakshin, South). The
same concept is used when people perambulate around a deity or
sacred object, always keeping it to their right. The Hindi word for
perambulation is, therefore, pradakshina (àdi][a).
65 There

are two distinct transactions: one is daan proper, and the
other is dakshina. Dakshina helps pay for the effort expended in performing the daan ceremony, and any incidental expenses.

66 As

explained by Markandeya to Yudhishthir. Mahabharat, Vanparv,
Markandeya Samaasya Parv, 3.12.200.6-8, (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 1524);
See also Brihat Parashar Smriti (Ch.10, v.317-321) for a similar listing of sixteen fruitless daan (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. II:896).

67 Renouncing
68 Literally,
69 Skand

city life for forest dwelling.

a vessel or receptacle.

Puran. 5.3.50.41 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. V:223).

70 These

include characteristics of learning, intellect, behaviour, character and physiology. See Padm Puran.2.39.115-123 (Ved Vyas, 2003,
2008, p. II:39). Also see Skandpuran. 2.1.22.5-10 for a similar listing
(Ved Vyas, 2003, p. II:30).

71 Daan-Dharm

Parv. 13.1.37.8-15 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5596).

72 Born

from a mixed marriage, i.e. marriage between two different
varn (social categories). Depending on whether the union was
upwards (Anulom - Anulaem) or downwards (Pratilom - àitlaem), some
may be absorbed in the Hindu society, while others were treated as
untouchable and outcaste. For instance, people born of a union
between a Brahmin woman and Shudra man were called Chandal
(ca{fal), a pejorative to this day.

Brahman-bruv (äaü[ äuv): one who has received the proper
sanskar (s<Skar), but does not engage in study or teaching. Katyayan
(ch.15, v. 7-9) emphasises that it is learning, not availability, which
determines eligibility for daan. If a Brahmin without knowledge of
Ved is ignored while making daan, then no fault accrues to the
donor, just as ahuti is released in burning fire, not in dead ashes
(Shastri B. D., 1988, p. III:1358).
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74 One

who performs yagn.

75 Daksh

Smriti, Ch. 2, v. 38; Ch. 3, v. 15 (Shastri B. D., 1988, pp.
I:574,578).

76 Additional

verses (taken from Dakshinatya version) in Daan Dharm
Parv. 13.1.145-11 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5995).

77 Traditionally

discriminated community, one component of present-
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73 Called

day Dalits.
78 See

for example, Manusmriti, Ch. 11, verses 1-4, 6 (Kaundinnyayan,
2007, pp. Ii:772-73); Also see Yagnvalkyasmriti, Ch. 9, verse 200-201
(Yagnavalkya, 2001, p. 116).

79 Agni

Puran, Chapter 209, v. 36-37 (Jha & Tripathi, 1998, p. 557);
(Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 134).

80 For

instance, see Manusmriti, Ch. 3, verse 97-98, Ch. 4, verse 188,
193-194 (Kaundinnyayan, 2007, pp. 227, 342, 343); Haareetsmriti,
Ch. 1, verse 23-24; Brihaspatismriti, verse 58-60; Vyassmriti, Ch. 4,
verse 50-52, 62 (Prasad, 1995, pp. 261-62).

81 See

Note 109.

82 Atrisamhita,

verse 22 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. I:354). Also see
Parasharsmriti (Chapter 1, verse 66) and Vasishthsmriti (Chapter 3,
verse 5) for similar directives. (Prasad, 1995, p. 261).

83 Ramcharitmanas,

Uttar Kaand VII.103b (Goswami Tulsidas, 2001, p.

873).
84 Manas

Goodharth Chandrika, comment on Uttar Kaand VII.103b
(Saraswati, 2000, pp. 588-89).

85 Mahabharat,
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Van Parv, Markandeya Samaasya Parv. Ch. 198 (Ved
Vyas, 2001, pp. 1518-21).

86 (Mani,

1975, p. 543). See also Shreemad Bhagwat Puran 10.64 for the
same story with some variation (Ved Vyas, 2003, pp. II:452-55).

87 See,

for example, ‘Nachiketa’s Encounter with Death’ on page 128.
Kathopnishad (2006, pp. 177-318).

88 Rigved

1.29.4.

89 zthSt smahr shö hSt s< ikr
90 Matsya

(Atharv Ved 3.4.5).

Puran, Ch.224 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 873-74).

91 Neeti.

The other three are Saam (equity), Bhed (conspiracy), and
Dand (force).
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92 Atri

Smriti, v.148 (Prasad, 1995, p. 266)

93 Manas

Peeyush, Lanka Kaand, 6.79.8 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 141-16)

94 Vijayanand

Tripathi, Manas Peeyush, Uttar Kaand, 7.121B (Sharan,
2001, p. 751).

95 Gopinath,

2002, p. 65. Comparable with subhashit 'hStSy ÉU;[< dan<

sTym k{QSy ÉU;[<, ïaeÇSy ÉU;[< zaô< ÉU;[e ik< àyaejn<.’

96 Thirukural,

Ch. 22, 23, v. 211-230 (Thiruvalluvar, 1990, pp. 40-1).

97 Skandpuran.

Maheswar- Kaumarika Khand. 1.2.2.30-71 (Ved Vyas,
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2003, pp. 77-78), (Ved Vyas, 2006, pp. 88-90).
98 I

have nothing.

99 Please

give.

term data (data) goes beyond the meaning of a simple donor,
and can be compared usefully to the concept of danapati in
Mahayana Buddhism (Silva). Commenting on a verse in Ramcharit
Manas (VII.101.5), Swami Pragnyananand Saraswati has opined
that just making odd donations, giving funds, building hospitals,
schools, dharmshala, restoration of temples, is not sufficient for a
person to be known as data. The qualifying condition is that the
person should never return a seeker empty-handed, if the item
sought is in his / her possession, just like King Karn (Saraswati,
2000, p. 563).

100 The

101 Also

see Vyas Smriti, Ch. 4, verse 58 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p.
III:1653).

102 Lobh-heen,

one who is not greedy.

103 Daan-sheel,

one who practices daan.

104 According

to Chandogyopnishad (Ch.2, Lesson 23), Dharm has
three skandhs (trunks): Yagn, Adhyayan and Daan. However, the
daan mentioned in Chandogyopnishad refers to austerities practised by a student in the Acharya's house.(Gita Press, 1949, p. 420);
(Siddhantalankar, pp. 374-75).

105 Bhagwat
106 Manu
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Puran, XII.3.18-24 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. II:780).

Smriti Ch.1. verse 85-86 (Kaundinnyayan, 2007, pp. 105-6).

107 Mahabharat.

Shantiparv. Ch. 231.27-28 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5036).

108 Padm

Puran, Kriya Khand, Ch.20, v.3 (Ved Vyas, 2003, 2008,
p. III:42).

daan is giving of mainly material items with proper respect
and rituals, without any return. Dakshina is an honorarium for
services. Bhiksha is provision of food and other basic necessities to
ascetics. Bheekh is givings of alms to beggars.

110 See

Appendix 10: Calendar of Daan on page 161 for a listing

111 See

discussion on Prasiddhiviruddhatva under Arth Dosh in Hindi
Sahitya Kosh-1 (Verma, Verma, Bharati, Chaturvedi, & Raghuvansh,
1985, pp. I:46-7).

112 For

instance, Ramcharitmanas repeatedly emphasizes that daan
was given to eligible Brahmins. This could possibly be the reason
for the common belief that daan should be given only to Brahmins,
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109 Briefly,

though Pauranik texts and Smriti adapt a more generous view of
giving to non-Brahmins.
113 Manas

Peeyush, Bal Kaand, 1.193 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 48-51).

114 Manas

Peeyush, Bal Kaand, 1.194:7 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 52-5).

115 Manas

Peeyush, Bal Kaand, 1.295:8 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 730-1).

116 Distinct

from daan, this is intended to protect a person from evil
eye. This is usually given to the dependents or servants [Manas
Peeyush, Bal Kaand, 1.194:5 (Sharan, 2001, p. 51)].

117 Manas

Peeyush, Bal Kaand, 1.345 (Sharan, 2001, p. 952).

118 Manas

Peeyush, Ayodhya Kaand, 2.8.4 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 57-9).

119 Manas

Peeyush, Uttar Kaand, 7. 12.7 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 99-100).
Also see Manas Goodharth Chandrika (Saraswati, 2000, p. 378).

120 View

of Pandit Vijayanand Tripathi, as given in Manas Peeyush, Bal
Kaand, 1.212:3 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 183-5) Others, including Sant
Dandi Swami Shri Pragnyananand Saraswati, believe that the
required material was made to appear miraculously by Muni
Viswamitra (Saraswati, 2000, p. 147)

121 Manas

Peeyush, Ayodhya Kaand, 2.204.4 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 760-61).

122 Manas
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Peeyush, Bal Kaand, 1.339.6, 1.340.1-3 (Sharan, 2001, pp.
934-36).

123 Manas

Peeyush, Uttar Kaand, 7.15.10 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 138-39).

124 Adhyatm

Ramayan, Yuddh Kaand, Ch. 16, verse 2-4 (Ved Vyas,
2001, p. 304).

125 300

million. However, the word koti is often used to denote a large
number, and does not necessary mean a crore.

126 See
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for instance, Srimadbhagvadgita, containing eight commentaries (Pansikar, 1999), and another compilation with six additional
commentaries (Lallurama, 2001). There are other commentaries
published by Geeta Press, including Sadhak Sanjeevani by Swami
Ramsukhdas, and Tattv Vivechani commentary by Sh. Jaydayal
Goyandka. Chinmaya International Foundation has also come out
with an introductory text ‘Holy Gita’.

127 Including

some with modern perspectives, such as ‘The Gita &
Management’, by Swami Bodhananda (1994), and ‘Perennial
Psychology of the Bhagavad Gita’ by Swami Rama (1985).

128 Discussion on Daan Vyas in Maharishi Vedvyas Praneet Dharm

Shastra (Gita Press, 1996, pp. 212-14); Article on Daan (Gita Press,
1996, pp. 372-74); Rig Vedik Sookt on Dhananndaan (wealth and
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grain daan) (Gita Press, 1950, p. 12); Bheekh, Bhiksha aur Daan (Gita
Press, 2010, pp. 398-401); Daan evam Daan ka Rahasya (Gita Press,
2010, pp. 393-96); Daansheelata (Gita Press, 2010, p. 351); Various
kinds of daan made during festivals and fasting round the year are
mentioned in Vratparv Utsav Ank (Gita Press, 2004); Story about
importance of Ann Daan (Gita Press, 1969, p. 469); Reward of Daan
(Gita Press, 1969, p. 179). Also see pp.105-108, Kya Karein, Kya na
Karein by Rajendra Kumar Dhawan (Geeta Press, Code 1381).
129 See,

for example, a short article on King Rantideva’s generosity in
The Hindu (The Hindu, 2010, p. 12).

130 A

simple rural dish made of ground barley or other corn.

131 Mahabharat.

Ashwmedh Parv. Anugeeta Parv. Ch. 93 (Ved Vyas,
2001, pp. 6293-301).

132 Unchvritti (%NDv&iÄ),
133 Seventh

a specific form of austerity.

Lambak, King Sattvasheel’s story (Bhatt S. , 2005, pp. 6-9).

134 Panchatantra

is a popular collection of stories (dated possibly to c.
200 BC), designed to teach moral and practical values to young persons. Many of the stories appear in other collections as well.
However, the unique literary value of Panchantantra is the way
these stories have been built into an educative framework.

135 Panchatantra,

Mitrasamprapti, II.155 (Sharma, Pancatantram,

185

2008, p. 530).
136 Panchatantra,

Mitrasamprapti, II.156 (Sharma, Pancatantram,

2008, p. 531).
137 Panchatantra,

Mitrasamprapti, II.157 (Sharma, Pancatantram,
2008, p. 531); also in Bhartrihari’s Neetishatakam, verse 1.43
(Gopinath, 2002, p. 43).

parapet walls (in Cuddalore, Tamilnadu) have been painted with
scenes of seven generous chieftains of the Sangam era. These include
Paari of Parambu Hills, who gave his chariot to Mullai creeper, and
Began of Palani Hills who protected a peacock shivering in the rain
by covering it with his precious shawl. (Raghunathan, 2010, p. 5).
139 Mahabharat,

as quoted by Sh. Amaranth Shukla (Shukla, 1999, pp.

88-90).
140 Mahabharat,

as quoted by Sh. Amaranth Shukla (Shukla, 1999, pp.
88-90); also see ‘Karn ki Udarata’ in Badon ke Jeevan se Shiksha
(Poddar, 2009, pp. 29-31).

141 Distinct

from King Vali of Kishkindha, referred in Ramayan.
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138 In an interesting contemporary example, the Chidambaram flyover

142 See

Only Three Paces of Land on page 122.

143 He

persisted even though he was warned by his Guru against making the promise.

144 Skand

Puran - Maheswar Kedar Khand. Ch. 18. V. 45-139 (Ved
Vyas, 2003, pp. 36-38).

145 Skand

Puran - Maheswar Kedar Khand. Ch. 18. V. 117-130 (Ved
Vyas, 2003, p. 38).

146 Skand

Puran - Vaishnav Khand. Ch. 148 (Ved Vyas, 2006, pp. 51517); Skand Puran - Vaishnva Khand. 2-8-Ch. 4 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p.
II:280).

147 Ramcharit

Manas, Uttar Kaand VII.103. Also see commentary on
this verse in Manas Peeyush (Sharan, 2001, pp. 563-66).

148 Manas

Goodharth Chandrika, comment on Uttar Kaand VII.103b
(Saraswati, 2000, pp. 588-89).

149 This

has been held up as an ideal in several scriptures, as a way of
balancing practical life with spiritual imperatives. Yajur Ved (4.19)
recommends that life should be enjoyed with detachment.

150 A

sankalp need not be followed by a written declaration, and is
recognised by Indian courts (Varadachari, 2005, pp. 140-41).

186

151 Agni

Puran, Chapter 208, verses 6-12 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 133-34).

152 Pledge.
153 A

sub-division of caste; somewhat similar to clan.

154 Appropriate
155 Affluence,
156 Also

conduct.

wealth, greatness.

in exchange of money or in giving witness.

157 Aveechimaan (AvIicman),

pooyod (pUyaed), praanrodh (àa[raex), vishasan
(ivzsn), lalabhaksh (lalaÉ]), saarmeyadan (sarmeyadn), ayahpaan
(Ay>pan) (Pandeya, 1988, p. 59).
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158 This

widely-held belief has resulted in a unique innovation: in religious towns such as Haridwar, where many Hindus go to spend
their last days, the same cow is donated and sold again and again,
often for as little as a hundred rupees!

159 3.16.1

(Kangle, 2000, p. I:121); (Rangarajan, 1992, p. 443).

160 Gairola,

1996, p. 323. However, both Kangle and Rangarajan interpret this shlok to mean that a daan of entire property, family or self
is impractical and can be annulled. 3.16.3 (Kangle, 2000, p. II:244);
(Rangarajan, 1992, p. 444).
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161 Devi

Bhagwat Puran, Section VII , Chapters 19-23 (Ved Vyas, 2009,
pp. 93-105); Also in Puranic Encyclopedia, under the entry
‘Visvamitra’ (Mani, 1975, pp. 872-75).

162 Acording

to the story, Vishwamitra had a long-standing feud with
Vasishth (Harishchandra’s Purohit). He wanted to prove that King
Harishchandra would not hold fast to his promise.

163 Ch.8,

v. 212-213 (Kaundinnyayan, 2007, p. II:577).

164 This

is similar to the modern concept of having to return unspent
grant funds, or funds which were mis-spent.

165 Koorm Puran, Upari Vibhag, Ch.26, v. 10 (Ved Vyas, 2005, p. 375);

Padm Puran, Swarg Khand Ch.57.10 (Ved Vyas, 2003, 2008, p. II:51).
166 Vaman

Puran, Ch.31, v.23 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 135).

167 Bhagwat

Puran, Skandh 8, Ch.19, v.36 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 841).

168 Shukraneeti,

Ch. 2, verse 177 (Shukracharya, 1998, p. 208).

169 See,

for example, the story of King Harishchandra. Devi Bhagwat
Puran, Section VII , Chapters 19-23 (Ved Vyas, 2009, pp. 93-105);
Also in Puranic Encyclopedia, under the entry Visvamitra (Mani,
1975, pp. 872-75).

170 See,

for example, the story of King Shibi. Mahabharat, Shanti Parv,
Ch. 234, v.19; Anushasan Parv, Ch.137, v.4 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp.
5043, 5103).

187

171 For

a discussion of various recommendations on giving, in Sanskrit
and Tamil literature, see Prof. Rangachari’s ‘Economic Thinking in
India’, where he has referred to the ideas of Thiruvalluvar, Narad,
Bhuttatalwar, Nammalwar, Adi Shankarcharya, Manu,
Shukracharya, Kalhana, Kalithogai, and Kamban (Rangachari, 2002,
pp. 214-215, 217).

172 Mahabharat,

Ashwamedh Parv, 14.90.96-97 (Ved Vyas, 2001,

p. 6299).
Skand Puran,
Maheswar Kedar Khand. Ch. 12. Verse 32 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 21).

174 xmaRy yzse=waRy kamay Svjnay c, pÂxa ivÉjiNvÄimhamuÇ c maedte.

Shreemadbhagwat Puran, 8.19.37 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 841).
175 Vitt,

which could mean income or wealth. Here, the sense of
income appears to be more appropriate.

176 Equal

parts have not been clearly specified. However, the structure
of the verse appears to indicate that the parts should be equal.

177 Jha

P. D., 1987, p. 35.
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173 NyayaepaijRtivÄen dzma<zn
e xImta, ktRVyae ivinyaegí $zàITywRht
e v.

178 Vetalpanchvinshati

(commonly called as Betal Pacheessi) is a compilation of 25 stories.

179 Thirukural,

Ch.22-23, v. 211-230 (Thiruvalluvar, 1990, pp. 40-1).

180 As

interpreted by Prof. Rangachari. Interestingly, Thiruvalluvar has
also distinguished between the motivation of those who give for
relief of poverty, and those who give for economic empowerment.
The former give for moral reasons, whereas the latter give for economic reasons (Rangachari, 2002, p. 214).

181 Chapter

67 (Alberuni, 2001, pp. 149-50).

182 This

is in line with the Panchatantra verse, which lays down only
three ways to dispose of wealth: bhog, daan and naash (consumption, donation or loss). Panchatantram, II.155-157 (Sharma,
Panchatantram, 2004, p. 317).

183 This

sounds similar to money spent for yash - or public works
which enhance prestige.

184 Circa

1270 AD.

185 Mahabharat

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 45).
These verses could not be traced in the available versions of
Mahabharat.

188

186 Shiv

Dharm as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 44-5).
The original text or the book could not be traced. Sanskrit Vangmay
Kosh lists two books, either of which might be the source: 1. Shiv
Dharm Shastram, a collection of hymns by Nandikeshwar, and 2.
Shiv Dharmottaram, a Shaiva text with 9400 verses. (Varnekar,
2001, p. 367).

187 Brahadaranyak

Upanishad. V.2.251.1-3 (Gita Press, 2004, pp. 1178-

81).
188 Reference
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to this story is also found in Ramcharit Manas
(VII.102.9). Commenting on this verse, Pt. Vijayanand Tripathi has
said that people need to use their acumen in making daan, rather
than in deceiving others (Sharan, 2001, p. 556).

189 Matsya

Puran, Chapters 274-290 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1041-69).

190 Padm

Puran (Srishti Khand, Ch. 48, v.123-126) (Ved Vyas, 2003,
2008, p. I:154).

191 See,

for instance, Yagnavalkya Smriti, Ch.1, v.204-209 (Shastri B. D.,
1988, p. III:1254); Also Brihaspati Smriti, v. 18 (Prasad, 1995, p.
268).

192 According

to Mahabharat, these motif-based daan are an alternate
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to daan of real cows. These can be performed if real cows are not
available. These were popularized by Nachiketa (son of Uddalak),
after a dialogue with Yam. Anushasan Parv. Ch. 71 (Ved Vyas, 2001,
p. 5693).
193 Atharvaved

(9.7.1-26) as quoted in Kalyan (Gita Press, 1995,

pp. 7-8).
194 See,

for instance, Brihatparashar Smriti 5.34-41 (Shastri B. D., 1988,
pp. V:738-39).

195 See,

for instance, Padm Puran (Srishti Khand, Ch. 48, v.157-166)
(Ved Vyas, 2003, 2008, p. I:155), Bhavishya Puran (Uttar Parv, Ch.
69.25-37) (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. 242-43), Gau Savitri Stotra in
Brahmaand Puran, as quoted in Kalyan (Gita Press, 1995, p. 12),
Skand Puran (Aavantya Khand, Rewa Khand, Ch.84, v. 104-110)
(Ved Vyas, 2003, p. V:246), and Mahabharat (Ashwamedhik Parv,
Vaishnavdharm Parv, Ch.92, verses from Dakshinatyaya version)
(Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 6348-49).

196 Skandpuran,

as quoted (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 180).

197 For

a more modern interpretation of this story, see comment by
Shri Ram Das Gaud, as quoted in Manas Peeyush (Sharan, 2001,
p. VI:21).

198 Kalika

Puran, as quoted in Hindi Shabd Sagar (Nagari Pracharini
Sabha, 1996, pp. VI-2883); See also Valmik Ramayan (Sundar
Kaand, Ch.1, verses 122-126), which has a slightly different version
of the story (Maharishi Valmik, 2001, p. II:9).

189

199 Matsya

Puran (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 301-02); Also see Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 204 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:733-35).

200 Described
201 Bhuvan

in Agni Puran, Ch.212 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 404).

Kosh.

202 Some

203 Based

on Part V, Ch. 16, Shreemad Bhagvat Puran (Ved Vyas, 2003,
pp. I:518-21); Also described in Ling Puran, Poorv Bhag, Ch. 48
(Ved Vyas, 2007, pp. 209-11). For an overview of interpretations and
graphic representations of Meru, see Ch. 2: The Islands and Oceans
of Bhu-Mandala (Thompson, 2007, pp. 19-46).

204 Bik,

Altai Expedition 2010: Belukha Mount.

205 For

a discussion of possible locations (Rudra Himalaya, Uttar Kuru,
Kedarnath, Almora, Pamirs, etc.), and particularly Kalidas' description of Meru Parvat, please see 'Kalidas Ka Bharat' (Upadhyaya,
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of these names differ from those given in Shreemad Bhagwat
Puran.

2003, pp. 25-27).
206 See

Note 568 for more on pal.

207 Abode
208 Agni

of Shreevishnu.

Puran, Chapter 212, verses 19-21½ (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

209 Matsya

Puran, ch. 22. verse 89 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 77).

210 Shreemad

Bhagwat Puran, Part III, ch. 13 (Ved Vyas, 2003,
pp. 224-30).

211 Puranic

Encyclopedia (Mani, 1975, p. 827).

212 Mahabharat,

Shantiparv, Moksh Dharm Parv, Ch.345, Verses 12-24
(Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 5384-86).

213 Ritual
214 As

oblation to ancestors.

oil or paste applied to body before bathing.

215 Manusmriti,

Ch. 10, Verse 91 (Bhatt R. , 2003, p. 299)
(Kaundinnayayan, 2007, p. II:760).

216 Manusmriti,

Ch. 10, Verse 90 (Bhatt R. , 2003, p. 299)
(Kaundinnayaan, 2007, p. II:759).

217 Without
218 Pandeya,

190

storing it for additional profits.
1988, p. 235.

219 Padm

Puran, Uttar Khand. 175.30-54 (Ved Vyas, 2003, 2008, p.
III:160).

220 Sh.

Varadachari mentions Utsarg Mayukh (Neel Kanth),
Jalashayotsarg (Raghunandan), Dankriya Kaumudi and Manusmriti
in this regard. (Varadachari, 2005, p. 141). Dr. Pushpa Gupta has
given a more detailed overview of such literature and the sages or
authors (Gupta, 2004, pp. 13-52).

221 For

some excellent documentation of traditional water structures
across India, see Dying Wisdom (Centre for Science and
Environment, 1997).
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222 Matsya

Puran. Ch.58 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 221-25); Also see Brihat
Parashar Smriti (ch.11, v. 203-240) (Shastri B. D., 1988, pp. II:92327).

223 Called

soons in Hindi, this is a water creature, possibly similar to a
crocodile (Ji, 2000, p. 1489)(Ji, 2000, p. 1489). A rishi called Sisumar
lived in water like a crocodile (Puranic Encyclopedia (Mani, 1975, p.
719)). According to Vyavaharkosh, Shishumar refers to a porpoise
(Kulkarni, 2005, p. 462). The Indian Navy has named a class of submarines as ‘Shishumar’ (a variant of the German HDW Type 209).
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224 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch.68.22 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5684);
Also see Brihaspati Smriti, v.62-65 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. III:1613).

225 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch.58.10-15 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.
5655); See also Matsya Puran. Ch.58.53-54 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 225)
for a similar listing.

226 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch.58.16-18 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

5655).
227 Vishnudharmottar

Puran, Ch. 296 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 429); See also
Brihaspati Smriti, verses 62-63 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. III:1616)

228 Devi Puran

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 1007-14).

229 Stick-length,

an ancient measure of land.

230 A

kind of organic plaster, created with local ingredients. For more
on this, see History of Architecture and Ancient Building Materials
in India, Part b, Ch. 7 (Chandra, 2005).

231 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch.58.23-32 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp.

5655-56).
232 Kinnar,

Nag, Rakshas, Devta, Gandharv, humans and hermits.

233 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch.58.27, 31 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

5656).
234 Vishnudharmottar

Puran. Ch. II.30 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 193); (Ved
Vyas, 2005, pp. II:70-72).

235 Plaksh

191

(Sinha, 2003, p. 72); white fig, Ficus virens (Krishen, 2006, p.

100).
236 Vat

(Sinha, 2003, p. 72); Banyan, Ficus benghalensis (Krishen, 2006,
p. 102).

237 Udumbar

(Sinha, 2003, p. 70); cluster fig, Ficus Racemosa (Krishen,
2006, p. 56).

238 Arishta

239 Sorrowless

Tree, Saraca asoca (Krishen, 2006, p. 227). Sh. Mannalal
Abhimanyu mentions two different types of Ashok: one with orange
flowers, and the other with yellowish. (Sinha, 2003, p. 81); The true
Ashok is referred as Sita Ashok, has orange-red flowers, and is different from the Indian Fir, commonly known as Ashok in Delhi
(Krishen, 2006, p. 116).

240 Punnag

(Sinha, 2003, pp. 70, 81); Golden Champak, Michelia
champaca (Krishen, 2006, p. 83). Distinct from several varieties of
Frangipani (Plumeria rubra, Plumeria obtusa), also known as
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(Sinha, 2003, p. 80); Margosa, Azadirachth Indica (Krishen,
2006, p. 242). Ritha is also known as Arishta (Sinha, 2003, p. 72).

Champa.
241 Shireesh

(Sinha, 2003, p. 80); East Indian Walnut, Albizia lebbeck
(Krishen, 2006, p. 286).

242 Priyangu

(Sinha, 2003, p. 78); Aglaia elaeagnoidea (Flowers of
India); (Dev, 2006, pp. III-367).

243 Panasa

(Sinha, 2003, p. 80); Jackfruit, Artocarpus heterophyllus
(Krishen, 2006, p. 144).

244 Dachali

[sic], probably Kadali (Sinha, 2003, p. 93).

245 Jamboo

(Sinha, 2003, p. 69); Indian blackberry, Syzigium cumini
(Krishen, 2006, p. 86).

246 Lakuch

(Sinha, 2003, p. 79); Asiatic beechberry, Gmelina asiatica
(Krishen, 2006, p. 159).

247 Dadim

(Sinha, 2003, p. 81); Pomegranate, Punica granatum
(Krishen, 2006, p. 92).

248 Shalmali

(Sinha, 2003, p. 76); Silk cotton, Bombax ceiba (Krishen,
2006, p. 212).

249 Kovidar

(Sinha, 2003, p. 70); Mountain ebony, Bauhinia variegate
(Krishen, 2006, p. 192).

250 Vibhitika

192

(Sinha, 2003, p. 79); Belleric myrobalan, Terminalia
bellerica (Krishen, 2006, p. 150).

251 Asan

(Sinha, 2003, p. 75); Possibly Spinous Kino Tree, Bridelia
retusa (Flowers of India).

252 Palash

(Sinha, 2003, p. 71); Flame of the forest, Butea Monosperma
(Krishen, 2006, pp. 200-01).

253 Pushkar

(Sinha, 2003, p. 53).

254 This
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chapter, titled Vriksh Ayurved, also recommends use of animal
meat and other extracts for healthy growth of trees. This is also
found in Charak Samhita, which focuses on the medicinal effects of
consuming different types of animals, ignoring ritualistic prescriptions for avoiding meat.

255 Matsya

Puran. Ch.59 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 226-27); Also see
Bhavishya Puran, Madhyam Parv. Pt. III. Ch.1 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp.
II:196-98).

256 Using
257 A

water mixed with various herbs.

traditional ceremony for children, involving piercing of ear lobes.

258 Bhavishya

Puran. Madhyam Parv. Part III Ch.1. 31, 44 (Ved Vyas,
1995, pp. II:198,200).
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259 Bhavishya

Puran. Madhyam Parv. Part III Ch.2 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp.
II:200-06) See also Chapter 17 ibid.

260 Land

once given in daan should not be taken back or occupied illegally. This would lead to destruction of the aggressor's lineage, and
is a grave sin for which there is no penance (Kashyap P. , 2006, p.
100).

261 Bhavishya

Puran. Madhyam Parv. Part III Ch.15. v. 16-18 (Ved
Vyas, 1995, p. II:224).

262 Vishnudharmottar

Puran. Ch. 297.9-11 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 430).

263 Narangdana.
264 Beejpurak
265 Akshot

(Vermma & Kapoor, 1992, p. IV:145).

(Sinha, 2003, p. 71).

266 At

some places, pauranik literature honours trees as living beings.
At other places, being reborn as a tree is considered a punishment
for sins in earlier lives.

267 Vishnudharmottar
268 Matsya
269 A

Puran, Ch. 297.9-13 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 430).

Puran, Ch.154, v. 500-12 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 630-31).

paste used for cleaning the body before bathing.

270 Nandi

Puran, Skand Puran, Avnijovriksh, Brahmvaivart Puran
quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 1049-56).

271 Brahmvaivart

193

Puran quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p.

1055).
272 Kalika Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 665-66).
273 Agni

Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 673).

274 Yam

Smriti, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 674).

275 Vishwamitra

Smriti and Samvart Smriti, quoted in Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 891-92).
Puran, quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 892).

277 Various

puran, quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 892-93).

278 Skand Puran as quoted in Daan Khand

(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 994-95).

279 Surgery

(Shalya), ENT with Ophthalmology (Shalakya), Medicine
(Kaya), Psychiatry (Bhoot), Gynecology, Obstetrics and Pediatrics
(Kaumar), Medical jurisprudence and toxicology (Agad),
Gerontology (Rasayan) and Science of Aphrodisiac (Vajikaran); Per
Sushruta as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 893).

280 Parasharsmriti,

Ch. 12, v. 22-23 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. II:677);
Brihatparasharsmriti, Ch. 10, v. 280 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. II:893);
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276 Nandi

Vishnudharmottar Puran, Part 3, Ch. 301, v.3 3 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p.
432).
281 Hindu

calendar which reconciles five types of planetary move-

ments.
282 Transit

of Sun from one sign to another; See Shatatap Smriti v.14
(Prasad, 1995, p. 270).

283 The

third day of shukl paksh in the lunar month of Vaishakh,
normally in the month of May. Anything done on this day is considered to give eternal benefits. As a result, many marriages are also
performed on this day.

284 See

‘Gahadwalon ka Itihas’ for references to copperplate inscriptions confirming observance of these auspicious times for daan in c.
11th-12th century AD (Kashyap P. , 2006, pp. 96-107).

285 When

Sun transits from Sagittarius (Dhanu) to Capricorn (Makar).

286 Gupta,

2004, p. 81.

287 Naimittik

Daan defined in Padm Puran, Bhoomi Khand, Ch. 61
(Ved Vyas, 2007, p. 255).

288 Hrishiskesh

Hindi Panchang, Vikram Panchang Prakashan, Varanasi.

289 Skand

194

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 225)
and in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 872-73).

290 The

Sun spends 131/3 days in each constellation. This transit is also
tracked in the Panchang, but apparently is not considered for daan
etc.

291 Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 192 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:703-06).
292 Bahri,

Pracheen Bharatiya Sanskriti Kosh, 1994, p. 215.

293 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 193 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:70712); See also various Puran as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 849-68).

294 See
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Ch. 22, Matsya Puran for a listing of such places (Ved Vyas,
2004, pp. 72-77); Also Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 82-84).

295 Gupta,

2004, p. 81.

296 Census

of India (Office of the Registrar General and Census
Commissioner).

297 Hadith (hdIs)

715, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 355); Hadith 533,
Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:298).

298 Hadith

709, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 352); Hadith 539, Book
10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:301).
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299 Hadith

529-530, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, pp. I:296-97).

300 Hadith

528, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:295).

301 Hadith

730, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 361).

302 Declaration

of glorification of Allah.

303 Magnification
304 There

of Allah's name.

is no true god except Allah.

305 Hadith

545, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:304).

306 Arabic

for “May Allah honour him and grant him peace.”: all Allahu
’alayhi wa sallam - (S.A.W., SAAW, or SAAS).

307 Uhud,

a mountain near Medina, about 142 metres high.

308 Based

on Sir William Muir’s Life of Mahomet, as quoted in Concise
Islamic Encyclopedia (Khan, 2002, p. 462). Sir William Muir's
account of Hazrat Mohammad’s (S.A.W) death is founded on traditional histories of al-Waqidis and ibn Hisham.

309 Hadith

548, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:306).

310 Hadith

551, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:307).

311 Hadith

710, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 353).

312 Hadith

716, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 355).

313 Verse

2.271, The Noble Quran (Al-Hilali & Khan, 2000, p. 73).

314 Verse

2.262-264, The Noble Quran (Al-Hilali & Khan, 2000, pp. 71-

195

72).
315 Verse

4.5, The Noble Quran (Al-Hilali & Khan, 2000, p. 117).

316 Hadith

711, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 353).

317 Hadith

718, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, pp. 356-57).

318 Charity,

Even with a Trifle (Al-Qasim, 1999, pp. 13-14).

319 Hadith

of Hadith (hdIs). Also called Sunnah, these are Islamic
traditions, containing narratives about ways, orders, acts of worship
and statements of Hazrat Mohammad (S.A.W.). The various types
of Hadith are enumerated and described in Appendix 1 of Sahih
Muslim. Only sahih type of traditions are considered sound or reliable. (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, pp. 1183-84, 1203). For more on Sunnah,
see entry in Concise Islamic Encyclopedia (Khan, 2002, p. 758).

320 Collection

321 Urdu-Hindi
322 Hazrat

Kosh (Verma & Kapoor, 2001, p. 344).

Abu Sulayman Dawud ibn Nusayr al-Tai al-Kufi [d. 160Hor
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552, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:308), Hadith 720,
Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 357).

165H/783CE].
323 Charity

is Never Lost (Zakat Foundation of America, 2007, p. 95).

324 As

narrated by Hazrat Mohammad (S.A.W.), and recounted by
Hazrat Ali (Al-Numan, 2003, p. 303).

325 In

addition to zakaat. Also see Appendix I of Sahih Muslim, where
Khumus is described as 1/5 of war booty, given in Allah's cause etc.
(Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. 1191).

326 Also

khumus or khumsu.

327 Verse

8.41, The Noble Quran (Al-Hilali & Khan, 2000, p. 244).

328 Footnote

2, Ahsanul Bayaan (Yusuf, 1999, p. 643).

329 According

to one Hadith, the part allocated to Hazrat Mohammad
(S.A.W.) was also mostly used in resolving the difficulties of other
Muslims [Footnote 2, verse 8.41 (Yusuf, 1999, p. 643)].

330 Hadith

515, 516, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, pp. I:289-91).

331 According

to one Hadith, the part allocated to Hazrat Mohammad
(S.A.W.) was also mostly used in resolving the difficulties of other
Muslims [Footnote 2, verse 8.41 (Yusuf, 1999, p. 643)].

332 Hadith

196

783, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 378).

333 Doniger,
334 Abbas,

1999, pp. 638, 994, 1160.

2001.

335 Also

Ahl Al-Bayt, designation for the holy family of Prophet
Mohammad (S.A.W.) (Doniger, 1999, p. 24)

336 Abbas,

2001.

337 Doniger,
338 Zakaat

1999, p. 25.

also falls in the category of mandated charity.

339 Hadith

702, Book 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 349); Hadith 501, Book
10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. I:280).

340 In
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all, there are five pillars: professing of faith (shahada), prayer
(salat), poor-rate (zakaat), fasting (sawm) and pilgrimmage (hajj).
(Doniger, 1999, pp. 520-21).

341 Chapter
342 Hadith
343 Pillars

of Islam, pp. 309-310.

344 Hadith
345 It

ix, verses 5-11 (Al-Hilali & Khan, 2000, pp. 250-51).

702, Ch. 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 349).
507, Book 10 (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, pp. I:282-84).

applies only to the wealth that has been held for one full year.

346 Hadith

732, Ch. 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 362).
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347 Hadith

738, Ch. 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 366).

348 Hadith

755, Ch. 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 375); Concise Islamic
Encyclopedia (Khan, 2002, p. 800).

349 Interpretation

of the Meaning of The Noble Quran (Al-Hilali &
Khan, 2000, p. 839).

350 Fasting,

Taraweeh and Zakah (Uthaymeen, 2004, pp. 37-41).

351 Fundamentals

of Islam - Part IV: Zakah (Maududi, 2004, p. 53)

352 Chapter

ix, verse 60. Also see verses ii-43, 110, 177, iv-162, v-12, 55
and vii-156 (Al-Hilali & Khan, 2000, pp. 260; 23, 34, 48; 147; 154,
163; 229).

353 See

footnote 1, Ch. 24 (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 349); footnote 1069 of
Holy Qur'an (Ali, 1996, pp. 399-400); footnote 2, chapter ix, verse
60, Ahasanul Bayan (Yusuf, 1999, pp. I:639-95); Charity in Islam
(Senturk, 2007, p. 123). Devnagari equivalents are based on Zakaat
ki Hakeekat (Maudoodi, 2005, pp. 51-53).

354 Holy

war, or jihad is interpreted both as a battle with enemies of
Islam (smaller jihad) and with one’s own conscience (greater jihad).
For a detailed discussion on this, see The Book of Jihad in Pillars of
Islam (Al-Numan, 2003, pp. 422-494).

355 Zakat

Foundation of America, 2007, pp. 103-4.

356 Charity

in Islam (Senturk, 2007, p. 150).

357 Charity

in Islam (Senturk, 2007, p. 151).
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358 Hadith

522, Sahih Muslim (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, p. 293); Hadith 766,
Sahih Al-Bukhari (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 380); Concise Islamic
Encyclopedia (Khan, 2002, pp. 683-4).

359 Zakat

Foundation of America, 2007, p. 96; Zakah- the Religious Tax
of Islam (Ansari, p. 31). Also see Charity in Islam, where this is discussed in detail (Senturk, 2007, pp. 152-53).
520-521, Sahih Muslim (Al-Mundhiri, 2000, pp. 292-93);
Hadiths 767-768, Sahih Al-Bukhari (Az-Zubaidi, 1996, p. 380).

361 Charity

in Islam (Senturk, 2007, p. 150).

362 Charity

in Islam (Senturk, 2007, p. 154).

363 Census

of India (Office of the Registrar General and Census
Commissioner).

364 1

Corinthians 13, Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003,
p. 1250).

365 For

instance, the same passage has been translated in the Good
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360 Hadiths

News Bible as follows: “...I may give away everything I have, and
even give up my body to be burnt - but if I have no love, this does
me no good.
Love is patient and kind; it is not jealous or conceited or proud; love
is not ill-mannered or selfish or irritable; love does not keep a record
of wrongs; love is not happy with evil, but is happy with the truth.
Love never gives up; and its faith, hope, and patience never fail.
...Meanwhile these three remain: faith, hope, and love; and the
greatest of these is love.” I Corinthians, 13, Good News Bible
(Today’s English Version, pp. 216-17).
366 Matthew 25:34-40,

Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 38).

367 Luke

3:11, Good News Bible (Today's English Version, p. 79); Holy
Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1109).

368 James

2:15-17, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 286);
Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1317).

369 Luke

14:12-14, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 99);
Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1130).

370 Believer’s

Bible Commentary (MacDonald, 1995, p. 818).

371 Proverbs

11:24-25, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
630); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 728).
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372 2

Corinthians 8:2-4, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
226); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1260).

373 2

Corinthians 9:6-14, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
227); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, pp. 126162).

374 Apparently,

the words attributed to Lord Jesus Christ are not found
in the Gospels, but are an inspired addition. Believer’s Bible
Commentary (MacDonald, 1995, p. 1649).

375 Acts

20:35, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 178); Holy
Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1210).
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376 Luke

6:38, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 85); Holy
Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1115).

377 Mark

12:42-44, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 64);
Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1097).

378 In

Christian theology, the Kingdom of God will come after the Day
of Judgment.

379 Matthew

6:1-4, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 9);
Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1042).
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380 Illustrated

Bible Dictionary (Holman Bible Publishers, 2003, p.
1600); Encyclopedia of World Religions (Doniger, 1999, p. 1100).

381 See

Genesis 14:20, Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version,
2003, p. 15); Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 17).

382 Genesis

28:20-22, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, pp.
32-33); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 33).

383 Leviticus

27:30-33, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
130); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 157).

384 Nehemiah

13:10-12, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
495); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 593).

385 Proverbs

3:9-10, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 624);
Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 721).

386 Malachi

3:8-11, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, pp. 93031); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1033).

387 As

You Tithe, So You Prosper (Meyer, 1948, p. 11).

388 Matthew

23:23, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 35);
Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, pp. 1067, 1125).
Also in Luke 11:42.

389 Hebrews

7, 8:1-13, Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version,
2003, pp. 1307-38).
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390 See

Genesis 14:20, Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version,
2003, p. 15); Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p. 17).

391 As

You Tithe, So You Prosper (Meyer, 1948, p. 5).

392 Encyclopedia

of World Religions (Doniger, 1999, p. 1100).

393 Religious.

law, as distinct from religious law.

395 Germany,
396 Source:

Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Austria, Finland.

www.wikipedia.org, last visited 17August 2010.

397 Sweden

passed a law in year 2000, withdrawing the compulsory
church tax. However, later the Government decided to continue
collecting the tax on behalf of the churches, albeit as an optional
contribution by the tax-payers, along with the normal tax.

398 Number

18:20-32, Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version,
2003, pp. 187-88); Encyclopedia of World Religions (Doniger, 1999,
p. 1100).

399 1

Corinthians 9:7-14, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
212); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1246);
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394 Regal

See also Believer’s Bible Commentary (MacDonald, 1995, pp. 177476).
400 Encyclopedia
401 As

of World Religions (Doniger, 1999, p. 1100).

You Tithe, So You Prosper (Meyer, 1948, pp. 20-21).

402 2

Corinthians 8:12-15, Good News Bible (Today’s English Version, p.
227); Holy Bible (Authorized King James Version, 2003, p. 1261).

403 Believer’s

Bible Commentary (MacDonald, 1995, pp. 1851-52).

404 Census

of India (Office of the Registrar General and Census
Commissioner).

405 278,415

and 336,179 respectively, Table 1.2: Sikhs Across the World,
2005 (Dusenbery, 2009, p. 13).
Granth Sahib, p. 942, v. 36 'gurmuio namu danu #snanu.
(www.srigranth.org); Also The Adi Granth (Trump, 2007, p. CX).

406 Guru

407 Reciting

divine name, charity and bathing.

Granth Sahib, p. 1245, v. 1 "ail oa# ikDu hw÷ de#. nank ra÷ pDa[ih
se#. (www.srigranth.org); Also The Adi Granth (Dusenbery, 2009, p.

408 Guru

81).
409 Dusenbery,
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2009, p. 82.

Granth Sahib, p. 468, v. 2, scu ta pé ja[I@e ja iso scI le#. d#Aa
ja[E jIAkI ikDu pun
< u danu kre#. (www.srigranth.org); Also The Adi Granth

410 Guru

(Dusenbery, 2009, p. 82).
Granth Sahib, p.15, v. 4, nank ndrI bahre racih dain n na#.
(www.srigranth.org).

411 Guru

Granth Sahib, p.16, rta pEn[u mnu rta supde I stu danu.
(www.srigranth.org).

412 Guru

Granth Sahib, p.61, gur kI seva cakrI mnu inrmlu suou hae#.
(www.srigranth.org).

413 Guru

Granth Sahib, p.110, seva surit sbid ictu la@.
(www.srigranth.org).

414 Guru
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415 Guru

Granth Sahib, p.164, jn kI seva ^tm kama. (www.srigranth.org)

416 Prepared

by Shiromani Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee for the
Sikhs. (Shiromani Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar).

417 In older times, buildings (particularly in rural areas) had mud and

not brick paved or cement floors. To give these floors firmness and
consistency, they were thinly plastered with a diluted compound of
mud.
418 Dusenbery,

2009, p. 83.
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419 Bhai

Nand Lal’s Tanakhah-nama, v. 24.

420 In

every Gurudwara, a donation box is kept besides Sri Guru
Granth Sahib. The devotees donate in the box of their own wish.
This box is called ‘golak’.

421 Shiromani
422 However,

Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar.

only baptised (Amritdhari) Sikhs can eat off one plate.

423 Census

of India (Office of the Registrar General and Census
Commissioner).

424 Though

Buddhism was born in India, and flourished for several
centuries, it started declining around 7th century AD. It has revived
somewhat over the last one century.

known as Pali (pail) or Hinayaan (hInyan) Buddhism. According
to some, Hinayaan (Lesser Vehicle) is a pejorative and it would be
more appropriate to call this form of Buddhism as 'Nikaya
Buddhism'. Powers, 2006, pp. 152, 219.

425 Also

426 Klostermaier,

2006, p. 39.

427 Klostermaier,

2006, pp. 40-41.

428 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theravada;

last accessed 26 August

2010.
429 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theravada;

last accessed 26 August
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2010.
430 Nidan

Katha (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. I:25-26); Also see
A Concise Encyclopedia of Buddhism (Powers, 2006, p. 63).

431 Sas Jaatak (No. 316) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. III:220-24); Also in

Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp. II:1078-79).
432 Akeerti

Jaatak (No. 480) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:438-44);
Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp.
I:2-3).
Jaatak (No. 547) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp.
VI:483-618); Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera,
1983, pp. II:944-47).

434 During

his first visit to Kapilvastu.

435 Sivi

Jaatak (No.499) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:609-20); Also in
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p. II:1153).

436 Called

Veluvan because it was surrounded by bamboo (velu). The
monastery had a boundary wall, 18 cubits high (27 feet), with a
gateway and towers. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera,
1983, p. II:938).
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433 Mahavessantar

437 Nidan

Katha (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, p. I:116).

438 Dictionary

of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p. I:964).

439 Malalasekera,
440 Doniger,

1983, pp. Ii:628-29.

1999, p. 1132.

441 Presently

Shrawasti District in North Uttar Pradesh, on the border

of Nepal.
442 Nidan

Katha (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, p. I:116); Dictionary of Pali
Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp. I:963-66).

443 Also

called ‘Jetavane Anathapindikasya Aram’ [Dictionary of Pali
Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p. I:966)].

444 Pandeya,

1988, p. 478.

445 Note,

for instance, Anathapindika’s refraining from asking questions
from Lord Buddha, lest it be viewed as the price for his daan
(Dhammapad Atthakatha. i.3, as cited in Dictionary of Pali Proper
Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p. I:70). Similarly, the King of Varanasi
in Atthisen Jaatak feels obliged to offer daan in return for
Dharmopdesh [Attihsen Jaatak (No.403) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95,
pp. IV:16-18)]

446 Food,

202

clothes, medicines and lodgings.

447 Findly,

2003, pp. 58-9.

448 Aditta

Jaatak (No.424) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:128-31);
Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p.
I:246).

449 ‘The
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name given to one who is enlightened by and for himself - i.e.
one who has attained to supreme and perfect insight, but who dies
without proclaiming the truth to the world… [They] practise their
[perfection] for at least two thousand [asankheyya Kalps]. They are
born in any of the three Kulas: Brahmin, Kshatriya or
[Vaishya]….they never meet a Buddha face to face.’ (Malalasekera,
1983, pp. II:94-6).

450 Anguttar

Nikaya, iv.238 (Hare, 1978, p. 163).

451 That

is, not born among prosperous Kshatriya, Brahmin or Vaishya
families.

452 Majumdar,

Pusalker, & Majumdar, 1990, p. II:22.

453 Dictionary

of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp. II:168-74).

454 Visahya
455 See

Jaatak (No.340) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. III:292-5).

Jetavan Vihar Daan on page 113.
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456 Retreat

during rains, similar to Chaturmaas.

457 Khadir

Angar Jaatak (No.40) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. I:299308); Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983,
pp. I:708-9).

458 Chief

banker of the city, a quasi official position, recognized by the

State.
459 Evil

beings, who try to turn people away from Bauddh practice and
lull them into ignorance (Powers, 2006, pp. 137-38).

460 Malalasekera,

1983, pp. II:900-4.

461 Malalasekera,

1983, p. II:902.

462 Nagar

Vadhu or sex-worker. Vaishali is reputed to have become
prosperous through her. This prompted King Bimbisar (one of her
patrons), to get a courtesan for Rajgir also. (Malalasekera, 1983, pp.
I:155-7).

463 Powers,
464 Findly,

2006, p. 63.

2003, pp. 214-26.

465 Aditta

Jaatak (No.424) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:128-31);
Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p.
I:246).

466 Das

Bramhan Jaatak (No.495) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:56976); Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p.
I:1065).
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467 Bhikkha

Parampar Jaatak (No.496) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp.
IV:577-82); Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera,
1983, p. II:376).

468 Literally,

a field in which seeds of merit can be sown.

469 Anguttara

Nikaya, i.63 (Kashyap B. J., 1960, p. I:60); (Woodward,
1979, p. I:58).
Nikaya, iii.336 (Hare, 1978, p. III:236).

471 Majjihma

Nikaya, Discourse no.142 (Horner, 1977, pp. III:300-05);
(Findly, 2003, pp. 220-23).

472 Trillion

times.

473 Majjihma

Nikaya, iii.256 (Horner, 1977, p. III:304); (Findly, 2003, p.

222).
474 Anguttar

Nikaya, iii.336 (Hare, 1978, pp. III:236-37).

475 Mayhak

Jaatak (No.390) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. III:448-52);
Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p.
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470 Anguttar

II:447).
476 Findly,

2003, p. 37.

477 Attihsen

Jaatak (No.403) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:16-18);
Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p.
I:49).

478 Anguttar

Nikaya, iv.236 (Hare, 1978, p. IV:161).

479 Anguttar

Nikaya, iv.238 (Hare, 1978, pp. IV:163-64).

480 First

of the Twenty Four Buddhas.

481 Doorenidan

(Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. I:2-6); Also in Dictionary
of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp. II:1249-50).

482 Up

to seven preceding generations.

483 Kummaspind

Jaatak (No.415) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. IV:6672); Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p.
I:640).

484 Kulmaash
485 The

(vigna mungo).

laddoos did not have any sugar, salt or oil.

486 Nimi Jaatak (No.541) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp. VI:98-131); Also in

Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp. II:76-77).
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487 Malalasekera,
488 Who

1983, p. II:1297.

belonged to Kimbil, Mithila, Varanasi and Shravasti.

489 Mahanaarad

Kashyap Jaatak (No.544) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, pp.
230-64); Also in Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera,
1983, pp. II:518-19).

490 An
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ancient heretical sect, contemporary of Lords Buddha and
Mahaveer, which survived for about 2000 years, before dying out in
14th century AD. The adherents were ascetics, loved solitude and
austerity, disdained comfort and decencies. The sect had a fatalistic
creed, denied the theory of karm-phal, and believed that people
evolved naturally and spiritually through ceaseless rounds of births
and deaths (Majumdar, Pusalker, & Majumdar, 1990, pp. II:463-4).
This is somewhat similar to the modern theory of dialectical materialism. For more on this sect, see Makkhali Gosala in Dictionary of
Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, pp. II:398-400).

491 A

large tree, which yields scented oil.

492 Duddad

Jaatak (No.180) (Kausalyaanan, 1994-95, p. II:180); Also in
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera, 1983, p. I:1096).

493 Kausalyaanan,

1994-95, p. II:268.
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494 Census

of India (Office of the Registrar General and Census
Commissioner).

495 Large

parts of this section are based on the preachings of Digambar
Jainacharya Desbhushan Ji Maharaj (1908-?), as collected in Updesh
Saar Sangrah, and published in 1955 by Munisangh Committee,
Koocha Seth, Delhi.

496 Deshvratodadyotanam,
497 Daanopdeshnam,

Ch.7 verse 14 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 142).

commentary on Ch.2 verse 32 14 (Padmanandi,

2006, p. 87).
498 Daanopdeshnam,

commentary on Ch.2 verse 29 14 (Padmanandi,

2006, p. 85).
499 Daanopdeshnam,

commentary on Ch.2 verse 36 14 (Padmanandi,

2006, p. 88).
500 Daanopdeshnam,

commentary on Ch.2 verse 29 14 (Padmanandi,

2006, p. 85).
501 Daanopdeshnam,

Ch.2 verse 47 14 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 91).

502 Upasaksankarah,

Ch.6 verse 32 14 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 133).

503 Stage

where one lives in and runs a household.

504 Upasaksankarah,

Ch.6 verse 35 14 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 133).

505 Daanopdeshnam,

commentary on Ch.2 verse 38-39 (Padmanandi,
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2006, pp. 88-89).
506 A

mendicant who has taken five great vows of ahimsa, satya,
asteya, brahmcharya, aparigrah (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 413).

507 A

disciple of the ascetics (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 440).

508 A

509 Daanopdeshnam,

Ch.2 verse 50 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 92).

510 Daanopdeshnam,

Ch.2 verse 51 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 92).

511 Navdha

Bhakti.

512 Mendicant,

sage (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 416).

513 The

highest state of a Digambara layman, wherein he retains only
one piece of clothing (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 381).

514 Minor,

junior monk, on the 11th level, who wears three pieces of
clothing (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 412).

515 Nuns

of Digambar sect (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 387).
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person who has reached the fourth stage (guna sthana), where
one attains the correct view of reality or true spiritual insight, but
has not taken the vows (Rajkumar, 2007, p. 435).

516 Daanopdeshnam,

Ch.2 verse 1-3 (Padmanandi, 2006, pp. 78-79).

517 A

famous example of this kind of daan is the Jain Bird Hospital,
near Red Fort in Delhi, being run by Prachin Shri Aggarwal
Digambar Jain Panchayat, Delhi since 1956.

518 Deshvratodadyotanam,

Ch.7 verse 11 (Padmanandi, 2006, p. 141).

519 Gatha

Ushtavaiti, Yasna 43.1. This is the traditional rendering, as
noted by Ms. Piloo Nanavutty (Nanavutty, 1999, p. 113). This is also
the basis of the Parsi greeting ‘ushta-te’, meaning happiness to you.

520 Recited

by the Parsi delegation in front of King Jadi Rana of Sanjan
in the 12th century, and commemorated in a plaque on the Sanjan
Memorial Column, Sanjan, Gujarat. http://www.fravahr.org/
spip.php?article97; Last accessed 16-Aug-2010.

521 ‘The

Sixteen Sanskrit Shlokas’, Raham Asha, 4th June 2003,
http://www.fravahr.org/spip.php?article97; Last accessed 16-Aug2010.

522 Zarathushtra,

as quoted in Kalyan (Gita Press, 2010, p. 351).
Translation supplied by author.

523 Iyer,

2009, p. 6.

524 Ahura
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Mazda, the Supreme God, Lord of Life and Wisdom
(Doniger, 1999, p. 27).

525 Zarathushtra,
526 Angra

the Prophet.

Mainyu, the destructive spirit (Doniger, 1999, p. 26).

527 Bridge

of Judgment, to be crossed by all souls at death. Also
described as Chinvato Peretu, the Bridge of Separation, separating
good from evil (Nanavutty, 1999, p. 164).

528 Source:

Wikipedia - Bahá'í Faith by country;
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bahá'í_Faith_by_country#India; Last
accessed: 16 August 2010.

529 In
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case of a leap year, this period increases by one day, and runs
from 16th to 20th March. A new year begins on 21st March.

530 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Notes 27-29 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, pp. 178-79); (Smith,

2008, p. 53).
531 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Para 16 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, p. 25).

532 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Para 97 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, p. 55); (Smith, 2008,

p. 189).
533 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Question 89 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, pp. 132-33); (Smith,

2008, p. 189).
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534 About

2.2246 Troy ounces, or about 63.0663491 grams.

535 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Question 95 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, p. 135); (Smith, 2008,

p. 189).
536 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Question 42 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, p. 120); (Smith, 2008,

p. 189).
537 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Question 8, 44 (Baha’u’llah, 2005, pp. 108-09, 120);
(Smith, 2008, p. 189).

538 Kitab-i-Aqdas,

Para 28, Question 9 (Baha'u'llah, 2005, pp. 28, 109);
(Smith, 2008, p. 189).

539 Smith,

2008, p. 189.

540 Smith,

2008, p. 160.

541 The

Official Web-site of the Baha'i of the United States;
http://www.bahai.us/social-economic-development; Last accessed:
16-August-2010.

542 Smith,

2008, p. 325.

543 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.137, v. 1-6 (Ved Vyas, 1995,

p. III:516).
544 Christian

Aid’s Count your Blessings Calendar, Lent 2010.
http://www.christianaid.org.uk/getinvolved/lent/count-your-blessings-resources.aspx; Last accessed: 13 August 2010.
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545 Web

document titled 'Rajasthan Patrika Pvt Ltd. Department:
Patrika In Education' , World Association of Newspapers,
http://www.wan-press.org/nie/articles.php?id=826; Last accessed:
28 August 2010.

546 A

vessel gifted by Shri Surya to Draupadi, which provided an endless supply of food.

547 ‘Unlimited

Food for Education’, www.Akshayapatra.org; last accessed
28-August-2010.
2010.pdf; Last accessed: 28 April 2010.

549 Operation

Mobiliation, set up in 1957 in USA.
http://www.om.org/en/what-we-do/relief-and-development; Last
accessed 29 August 2010.

550 http://www.zakatindia.org/;

Last accessed 28 April 2010.

551 Rights-based

work, Lighting for Villages, Freeing bonded Labour,
Eliminating Child Labour, Protecting the Girl-child, Emancipation
of Women, Legal Aid Programs, Animal Shelters, etc.
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548 http://www.christianaid.org.uk/images/count-your-blessings-

552 Institution

based charity, such as a trust to help people.

word dharmada comes from the Sanskrit dharm-daay (xmR day).
It means funds taken out for dharmic (xaimRk, charitable) purposes.
Maanak Hindi Kosh (Vermma & Kapoor, 1992, p. III:161).

553 The

554 The

traders normally set aside a very small part of each sale or
transaction. This charge is shown on the invoice, just as sales tax
would be shown. The charge is then taken to a separate ledger
account and credited to ‘Shri Dharmada Account’. Whenever the
trader makes any expense of a dharmic nature (such as giving alms,
or constructing a public utility such as a piau (stall for free drinking
water), it is debited to this account. Private religious expenses are
not charged to this account.

555 ‘The
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[Foreign Contribution Regulation Bill, 2010] has been so
framed that while legitimate charitable, social, educational, medical
and activity that serves any public purpose is allowed, foreign
money does not dominate social and political discourse in India.
There is enough money for charity within India. Enough money can
be raised within India for charitable causes, the social causes.’:
Honorable Minister of Home Affairs, Sh. P. Chidambaram, replying
to the debate on FCRA Bill 2010 in Rajya Sabha. 23-August-10.
Rajya Sabha Archives.

556 Skand

Puran. Nagar Khand. Ch.426 (Ved Vyas, 2006, pp. 1202-03);
Skand Puran. Nagar Khand. Ch. 267 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. VI:300);
Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 175 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:65059).

557 Kielhorn,

Plate of Jaychandra, Vikram Samvat 1231 (c. 1174 AD),
Epigraphia Indica, Pt. IV, pp.124-26, as quoted in Gahadwalon ka
Itihas (Kashyap P. , 2006, pp. 99-100).

558 Gahadwalon

ka Itihas (Kashyap P. , 2006, p. 99).

559 Faizabad
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Copper Plate, Vikram Samwat 1237 (c. 1180 AD), mentioned by Anandswaroop Mishra, Kannauj ka Itihas (pp.705-709),
as quoted in Gahadwalon ka Itihas (Kashyap P. , 2006, p. 99).

560 r.

1658-1707 AD.

561 Extracts

from the letter of Aurangzeb to his grandson, Prince
Muhammad Bidar Bakht. p. 78, Ruka’at-i-Alamgiri (Jamshid H.
Billimoria), as quoted in India - As seen by Early Muslim
Chroniclers (Sher, 2005, p. 198).

562 Lifespan

of a Manu. About 307 million years. A manvantar is smaller than a kalp.
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563 A

kalp is a very large unit of time, about 4.32 billion years. Each
kalp has 14 Manvantar.

564 Matsya

Puran, Ch.275 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1041-43) Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.176 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:660-65).

565 Refined
566 72

butter.

x 48 angul (thickness of the finger).

567 Matsya

Puran, Ch.276 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1043-45); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 177 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:665-69).

568 Ranging

from 20 pal to 1000 pal. One pal is equal to 62.207 grams.
1 pal = 4 karsh, 1 karsh = 16 masha (Vermma & Kapoor, 1992).
A karsh is the same as a suvarn. Also see Manusmriti (VIII:133-37)
for a confirmation (Kaundinnyayan, 2007, pp. II:552-53). One tola is
equal to 12 masha, or 11.6638125 grams (Bahri, Brihat AngrejiHindi Kosh Part 2, 1969, p. App.III) (Convert Units - Measurement
Unit Converter). Therefore, a masha would weigh 0.9719844 grams.
In Acharya Kaundinnyayan’s view, one suvarn is the same as a tola,
and weighs 11.66 grams (Kaundinnayaan, 2007, p. II:553). This contradiction is probably due to use of different weighing systems in
different regions and for different items. See Prof. Subbaryappa’s
chapter on weights and measures for a general discussion on this
(Subbarayappa, 2004, pp. 260-67).
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569 Matsya

Puran, Ch.277 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1045-47); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 178 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:669-73).

570 Literally

a divine tree that lasts for an aeon (kalp). It is believed to
fulfill all wishes, somewhat like a cornucopia.

571 Ranging

from 3 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

572 Matsya

Puran, Ch.278 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1047-49); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 159 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:600-03).

573 Ranging

Puran, Ch.279 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1050-51).

575 Ranging
576 3

from 100 pal to 3,000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.
from 250 to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

577 Matsya

Puran, Ch.280 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1051-52); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 186 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:689-90).

578 Ranging

from 3 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

579 Matsya

Puran, Ch.281 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1053-54); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 187 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:690-91); also discussed in Ch. 180 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:675-79).
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574 Matsya

580 Ranging

from 3 pal to 2000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

581 Matsya Puran, Ch.282 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1054-56);

Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 180, 189 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:675-9;694-5).

582 Ranging
583 Matsya

from 5 pal to 2000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

Puran, Ch.283 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1056-57).

584 50

nivartan of land. Nivartan is an old measure of land, consisting
of 20 lattha (stick). A stick is about 5½ feet. 1 mile is about 1.6 kms.

585 The

main village in a group of 200 villages. With changes in India’s
land laws, it would no longer be feasible to acquire or donate large
pieces of land.

586 Ranging

from 5 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

587 Apparently,

each plough was pulled by four oxen (Bhavishya Puran,
Uttar Parv, Ch.166, verse 3 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:622-23). Dr.
Mahaveer mentions a plough called seer, which was very big and
required from 6-24 oxen to pull it (Mahaveer, 2001, pp. 72-3).

588 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 166 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:622-

24).
589 Matsya
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Puran, Ch.285 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1058-59); Also called
Prithvi Daan. See Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 165 (Ved Vyas,
1995, pp. III:619-22); See also Agni Puran, Ch. 213 (Ved Vyas, 2004,
p. 138), for a variation of this daan. Also see Skand Puran- Nagar
Khand. Ch.427 (Ved Vyas, 2006, pp. 1203-04); Skand Puran- Nagar
Khand. Ch.268 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. VI:301).

590 Ranging

from 20 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

591 Matsya

Puran, Ch.285 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1059-61); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 190 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:695-98).

592 Ranging

from 5 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

593 Matsya

Puran, Ch.286 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1061-63); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 179 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:196-98).
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594 Ranging

from 5 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

595 Matsya

Puran, Ch.287 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1063-64); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 182 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:682-83).

596 Ranging

from 7 pal to 1000 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

597 Matsya

Puran, Ch.288 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1064-66); Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 157 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:597-98).

598 A

collage made without using glue.

599 Matsya

Puran, Ch.289 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 1066-67); Bhavishya
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Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 183 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:683-85).
600 1

pradesh (bitta) to 100 angul.

601 For

a detailed discussion on gold in ancient Indian literature and
metallurgy, see Dube, 2007, pp. 356-416.

602 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, 3.310.11 (Shastri C. , 2009, p. 438).

603 According

to Arth Shastra, one masha is a very small measure,
equivalent to one blackgram bean, or about 0.025 grams
(Subbarayappa, 2004, p. 260).

604 Skand

Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 572).

605 Hemadri,
606 Quoted
607 Vallal

1985, p. 573.

by Neelkanth (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 151).

Sen (Daan Sagar), quoting Skand Puran (Gupta, 2004, p. 257).

608 Mahabharat
609 Vishnu
610 Vayu

(Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5739).

Dharmottar Puran (Shastri C. , 2009, pp. 437-8).

Puran (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 574-5).

611 Refined

butter.

612 Brahmand

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.

152).
613 Baudhayan
614 Agni
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Puran (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 579-83).

615 Ranging
616 Agni

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 578).

from 3 pal to 100 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

Puran (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 583-8).

617 Matsya

Puran (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 588-9).

618 The

619 Ch.10.214

(Shastri B. D., 1988, p. II:886).

620 In

Ashwini Lok per Manusmriti, 4.231 (Kaundinnyayan, 2007, p.
355), and in Surya Lok per Vishnu Dharmottar Puran, 3.312.6-9
(Shastri C. , 2009, p. 439).

621 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.

153).
622 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, 3.312.8 (Shastri C. , 2009, p. 439).

623 Garud

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
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cinema is often called rupahala parda (silver screen).
Rupahala is derived from Sanskrit ‘raupya’, which also gives us roop
(beauty) and rupaya (rupee). It is then quite appropriate that
Bollywood is both the ultimate repository of beauty, as also of enormous amounts of money!

1985, pp. 590-2).
624 Mahabharat, Anushasan Parv, 13.66.6-16 (Ved Vyas, 2001,

pp. 5677-8).
625 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007,

p. 154).
626 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 632).

627 Ling

Puran, Uttar Bhag, Ch. 42 (Ved Vyas, 2007, p. 797); Also
quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 633).

628 Aditya Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand
629 Vruddh

(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 638-9).

Gautam, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp.

635-6).
630 ½

to 1 pal of gold. See Note 568 for more on pal.

631 Baudhayan,
632 ½

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 635-6).

to 1 pal of gold. See Note 568 for more on pal.

633 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 171 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:64143); Vahni Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh(Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.
159); Vahni Puran and Koorm Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 639-41).
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634 Kaalottar,

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 641-2).

635 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 642-43).

636 Garud

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.

160).
637 Dev,

2006, p. II:300.

638 Vahni

Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 644-

46).
639 Sun-shade.
640 Anushasan
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Parv, 13.62 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 5663-70); Also see
Bhoomi Daan in Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.164 (Ved Vyas,
1995, pp. III:616-19).

641 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv, 13.62.9-10 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5664).

642 Extra

shlok in Mahabharat, Anushasan Parv, 13.62 (Ved Vyas, 2001,
p. 5665).

643 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv, 13.62.59 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5667).

644 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv, 13.62.81-82 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

5669).
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645 Skand

Puran - Maheswar Kedar Khand. Ch. 18-19 (Ved Vyas, 2003,
pp. 39-41).

646 Pandeya,

1988, p. 541; Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 51.

647 Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 137 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:516-19).
648 Brihaspati

Smriti, v.5-19, 32-33 (Shastri B. D., 1988, pp. III:1610-13);
Dr. Kashyap's references to Faizabad copperplate inscriptions support the view that these concepts did not remain in scriptures alone
but were widely believed and practised (Kashyap P. , 2006, p. 100).

649 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, 3.305.1-17 (Shastri C. , 2009, p. 434).

650 From

tip of the finger to the elbow, or roughly 16 inches; would
vary from one person to another.

651 Land

equivalent to 15 x 15 lengths measured with a 13-feet long
pole (Pandeya, 1988, p. 214), roughly 3,700 square meters.

652 Leads

to Gandharv Lok.

653 Leads

to Agni Lok.

654 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 168 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:628-

32).
655 Resthouse
656 Agni

for pilgrims or for public ceremonies such as weddings.

Puran, 211.17-18 (Jha & Tripathi, 1998, p. 563).

657 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv, 13.23.99-100 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp.
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5557-58).
658 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.

161).
659 Garud

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.

161).
660 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 648-49).

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, p. 649).

662 Chaturvarg
663 Koorma

Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 653-56).

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp.

167-69).
664 Signifying

married life.

665 Markandeya

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani
(Hemadri, 1985, p. 677).

666 Monastery.
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661 Brahmand

667 Markandeya

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 666-67).

668 As

quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 668-71).

669 As

quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, p. 672).

670 A

shelter for cows.

671 World

of divine cow named Surabhi.

672 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.148 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p. III:573).

673 As

recommended in Dharm Shastra and perhaps practiced in
earlier times.

674 The

significance and variety of these cows has been described in
great detail in Mahabharat, Ashvamedh Parv (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp.
6344-49). Also see Ch. 111.15-17 of Varah Puran (Ved Vyas, 1982,
pp. 183-84).

675 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 161 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:605-

11).
676 Or

a thousand cows. Mahabharat, (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 6345); Also
see Ch. 111 of Varah Puran (Ved Vyas, 1982, pp. 183-84).

677 Aditya
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Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, p. 461).

678 A

king’s coronation.

679 Koorma

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 462-63).

680 Varah

Puran. Ch. 102.3-21 (Ved Vyas, 1982, pp. 174-75); Agni
Puran. Ch. 210.13-29 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 135).

681 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, Ch. 308 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 436); Varah
Puran. Ch.99.82-92 (Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 172).

682 Hemadri
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uses the word ‘kanak’ instead of ‘hema’ or ‘suvarn’ in this
particular verse. Kanak can mean gold or wheat. Considering the
context, and the normal usage pattern, kanak has been translated as
wheat, being golden in colour. Aditya Puran, as quoted in Daan
Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 405-06).

683 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, Ch. 307 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 436) ; See
also Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 175-76); An alternative form
called Navneet Dhenu, is made with fresh butter. See Varah Puran.
Ch.107.4-8 (Ved Vyas, 1982, pp. 179-80); Bhavishya Puran, Ch. 154
(Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:590-91).

684 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, Ch. 309 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 436); also
Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 176-77); Varah Puran. Ch.100.2-12
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(Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 173); Bhavishya Puran, Ch. 153 (Ved Vyas,
1995, pp. III:584-9).
685 Skand

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 177);
Varah Puran. Ch.105.3-15 (Ved Vyas, 1982, pp. 178-79).

686 Daan

Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 178); Varah Puran. Ch.106.4-6 (Ved
Vyas, 1982, p. 179).

687 Skand

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 178-79).

688 Varah

Puran. Ch.101.-12 (Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 174). Also see Skand
Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 179-80).

689 Varah

Puran. Ch.103.7-17 (Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 176). Also see Skand
Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 180).

690 Fly-whisk

made with hair from the tail of a Sura cow (Vermma &
Kapoor, 1992, p. II:188).

691 Varah

Puran. Ch.109.2-8 (Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 181). Also quoted in
Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 181).

692 Clothes

have been created by Shri Brahma for covering of people,
and cotton cloth is the best amongst these (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 43132).

693 Varah

Puran. Ch.108.2-12 (Ved Vyas, 1982, pp. 180-81). Also see
Bhavishya Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 181);
Bhavishya Puran, Ch. 155 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:592-4).
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694 Varah

Puran. Ch.110.4-7 (Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 182). Also see
Bhavishya Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 181).

695 Varah

Puran. Ch.110.12-14 (Ved Vyas, 1982, p. 183). Also see
Bhavishya Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 181).

696 Daan

697 Vahni

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., p. 183).

698 Vahni

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 182-83).

699 Bhavishya

Puran, Ch. 151 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:576-80).

700 Various

types of daan under this category have been described in
Ch.73 of Anushasan Parv. (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 5695-700); See also
Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 444-5).

701 See

for example verse 33, Anushasan Parv, Ch. 71 (Ved Vyas, 2001,
p. 5692); Also verse 42, Ch.73 of Anushasan Parv. (Ved Vyas, 2001,
p. 5699).
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Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 182-83); Also see Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 436-37); Bhavishya Puran, Ch. 156 (Ved Vyas,
1995, pp. III:594-6).

702 Kathopnishad

(2006, pp. 177-318)(2006, pp. 177-318). In another
version of this story, Yam praises the people who make Gau Daan.
Anushasan Parv, Ch. 71 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 5689-94).

703 Kathopnishad
704 Not

(2006, pp. 177-318)(2006, pp. 177-318).

yielding milk any more.

705 Bhavishya

Puran, Ch. 158 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:598-600).

706 Gaurd

Puran. Uttar Khand. Dharm Kaand. Pret Kalp. Ch. 47.25-36
(Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 473-74). Also see Brahm Vaivart Puran as
quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., pp. 188-89); Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 473-76).

707 Gaurd

Puran. Uttar Khand. Dharm Kaand, Pret Kalp. Ch. 47. 8
(Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 470).

708 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 78.14-15 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.
5711); also see Uttar Parv. Ch. 160. Bhavishya Puran, Ch.150, 160
(Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:575-6,604-5).

709 Uttar

Parv. Ch. 160.11-13. Bhavishya Puran (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.
III:605).

710 Sattu.
711 Matsya Puran, Chapter 83 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 287-91); Also in
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Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 195 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:714-18).
712 1,000

dron. One dron equals 32 seer (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 288)(Ved
Vyas, 2004, p. 288), or 29.8 Kg. One seer equals 0.9331 Kg (Bahri,
Brihat Angreji-Hindi Kosh Part 2, 1969, p. 2171).

713 Anthocephalus
714 Himalayan

indicus.

Cedar.

715 Named

Chaitrarath.

716 Named

Vaibhraaj.

717 Vigna

mungo.
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718 Named
719 Or

Saavitra.

one Kapila cow, if the donor has limited finances.

720 Literally

the time that elapses between two Manus; 100
Manavantars would come to about 30.7 billion Earth years.

721 Matsya

Puran, Chapter 84 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 292); Also see
Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 196 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:71920).

722 Matsya

Puran, 84.6-8 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 292); Bhavishya Puran,
Uttar Parv, Ch. 197 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:720-22).
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723 Matsya

Puran, Chapter 85 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 293).

724 Ten

bhaar. One bhaar = 20 paseri = 100 seer = 93 kg (Vermma &
Kapoor, 1992, p. IV:212). According to an alternative view, one
bhaar = 3 maund = 2000 pal [Footnote 2 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 285)].
See Note 568 for more on pal. Agni Puran (210.17-18) states: One
dron = 4 aadhak = 64 pal. Again, one bhar = 20 tula. Then 1 tula =
100 pal, 1 pal = 4 Suvarn. 1 suvarn = 16 masha; 1 masha = 5 krishnal (gunja) (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 135). This system is also mentioned
in Manu Smriti (VIII:133-37). See Note 568 for more on pal.

725 140

kg to 465 kg.

726 Matsya
727 432

Puran, 85.6-7 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 293).

billion years of Earth time.

728 Dweep.

According to Hindu tradition, the Earth has seven continents, surrounded by seven oceans.

729 Matsya

Puran, Chapter 86 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 294); Also see
Hemachal in Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 198 (Ved Vyas, 1995,
pp. III:722-23).

730 1000
731 250

pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

to 500 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

732 Seed

from which Brahma emerges.
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733 Matsya Puran, Chapter 87 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 295); Also see

Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 199 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:724-26).
734 Ten

dron.

735 Matsya

Puran, Chapter 88 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 295-96); Also see
Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 200 (Ved Vyas, 1995,
pp. III:726-27).

736 Matsya

737 Ambrosia.
738 Semi-divine

beings (Khechar, Gandharv, Kinnar etc.), with special

attainments.
739 Sage

or seer who has achieved special powers through yog and
sadhana.

740 Nymphs.
741 Matsya

Puran, Chapter 90 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 297-98); Also see
Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 202 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:729-
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Puran, Chapter 89 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 296-97); Also see
Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 201 (Ved Vyas, 1995,
pp. III:727-28).

30).
742 Pearls

have now become relatively cheap due to modern farming
techniques. In earlier times, pearls were much more expensive.

743 Garutmat

Mani (Vermma & Kapoor, 1992, p. II:97).

744 Matsya

Puran, Chapter 91 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 298-99); Also see
Raupyachal in Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 203 (Ved Vyas,
1995, pp. III:730-31).

745 Semi-divine

singers and dancers.

746 Semi-divine

singers, with a horse-like face.

747 Nymphs.
748 Matsya Puran, Chapter 92 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 299-300);

Bhavishya
Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 204 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:731-35).

749 8

bhaar.

750 Mandaar,
751 Nectar,

Paarijaat and Kalp Vriksh.

ambrosia.

752 Moksh.
753 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 11-18 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

754 This
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is considered the best. If half a prasth gems are used, then the
daan is of medium quality. If one-fourth prasth gems are used, then
the daan is of the lowest quality.
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755 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 19-22 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

756 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 22-23 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

757 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 23-24 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

758 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 24-25 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

759 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 25-26 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

760 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 26 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

761 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 27 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

762 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 28-29 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

763 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 29 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

764 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 30-31 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

765 Five

khari or maund (Jha & Tripathi, 1998, p. 570). One maund
equals 40 seer or 37.3242 Kg (Bahri, Brihat Angreji-Hindi Kosh Part
2, 1969, pp. 2170-71).

766 It

is not clear whether the Meru alone should have three peaks, or
the other twelve mountains should also have three peaks.
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767 Agni

Puran, Ch. 212, Verse 31-32 (Ved Vyas, 2004, p. 138).

768 Daan

Sagar, as quoted (Gupta, 2004, p. 268).

769 Yam, as quoted in Chaturvarg

Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, p. 606).

770 Brahm

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 600-1).

771 Skand

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 600-1).

772 Yam,

as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, pp.
600-1).

773 Vishnu

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, p. 601).

774 Based

on different puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 607-621).

775 Mahabharat,

as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 607-10).

776 Brahmand

Puran etc., as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 610-11).

777 An

778 Hemadri

has suggested that Shri Maheswar's representation should
be made with 100-1000 nishk of gold. His consort, in the form of
Manomanni Devi (500-50 nishk of gold) should be installed to his
left.

779 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,
p. 613).

780 Baudhayan,

as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,

p. 601).
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old measure of gold (Dev, 2006, pp. II:903-4). According to
Manusmriti (8.137), this is equivalent to four gold coins (mohar)
(Kaundinnayayan, 2007, p. II:553). According to Amar Kosh, this is
equivalent to one pal, or 108 karsh gold (Abhimanyu, 2003, p. 257).
Also refers to a gold necklace, which is the basis of the modern jewellery brand, Tanishq. For a discussion on various uses of nishk, see
Vaidic Arthavyavastha (Mahaveer, 2001, p. 148), and Prof. Dube’s
comments (Dube, 2007, p. 381). See Note 568 for more on pal.
There appear to be differing versions of this measure, some of
which may be poetic hyperbole. According to one such version, this
consists of wealth consisting of 1000 gold oxen, one hundred cows
for each ox, and 108 gold coins, constitute one nishk [Dron Parv, Pt.
VII, Ch. 67, v. 8 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 3268)].

781 Attributed

to Baudhayan by Hemadri in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani
(Hemadri, 1985, p. 614).

782 Baudhayan,

as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,

pp. 614-15).
783 The

nature of this disease is not clear. However, Ayurved recommends use of Singhnaad Guggul for this disease.

784 A

pudding.

785 Gautam,

as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, pp.

615-17).
786 Water

left over in the pot used to dip the sruva.

787 Gautam,

as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985, pp.

618-19).
788 Brahamand

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 619-20).

789 Along
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with Hindus, Egyptian tradition also visualized the creator as
springing from the heart of a lotus flower (water lily). The leaves
and fruit represent motion of intellect, and its emergence from mud
symbolizes the eminence of intellect over matter. The intellectual
sovereignty of the creator is symbolised by seating the deity on the
lotus (Ayto, 2005, p. 843).

790 Varivarg
791 Pathak,
792 Bhatt

10, v. 36-41 (Abhimanyu, 2003, pp. 52-53).

2001, pp. 55-58.

N. K., 2007, pp. 155-7.

793 Prasth,

an ancient Indian measure of volume.

794 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 157).
Also see Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 624-5).

795 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,
pp. 625-6) and in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp. 157-8).

796 Vayu
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Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,
pp. 621-2).

797 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,
pp. 622-3).

798 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,
pp. 623-4).

799 Literally,

one who is not a valid object of meditation.

800 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri, 1985,
pp. 626-7).
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801 Brahmand

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 627-8).

802 Hemadri,
803 A

1985, pp. 628-31.

form of Shri Shiv, literally one who has triumphed over death.

804 Vyau

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp.
225-26).

805 Acacia

Catechu.

806 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.185 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:68788); Also see Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 772-74) and Daan
Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp. 226-27).

807 Horse,

palanquin, elephant etc.

808 Daan

Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp. 230-31); Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 764-65).

809 This

appears related to the visualization of the human body as a
wheel of time, with the consciousness (represented by Moon) at its
centre. Mahabharat, Ashwamedh Parv. Ch.45. Verses 1-12 (Ved
Vyas, 2001, p. 6193).

810 Brahmand

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p.

232).
811 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 188 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:69293); Also Brahmand Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N.
K., 2007, pp. 234-37); Also Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 693707).
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812 The

813 Bhavishya

Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.188.20-21 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:693).
814 Vishnu

Samhita as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp.
237-38); Also Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 911-15); Bhavishya
Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.184 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:685-87).

815 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv, 13.57.40 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5653);
Vishnudharmottar Puran. 3.311.2-3 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 438).

816 Vishnudharmottar

Puran, Part III, Ch.313 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 439).
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puran recommend a black antelope skin for this. At the same
time, the Brahmin who accepts this daan is considered ritually
unclean, and is not invited to other daan and shraaddh ceremonies.
See Bhavishya Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.188.19 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.
III:693). Further, this recommendation is also not appropriate now,
as Blackbuck is protected in India by the Wildlife Protection Act of
1972.

Also quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 905-6); Also see
Koorm Puran, Uttar Bhag, Ch.26 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 309).
817 Kashyap

and Narad Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 910-11).

818 Skand

Puran and Vishnu Dharmottar Puran, as quoted in Daan
Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 927-30).

819 Skand

Puran, and Vishnu Dharmottar Puran, as quoted in Daan
Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 927-28).

820 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.167 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:62528). Also see Bhavishyottar Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 931-35), and Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007,
p. 241).

821 Bhavishya

Puran uses the term Bhargava, denoting a sage, instead
of the potter. This is not consistent with the rest of the verse, which
indicates that the person is requested to make clay pots, and he
then goes on to make and fire a thousand clay pots (Ved Vyas, 1995,
pp. III:626-27). Therefore, the term kumbhakar, used in Hemadri's
Daan Khand, has been preferred instead (Hemadri, 1985, p. 933).

822 Bhavishya
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Puran, Uttar Parv. Ch.170 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:63841); Also see Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 241) and Daan
Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 935-37).

823 Items

required for Khichri.

824 The

concept of Akshay Patra is being used with great effect to raise
funds for run a meals program for children (www.akshaypatra.org).

825 @v< iÇivx< iv*adan< puStkdan< àitmadanmXyapn< ceit

- Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N.

K., 2007, p. 244).
826 See

Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv. Ch.174 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp.
III:648-50).

827 Daan

Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 513-14).
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828 Shiksha,
829 Rig,

Chhand, Vyakaran, Nirukt, Kalp, Jyotish.

Yajur, Saam, Atharv.

830 Agriculture.
831 Various

puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp.

514-16).
832 Garud

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, p. 525).

833 Vahni

Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 525).
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834 Garud

Puran, as quoted in Chaturvarg Chinta Mani (Hemadri,
1985, pp. 511-12); Also see Brihaspati Smriti v.18 (Shastri B. D.,
1988, p. III:1612).

835 Vishnudharmottar
836 Garud

Puran. 3.302.1-4 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p. 433).

Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 525).

837 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.174. 16-21 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:649).
838 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.174.22-25 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:650).
839 One

kalp is taken as 4.32 billion solar years, but is equal to a single
divine day of Brahma.

840 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.174.26-28 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:650).
841 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.174.4-11 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:650).
842 Vaishnav
843 As

or Shaiv.

mechanical printing was not known in India at the time.

844 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch.174.12-14 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:649).
845 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 96.16-21 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.
5774); Also see Vishnudharmottar Puran. 3.298.21 (Ved Vyas, 2009,
p. 430) and Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 924-926).

846 Mahabharat,
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Anushasan Parv. Ch. 96.16-19 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

5774).
847 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 66.2-3 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p. 5677).

848 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 96.20-21 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

5774).
849 Skand

Puran, Vaishnav Khand. Ch. 134 (Ved Vyas, 2006, pp. 477-

850 Also

referred as Ann-kshetra or sadavrat.

851 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 7.7; Ch. 66.57,60; (Ved Vyas,
2001, pp. 5449, 5681); Bhavishya Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 169 (Ved
Vyas, 1995, pp. III:632-38).

852 Verse

8 (Shastri B. D., 1988, p. III:1465).

853 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 66.56-64; Ch.67.4-10; Chapter 63
is devoted to praise of Ann Daan (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp. 5677-82).
Also see Padm Puran, Bhoomi Khand, Ch. 94, verse 50-61(Ved
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80).

Vyas, 2003, 2008, p. II:91), and Koorma Puran, Uttar Bhag, Ch. 26.
Verse 17 (Ved Vyas, 2003, p. 307).
854 Manas

Peeyush, Lanka Kaand, 6.26.5-8 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 158-9).

855 Divine

cow, provider of all material desires, similar to cornucopia.

856 God

of love, similar to Cupid.

857 Divine

tree which fulfills all desires.

858 Subhashit

Ratna Mala Bhandagar, as quoted in Manas Peeyush,
Lanka Kaand, 6.26.5-6 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 158-9), and in Manas
Goodharth Chandrika, Lanka Kaand, 6.26.5-6 (Saraswati, 2000, p.
90).

859 Rigved

Samhita, Adhyaya 6, Varg 22-23 (Trivedi, 2003, pp. VIII:466-

72).
860 Deval,
861 Vyas,

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 986).

as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, p. 898).

862 Note

in Manas Peeyush, Ayodhya Kaand, 2.80.3 (Sharan, 2001, p.
372). Also described in Manas Goodharth Chandrika, Ayodhya
Kaand, 2.80.3 (Saraswati, 2000, pp. 322-23) .

863 View

of Pandit Vijayanand Tripathi, as given in Manas Peeyush,
Ayodhya Kaand, 2.80.3 (Sharan, 2001, p. 372).
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864 Manas

Peeyush, Ayodhya Kaand, 2.80.3-4 (Sharan, 2001, pp. 371-2).

865 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, 2.92.54 (Ved Vyas, 2009, pp. 242-43),
Bhavishya Puran, Brahmand Puran and Vishnu Dhamottar Puran,
as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 921-22).

866 Skand

Puran, Padm Puran and Vishnu Dharmottar Puran, as
quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 920-21).

867 A

highly scented paste made with equal parts of camphor, aguru
(Aquilaria agollocha), musk, and sheetal chini (Cubeba officinalis/
Piper Cubeba)(Abhimanyu, 2003, p. 155).

868 Jabali
THE FORGOTTEN POT OF GOLD

and Skand Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K.,
2007, p. 245); also quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 89899).

869 Various

puran as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 899-

902).
870 Various

puran as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 98891); Vishnudharmottar Puran, Part 3, Ch.296. verse 1-5 (Ved Vyas,
2009, p. 429).

871 Mahabharat.

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 68.15-22 (Ved Vyas, 2001, pp.
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5683-84).
872 Bhavishya

Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.172 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:644-

46).
873 Chaitra

Mahotsav.

874 Bhavishya

Puran specifies a Brahmin (Ved Vyas, 1995, p. III:644).

875 See

also Vishnudharmottar Puran. Ch. 298.4-9 (Ved Vyas, 2009, p.
430).

876 Bhavishya

Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.172. 17-21 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.

III:645).
877 Bhavishya

Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.172. 23-25 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp.

645-46).
878 Daan

Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 994-95).

879 Aditya

Puran, Brahmvaivart Puran, and Skand Puran, as quoted in
Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 960-61).

880 A

wandering ascetic. The Sanskrit word yati, has found a curious
adaptation in the modern legend of the yeti, known as the abominable snowman of the Himalayas.

881 Suffering

in death.

882 Bhavishya

Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.173. (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:64546); Also quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 937-39).
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883 The

persons gathered around the fire pass their time by engaging in
songs, gossip and dialogue.

884 Bhavishyottar

Puran, Mahabharat etc., as quoted in Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 937-39).

885 Mahabharat,

Anushasan Parv. Ch. 98.46-54 (Ved Vyas, 2001, p.

5791).
886 Vishnu

887 Vishnudharmottar

Puran, Khand III, Ch. 302, v. 7 (Ved Vyas, 2009,
p. 433). Also quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 946-51).

888 Vishnudharmottar

Puran, Khand III, Ch. 302, v. 11-30 (Ved Vyas,
2009, p. 433). Also quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 94651).

889 Mahabharat,

Van Parv, Markandeya Samaasya Parv. Ch. 197 (Ved
Vyas, 2001, pp. 1515-18).

890 Gaurd

Puran, Vishnudharmottar Puran as quoted in Daan Khand
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Puran, Nandi Puran, Mahabharat, Ramayan, Padm Puran,
Agni Puran, Vishnudharmottar Puran as quoted in Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 946-51).

(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 951-54).
891 Vishnudharmottar

Puran, Khand III, Ch. 298 (Ved Vyas, 2009, pp.

430-31).
892 Brahm

Puran, Vishnu Puran, Padm Puran, Aditya Puran, Devi
Puran, Mahabharat, Vishnudharmottar Puran, Bhavishya Puran,
Varah Puran as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 961-73)

893 Vishnudharmottar

Puran, Khand II, Ch. 42 (Ved Vyas, 2009, pp.

202-03).
894 These

are reproduced here only for general information, and should
not be viewed as medically valid.

895 Based

on Dr. Pushpa’s listing (Gupta, 2004, pp. 348-49); Daan
Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 720-85).

896 The

nature of this illness is not quite clear. However
Shabdakalpdrum quotes Rajvallabh to describe this as 'vatkaepnTv<,
A<gSwEyk
R rTv<, blai¶ivvxRnTv<c'. (Dev, 2006, p. III:557).

897 See,

for instance, chapters 279-286 of Agni Puran, which discuss
various medications along with rituals and daan for illnesses (Ved
Vyas, 2003, pp. 561-580).

898 Baudhayan
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as quoted in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 715-17).

899 Loss

of appetite. The digestive juices (called jatharagni) are considered one of the 49 forms of Agni. Vayu Puran, Ch.29 (Ved Vyas,
2004, pp. 40-41).

900 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 163 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:614-

15).
901 Bhavishya

Puran. Uttar Parv. Ch.163.14-15 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p.
III:615). Also see Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 712-15).

902 Bhavishya

Puran suggests that the donor should not talk to the
Brahmin or see his face, when this daan is made. Uttar Parv,
Ch.163.14-15 (Ved Vyas, 1995, p. III:615).
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903 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 162 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:61213). Also see Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 709-12).

904 Daan

Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 717-19); Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N.
K., 2007, pp. 192-93).

905 Vishnu

Dharmottar Puran, 3.312.6-9 (Shastri C. , 2009, p. 439).

906 Brahmand

Puran as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007,
pp. 223-25) and in Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 800-03).

907 Made

with three nishk gold, or according to donor’s capacity.
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908 Sun,

Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu and Ketu.

909 Vayu

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp.
227-28).

910 Kuber,

a Yaksh, and the treasurer of Gods, is often depicted as riding a man, though at one point of time, he was believed to ride the
Pushpak chariot (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 228). Also see Dr. Devdutt
Pattanaik’s blog (Pattanaik) for more on Kuber.

911 Daan

Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 228); Also referred at various
places in Padm Puran (Ved Vyas, 2003, 2008).

912 A

piece of volcanic rock, with a Chakra (spoked-wheel) fossil,
which represents Shri Vishnu.

913 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 194 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:712-

14).
914 An

incarnation of Shri Vishnu, when he rescued the Earth from
deep ocean.

915 Bhavishya

Puran, Uttar Parv, Ch. 181 (Ved Vyas, 1995, pp. III:67981). Also see Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, p. 228).

916 Presumably
917 Daan

a motif.

Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp. 231-32).

918 Brahmand

Puran, as quoted in Daan Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007,
pp. 232-34); Also Daan Khand (Hemadri, 1985, pp. 804-06).

919 Ranging
920 Mitra,
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from three measures to about 15 grams.

Varun, Som, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiv, Surya, Indra and Agni.

921 Garud,

Vahni and Bhavishya Puran, as quoted in Daan Khand
(Hemadri, 1985, pp. 523-526).

922 Yellow,

white, red and blue, respectively for Rig Ved, Yajur Ved, Sam
Ved, and Atharv Ved.
to 3 pal. See Note 568 for more on pal.

924 Matsya

Puran. 53.8-11 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 202-03).

925 Matsya

Puran. 53.12-58 (Ved Vyas, 2004, pp. 203-07).

926 See

Jal Dhenu on page 125 for more on this.

927 See

Ghrit Dhenu on page 125 for more on this.

928 See

Til Dhenu on page 125.

929 See

Til Dhenu on page 125.

930 Narad

Puran, Chapters 92-109 (Ved Vyas, 2009, pp. 214-226).

931 Pauranik

literature also mentions ivory. However, this recommen-
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923 1

dation is not relevant as elephants are endangered and trade in
ivory is prohibited / regulated under Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) and the Indian Wild Life
(Protection) Act (1972).
932 Daan

Mayukh (Bhatt N. K., 2007, pp. 242-43).

933 The

Hindu Lunar Calendar is adjusted every three years to reconcile with the Solar movement. This is done by adding an extra
month (Mal Maas or Adhi Maas) to the Lunar Calendar. Therefore,
the Gregorian dates could vary significantly, though the Lunar Tithi
remains unchanged.

934 Pancakes.
935 See

Til Dhenu (itl xen)u on page 125.

936 Poorv

(Indra), Agneya (Agni), Dakshin (Yam), Nairritya (Nairiti),
Paschim (Varun), Eeshan (Eesh), Oordhva (Brahma), Adho (Anant).
(Bahri, Pracheen Bharatiya Sanskriti Kosh, 1994, p. 154).

937 Nishpav.
938 Seven

types of grains.
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Index of Concepts, Forms and Names
ailak 100
aishwarya 42
Aitareya Brahmin 141
Aj Daan 53, 109, 156
Ajivika 95
Akeerti 81
Akshay Patra 108, 146
Akshay Teej 14, 60
Akshaya Patra - see Akshay Patra
akshaya triteeya - see Akshay Teej
Al Beruni 44,45
Al-Gharimoon 69
Allah 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69
Allahu Akbar 63
Al-Masakin 69
Alms 25, 63, 66, 84, 85, 106,
Altai Republic 51
amil 69
Amrapali Van 89
amrit 79, 135, 136, 148
Amrit Chakhna 79
Amritam Jalam 108
Anaar 57
Anagami 90
Anant 140
Anarata 33
Anathapindik 83, 84, 87, 88, 90
Ang (King) 95
Ang (Kingdom) 88
ang (Part) 26
Angiras 122
Angus Maddison 18
Anguttar Nikaya 86, 92, 176, 202, 203,
204
Ann Daan, 31, 38, 53, 109, 148, 149
Ann Kshetra 22, 109
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aadhak 125, 217
aadhi 27
Aahar Daan 109
Aajya Meru 51, 138
Aapaak Daan 146
aaram 56
Aasan Daan 53, 145
Aashleshaa 164
Aashvin Shukla Paksh 162
Aaturkalik 61
Abhay Daan 53, 61, 62, 99, 101, 109,
153
Abhijit 164
Abraham 74, 76
Acharya 31, 155
Adaan 33
Adata 149
Adham 56
Adhisthan 27
Adhyapan 146, 147
Adhyeya 142
Adi Shankaracharya 37
Adi Varah- see Shri Adi Varah
Aditta Jaatak 89
Aghan152
Agneeshtika Daan 53, 152
Agni Puran 31, 42, 49, 59, 153, 159
Agnihotra Yagn 55
Agra Daan 83
Agr-dakshineya Brahmins 89
aguru 130, 150, 164
Ahaar Daan 99, 100
Ahadith 65, 68
Ahamkar Daan 52, 107, 142
Ahlul Bayt 67
Ahmadiya 63
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Antrashodh rog Har 155
Anuradha 164
anvaahit 27,
Anvaya Daan 99, 100
Apasmar Unmad Rog Har 155
Apmrityu Har 155
Apsara 164, 48, 95, 135, 136
Arabian 18
Ardra 164
Arhant 90
Aritthapur Nagar 82
Arjun 39
Arogya Daan 60, 109
Arogya Shala 60
Ar-Riqab 69
arth 27, 42, 44, 60, 147
Arth Shastra 42
Arunachal 71, 80
arya 92
Arya Samjaji 21
Aryika 100
Asadh Krishn Paksh 161
Asadisa Daan 87
Ashariya 67
Ashok 57, 58, 59
Ashraya 59
Ashtak 32, 160
Ashtami 161
Ashtang Ayurved 60
Ashv Medh Yagn 118, 120, 121
Ashv Meru 50, 138
Ashvini 165
Ashw Maha Daan 47
Ashwamedh 55, 56, 59, 127, 148, 153
Ashwamedh Yagn - see Ashwamedh,
Ashv Medh Yagn
Ashwatth 53, 109, 152
Ashwatth Seenchan - see Ashwatth

Assam 63, 80
Asur 29, 40, 45, 49, 106
Asur King Bali 40
Atharv Ved 33, 141
Athithya 61
Atidaan 82
Atiratra Yagn 55
Atisaar Rog Har 155
Atithi 62
Atma Pratikriti Daan 53, 144
Atma Vidya 147
Atri Smriti 31, 33
Atthisen Jaatak 92
Aushadh Daan 100, 109
Aushadhi Daan - see Aushadh Daan
austerity 35, 81
avatar 40
ayat 67
Ayesha 64
Ayodhya 31, 36, 37, 41, 42
Ayurved 60, 147, 155
Ayushkar Daan 53, 144
Ayyam-i-Ha 103
Badahar 57
Baghdad 65
Baha'I 16, 20, 102, 103, 104, 105
Baheda 57
Bakvriksh 58
Bal Gangadhar Tilak 37
Bali 40, 43, 122
bamboo 56, 132
banana 57
banyan 58, 133
Bargad 57
barley-soup 87
batloi 146
Bauddh 16, 20, 51, 80, 83, 86, 94, 110
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Bimbisaar 86
Bodhisattva 80, 81, 87, 88, 92, 93, 95,
96
Bohra 63
Brahad Aranyak Upnishad 45
Brahaspati 59
Brahat Parashar Smriti 119
Brahm 48
Brahm Lok 56, 118, 134, 153
Brahm Puran 159
Brahm Vaivart Puran 59, 159
Brahma - see Shri Brahma
Brahmand daan 47, 113
Brahmand Puran 159
Brahmanvar 39
brahmchari 84, 99
brahmcharya 86, 94
Brahmdutt 87, 88, 90, 92
brahmin 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 39, 40,
42, 44, 48, 54, 81, 82, 90, 92, 93, 96,
118, 119, 121, 122, 125, 126, 127, 128,
139, 140, 141, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148,
151, 152, 156, 158
Brahm lok 147, 149, 159
Brahmo Samaji 21
Branaghn Ratn Daan 151
Brihadgarbh 32
Brihat Kalp 50
Buddha - see Lord Buddha
Buddha Shasan 88
Buddhism 80, 85, 92, 201
Burma 80
butter 87
Cambodia 19, 80
Chaitra Shukla Paksh 161
chakra 53, 144
Champa 57, 145
Chanakya 42
chanda 24
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bel 58
bell 124, 126, 154, 156, 167
Bengal 63, 80, 36
Betal Pacheesi 39, 44
Betal Pachisi - see Betal Pacheesi
Bhadant Anand Kausalyayan 96
Bhaddiya city 88
Bhadrak 58
Bhadrapad Shukla Paksh 162
Bhadrashv 50
Bhagander Rog Naashak Ratndaan
151
Bhagwad Gita 23, 24, 37, 54
Bhagwat Puran 43, 45, 52
Bhai Chaupa Singh 79
bhaid 22
Bhakti Movement 35
bhandara 21
Bharani 165
Bharat 37, 85
Bhavishya Puran 106, 116, 146, 58
bhaya 27
bheekh 35
Bheeshm 30,56
bhiksha 31, 35, 44, 83-85, 88, 91, 92,
94, 96, 106, 147
Bhiksha Patra 88
Bhikshatan 92
Bhikshu Anand 89
Bhikshu Sangh 83, 86, 87, 91
Bhikshu, 80, 84, 86, 89, 91, 94
Bhikshunis 91
Bhoodaan Andolan 14
Bhoomi Meru 50
Bhraman Rog Har 155
Bhrigu Lok 153
Bible- see Holy Bible
Bihar 63
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Chandal 31, 42
Chandatak 58
Chandraaditya Daan160
chanvar 126, 130
chariots 82,115
charity 12, 16, 20, 22, 39, 44, 63- 66,
68, 71, 72, 74, 78, 84, 98, 102- 104,
107, 108,
chatra 121, 148
Chatra Upaanah Daan 53, 148
Chaturdashi 162, 167
chaturthi 166
China 18, 80,
Chinese 106
Chinwad Bridge 103
Chitra 164
Chitrakoot 39
Christians 71
church 72, 74, 76, 77
Corinthians 71, 72, 76, 77
Corporate Social Responsibility 110
cows 26, 33, 34, 36, 37, 45, 48, 55, 82,
99, 113, 114, 115, 116, 121, 123, 124,
128, 133, 138, 148, 149,153, 154, 156,
159, 165
da 45
daan 9, 10, 12, 13, 15- 48, 50, 52- 54,
57, 60- 62, 78, 80-101, 106- 108, 110,
113, 114, 116, 118- 122, 124- 128, 133,
138, 139, 141-148, 150- 152, 155- 166
Daan dhan 27
Daan Paramita 20, 80, 81, 82, 92, 110
Daan Shala 83, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 109
Daan Sheel 43, 183
Daan Veer 39
daanu 78
Daasi Daan 47, 121
Dadhi Dhenu 49, 126
Dadru Rog Har 155

Dadru Rog nash Til Padm daan 140
dakshina 29, 32, 35, 41, 42, 47, 55, 57,
59, 106, 112, 114-117, 120, 123-128,
139, 141, 145, 155, 157, 158, 180, 181,
183. See also - Guru Dakshina
Dakshinavibhang Sutra 90
dam 56
daman 45
dand 22, 56
Dand Daan 53, 152
dargah 16
Das Bramhan Jaatak 89, 203
dashami 166
Dashavatar Daan 160
Dashrath 36, 37
Daswandh 20, 78, 79
date 63, 161- 163, 177, 228
Dawud Al Tai 65
daya 45
Daya Daan 61, 62, 98- 100
Dayikanam Agr 89
Deep Daan 14, 53, 109, 152, 153
deepak 29, 142
dehi-dehi 34
Dev 45, 49, 52, 59, 62, 94, 95, 121,
136, 148, 169, 192, 212, 219, 226
Dev Daasi 121
Dev Lok 94,
Dev Putra 95
Devalaya 60
Devarshi Narad 26, 29, 32
Devdar 132
Devi Parvati 58, 59, 133, 134
Dhak 57
Dhanajaya 88
Dhan- Ann Daan Sookt 148
Dhanishta 164
Dhanurved 147
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Gandh Dravya Daan 53, 150
Gandharv 136, 147, 151, 158
Gandharv Ved 147
Gandhmaadan 50, 132, 135
Ganga / Ganga ji 37, 59, 62, 148
gantry 121
garlands 57, 87, 96, 125, 126, 132, 141,
156
Garothman 103
Garud 150, 155, 166, 48
Garud Puran 159
Gathaof Zarathushtra 102
gau 48
Gaudaan 49, 55, 56, 128, 136
Gau Gras 154
Gau Lok 56, 129, 148, 155
Gau Meru 50, 138
Gau Paricharya 53, 154
Gau Sahsra daan 47, 109, 114
gaucharm 122
Gaushala 122, 123
Gaya 62
ghanimat 66, 67
ghee 87, 112, 113, 116- 118, 120, 123,
125, 127, 130, 132, 135, 138- 140, 145,
146, 152, 153, 161, 164, 166
gheepayas 140
Ghrit Dhenu 49, 125, 159
Ghritachal 50, 135
gnan 35
Goa 71
gobar 126
Godaan 49
Godavari 62
Gomed 117, 150
Goolar 57
Goprachar 57
Gorakhpur 38
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Dhanya Dhenu 49, 127
Dhanya Meru 51, 138
Dhanya Shail 50, 132, 134
Dhara daan 47, 109, 116
dharm 26, 27, 33- 35, 38, 42- 45, 48,
50, 53, 60, 83, 85, 86, 95, 96, 124, 139,
147, 154,
Dharm Ghat Daan 53, 109, 151,
Dharm Moorti 50
Dharm Shastra 124
Dharmopdesh 92
Dharmshala 101, 122, 123
Dharmvarma 26
Dhenu Daan 46- 49, 109, 120, 125,
127
Dhruv 28
Digambar Muni 97
Dipankar Buddha 93
dove 66, 154
Drachmas 18
durgati 34
Dvari Bandh 56
dvitiya 166
Dwadashaditya Daan 160
Dwapar Yug 35
ecclesiastical 76
ekadashi 161, 162, 166
Eknetra 140
Ekrudra 140
elephant 37, 40, 42, 55, 82
European 18, 76, 107
fisabillillah 69
fuqara 69
Gaj Daan 47, 120, 121
Gajanan Gangeya 59
Galantika Daan 53, 152
Galgandaghn Ratn Daan 151
Ganapati 21
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gotra 42, 95
greeshm 55
Grih Daan 47, 109, 122
grihasth ashram 97, 123
Gud Dhenu 49, 125, 126
Gud Parvat 50, 133, 134
Guh 142
Gujarat 97, 102
gun 24
Guna 95
gunapeksh 28
Gupt Daan 54
Gupt Kaashi 54
Guru 17, 34, 50, 78, 79, 113-115, 121,
122, 142
Guru Dakshina 41. See also Dakshina
Guru di golak 79
Guru Granth Sahib 78, 79
Guru Nanak 78
Gurudwara 20, 78, 79
gurujan 30
Guru's kitchen 79
Hadith 67, 68
Halpankti Daan 116
Hari - see Shri Hari
Harichandan 136
HarshDaan 27, 36
hast (measure) 122
Hasta (constellation) 164
Hasti Meru 50, 137
hasti-pad 84
havan 55, 57, 123, 133, 140
Hazrat Mohammad 63, 64, 67, 68
Heera 150
Hem Hasti Rath daan 47, 115
Hemadri 17, 45, 56, 59, 60, 118, 123,
139, 147, 155

Hemant Kaal 55
Hemkoot 50, 51
Hemvaiduriya 150
hetu 26
Himachal 80
Himalaya 50, 51, 81, 85, 89, 92, 93, 96
Himvaan 50
Hindu 12, 16, 17, 19-23, 30, 35, 36, 41,
43, 44, 48, 49, 52, 60,61, 80,112, 118,
122, 124, 125, 132, 141, 144, 157
Hiranya Ashv daan 47, 114
Hiranya Ashv Rath daan 47, 115
Hiranya Kaam Dhenu daan 47
Hiranyagarbh daan 47, 113
Hiranyaksha 52
Hitopdesh 39
Holy Bible 71,74
Holy Quran 66, 69
Hom 22
honey 29, 39, 87, 112, 114, 120, 125,
126, 133, 139, 145, 161,164
horses 32, 37, 42, 82, 115, 120- 123,
138, 148
howdah 120
Huququ'llah 103, 104
Ibnus Sabil 69
India 9, 10, 12-14, 16, 18-22, 35-38,
44, 51, 62, 63, 76, 80, 102, 103, 108110
Indra 40, 41, 48, 56, 58, 81, 82, 106,
136, 144
Indra Lok 56, 148, 150, 153, 158, 164
Indraneelmani 117, 150
Iran 102, 103
isht 22
Islam 09, 63, 68, 69
Isnaanu 78
Jaali Kumar 82
Jaatak 20, 80- 82, 85, 89- 95, 96, 110
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Jalaashay Utsarg 109
Jammu Kashmir 63
Jamun 57
Japan 80
jasta 112
Jayanti 58, 161
Jerusalem 75, 77
Jesus Christ- see Lord Jesus Christ
Jetavan Vihar Daan 84
Jinalaya 99
Jyeshth 22, 24, 139, 164
Jyeshth Krishn Paksh 161
Kaal Chakra Daan 53, 144
kaalapeksh 28
kaam 27, 43, 60, 147
Kaamla Rog Har 155
Kaar Dweep 81
Kaashyap- see Lord Kaashyap
Kachnaar 57
Kadamb 58, 132
Kakkusandh- see Lord Kakkusandh
Kali Yug, Kaliyug 31, 35, 41, 120
Kaling 82
Kalmucks 51
Kalp 112, 134, 147, 159
Kalp Lata daan 47, 116
Kalp-padap daan 47, 113

Kalpvriksh 113, 114, 117, 136, 148
Kalyan 38
Kamdev 132, 136
Kamya 22, 24, 25, 28
kanak 58, 214
Kanak Ka Lehsunia 150
Kanishth 22, 24
Kanya Daan 47, 124
Kapila Daan 48, 124
Kapila Dhenu 49
Kar Sewa 78
Karan 61
Kareesh 84
Karn 39, 183
Karn Vedh 57, 58
Karnataka 97
karnika 139
Karpas Dhenu 49, 127
Karpas Parvat 50, 135
Karpasachal 135
Kartik Krishn Paksh 162
Kartik Poornima 50, 162
Kartik Shukla Paksh 149, 162
Kartikeya 48, 166
karwa142
Kashi 42, 94
Kashyap 95, 171, 193, 194 , 203, 204,
208, 213, 221
Katahal 57
Katha Saritsagar 39, 169
Katyayan 34, 181
Katyayan Muni 34
Kaushalya 37
Kautsa 41
Kaveri 62
Kerala 18, 63, 71, 171
Ketu 61, 226
Ketumaal 50
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Jaatak Katha - see Jaatak
Jackfruit 58
jaggery 87, 112, 116, 123, 125, 130,
133, 134, 154, 166
jaghanya 98, 99
Jain 12, 16, 17, 20, 97
Jaituttar Nagar 82
jajman 106
jal 151
Jal Dhenu 49, 125, 130, 131
Jalaashay 54

Keturatn 150
Khaand Meru 51, 138
Khadir 88, 144
Khadir Angar Jaatak 88, 203
Khair 58
Kharaj 68
khichdi 146, 164
Khums 19, 63, 66, 67, 68
Kimnar 136
kindness 24, 27, 35, 45, 54, 60, 68, 73,
99, 100
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King of Koshal 86
King of Magadh 86
King of Saurashtra 26
Kingdom 40, 42, 71, 74, 76, 82, 83, 89,
93, 94, 121, 122, 137, 150, 166, 198
Kingdom of Ceta 82
Kings - see Ang, Bali, Bharat,
Bimbisaar, Brahmdutt, Brahmanvar,
Dashrath, Dharmvarma, Karn,
Kushketu, Nimi, Nrig, Prasenjit,
Raghu, Sanjay, Shudrak, Sivi,
Virochan
Kitab-i-Aqdas 103, 169, 206, 207
kon 58
Koorm Puran 118, 159, 175, 179, 187,
212, 221
Krishatva Rog Har 155
Krishn, Krishna - see Shri Krishn
Krishnajin Daan 53, 144
Krishnarjin 82
Krittika 164
Kriyapeksh 28
Kshatriya 31, 94, 202
Kshay Rog Har Til Padm Daan 140
Ksheer Dhenu 49, 126
Kshullak 100
Kshullak brahmchari 99
Kshullika 100

Kuber 41, 48, 136, 157, 172, 226, 227
Kumar 82, 142
kumkum 113, 117, 140, 150
Kumud 51
kusha 48, 52, 95, 130
Kushketu 148
Kushth Rog Har 155
La ilaha ill Allah 63
Ladakh 80
laddoo 93, 204
Laghu Upvan 58
lajja 27
langar 20, 79, 109
Laos 80
Latter-day Saints 76
Lavan Dhenu 49, 127
Lavanachal daan 133
Leelawati 50
lemon 58
Leviticus 75, 199
Ling Puran 159, 179, 189, 212
Lokpal Ashtak Daan 160
Lootadi Vrina Naashak 154
Lord Buddha 20, 80- 84, 86-91, 93, 96,
202
Lord Jesus Christ 73, 74, 75, 198
Lord Kaashyap 84
Lord Kakkusandh 84
Lord Shakra 81- 83, 87, 88, 94, 95
Lord Shikhi 84
Lord Vipashyi 84
Lord Vishvabhoo 84
lotus 57, 88, 102, 113, 119, 123, 137,
139-145, 157- 159, 164, 166, 220
Maar 88
Madanotsav 142
Maddison - see Angus Maddison
Madhu Dhenu 49, 126, 130, 131
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Maulana Abdul Malik Al-Qasim 65
mayha 91
Mayhak 91
Mecca 66
meemansa 147
Meghalaya 71
Mehendi 57
Mermandar 51
Merriam-Webster Encyclopaedia of
Religions 76
Meru Daan 46, 49- 51, 109, 120, 137
Meru Vrat 50
Mesh Daan 53, 155
Meshi Daan 53, 109, 155
Migara 89
Migara Mata Prasad 83
Mithila 37,94.95
Mithila city 94
mithyavaadi 95
Mizoram 71
Moghul 18
Mohammad - see Hazrat Mohammad
moksh 23, 24, 60, 133, 137, 139, 147,
159, 166, 167
Moksh Dhenu 49
Mongols 51
monks 17, 83, 85, 86, 87, 88, 94, 96
Mookatv har Til Padm Daan 140
Mool 131, 165
Moonga 150
Mootrakricchra Rog Har Til Padm
Daan 140
Moses 77
moti 150
Mount Belukha 51
Mount Gandhmaadan 132, 135
Mount Himvan 134
Mount Suparshv 133, 135, 136
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madhyam 22, 24, 56, 58, 98, 99
Magh Krishn Paksh 163
Maghaa 164
Maha Daan 46- 48, 81, 83, 85, 86, 93,
96, 112, 115, 116, 118, 124
Maha Til Patra Daan 52, 139
Mahabharat 31, 35, 36, 38, 39, 45, 55,
56, 122, 153, 160,
Mahabhut Ghat daan 47, 117
Mahalat Prasadhan 89
Maharashtra 80
Mahavrati Muni 98
Mahayan 80
Mahee Daan 47, 109
Mahesh 141,155
Mahishi Daan 53, 109, 156
Makar Sankranti 60, 120,146
Mallika 93
Malyavaan 50
manav adhikar 109
mandap 55, 113, 114, 117, 123, 132,
151
Mandar 51
Mandarachal 132, 135, 136
Mango 57, 58, 89
Manikya 150
Manu Smriti 35, 43
Manvantar 112, 133
Marakat 150
Margsheersh Krishn Paksh 162
Markandeya Puran 159
market 21, 54, 91
Marut 122
masha 118, 120, 141
Mata Vaishno Devi 21
Matali 94,95
math 101
Matsya Puran 33, 46, 50, 52, 55, 57,
159
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Mount Vipul 132, 135
Mrigashira 164
Mrityuanjaya Nyas,143
Mt. Sumber 51
Mt. Sumer 51
Mt. Sumur 51
Mukh Rog Nashak Gaj Daan 121
Mumbai 14, 21, 97, 102, 172, 173
Muni 34, 48, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101
Premchand - see Munshi Premchand
Munshi Premchand 49
Muslim 20, 63, 68- 70, 168, 173,
176,195- 197, 208
Muthu 151
Naag 155
Naagkesar 57
Naamu 78
naash 26, 188
naasti-naasti 34
Nag Dweep 81
Nagaland 71
Nagarjunkonda 84
Naigam - see Shri Naigam
Naimittik 22, 24, 25, 28, 118, 194
Nakshatra 61
Nakshatra Daan 61, 164
Nalanda 84, 171
Nanak - see Guru Nanak
Nandak 52
Nandmoolak Mountain 85, 89
Narad Puran 159, 160, 221, 227
Narmada 62
navami 166
navdha bhakti 100, 205
Neel 50, 51
Neel Mani 150
Neelam 150
Neem 57, 58

Nehemiah 75, 199
Netraputak 117, 150
New Testament 75
nikshipt 27
Nimi 94
nirmal 25
nirmalya 35
nirvan 80, 92
Nishadh 50, 51
nishk 118, 120, 139, 140, 145, 219, 226
nishreyas 24
nitya 22, 24, 28
Nrig 33
Nyas 27, 143
Ohrmazd 102, 103
Orange 58
Paak 26
Paakad 57
Paapapnod Dhenu 49
Padm Puran 31, 35, 48, 54, 159, 175,
181, 183, 187- 190, 194, 223- 225, 227
Padmarag, Padmraag 117, 150
pal 51, 114, 155, 157, 190, 209-212,
217, 219, 227
palak 84
palanquin 121, 221
Palash 95, 148, 192
Palewat 58
Pali 15, 80, 83, 89, 91, 170- 172, 174,
176, 201- 204
Panch Dhenu 49
Panch Laanglak Daan 109
Panchami 166
Panchang 35, 36, 60, 61, 194
Panchatantra 39, 173, 185, 188
panjika 35, 61
Panna 150
Panth Upchar 53, 154
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Paul - see St. Paul
pauranik 18, 21, 30- 32, 41, 46, 48, 51,
53, 106, 108, 127, 146, 153, 154
pausara 161
Pausara Daan 151
Paush Krishna Paksh 163
Payas 140
Peepal 57, 58
Phusati 82
pind 52
pindpaat 85
Pippali tree 91
Pishaach 29
Pitra Tarpan 52
Pomegranate 58
Poornima 50, 106, 161, 162, 167
poort 22, 23
Poorv Ashadha 164
Poorv Bhaadrapadaa 164
Poorva Phalgunee 164
Pragnya Heenata Har 154
prakar 26
Prapa Daan 53, 109
prasad 83,140
Prasenjit 86, 93
prasth 127, 137, 143
Pratardan 32

pratigrah 99
Pratipada 166
pratishraya 59
Pratyaksh Dhenu Daan 127
Pratyaya 82
Pratyek Buddha 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 93
Prayag 37, 62
Priest Melchisedec 76
Prince Vessantar 81, 82
Princess Madri 82
pua 164
Pukhraj 150
Punarvasu 164
Pundarik Yagn 159
Punjab 78
Punnavasumitra 84
punnya kshetra 90, 94
punya 23, 29, 31, 32, 43, 54, 95, 97,
148, 158
Puran 15, 24, 26, 31-33, 35, 42, 43, 45,
46, 48- 52, 54- 60, 106, 112, 117, 118,
125, 147, 158, 160
purohit 31, 90,149
Purvarama 89
Pushkar 33, 62
Pushparag 150
Pushparath 32
pushprag 117
Pushya 164
Pustak Daan 53, 109, 146, 147
Queen of Koshal 93
Queens - see Kaushalya, Mallika,
Phusati, Shachi, Suruchi
Quran - see Holy Quran
rabbit 81
Raghu 41
Raghuvamsa 41
Rahit-nama 79
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parampad 136
Parigrah Pariman Vrat 97
Parinirvan 83, 91
Parsis 102
Parv Daan 61
Parvat Daan 46, 49, 50, 109, 132134, 137
Pat Daan 53
Patal 58
patra 30
Patra Daan 52, 53, 97- 100, 146
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Rahu 61
Rajak Aram 87
rajasik 22- 24, 37, 179, 180
Rajasthan 97, 108, 169, 170, 207
Rajasthan Patrika 108, 169, 207
Rajat Meru 50, 137
Rajat Shail 50, 136
Rajgir, Rajgrih 83, 84, 203
rajshala 94
Rajsooya 56, 59, 124, 159
rakhi 106, 107
Raksha Bandhan 106
Rakshas 191
Raktshool 140
Raktshoolaghna Til Padm Daan 140
Ram - see Shri Ram
Ramayan 153, 160, 171, 174, 184, 185,
189, 225
Ramcharitmanas 31, 33, 36, 41, 170,
182, 183
Rameshwaram 62
Ramsukhdas - see Swami
Ramsukhdas
Ramzaan 69
Ras Dhenu 49, 126
Rataundhi Har 155
Rath Maha Daan 47, 121
Ratn Daan 53, 150, 151
Ratn Dhenu daan 47, 117
Ratn Meru 50, 137
Ratn Shail 50, 135
Ratnachal 135
Rehat Maryada 78, 79, 173
Revati 164
Rig Ved 33, 141, 227
rikaz 67
Riksh 50
Rinaapnod Dhenu 49

rishi 17, 48, 128, 141
ritvij 114, 133
Rog Har Daan 53, 155
Rog Peeda Har 155,
Rohini 164
Roruv 85
Rudra Ekadash Til Daan 52, 143
Rudralok 151, 153
Rudraprayag 54
saam 22
saamaanya 26
sadaqa 19, 63- 66, 69, 107, 109
sadaqa jariyah 63, 109
Sadaqa-ul-Fitr 69
sadhu 101
Safed Pukhraaj 150
sage 17, 81
Sahasra Vipra Bhoj 53
Sakdagami 90
Sam Daan 99, 100
Samudravijaya 85
Sanatani 21
sangh 83- 91
Sanjay 82
sankalp 33, 37, 41, 42, 60, 128
Sankranti 50, 60, 120, 146
sannyas 81, 92, 93
sannyasi 84
sanskar 59
Sanvaya Sarvasv Daan 27
sanyaas ashram 30
Sapt Sagar daan 47
Sapt Shatak daan 82
Saptami 166
Sarasvati 62
Saraswat Muni 34
Saraswati 34, 48
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Shibi 32, 33
Shikhandik 140
Shikhi- see Lord Shikhi
Shilp Ved 147
Shishir Kaal 55
Shishumar 55
Shiv Lok 50, 60, 123, 159, 166, 167
Shivyogi 142
Shivpad 159
shlok 26, 29, 37, 78, 102
Shobhavati 44
Shool Daan 53, 144
shraavak, shravak 90, 98
shraddha 22, 23, 26, 29, 86, 96
Shram Daan 54, 108, 109
Shravan 106, 164
Shravan Krishn Paksh 162
Shravasti 83, 84, 87, 89, 93, 96
Shreekanth 140
Shreevardh 84
Shreshth Daan 83
Shri Adi Varah 157
Shri Brahma 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 119,
132, 134-137, 141
Shri Hari 136, 139
Shri Krishn 33, 39, 40, 147
Shri Naigam 142
Shri Ram 36, 37, 156
Shri Surya 119-121, 140, 146
Shri Tirupathi 21
Shri Varun 48, 58, 122, 141
Shri Vinayak Temple 21
Shri Vishnu 40, 42, 48, 52, 116, 119,
122, 123, 133-135, 141, 142
Shringvan 50
Shudra 31, 44
Shudrak 44
Shukracharya 43, 44, 122
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Sarv Paap Har 155
SasyaVed 147
sattu 38, 39, 161
Sattvasheel 39
sattvik 22, 23, 24, 37, 100
Satya Yug 35
Saubhagya Lake 133
Saugandhik 117, 150
Sauveer 85
Sayyid 67
Seep 150
Semal 57, 58
sesame 51, 52, 113, 118- 120, 123,
125, 132, 134, 138-145, 163, 164, 166
Seth - see Anathapindik, Dhanajaya,
Migara, Punnavasumitra, Shreevardh,
Sumangal, Svati, Ugra, Visahya
Seventh-Day Adventists 76
sewa 20, 78, 109, 177
Shabad 78
Shachi 106
Shaiv 21
Shakra - see Lord Shakra
Shakt 21, 26
shakti 26
Shalagram Shila 157
Shami 58
Shankh 150
Shankhlikhit Smriti1 48
Sharat Kaal 55
Sharkara Dhenu 49, 126
Sharkarachal 50, 136
Shasthi 166
Shastra 42, 100, 123, 124, 147
Shatbhisha 164
Shaund 50
Shayya Daan 53
Shia 63, 67
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Shwas Kaas Rog Har 155
Shwet 50, 51
Siberia 51
siddh 135
siddhi 159
Sikh 12, 16, 17, 20, 78, 79
Sikh Rehat Maryada 79
Sikkim 80
Silsila 67
Sindhu 62
sindoor 14
Siras 57
Sita ji 37
Sitod lake 133
Sivi 82, 83
Skand Puran 26, 35, 43, 60
smart 21
Smriti 21, 31, 33, 43, 48, 56, 59, 155
som paan 126
Som Vat 58
Son Dinn 94
sookshm 140
Sphatik 117,150,
Sri Lanka 80
Srotapann 90
St. Paul 71-73, 76, 77
Sthali Daan 53, 146
Subhan Allah 63
Sudatta 83
Sumangal 84
Sumedh 93
Sunni 63,67
Suparshv 51, 133, 135, 136
Suruchi 40
Surya - see Shri Surya
Surya Gaj Daan 120
Surya Lok 60, 121, 150, 158, 164, 166

Suryakant Mani 117, 150
Suvarn Dhenu 49, 127, 130, 131
Suvarn Maha Daan 47, 118
Suvarn Meru 50, 51, 137
Suvarnachal 50, 134, 136
Svaatee 164
Svati 84
Swami Ramsukhdas 23
Swarglok 153
Swarooptah Dhenu Daan 49, 127
swayamvar 37
Tagar 95
Tamasik 22, 23, 24, 32, 37
Tambool Daan 53, 150
Tamilnadu 71
tantric 80
tap 22, 26, 31, 34, 99
Tark Shastra 147
Taru Putra 58, 109
Tathagat 90
Thailand 80
Theravad 80
Thirukural 44,
Thiruvalluvar 34, 44
Tibet 80
til 52
Til Adarsh Daan 52, 142
Til Dhenu 49, 125, 127, 165
Til Garbh Daan 52, 143
Til Karak Daan 52, 142
Til Kumbh Daan 52, 141
Til Maha Daan 47, 120
Til Meru 51, 138
Til Padm Daan 52, 139
Til Patra Daan 52, 139
Til Peeth Daan 52, 142
Til Poorn Kamsya Patra Daan 52, 141
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Upanishad 33
urad 93, 133, 164, 166
Ushr 63, 68
Utkranti Dhenu 49
utsarg 19, 21- 23, 30, 54, 56, 109
Uttam 56, 98, 99
Uttar Ashadha 164
Uttar Bhaadrapadaa 165
Uttar Phalgunee 164
Uttar Pradesh 63
Uttarakhand 54
vaanprasth ashram 30
Vaar Daan 61
Vagdosh Har 154
Vaiduryamani 117, 150
vaidya 60
Vaikang 50
Vairam 150
Vaishakh Krishn Paksh 161
Vaishnav 21
Vaishya 31
Vaitarani 42, 86
Vaitarnee Gau Daan 49, 128
vajralape 56
Vajramani 150
Vajrayan 80
valmeek 55
Vaman Puran
Vandhyatva Har Suvarn Dhenu 49
Vanka Mountain 82
Varah Avataar 52
Varah Puran 123, 127
Varanasi 81, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93, 96
varn-sankar 31
Varsha Kaal 55
Varshashan Daan 109, 149
varshavas 87
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Til Rashi Daan 52, 139
Til Shail 50, 134
Tilak - see Bal Gangadhar Tilak
Tilaranjak Daan 52, 142
Timbuktu 18
tirth 62
Tirupathi - see Shri Tirupathi
tithe 15, 20, 71, 74-77
tithi 35, 61, 62
Tithi Daan 61, 166
tortoise 55, 84
Trayodashi 166
Treta Yug 35
trik 28
Trimoorti Daan 160
Trimurti 140
trin 56
Tripadm Daan 141
Tripadm Til Daan 107
Tripura 71, 80
Trishul 144
Tritiya 166
Triveni Sangam 37
truth 35, 71, 76, 78, 85, 92
Tula Bhaar Daan 112
Tula Purush Daan 47, 112, 113
Tulsi 58
Tulsidas ji 31,41
Twaksar 56
tyag 23, 41, 42
Ubhayato Mukhi Gau Daan 49, 128
ubtan 52, 59
Udak Daan 53, 109, 151
Udar Rog Har 154
Uddiyan 80
Ugra 84
United States 76

Varun - see Shri Varun
Varun Lok 56, 159
Vasant Kaal 55
Vastra Daan 53, 109, 145
Vastra Meru 50, 109, 138
Vastupooja/Vastu poojan 55, 123
Vasumana 32
Vayu 58
Vayu Lok 153
Ved 25, 29- 31, 33, 34, 48, 113, 117,
142, 147, 158
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Vedang 147, 158
vedi 55
veetraag 90
Veluvan 83, 86
Veluvan Vihar 86
Vetalpanchvinshati 44
Vidalaksha 151
vidh 26
Vidhyadhar 135
Vidhyesh 140
Vidooraja 151
Vidrum 117, 151
Vidya Daan 53, 99, 101, 109, 146, 147
Vihar Daan 83, 84
Vijaysaar 57
vimal 22, 24, 25
viman 94
Vinaya Pitak 85
Vinayak Daan 160
Vinayak Temple - see Shri Vinayak
Temple
Vinoba Bhave 14
Vipashyi- see Lord Vipashyi
Virochan 40, 41
Visahya 87
Visarpdosh Har 155
Vishakha 83, 84, 88, 89, 164

Vishnu - see Shri Vishnu
Vishnu 40, 42, 44, 48, 52, 59
Vishnu Puran 159
Vishnudharmottar Puran 56, 58, 153,
154
Vishnulok 51, 166
Vishnupad 159
Vishvabhoo- see Lord Vishvabhoo
Vishvachakra daan 47, 116
Vishwajit Yagn 41
Vitan 145
vrat-rahit samyagdrishti 98
Vrikshaaropan 56
Vrinaghna Gaj Daan 121
Vrishabh Daan 49, 128
Vyatipat Yog 159
Vycranth 151
Walnut 58
West Bengal 63
William Macdonald 77
Yaachit 27
Yaajak 31
Yachak 84, 85
yagn 22, 35, 41, 55, 56, 59, 118,120,
121, 123, 124, 127,128, 148, 149,
154,158, 159
yagn mandap 123
Yagnakarta 31
Yagnavalkya 127
Yagnopaveet Daan 160
yajnapati1 32
Yaksh 48,151
yakshkar dam 150
Yam 48, 58, 59, 128, 152, 158, 166
Yamuna 62
yash 43, 44
Yashti Daan 53, 109, 152
Yog 61, 83, 141, 159
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Yojan 84
Yudhishthir 30, 38, 40, 56
zakaat 15, 16, 19, 20, 63, 67- 70, 108
Zakaat-ul-Fitr 3, 69, 70
Zakat Foundation of India 108
Zartosht 103
Zoroastrian 102,103
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In a fast-modernizing society, are the old giving traditions doomed to die?
Or can these also be modernized and revived, helping fund the financial needs of
a vibrant development sector?
This question is especially relevant in India where the Government is
committed to ensuring that ‘foreign money does not dominate social and political
discourse’. Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India, therefore, takes a close
look at the varied traditions of charity among the orthodox.
This book is intended to help Indian NGOs and fund-raisers understand and
appreciate the rich indigenous giving traditions, as also learn from the literature
and thinking that support these. It is hoped that this will lead them to think about
whether, and how, some of these elements can be used in their own search for
resources among Indian communities.
‘Daan and Other Giving Traditions in India at the onset is a work that takes the
reader 'back to the basics' in terms of understanding giving traditions as they were
practiced in India by civil society in various milieus. While various scholars, academicians and philosophers have touched upon and reflected on giving traditions of
majority religious groups in India - Hinduism, Islam, Christianity in the context of
various social, anthropological, religious and philosophical studies - there has been
little research on ‘Giving Traditions’ per se. This book is therefore the first of its
kind in tracing 'traditions' as they have been practiced historically in India.’
- Priya Viswanath, Co-Founder, dãna asia
Author: Diaspora Indians: On the Philanthropy Fast Track
Faith-based giving, a critically important part of Indian charity and philanthropy,
needs to be better understood on its own terms, and in the diverse and changing
forms in which it is practiced today in India, if we are to have even the hope of a
comprehensive understanding of the complex tapestry that is giving and
philanthropy in India. [This] volume is of exceptional value for its discussion of
the doctrine and history underlying these faith-based motivations for charity and
philanthropy, as well as for the detail of the research presented. Daan and Other
Giving Traditions in India will serve as the standard guide to these giving
traditions in India for a long time to come. It belongs on the bookshelves of any
person interested in philanthropy and charity in India and anyone working on
charitable and philanthropic giving, and of any library that is collecting any
materials in the area.
- Mark Sidel, Prof. of Law and Lauridsen Research Fellow,
Univ. of Iowa; President, International Society
for Third Sector Research (ISTR)
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